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Yacht

Date

Place, Port or Anchorage

Latitude

Long
2.

Description of Port (Relevant to Yachtsmen)

3.

Approaches (Directions, dangers~ marks, buoys, tides,
etc.)

4.

Anchorage and berths (Depths, holding ground, landing facilities,
etc.)

5.

Local facilities (~ater, stores~ etc.)

6.

Local amenities (Yacht Clubs, Port Authorities etc.)
,i

o

Description of town~ village or surroundings (historic, adjacent
places of interest, buses, trains, etc. .....

8.

Other information (anything else of interest to Yachtsmen)~

Plans, sketches~ and photographs (Please attach any such helpful
@

information in the visual form on a separate sheet of plain
paper)

HON. EDITOR’ S NOTES

This year’s Journal will, I think, constitute a Club
record for the area covered by the logs sent in, extending as
it does from the Arctlc Circle to almost the Tropic of Cancer,
the Mediterranean as far east as Naples, and the Baltic up to
Marlehamn in the Aaland Islands not to mention numerous places
in between.
I greatly regret that once again owing to the very
heavy and continually increasing costs of reproducing track
charts and plans I have not been able to include all those sent
ino
The question of the cost of producing the Journal is
becoming a serious problem in spite of every effort to keep it
down to the minimum and in this connection I would llke to thank
those contributors who have so kindly helped by cutting stencils
for their logs.
As members will be aware it is our aim to provide a
complete record of the cruises made by members whether in their
own ships or those of non=members, with the twofold object of
providing entertaining reading and also valuable and useful information on the navigational difficulties, availability of
stores, wet and dry, etco at places outside our home ports.
Enclosed with this Journal will be found a specimen
questionnaire which it is hoped members visiting ports abroad
or those infrequently used in Ireland will complete and forward to the Hono Secretary, from whom additional copies can
be obtained, so that in the future anyone wishing to visit an
unfamiliar cruising ground will be able to have accurate and
up-to~date information by applying to the HonoSecretary.
In conclusion may I thank all those who have sent
in logs and offer them my apologies for any errors of omission
or commission in printing them, also my very grateful thanks
to Colin O’Lochlaln for having produced his usual miracle of
printing the covers and binding the journal in no time at all.

- 2 THE HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT
GENTLEMEN,
I beg to present the Annual Report on the activities of the
Clubo
Committee :
Nine Committee Meetings were held during the year and all
were well attended.
Extraordinary General Meeting:
This was held on March llth and it was agreed that the Annual
Subscription be raised to £1.10s.0d as from January Ist, 1961.
Crui sln6.
Several notable cruises were undertaken by Members this
season.
Amongst the more oustanding were :R.D. Heard
- Huff of Arklow
W.H. McCormick - Diane
Clayton Love
- Galcador
Mro James Faulkner kindly consented
were awarded as follows:-

- Dunlaoghaire to Iceland
- Baltic Cruise
- Mediterranean Cruise.
to judge the Logs and the Cups

Faulkner Cup
- R.D. Heard
- Huff of Arklow
Fortnight Cup - R.I. Morrlson - Vanja IV.
Round Ireland Cup - No entries received.
WoH. McCormick - Diane - receives a Plaque as close Runner-Up for
the Faulkner Cup.
Entries for the Fortnight Cup were disappointingly few and it is
hoped that greater enthusiasm will be shown next season.
Ra c ing.
Whit sunt ide
Dunlaoghalre to Port St. Mary, 1.0.M.
Sailed under light conditions with periods of calm during the
night.
20 Entries.
17 Starters.
16 Finished.
Yacht
Corrected Time
Place
Award
1
Harmony
10. 17. 38.
Wright Salver & Plaque
2
Arandora
10. 18. 51.
Plaque
Brynoth
Plaque
3
10. 28. 30.
First on elapsed time Vanja IV awarded a K.G.F.S. Pennant.
Also finished:- Euphanzel, Fenestra, Julia, Rosalind, Zephra,
Maid of Malin, Ann Gall, Susanna, Segura,
Southern Cross, Huff of Arklow & Moonface.
Cordailys retired to Peel but did not report arrival which resulted in an Air/Sea search.
Salterello and Sonas sailed in
company but did not compete.
Saunterer and Bat did not start.

3
Cork - Fastnet m Schull
Sailed under light conditions which resulted in slow times and
favouring the faster boats°
L

Place
Yacht
Award
Corrected Time
1
Happy Morning
15o22.19.
Wybrants Kearney Cup & Plaque
2
Severn II
15.51. 0o
Lloyds Register & Plaque
3
Wye
Plaque
16o17. 3.
Also finished:
Susette,Christina of Cascia and Elsa, Setanta,
Matchwood Maid and Cruachsn retired.

Dunlaoghaire to Cork " July Ist.
Sailed under heavy conditions during the latter half of the course°
3 Entries°
3 Starters
2 Finished.
Place
Yacht
Corrected Time
1
Severn II
31. 26. 53.
2
Vanja IV
31o 57. 24.
Happy Morning retired.

Award
Donegan ~emorial Cup

Cork to Baltimore = July 8th°
Sailed under light conditions generally, with headwinds, except
for a few hours of fresh winds during Friday night° Christina of
Cascia was unfortunately dismasted when her genoa was filled by a
big sea°
Vanja IV won a fine race from the 8 and 12 Metre boats o
14 Started.
6 Finished.
Award
Corrected Time
Waterford Harbour Sailing Cup
10o20o26.
and Plaque
Plaque
10o23o37.
Severn II
2
Plaque
11o44o38
Flica
3
Also finished:- Wye and Elsa. Christina of Cascia, Marchwood Maid~
Lady Min, Auretta, Ann Again, Crusch~n, Penjura and
Imp retired.
Place
1

Yacht
Vanja IV

Annual Muster

Rostrevor on Carlingford Lough. September 3rdo

After the uncertainty of the weather this season the event was
sailed under surprisingly clement conditions with a free wind on
both outward and homeward courses for the Dublin yachts.
Those
yachts attending the Muster included:- Harmony, Vandra, Fenestra,
Arandora, Ann Gall, Vanja IV, Brynoth, Sonas, Sarcelle, Saunterer,
Segura, Mervyna, Neon Tetra, Nirvana of Arklow, Wild Goose, Suvretta, Huff of Arklow, Skua and Maid of Malin.
Cocktails were served aboard Wild Goose, Vaudra and Ann Gailo
Dinner followed ashore.

4
Results of the Seamanship, Turnout, Anchoring and Log competitions
were : ©
Award
Place
Yacht
Rockabill Trophy
!
Ann Gail
2
Vanja IV.
3
Brynoth
4
Ha rmony
5
Mervyna
Mro P oHo Greer ~ Ann Gall, by whom the Trophy was most generously
donated, has requested that the Trophy be presented to Vanja IVo
Results of the races on the homeward courses:- Sunday September 4th.
Rostrevor to Howth
Place
Yacht
1
Fenestra
2
Harmony
3
Maid of Malin

Corrected Time
4. 7~ 29°
4° 9o 39°
4° Iio 28°

Award
KoGoF.S.Pennant & Prize.
Prize
Prize

Rostrevor to Ardglass
Place
Yacht
i
Mervyna
2
Suvretta
3 Nirvana of Arklow

Corrected Time
2° 36° 15o
2° 39° !o
2o 44° 57

Award
KoGoFoSoPennant & Prize

Overseas Event.

Cu-na-Mara - Dermot Barnes, won the round Anglesea Race only a few weeks after her launch.

New Members.

The following were, this year, elected as Members of
the Clubo Malcolm McCoull, Douglas MacIlwaine,Denis
Faulkner, Brian Smyth, William Smyth, Faulkner Irving,
John Tierney, Terence Johnson, Desmond Gogarty, Lyall
Smith, George Robinson & Stephen O~Mara.

Obituary.:

It was with deep regret that we learned of the sad
death of Sam Smalldridgeo
His passing is indeed a
great loss to Irish Yachting and we extend our heartfelt sympathies to his family and relatives.

Sailin6 Directions.
Over the past year a great deal of time and trouble
has been devoted, by certain Members of the Club, to
the production of a revised edition of the sailing
directions for the South, South West and West Coasts°
It is hoped that copies will be available early in
the new season°

I thank you, Gentlemen,
Peter Bo Morck.
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REPRESENTATIVES

DUNMORE EAST

by

REPORT

MISS DAPHNE A o FRENCH

The following yachts called at Dunmore East :Tons
6
5
20
8

Owner
Cresswell"
Rudd

Home Port

H.F. Horsman

Arklow

Charles Henry
Argo III
Whimpie
Taki
Solway Maid
Severn

5
9
3
5
20
12

Barry
Holt
Robinson
Mann
J. Cart
D.N. Doyle

Llanelly
Do Laoire

3
"
8
13
21
28
26
31

Peregrine
Happy Morning
Grinamara
Vanja
Bo0Jam
Elsa
Marie
Akela

12
5

Dun Laoire

I
2
3
"
4
6
7
8

Mairgead
Susanna
Heavenly Star
Glance
Southern Cross
Fene stra
Charm
Maid of Skye

6
9
7
17
6
8
6
9

So Butler
Do Barnes
Io Morrison
Hill
Jo Clarke
Imrie
A. Farrell
Mulcahy
J. McConnell
Meadowcroft
G. Chambers
Ryan
0 ’ Mara
T. Cobbe
Judge Evans

May
"
"
"

2
20
24
31

Aspodel
Blue Mantle
Guiding Star
Sinloo

June
"
"
"
"
"

20
26
"
27
29
30

July
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Aug°
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Septol4 Marjorie Gaw

6
18
5
5

8

Go Wheeler

Fa Imouth

Pensarn
Fairlte
Crosshaven

tt

tt

tt

tt

Holyhead
Fleetwood
Bangor, Coo Down
Helvlc
tt

Dun Laolre
Glasson Dock
Strangford
DUn Laoire
t!

tt

Howth
Holyhead
Pembroke Dock

Members will be greatly concerned to learn that the Pier at
Dunmore East is in a bad state of repair and will require major
structural work at the earliest possible date to preserve it in
a sound condition°
Dunmore East is one of the best known and
beautiful havens, indeed the only one on the South East Coast°
It would be a great loss to all visiting yachts both Irish
and foreign~ to say nothing of its growing importance to the
steadily developing fishing industry.
It is most sincerely hoped that the Pier will not be allowed
to deteriorate to a state when the sea wall will be completely
undermined and the cost of repair become prohibitive, with the
resultant loss of not only a charming port of call but under many
bad weather conditions an easily accessible harbour of refuge o

6
HOWTH

1960

by

Do MELLON

The repairs to the West Pier are finished and there is
now berthage ss before the accident°
During the season the following yachts called:~
Cordailys, Susanna, Jade 8 tons~ Lass 0’Dee, Sea Minx 6 tons,
Charna 21 tons, Nimrod 12 tons, Rosenalis 13 tons, Debonnaire 9
tons, Jean Pat 14 tons, Mot Leis 4 tons, Slaihia II tons,
Saunterer 6 tons, Marguerite 15 tons, Flame 23 tons°
In addition Maid of Malin arrived during the month of
May to take up moorings and numerous boats from neighbouring
ports were in and out°

PORTRUSH by HoWoSo CLARK~ Commodore
The following yachts visited Portrush last summer:May 20th

"0rmldale" large motor yacht from Paisley, Royal
Scottish YoCo, Owner, Dro Rintoul, for the Amateur
Open Golf Championship°

May 27th

"Nicola of Kildwick" from Salcombeo

July 4th

"Tarpon" from Newry, Owner, Mro Stevens°

July 14th

"Silvercrane" from Helensburgh o Mro To Simmons.

July 19th

"Eila" 9 ton yawl who had sailed round Ireland°
Lto Colo Spencer~ RoCoCo

Aug° 2nd

"Maid of Morvern" = Owner, Mr° MoGo Mason.

Aug° 3rd

"Prelude".~ West Cheshire Yo Co , Mr
C oM
Carpentero
0
o

Aug° 27th

"St° Ebbs" , Royal Northumberland YoCo
Owner, Mrs° Do Howard°

"Ella" was first reported by a fisherman, to the writer,
as having three masts and two colonels; a later more accurate
witness said two masts and three colonels which her owner assures
me is correct~
They seem to be the only boat to go round this
year o
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The late "Sammy"

Smalldridge

An appreciation
This Club and all who knew him in the Sailing World, and
in particular in Dublin Bay, have sustained a great loss in the
death, st a comparatively early age of Sammy Smalldridge, late
Commodore of Dublin Bay Sailing Clubo
Mercia IIl which was handed down from Father to Son had
been in the family for many years and during all that time raced
consistently and won very many prizes in the Cruiser Class both
at home and all regattas from Skerries to Wicklow.
Although not competing with Mercia III in Irish Cruising
Club events, Sammy crewed in other yachts in many off shore races
of the Club, and with his breezy personality and good humour won
the regard of all with whom he came in contact, which was amply
demonstrated by his election to the Commodoreship of Dublin Bay
Sailing Club some years ago.
A oWoMo

LOCAL GALES IN IRISH WATERS.

HOW OFTEN DO THEY OCCUR?

by
Wallace Clark

" ...... for the Mariner should know that in no part
do such sudden and extraordinary changes take place
er both in summer as well as in winter".
So reads
Directions for the N.Wo Coast of Ireland 1885.
An
Yacht Cruising Tern 1895 (p.78, 2nd edition) tells a

of the world
in the weaththe Admiralty
extract from
similar story.

"At 0ban, the skipper of a large cutter told us that he
encountered a gale of wind on July 6th off Colonsay and that they
had the greatest difficulty in getting the mainsail of her and
setting the Trysail.
As we had nothing more than a strong breeze
on that day, I thought the story exaggerated.
But I have since
had reason to think that I did the man an injustice ’THESE LATITUDES APPEAR TO BE A SUBJECT TO GALES OF SMALL AREA AND SHORT
DURATION, STORMS IN A TEACUP AS IT WERE, SUCH AS WE DO NOT EXPERIENC~ FURTHER SOUTH’ .

Modern met° men do not agree or think it doesn’t matter
for the 1955 Irish Coast Pilot says nothing on the subject.
However Claude Worth was a very acute observer and the
professional seaman lO0 years ago lived much more closely attuned
to the moods of the weather than his modern counterpart who
voyages "in a ram - you, damn ~ you, steamer with a pair of
bucking screws".
I suspect that weather men are getting out of touch too°
Recently I asked a senior one if he could explain why the wind
often drops away for half an hour or so at sunset and he replied
that he’d never noticed that it did so:!
Can we reach any conclusion about these blows to give
them a worthwhile mention in the Club sailing directions?
Anyone with views or experience please let the writer
know; perhaps the Hono Editor will start a correspondence section in the Annual:
It’s a wonderful excuse for swinging the
lamp, of which I will now take advantage:
Most of my sailing
during the last eleven seasons has been done between Colonsay
and the North Coast of Ireland, and I can remember five blows
which would qualify°
Three near Tory, two near Islayo
The first at Tory in August, ’53, was the most dramatic.
We were anchored on the No side of the Island in the Green Port
and ashore at a particularly lively ceilidhe, when about mid=
night the wind began to gust and whistle round the eaves°
The
dance for us ended abruptly and a curious little oilskin clad
procession led by our host with atilly lamp wended its way
over banks and walls, bogs and pratle fields to the shore° It
was blowing force 6/7 SoW. and took three long and anxious
trips in our canvas ’dinghy to get the four of us out to "Caru"
where we bent on the trysail and generally snugged down before
turning in, in our clothes until daylight o
We got under way at 5 aomo and had a boisterous run,
but by 7 aomo the wind was right away again and a fine calm
sunny day followed.
For the next one, a year later, we were anchored in
Camusmore Bay on the So side and the wind came in from N.Wo
about 4 pomo - we got under wa~ and ran under jib for Sheephaven making the 14 miles in 2W hours in a colossal swell with
big breaking crests.
By dark the wind was down again and in
both cases we’d have been quite safe to stay at the Island°
Another one, August, ’52, was when besting through Tory
sound when the wind piped up to Force 6, for 4 or 5 hours only

- 9 and gave us an unexpectedly tough sail, to reach shelter at
Downings.
In each case there was nothing in the general situation
to indicate a blow, and fair weather with light winds prevailed
before and after°
Friends ashore at Malin Head and Portrush
were surprised to hear of any rough weather or strength of wind°
As regards warning - the wind rose and the sky grew threatening
over a perlod of between one and two hours before the blows developed:
They came from the expected direction - no sudden
shift before or during the period - which made them not too
difficult to cope with.
Of the other two, one was in July ’53, when beating
against a SoW. wind between Islay and Jura on passage home from
Norway.
The wind blew up during the afternoon to give us the
roughest couple of hours of the whole cruise until we crept
close reefed into the Sound of Islay.
The other was one Sunday morning in May, the same year,
when we lay at Bunnahaven in the Sound after a weekend sail
round Islay.
It blew up about Force 6 from the W. and we
thought we were in for a really rough crossing back to Portrush,
but by the time we cleared the lee of the land four hours later
it was near flat calm again and we motored across.
We had no
check on the extent of these two:
they were certainly unexpected, sharp and shortlived - but again from the same direction as the light winds preceding@
How many similar ones can you remember and how far
South are they to be met?
Incidentally the fastest rising blow during these years
was in Inistrahull Sound one dark August night but the weather
was unsettled at the time and as it lssted for more than twelve
hours doesn’t fall into the same category as the ~boveo The
wind rose from glassy calm to an estimated Force 7 in under
half an hour, just as the tide turned against it.
The sea got
up with equal speed, we turned to run for home and had an anxious three hours until daylight.
From the above limited experience mostly confined to
summer, the old Admiralty view seems unduly foreboding, but
sudden blows lasting too long to classify as squalls do definitely
occur°
Whether they are more prevalent hereabouts than in
more Southerly waters is difficult to estimate. In "Caru" we
encountered one exactly similar to the five above and lasting
about three hours while at anchor in Lampaul Bay Ushant in
July ’ 52°
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TWO "WEEKS IN WILD GOOSE
by
Ro P. Campbell

Having happy memories of delivering the Commodore’s I0 ton
yawl Wild Goose from Achill to Killybegs in July 1959, I was very
pleased when he offered to entrust her to me again if I would take
her round to Ballynakill, Co. Galway.
My wife and I arrived at Portrush on Friday evening June
10th together with Evelyne Miller who was to drive my car home.
Wallace put us aboard and got up two of the three anchors to which
she was lying.
Our crew Ken Armstrong joined next morning - he
could only come for a week - and I had found no one to follow him,
June being an ~npopular holiday month.
Saturday morning was spent bending sails and finishing off
sundry fitting out jobs.
We had difficulty about water ~Ls there
was no hose.
We had an invitation to supper with Liam McCormick
and eventually at 17o40 we set out under headsails mizzen and engine and proceeded against a fresh WSW breeze to Greencastle, Ii
miles distant°
We moored off Greencastle pier at 20.50 and
were splendidly entertained by Liam and his mother, returning
aboard long after midnight, flat calm.
On Sunday morning we narrowly escaped shipwreck: I think
it will be of interest to record this in some detail. We woke
to find it blowing SE out of a dirty sky, making Greencastle a
lee shore.
We made urgent preparations to motor upriver to
Culmoreo We were lying to our bower, the kedge being inshore on
our port quarter.
We were preparing to buoy the kedge when I
noticed the yacht’s head falling off to starboard and Ken shouted
that the anchor chain seemed to have parted° The engine was warming up, so I put it ahead and told Ken to cast off the nylon,
which I was actually holding as it ran aft from the bitts and out
astern to the kedge; I had in mind to pay it out as we moved
forward, but I overlooked that if Ken threw the end overboard it
would get round the propellor, and this is what happened.
We
quickly brought the bight back to the bitts and found ourselves
lying with the rocks very close astern and the bowsprit plunging into every sea.
It was a very disagreeable situation, but
the small CQR did seem to be holding.
To attempt to sail out
was fraught with risks°
However a few lengths to port there
was comparatively smooth water behind the pier and our best hope
seemed to get the yacht in there as soon as possible.
By great good fortune at this critical moment Liam came
driving home from church and out to the pierhead to find out what

- ll was wrong°
When he grasped our plight he dashed off and organised what help was at hand and they got a line out to us by motorboat o
The shore party of only four slowly hauled her towards
the pier till they could heave a stern warp, when we slipped our
kedge warp and finally they got her safely moored at I1o45, just
in time, for soon it was blowing force 9.
Shortly afterwards,
when we were entertaining our rescuers in Wild Goose’s cabin~ the
drifter to which we were secured broke her stern-line; we all
dashed on deck and after prolonged vain efforts to haul her back
realised that she was aground°
So we let Wild Goose swing away
from her in the angle of the harbour till she took the bottom too.
The gale blew out by evening when we were able to recover
our kedge and 2" nylon warp, which had undoubtedly saved the ship;
It was like a bar and I do not think that a normal manila warp
would have stood the strain.
Regarding the chain, though the
yacht had been pitching strongly I do not remember that there was
bad snubbing°
It was ~" tested chain and the makers suggested
reannealing and retesting.
It was 20 years old and Wild Goose
lies to her own gear for more of the season than does a yacht
normally kept on club moorings.
Monday was a busy day.
Before leaving for Wexford Evelyne
drove the chain into Moville and had a large link forged in the
end.
We had quite a few jobs to do.
We searched for our main
anchor with grapnel and goggles but found no trace~ it must be
well down in the sand.
On Tuesday we overslept and between one thing and another
did not sail out of Lough Foyle till noon.
This meant two tides
against us~ and with the wind NW we were getting nowhere and
eventually sailed back.
It was a nice sunny day and good sailingo
We spent the night, for a change, anchored off Carrickatory pier SW of Movilleo
At 5o30 on Wednesday 15th we left under power. We anchored at Greencastle where Ken, to my surprise succeeded in buying
petrol at 5°50.
Off Inishowen head we got a light SWly which
gradually freshened during the day, giving a reach to Malin head,
then a close fetch towards Dunaff head and finishing with a beat
into Sheephaven.
We first reefed and finally handed the mainsail and came alongside Downings pier at 16o40o
On Thursday we had wind SW 6 and rain, not a bit inviting,
so we stayed where we were°
Friday looked the same but the wireless promised a veer°
We turned to windward for 6 hours under headsails trysail and
mizzeno~ Between Tory and the land we found a huge sea and more
wind than ever; beyond Bloody Foreland a formidable lee shore
awaited us; we put the helm up and were back at Downings at 19o30~
We had a rendezvous with Wallace at Burtonport, but intercepted

hlm by phone; he duly arrived with Bruce Bolton to replace Ken
whc~nhe took next day on the first stage of his return to Scotland.
We felt rather bad that Ken got so little actual sailing.
On Saturday 18th, after a slo~w beat out of Sheephaven, we
brought the NW 3 breeze abeam as we headed for Keelasmore sound°
From Bloody Foreland it was a run°
The sun came out as we ran
through Gola roads and 0wey sound and across to Aranmore roads°
We ran under mainsail only through the very narrow Rutland No channel, so hazardous looking on the chart but very simple with the
aid of the I oC oC o book; we handed sall in Rutland harbour and motored up the dredged channel to Burtonport, securing to a fishing
boat at 19o05.
It was a beautiful evening and we were greatly
impressed by the excellent shelter of the port as well as by the
charm of the Rosses scenery.
On Sunday we motored away in calm at 10o45, one hour after
local LWo
We left by the Rutland So channel, parts of which are
a bit tricky for a stranger; we stuck for a minute or two near
Yellow Rko beacon°
We got safely to sea past Illancrone by ll°50.
It was a warm day with intermittent NW breeze and some spells of
motoring°
At 16o00, off Glen bay, we debated whether to go to
Teelln for the night or to take advantage of the fair wind, then
force 3:
All voted for the latter including Bruce, though he was
suffering from the combined effects of swell and kwells.
So we
set course for Erris head 48 miles away and in a couple of hours
could admire the panorama from Slieve League to the Sligo mountains and round to Nephino
At dark the breeze fell away and we
made poor progress during the night; we refrained from starting
the engine so as to avoid disturbing the watch below°
On Monday at 06o00 we passed outside Eagle Ido, we had
breakfast in smooth water off the Mullet and poked into the Inishkea anchorages to have a looko
As we approached Achill head the
sun killed what remained of the breeze -- it was the hottest day
of the year.
We motored into Achill sound S. with the flood
and moored at 14o45 between the castle and the ruined church°
Lisl and I rowed to Achill bridge, 1½ hours; I had overlooked
that the flood does not go all the way, also that the outboard
tank might be empty~
Motored back with provisions and petrol.
South of the castle there is a bank and in the channel between
it and the shore the tide always runs So; local boats are moored
there and there is a stone sllp; it is however too narrow a place
for a cruising anchorage though we were told hookers used occasionally to lie there with one anchor on the sandbank and another
on the shore.
On Tuesday 21st June we sailed out with a good ebb at
10o25~ predicted LW:
I have since confirmed that the ebb can
continue an hour after local LW.
We did not see the rock in
the entrance which only dries at lowest tides°
We had a nice
E. breeze for a couple of hours~ heading for Killary, but ran
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After lunch a little breeze enabled us
to sall a mile up Killary and out again°
Then we entered Little
Killary and anchored at 16o45 in this very beautiful and secure
natural harbouro
We were hospitably received at Salrock house
which stands in a luxuriant wood on the S. side of the anchorage
like an oasis in the desert; indeed it has a well of delicious
water from which we partially filled Wild Goose’s very large tank°
Wednesday was a quiet overcast day.
We left at 14o15,
passed inside Crump I. and Live Io, motoring and occasionally sailing, and anchored in Fahy Bay Ballynakill at 17.55.
An evening
walk revealed the bus route to be much further off than supposed°
This was Bruce’s last day with us as he had things to do in Portrush before leaving for UoS.Ao on Saturday.
I landed Bruce at cock-crow next morning.
Later we called
on Dro and Mrs° Irwin whose house is at the NWo corner of the Bay;
they overwhelmed us with kindness and gifts during our short stay.
While Dro Irwin took Lisl shopping to Clifden I took advantage of
LWo to explore in the dinghy the bar which fronts the anchorage,
which is locally known as Ross, Fahy being the name on the chart°
In the afternoon we went sailing within Ballynakill Harbour, anchored off Derryinver Quay which I examined, and returned to Fahy
On Friday we had intended to visit Inishbofin but visibility was very poor so we stayed put and instead gave Wild Goose
a wash out and restow from stem to stern.
In the evening Evelyne
arrived with a Danforth anchor°
We moored the yacht to an E~W
span between two anchors with her main anchor out to the N as well;
the depth is l½ fms, mud, so we felt she was quite safe.
Next
morning we left the dinghy in Dro Irwin’s care.
A photo of Wild
Goose with the Twelve Bens as background and we said au revoir to
the west coast and headed the car for Dublin.

Distances made good.
1960
June
ii
15
18
19=20
21
22

Portrush ~ Greencastle (L° Foyle)
Greencastle ~ Downings (Sheephaven)
Downings ~ Burtonport
Burtonport ~ Achill Sound South
Achill Sound ® Little Killary
Little Killary ~ Fahy Bay, Ballynakill

Sea miles
ii
44
33
107
19
14

SHINDILLA

=

1960

RoLo Berridge

With limited time this summer it was decided to confine
Shindilla~s annual cruise to the south west coast, the general
objective being to visit as many places as possible for the review of the Irish Sailing Club So and S°Wo Coast Directions.
As this area is so familiar to many members this narrative is kept as brief as possible.
A start was made from Crosshaven in the afternoon of Monday,
June 27tho
Everything was auspicious, perfect, anti-cyclonlc
weather, cloudless, smooth sea~ but little wind.
There were only
Cicely and myself on board and it was our first experience of
cruising in Shindilla so short-handed.
She is quite a lump of a
boat, but the gear is simple and the engine reliable and one of
the objects of her design was that she should be suitable for just
this.
In the event, we had no difficulty°
We ghosted and drifted westward, close in shore and were
passed by a fishing boat towing a deplorably dilapidated yacht
towards Cork Harbour - I wonder what happened to her.
We anchored in the evening in Oyster Haven but did not launch the
dinghy.
Next morning there was a delightful wind, North Force 4o
The visions of the usual long beat westward faded as we rounded
the 01d Head and reached along the coast~ close to all the headlands o
Off the Galley Cicely suddenly announced that she would
llke to see a monster and immediately several basking sharks broke
surface almost alongside and entertained her for quite a while°
Baltimore in the evening and a pleasant walk ashore.
Next morning the north passage lead us out to sea and the
boomed out genoa on to the Mizzen - more sun and smooth water°
We rounded the Mizzen right under the cliffs, the new light appesrlng to be shewn from a small red structure below the main
buildings.
A strong swirl of tide off Three Castles Head induced Cicely to try her new mackerel line with instantaneous
results°
It would appear that the tide here is stronger than
off the Mizzen itself, and the race might well be worseo Once
around, fluky winds up Dunmanus Bay made for slow progress. A
rather disappointing bay compared with those further north, we
thought; the colouring less vivid and the scale less imposing°
However, Kitchen Cove gave a peaceful night and we decided not
to go any further up, but to make for Derrynane.
The anticyclone persisted as we rounded Sheep Head next morning°
How
pleasant it is in this weather to be able to close right under
the fine cliffs and study them from so near.
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to Bantry Bay and also the usual life-boat, to seaward, bound
somewhere full speed°
Dursey Sound was negotiated under ideal
conditions = I always think it a rather frightening and sinister
place, its recompense that it leads to the utterly perfect Kenmare Bay, surely the finest stretch of coast in these islands°
On a day llke this the Skelligs glimmer, silver and mysterious,
the Bull stands out dark and forbidding, while the colour on the
distant mountains is always changing.
Derrynane came up to all expectations.
The leading marks
are clear, the entrance incredibly narrow and the little inlet
itself a gem ~ but how easy to get bottled ino
However, the sea
was as calm as ever when we left next day and crossed the bay
again to examine the leading marks for Couldaff Bay, a lonely and
desolate place, and then to study the entrance to Cleanderry Harbouro
The very narrow entrance led between low rocks to a small,
deep and landlocked pool below steep, scrub covered shores° From
there it was but a short sail to Sneem Harbour and right up to
Dunquln Castle before returning to anchor in the Bag°
COlo and Mrs° Knowles took us under their wing and we much
enjoyed the wonderful hospitality which they extend to yachting
visitors in the harbour.
Next day we were able to take them for
a spanking sall across to Kilmakilloge before returning to meet
Paul Campbello
Sunday, July 3rd.
Cicely, unfortunately, had to leave
and she took the weather with her.
Paul and I were away at noon
and sailed across to Kilmakilloge where the rain streamed down
all afternoon°
A wet walk enabled us to study the leading marks
for Ardgroomo
The next morning was better when we examined the
entrance from seaward before beating NoWo across the bay © light
wind and falling glass.
From Moylaun we had a fast sall with
freshening SoWo wind to Ballinskelligs Bay where we anchored for
lunch behind Horse Island°
Surprisingly free from swell with
~
the S oWo wind with a 50 lobster boat on moorings- a desolate
spot, but a useful passage anchorage.
The wind, freshening all the time, gave us a hard beat
out and along the shore with visibility getting steadily worse,
down to ~ mile at intervals.
There was the usual uneven sea
close in with the headlands looming out of the mist, grim, grey
and repellent°
We were glad enough to run into Port Magee and
anchor off the pier, to light our stove and shut out the dismal
night of wind and rain.
Mizzen and staysail brought us up the harbour in the morning and across Caher Bar into the river.
Paul rather horrified
by my idle sailing and hankering after the main.
He was even
more horrified, shortly after, when I put her ashore on the spit
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S oWo of Froghill Iso and he found himself struggling with dinghy
and kedge°
My own fault through not watching the soundings° However we soon came off and continued up the river to Caherciveen
where we anchored off the pier.
A strong tide in the river. A
useful town with good shops and water.
Left at L oWo in the evening which gave us a good chance to examine the channel and banks.
Found a fathom on the leading marks across Caher Bar and anchored
off Knight stown o
A fresh morning was wasted as I was feeling off colour, but
by afternoon the sun was shining when we beat out with reefed main
and engine to find surprisingly little sea off Cromwell Point, but
more outside.
Hoisted jib and mizzen and had a cracking sail a
point free across Dingle Bay to an anchorage off the wonderful
semi-circular beach in Ventry Harbouro
We had supper there, then
up anchor and ran down to Dingle which we reached at LoW°
There
were clearly considerable changes from the chart with a dredged
channel running up to the pier where a good number of fishing
boats had moorings°
We fiddled about looking for dredged cut,
but eventually grounded°
An echo sounder tells one that the
water is getting shallow but not which way to turn to find it
deeper°
Soon floated off and anchored.
The fishing fleet went out early next morning, all pass~
ing close to us at full speed and mostly laden with pots°
We
soon followed to find no wind outside and a bit of old swell from
the day before°
Sall and motor brought us to Dursey Is o in due
course with the Cow and Calf close aboard9 from whence a pleasant
breeze allowed us to stop the motor and boom out the genoa to enjoy a delightful run to the Mizzen and on to Crookhaven ~ a place
with little to recommend it except its shelter.
Paul was determined to set the mizzen staysailo
There
was a fine, fresh westerly and it sent us up to Long Is. Sound
llke a planing dinghy and up to our anchorage off Schullo
In
the afternoon we reefed the main and had a grand sail to Ballydehob where we anchored for tea, then to Skeagamore Hro which
offered slightly better shelter, then a motor beat back to Schull
where we had a date to visit Conway Maid, COl o Io Cart, and a
centre boat yacht from Poole~ Laocoon, whose crew came aboard
later°
In the morning Colo Cart visited us and we cleaned ship
before Cicely rejoined later and Paul lefto
Very sorry to see
him go.
Beastly afternoon°
Remained in Schull on Sunday and were rewarded next day
with a hard run to Baltimore with a long sea coming in and the
Bullln breaking at intervals.
We anchorsd off Spanish Is, where
we would get a good view of the dinghy racing.
Most enjoyable
¯ ~ith plenty of grief and plenty of fine sailing.
To Sherkin Is o
in the evening and a long walk ashore°

- 1V Tuesday gave lighter airs.
Harry Cudmore came aboard
from Auretta for a visit°
At 13.40there was a SoW’ly gale
warning so we decided to make for Castle Townsend before it came°
Made a fast passage and went on up the harbour above the village
to have a looko
A big ketch, ’Guest’, owned by a Dutchman, I
believe, was anchored there.
Returned and anchored off the
village.
It blew hard for a while, easing after dark.
Beastly
morning, and remained at anchor.
Thursday was better, Wo4, with rain squalls.
Made fast
time standing well off~shoreo
Wind increased to 5 and handed
mizzen.
The worst of a ketch is that the mizzen blankets the
main running and in any wind and sea stops it from staying quiet°
If one can goosewing and guy the booms, she runs beautifully°
Gybed off the 01d Head and reached up to Kinsale, a grand ssilo
Dara, Miss French, left before us on a fine mornlng~
We
lowered main off the Bulman and fished industriously for a while
before re-holsting it off Reannies Hd. for a pleasant run home
to moorings and the end of an enjoyable cruise.
T0 LOUGH SWILLY
Lake of Shadows~ I am anchored
By the shores of far North Sea,
But these verses, though unworthy,
Carry bsck my thoughts to thee°
Five short years I sailed upon thee,
Pic-niced in thy wondrous bays,
Gliding home at golden evening,
In thy sunsets mellow rays,
Forgotten are those anxious moments
When "Seagoe" filled by Inch’s side,
And hours becalmed, deep kedged and
Waiting for a breeze to stem thy tide.
No more I run before thy zephyr
Or thrash to windward through thy gale.
Father Thames must now embrace me
And the Heron onward sailo

Wo Mayne Elliott
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FOLK

JoRo Workman

If you have but three weeks holiday, do not be too definite
about where you intend to gO o
Our reply when asked was, "Up the
West Coast as usual," which in Northern Ireland means the West
Coast of Scotland.
Actually we had set our sights slightly higher
and had aboard charts of the Faeroes, Pass-ports and some travellers
cheque s o
We dropped our moorings off the Royal North of Ireland Yacht
Club~ at 20o10 on Friday, July 8tho, and headed North°
"Ceara" a
Giles auxiliary of 8 tons was well stocked and we had aboard, Jock
Workman, Bill Haslett~ Mike Groves-Raines, and JoR. Workman° With
main~ genoa and an ebb tide we~were soon in the channel lying up
just outside the Maidens. in a nice NoWo breeze of 3 - 4o
Near
Islay next morning we came about and inrdue course arrived off the
Rhinns~ here the wind vanished and in an attempt to avoid the worst
overfalls we started the engine°
In anything but settled weather
this is definitely a spot to be avoided, especially at springs°
The next night was spent working our way slowly north, keeping some seven miles to the westward of Skerryvore~ Wind SoEo force
2 ~ 3o
By dawn it had increased slightly and backed making it a
best for the last ten or twelve miles to Skiport where we dropped
the hook in the Little Kettle Pool at 18o45 log 181.
The following morning after Vphoning home and getting a few
supplies at the little shop up the Linne Arm we were off under
single reef and Noo2, changing to main and genoa when outside° Unfortunately the wind was ahead and backing which made our course
up the Little Minch a large arc terminating off Rodel where sheets
were started and we flew up the coast to enter Tarbert by the
sound of Scalpay coming to in North Harbour.
Tuesday, July l2th, saw us under weigh at 12o20 in a light
So to SoWo wind increasing to about force 4o
Outside Mike’s cap
took wings, so we had a useful man overboard practice° A little
later we set the Spinnaker but after about an hour we were back
co the boomed out genoa°
By 19o45 rain showers and a further Increase necessitated a change to the Noo2 plus a tuck in the main°
We had the Butt of Lewis abeam at 22°00, and for the next few hours
the sea was very confused and the wild rolling made it impossible
for those below to get any rest°
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- 19 Early the following morning we sighted Sula Sgeir some ten
miles off~ sharply silhouetted against the dawn sky°
The wind
still fresh had backed to the S oE° so we gibed and proceeded at
5 = 6 knots.
In due course the sun came up and all hands had
breakfast on deck°
Later in the day the seas lengthened out as
we got off soundings and life became much more pleasant.
That
evening there was a very ominous sunset, the wind continued to
back and freshen to a good 6 with more in the rain squalls when
visibility was reduced to a few hundred yards.
At 04.00 we got
a fleeting glimpse of what we took to be Akraberg Light~ distance
about twenty miles which coincided with the radio bearing°
We
had been using Consol during the passage and found it extremely
useful~ the fixes seemed to fit in well with our DoRo
Repeated
efforts to get a bearing on Nolso failed which was not surprising
as we subsequently found it to be out of action°
Our flrst~ and very indistinct sight of Faeroes came at
10o45 on Thursday~ a vertical edge of cliff disappearing up into
low cloud bearing 310 at a distance of something over a mileo
It was pleasant to have arrived and better still to be able to
say with some certainty that it was Dalsnypen the southernmost
point of Sandoo
After closing the land we took a short tack off
shore into the murk and were then able to lle Nolso with the aid
of a weather going tide°
This tide was so strong that we were
nearly carried to the east of Nolso and had to shake out the reef
to make headway, eventually arriving at Thorshavn at 14o30 log
278°
There was no room alongside the quay so we let go in the
0stre Vag and were immediately surrounded by a number of boys in
their attractive Faeroes boats, obviously very interested in
"Ceara".
By this time we were all stiff and salt encrusted so a
visit to the public baths seemed imperative.
Mr° Bennhoft of
the tourist office was most helpful and we were soon on our way
there by taxi°
These baths lived up to their reputation, everything spotlessly clean, and a very efficient attendant, immaculate
in white°
The Faeroes are a very friendly people and go out of
their way to be of assistance to visitors.
Quite a few wear the
national dress consisting of a type of forrage cap, a straight
coat with many silver buttons, fancy waist-coat, knee-breeches~
hand=made stockings and buckled shoes.
Their buildings, some
modern and some traditional with long grass growing on the roofs
are all gaily painted and although it was mid July were centrally
heated°
Next day dawned cold and wet but by noon it had cleared
and we spent the time sight=seeing and shopping.
In the evening
we had aboard the Vice=Consul, Mr° Mortenson, slso Mr° Simonsen
and Mr° Bennhoft of the Thorshavn Tourists’ Bureau, who told us
a lot about the conditions in the Islands, whale hunting and the
splendid part played by the Faeroese during the war.
They

offered to make arrangements for a trip to Myggenaes on Sunday and
to ~phone Mro Kaiser of Vestmanhavn where we hoped to go next day°
An early start had been planned but owing to thick fog and
our lack of knowledge of the tides we thought it well to stay where
we were°
By 08°45 it had cleared slightly, so with no wind and
some rain we left under engine on a carefully prepared course°
Later the sun came out and we had a glorious run past Kirkebo where
the thousand year old church of Sto 01af is still in use°
The
scenery was magnificent especially the cliffs of Stromo to starboard as we entered Vaago fiord°
Vestmanhavn was reached at 13o08
and it was here that we had a further example of the friendliness
of the Faeroeseo
We had bought a Faeroes flag in Thorshavn and
were flying it at our starboard crosstrees°
Within an hour of our
arrival there was scarcely a house in the village that had not put
up its flago
We felt highly honouredo
After telephoning Saksen to find if conditions were suit©
able~ we made arrangements for a trip to the famous bird cliffs
on the western side of Stromo, and shortly an open motor boat was
alongside°
No written description could do justice to this trip.
Caution Noo2 on the Admiralty chart states that it Is dangerous
to approach within 32 cables°
Our pilot Mro 01sen must have read
feet for cables as despite the swell~ he not only took us alongside the vertical cliffs rising in many places to well over 1500
feet, but also threaded his way behind stacks and through numerous
caves which were in some cases little more than cracks in the
cliff face°
The close up views of the nesting birds reminded us
of a natural history museum~ that is to say in all but the smell~
In the evening we called with Mro Kaiser~ manager of the
Hydro Electric statlon~ who was kind enough to arrange for a
motor boat to take us to Vaago in the morning.
Shortly after 08°00 we were on our way down Vestmanna
sound~ landing at a little pier miles from anywhere°
Here a
taxi met us and we crossed over to Midvaag to await the Smiril,
a small steamer of a few hundred tons~ which had been chartered
for the day by the Tourist Bureau.
She soon arrived from Thorshavn and we were welcomed aboard by our good friends Mr° Simonsen
and Mro Bennhoft; and in due course sat down to a most excellent
lunch°
At Myggenaes we anchored and were put ashore in small
boats°
With about three hours to spend on the island, there was
time for a most interesting walk to the lighthouse°
The path
led in some places along the cliff tops and close to thousands
of puffin burrows.
We were shown over the lighthouse and the
radio beacon equipment, and before leaving signed our names in
the Visltorsv book°
By the time we had finished tea in the
little village, the swell had increased considerably and we were
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ferried out to the Smiril, through seas which were then bursting
over the breakwaters.
Off the entrance to Vestmanhavn we transferred to a waiting motor boat and returned to "Ceara"o
That
evening Mro and Mrs° Kaiser entertained us in their very attractive home~ and showed us many fine colour slides.
Next morning after a final run ashore and a very careful
check over mast and rigging, we got away at 14o45.
Leaving
Vaago fiord, Bill spotted 20 or 30 small boats about a mile to
leeward~ obviously a whale hunt, so over we went.
By the time
we arrived the whales had vanished but were soon sighted again
quite close and an encircling movement started.
For the next
few minutes conditions aboard "Ceara", were hectic for with two
up the mast taking photographs~ the others had their hands full
gibing~ staying and dodging the whale catchers as we flew around°
For those who have not seen a whale hunt at close quarters~
the drill may be of interest°
On sighting a school, word goes
round neighbourlng villages and all available boats rush to the
scene°
The object is to drive the whales into a suitable bay
This is done by forming a seml-circle behind the school~ large
white painted stones on ropes are repeatedly hurled into the sea
as a means of control.
Once the whales are embayed the lead!ng
boat singles out a whale which is facing the beach and stabs it
with a harpoon°
If all goes well this whale rushes straight f,::.r
the beach; and the remainder thinking there is some danger foiiow
suit~ causing a huge wave sometimes as high as six feet~ whlcn
when it recedes, leaves the school high and dry.
The whale~ al~
though not large~ 1G to 30 fto, are usually caught in schooi.s ::,f
50 to 500°
The hunt looked like being a lengthy business~ and as
time was unfortunately pressing we broke away and got back on
course°
We ran on south leaving Sando, Skuo, Store~ and Lille
Dimon to port°
Later the wind lightened and we were compelled
to use the motor to break the tide in Sydero fiord°
The excel~
lent leading lights into Trangisvaag were scarcely necessary~
as at this time of year there is no real darkness.
The s~ was
actually quite light as the anchor went down at 02°50 near the
head of the harbour.
We left this very attractive looking place at 16o00~ on
Tuesday July 19th noting as we went the typical Scandinavian
brushwood topped stakes marking patches of rock to starboard,~
Some 2~ hours later we took our departure from Akraberg ligh~
and as we approached the Munken rocks, over three miles off~
two open boats came past their crews all standing and waving a
final farewell.
It is just possible that they knew who we we~-e~,
as news of our arrival at Thorshavn had been broadcast on the
local radio.
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We had carried the genoa for rather more than 24 hours before the wind started to harden and back°
At 23o00 on Wednesday
we tucked in a reef and tacked on to porto
By next morning we
had passed some 12 miles to the eastward of North Rona and were
lying about SoWo when conditions became distinctly worseo
It
appeared that we had now met up with one of the many predicted
gales~ so we lay to and pulled down the second reef~ changed to
the Noo3 jib and let draw on the new tack towards Cape Wrath° As
frequently happens the blow though unpleasant was short lived and
by 17o40 we were back to full main and genoa, eventually having
to motor the last few miles into the Crow anchorage Loch Laxford
at 20o20 on Thursday, Log 246°
From Laxford we had a glorious sail, close reaching under
main and genoa, to Stornoway, coming to alongside the lifeboat at
22o30o
Next morning we cleared customs, had baths and collected
mail~ and after getting stores beat the few miles to Mariveg,
Lock Erisorto
That night it blew hard and we were glad to be in
such a snug anchorageo
On Sunday morning we were off at 10045 and left by the
southern entrance averaging almost six knots for the 55 miles to
Lock na~Beiste, away again next morning at 10o40 to catch the
first of the flood through Kyle Reao
The wind, fresh at first,
went light and we had a slow beat to Ardnamurchan with the usual
reach into Tobermory, anchoring off the old pier at 00°30°
It was quite an effort to have the flags up at 08000,
breakfast however was much later, and it was mid afternoon when
we slipped away~ passing our slstershlp Boomerang in the entrance°
Head winds and a foul tide off Callach point made the going slowo
Finally at 20o40 we anchored in that very confined space between
the reef and Sgelr an Calsteal in the Treshnish Isles° Treshnish
is a weird an~ lonely spot with little but the seals and sea=
birds to keep one company°
Even the derelict lobsterman~s hut
has at last collapsed.
On Wednesday we motored past Staffa, the wind being light,
and then beat the remaining few miles to lona for lunch°
After
a visit to the abbey we moved over to Earrald, where there were
two Clyde Cruising Club yachts.
Thursday July 28th, an unpleasant morning with some rain
and fog plus a fresh southerly, not the sort of weather to start
for home°
After lunch the sun came out and we got away at
13o35 with a light WoSoWo, slipping quietly inside the Torran
rocks, past Colonsay, and through the sound of Islayo
On clearIng the sound the wind, now SoW° started to freshen and as dusk
descended we changed from genoa to Noo2 Jib°
It was dark when
we tacked off Machrihanlsh and by then a good force 5. The seas
were starting to build up fast and those below, although trussed

- 23up in their bunks, found it impossible to sleep.
Shortly after
the change of watch at 02.30 we tacked south°
Two hours later
as the sky to weather looked threatening the ship was hove to,
and a reef tucked in without disturbing those below.
By 06.00
it was a steady 6 gusting 7 with the seas very white and confused.
Soon however we were in the lee of Rathlin and started
to fly down the Antrim coast.
The reef came out later and up
went the genoa, and we had a fine sail inside the Maidens and
through the Copeland Sound, eventually putting into Portavogie
at 19o15 to telephone home.
After dinner we were off again and
with the help of the engine managed to break the last of the ebb
in Strangford Narrows.
By the time we passed Portaferry it was
completely dark, and between us and our moorings lay numerous
pladdies.
Fortunately there was by then no wind making it possible to steer accurate compass courses eventually arriving at our
moorings in Ringhaddy at 00°50, on Saturday July 30th, just four
hours and forty minutes over the three weeks.

CEARA
1960
From

To

Cultra
Lo Skiport
NoHarbour Scalpay
Thorshavn
Vestmanhavn
Tranglsvaag
Lo Laxford
Stornoway
Marlvaeg
Lo Na-Belste
Tobermory
Treshnish
Earraid

LoSkiport
N.Harbour Scalpay
Thorshavn
Vestmanhavn
Trangisvaag
Lo Laxford
Stornoway
Marivaeg
Lo Na-Beiste
Tobermory
Treshnish
Earraid
Ringhaddy

DIRECT DISTANCE
183
44
26O
24
45
2OO
46
7
55
52
2O
14
132
1082
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TOUR TO THE HEBRIDES
by

Margaret & Antony Bridges

"We were carried to the vessel in a small boat which she
had, and we set sail very briskly about one o’clock."
- Boswell’s

"A Tour to the Hebrides"
3rdo October, 1773o

Rory 0’Hanlon let us have HARMONY for August ® an action
for which he will certainly go to heaven°
Sto Peter would know
what it means to an owner to turn his boat over to somebody else
for a more-or®less unrestricted cruise°
HARMONY’S owner has taken her very far afield, and his
quiet and tactful assumption that we should have no difficulty
whatever in doing the same made an impression upon me which I was
careful to conceal, especially when, after a final show-round, he
left the two of us aboard in Dunlaoire on the evening of the 21st
July~ with a whipping NoWo wind, a falling glass~ and an obligation, idiotically self-imposed, to sail as soon as possible for
Mallaig to pick up our two boys°
HARMONY is a thoroughbred, and neither of us had ever
sailed anything quite of her class before°
As we sat in the
cabin throughout Friday listening to a string of forecasts of
wind 5=6 and wondering whether we should be able to handle this
beautiful little boat, there kept running in my head some lines
about a merlin, which adapted themselves to my zero~hour frame
of mind :
"Think you she can endure the tall seas yonder?
Cozen advantage out of the teeth of the hurricane?
Ride out a night-long tempest, hold her pitch
Between the lightning and the cloud it leaps from?"
Of course she could ~ and had°

It was a matter of crew°

At half-past five, knowing that the Dublin yachtsmen
would be down in another half hour for the evening’s racing, for
very shame we pulled up a reefed mainsail and what Rory had introduced to us as the storm jib ("which you’ll hardly ever need"),
and rushed out of the harbour.
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getting the feel of her and, I need hardly say, beginning to reJoice.
The wind fell light at night, the engine worked to
order, and by 10;30 next morning we were abeam of St. John’s°
It blew up again in the afternoon, from South, and we made a
wide circuit to avoid the tide-fall in the mouth of Belfast Lough.
Took the staysail off, and made for Lame, as there was thick
cloud, a rising sea, and another rotten forecast.
Wind about 5,
and tide turning foul against it.
HARMONY behaved beautifully
in the seaway under reefed main only - little water on deck, and
perfect control all the time.
Larne 19.15.
Rory would have
been off Islay by this time - but never mind.
July 24°
The Hono Secretary of the Larne Yacht Club very
kindly came over to ask if there was anything he could do for US o
It is a bit premature to send telegrams to say how well we are
getting on - better leave it until we see if we can go a little
farther.
Away at 13o45.
Wind back to the North again, light
at first, but 3-5 for the rest of the day.
Trysail drill, to
make sure how it goes.
Thereafter, constant changes of jib, due
to showers, squalls and shifts.
Campbelltown 21o00@
July 25.
Wind W. 3 - 5.
Away at 9 a om.
Lochgilphead
15o00.
This was a glorious sail, average 7 knots, with main
skysail set.
Thanks be for quiet water.
Crinan Canal, Lock 9.
20°30.
A paradise in this quiet evening.
Mro McColl’s garden
a blaze of dahlias.
A little gaff cutter is tied alongside us~
her crew two chaps from Glasgow and a wise old collie°
They
are going to call on a friend in Buckie and have three weeks to
do it and get back.
"This" said her Skipper, "is when we live’"
July 26.
Crinan.
So far we haven’t a scratch and feel
justified in reporting to Dublin.
Mylne, of the firm that designed HARMONY, hailed and complimented us on the boat’s appearanceo
Felt it only right to report that, too.
12o30 Dorus
Mor, with the tide.
Nice day, sun and showers°
Wind SoSoWo
2=4.
Loch Aline 18.00.
We are a bit tired and could do with
a good night in.
This place is heaven.
July 27, 12.15.
Slept the clock round°
There would
have been less work in a straight passage outside; but the forecasts did not seem to warrant it.
Going up the Sound of Mull,
9 yachts were in sight at one time°
16.45, Ardnamurchan - and
there, ahead, the cockscomb of Eigg, the peaks of Rum, and beyond, the massed battlements of the hills of Skye.
A good
sight again, after 20 years.
Mallaig 20°50, with 2 days before
our boys are due.
July 28.
Met the Greenes in SARITA from Strangford,
whose friends, Mr. and Mrs° Bell, and Graham Leslie, had stayed
with us for Baltimore Dinghy Week.
They, too, are collecting a
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which does not worry us.

Tonight,a gale S.E.,

July 30 ~ August 4o
Richard and Meryon arrived on the
29th from Gordonstoun in good order, and we set out northwards
the following morning.
Passed the two school boats, PINTA and
SOLDIAN in the Sound of Sleat, beating up in company for Mallaig.
With a following wind HARMONY easily bucked the tide through the
Kyle - something not every boat could do.
We visited Kyleakin
to get some unhygienic bread, and so to Loch na Beiste for the
night.
We did not fancy Kyleakin - there was very little room
and a constant ferry traffic - and no bread°
The wind went North and stayed North for the next ten days.
We had hoped to go round the top of Scotland and look at the Pentland Firth, and worked northwards with that idea still in mind,
via Portree, Port Erisco (Duntulm), Scalpay, Tarbert, and Aultbea
(Loch Ewe) where we arrived on Thursday, August 4tho
There,
thick fog descended on us; on Friday visibility was down to a
couple of hundred yards.
We got away on the afternoon of the
6th, snd had a slow and somewhat dismal beat against the swell
out to Greenstone Point, where the wind freed us for Tanera in
the Summer Isles.
August 6o
One of the delights of HARMONY is the way she
will jill about in an anchorage under short sail, while someone
plays with the leado
This evening she sailed into the Cabbage
Patch, had a good look round, and, not caring for it much, beat
quietly out again under mainsail alone°
We dropped anchor finally in 5 fms. about i00 yards NoN.E of Fraser Darling’s pier at
Tigh an Quay; went ashore to look round the place he and his
wife worked so hard to rebuild, and which he describes in his
book "Island Farm".
It was a crofting experiment, undertaken
in the hope of restoring, by example, fresh vitality and a better
standard of llfe in the West Highland "townships". Unfortunately,
what can be done by educated, devoted people, with the help of
some outside capital, is not what will - or, perhaps, can - be
followed in these days by anyone else.
The deserted land has
gone back to rushes, but the quay, with its hundreds of tons of
replaced stone, will long remain as a memorial to a gallant
effort°
The transparency we got at dawn next morning of Suilven
and Stac Polly in the first light is our own memorial of this
rather strange and sad place.
August 7 - I0.
The wind still sticking in the North,
with a forecast of NoEo force 4 - 6, we decided regretfully that
Cape Wrath was out.
In certain conditions one does not worry
too much about forecasts, but since I had all my eggs in one
basket and it wasn’t even my basket I could not afford regrets
of the wrong kind.
The decision meant that at least we should
have plenty of time for exploring the islands.

From Tsnera we went down to Gsirloch, and thence round
the top of Skye again to I~nvegan Loch, where we aochored under
a village with the curious name of Stein°
There we met a
gentleman wearing an old reefer jscket about to embark in a
small boat heaped with a seine net°
We mentioned sea trout o
which was perhaps not quite polite - and he replied cheerfully
that any which came up without "EoRoII" marked on them somewhere
were hardly entitled to be replaced in the sea.
From Stein it is only a short run round to Dunvegan,
which is worth a visit, both for its fine little harbour and for
a sight of the McLeod stronghold, which is said to be the oldest
inhabited building in the British Isles.
After lunch there, the wind happened to be fair for
Harris again - about NoEo © so instead of going on round Skye we
held across for Rodel.
Towards evening a large and strange
vessel appeared far ahead crossing the mouth of the Sound of
Harris northwards, followed at a discreet distance by a destroyer°
There were three masts, and an immense standard flew from each°
Having concluded that it could only be the Royal Yacht, the question at once arose what were the proper motions of respect°
The
distance off was at least five miles, and we thought that to dip
our burgee, which measured about a foot by six inches, would be
a work of supererogstlon.
Someone then thought of letting fly
the genoa sheet, but it was remembered in time that letting fly
sheets was the old signal for "Enemy in Sight to Windward", and
we feared the action might be misconstrued°
Eventually we did
nothing at all, and the BRITANNIA sailed on undisturbed through
a perfect evening, only to run next morning into a 7 ~ 8 wind as
she approached Lerwick.
Perhaps our decision not to go northabout had not been so stupid after allo
At Rodel, needless to say, we dallied with the idea of St.
Kilda, and again the forecasts put it out of court° There were
many sea trout = big ones ~ jumping along the shore, which we
could not catch, so we put HARMONY into the little basin and had
dinner at the hotel and a yarn with the guests and with that
kind and great character, the proprietor, Mro McCallumo
August llo
To Bracadale, with a fast sail across the
bay to finish the day.
Anchored in Loch Beg, Lo Harport, the
wind being North, a good 4.
August 12 ~ 13o
To Mallaig, by Soay Sound, and on next
day to Tobermory.
Had to pay 5/~ a lbo for lobsters on Mallalg
pier.
NoBo The 12th; when we reached Mallalg, was a Friday,
and the harbour was so full of trots of fish boxes full of lobsters ready-packed that there was hardly room to snchoro
First
thing on Saturdaymornlng, their owners came and collected them
and stacked them on the pier for the morning market°
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Determined to do one little foray, and
being anxious to see Iona we went down to Loch na Lathalch on the
14th.
Took pictures of Staffs but it wasn’t fit to land.
Loch
ns Lathaich is a splendid anchorage, very easy to make, as there
is a light on an island in the entrance and clear water both
sides.
We were pinned there next day with a strong W. wind. On
the 16th we beat along to Ions Sound and got to Martyr’s Bay by
I0o00o
~nterlng the Sound from the North is quite easy; there
is water clear down the shore of the island, keeping about lO0 yds.
off°
Martyr’s Bay is only a small sandy dent between reefs and
could be bad in strong S.Wo winds with a south-golng tide: with
wind off the island shore it is all right as a temporary anchorage.
The cathedral has been beautifully but too extensively restored.
Anyone in search of the old peace and sweetness expressed
in the illuminated gospels will find, as we did on this typical
August day, large flags set up at the northern gate-posts of the
Sound, three MacBrayne steamers disgorging loads of sightseers,
"crocodiles" of pilgrims (girl guides, most of them seemed to be)
wending to and from the cathedral, gaggles of lectur-ees being
shepherdedabout by the clerical faculty, and a surrealist statue
in the new courtyard of the new chapter-house.
There is a great
deal of intenseness, much expense, and not much left of Saint
Columbao
But the island is as it was, and the ground is holy;
and perhaps in the dawns, when no one is about, a boat’s keel
scrapes the sand, and shadowy figures, their gowns kilted to their
waists, unload their night’s catch, while a drift of plainsong
rises with the first lark.
14o20.
It was blowing hard after lunch from the W.N.W.,
but we were sick of watching weather, so put up the trysail and
small jib and sallied forth.
Clear of the island, HARMONY had
all she - or at any rate, we - wanted.
The amount of sail, as
a matter of fact, was about right, and for the next three hours
she did six knots in a sufficiently heavy Seao
Very little solid
water came on deck, but it was exhilarating, leaping, down-on-one
ear sort of sail, with the wind just free enough to enable us to
clear the reefs off the S.W. end of Staffs and to lay between the
Treshnish Islands and Collach Point.
In the tumble of tide off
that point she had to be run dead before it, and, as always, she
handled like a gull.
The trysail is a sweet sail for running,
since it can be gybed at any time without danger.
Requests were
put in shortly afterwards for a haggis and an apple pudding for
supper, and both were ready when we reached Tobermory at 19.00.
While they were being set out, HARMONY was wandering, under trysail only, between anchored vessels until she arrived at the
exact spot she fancied.
August 17 - 21.
And so southwards by Loch Aline again,
where this time there was a pair of tame swans, and the swollen
burns cascaded over the cliff edge into deep woods; and by Lock 9,
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mail and heard that Richard had passed into the Navy, - to the
Burnt Isles.
The weather was evidently breaking badly in the
South.
August 21st was a Sunday, and though we were due back
the following Friday we were glad enough to be tucked in behind
Bute, for it blew a gale all day, with rain, under a low, black
sky°
Two RoN. officers from a nearby yacht came and spent the
evening.
They had two or three youngsters on board, and early
next morning we heard the skipper’s voice over the short space
that separated us: "Now, come on’
Mrs° Bridges has just been
in’"
At that, though I thought I had got away with it for one
morning at least, I knew I was lost, and that, rain or no rain,
"dooty is dooty"o
August 22.
Beaten back to Port Bannatyne with a fierce
nose~ender followed by flat calm, large swell, and sheets of
thunder rain, after we had nearly cleared the Cumbraes.
August 23.
Situation serious, since we are due back by
the evening of the 26th, and I want a day to clear up in. Got
away 07°30, beat out of the Clyde, slanted through the Sound of
Bute past Arran, and slogged all day down Kilbrennan Sound,
where the water, for the first ten miles at least, was s little
quieter than outside.
Campbelltown, 21o30o
Dark, and howling squalls off the
hills°
Anchored near the old jetty opposite the harbour.
Richard and I struggled ashore with the breakers and found two
worthies in a kiosk on the windy lamplit front who, out of the
kindness of their hearts, led us to a friend who interrupted
his supper and opened up his garage to provide water and petrol.
This was a miracle I had hardly hoped for, and it was due mainly
to Richard~s persistence°
Campbelltown proved itself to be a
city of not-so-dreadful night as we had thought it.
August 24°
was not much wind in
chasing furiously up
from the West tinged
the forecast was for
in the Irish Sea o~

But the dawn was really dreadful. There
the harbour, but a bank of low murk was
the coast outside°
Overhead was a carry
with redo
The glass was falling, and
East, Force 4=6, in Malin, and West 4 ~6
At Campbelltown it was blowing west°

My main idea was to keep out of the new-moon tide in the
Moyle, so we made for Ailsa, with Loch Ryan at hand for emergencyo
Not a bad day, after all, with light winds turning east
as the forecast had said, and by evening we were off Corsewall
ready to catch the south-going stream, which seemed harmless
with the wind as it was.
We got into it and shot southwards
during the night, with a freshening Eo breeze and a mercifully
calm sea.
Then came blackness and heavy thunder rain, and by
morning, when we were well past Sto John’s, the wind went west
and blew hard out of Dundrum Bay, backing and heading US o
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headed off course.

Reefed mainsail.

Heavy sea.

Being

13.00.
Lambay far off on the starboard bow.
Can it be
Lambay?
Can that be the Rockabill?
Can the lump to the left be
Howth?
I am afraid so.
We must just beat up and get there before nightfall if we can.
20°00.
Wind falling with the evening, and with the help
of the invaluable motor we got in, with our day in hand.
This was a leisurely and happy cruise, with nothing notable
in it except those myriad points of minor but keen interest, which
are talked about afterwards but which do not deserve a place in a
log.
The weather can best be described as a constant threat which,
except on a few days and in a minor way, never materialized at the
spot we were in.
There was never a patch of the settled anticyclonic weather which I think a family not quite at its full
strength ought to have for long exposed passages; so we left them
alone.
The Hebrides are too well known to enlarge upon. I suppose the three hundred miles of sheltered water between Cantyre
and Stornoway must be as fine a cruising ground as any in the world.
This year we had incredible visibility and cloud effects which made
every day a joy and were a help to the photographer.
A oA. McGregor, in his "County" books, is hard on the Hebrideans.
Admittedly one has to live and work with people to know
them, and the holiday "in-from-sea" impression is a roseate one.
But twice, when we bought a mere four gallons of petrol, the garage
owner insisted on driving us back with the full breaker to the quay;
and both words and faces were genuinely welcoming, whether we owned
a yacht or not.
It has been a privilege to sail HARMONY.
She is so fast
that, if the wind is at all free and the crew is as idle as we were,
they can start at mid-day and still be sure of a 30-40 mile passage
by nightfall; and so easily handled that changing sail, or choosing
a berth in the most crowded anchorage, is no trouble at all. Distance sailed was just on 1,000 miles.
Anchorages (less repeats),
26°
Days absolutely without rain ® two:
It remains to try to express something of the warmth and
pleasure any sailor in sightJ of the Royal Sto George Yacht Club is
made to feel.
We were thought for, cared for, encouraged at our
going out, and welcomed at our coming in°
It was the same as it
had been twenty-one years ago, when I first saw the lights in its
windows, and they seemed to me like a beacon in a dissolving world.
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To the Isle of Skye in "Sonas" a 6 ton ’Sv Class Sloop
by Peter and Patsy Morck with encouragement from Gaylynn, the Shlp’s Dog°

Two years ago we went to the Clyde and loved it, but upon
our return we were somewhat upset to be told that as we did not
go through the Crinan Canal to the Western Isles we had not, ~n
fact~ seen anything.
Somewhat dismayed by this we resolved to
return, and this year we did just that.
Skye was our objective
and inevitably, in our less care worn moments, we found ourselves
humming, for neither of us can sing very well, the strains of the
~Skye Boat Song’ with the result that when we got there we were
surprised that the ballad contained something of s deception° The
distance ’Over the Sea to Skye’ is only a matter of a few hundred
yards in both Kyle Rhea and Kyle Akin and had the Bonnie Prince
been of a more athletic disposition he might have dispensed with
the boat altogether°
Nevertheless this did nothing to spoil our
enchantment with this lovely land.
Between Dublin and the Hebrides the rocky shores have
smiled and frowned upon so many Irish yachts in their passing
that we would not presume to add our humble tale to those of our
famous predecessors save only to dwell briefly on those occasions
when, mostly through our own inexperience, we nearly came to
grief°
We survived, and it is our hope that our experiences
along the way may be of some benefit, albeit in small measure, to
those who will inevitably follow us and for whom these places are
yet but the names upon a chart or held only in the realms of the
imagination whilst cruising gently by the comfort of a winter’s
fireside°
We left our moorings off the Royal St° George in Dun
Laoghalre on the evening of June 3rd, intending to spend the
first few days of our cruise in the Isle of Man°
Salterello
and Sonas sailed in company and we timed our departure so as to
be well ahead of the competitors in the Dun Laoghaire-Port St o
Mary race and to arrive, if possible, before them.
When the
light failed the wind took its leave of us and for most of the
hours of darkness we motored together across an oily calm the
monotony only being broken by the passing of an occasional ship.
With the dawn came the wind again and we soon reallsed that we
had made the usual mistake of not giving the northgolng tide
due credit for its power and thus it left us with a somewhat unnecessary beat around Chicken Rock and up into Port St° Mary,
yet happily still well in front of the fleet°
Our stay on the
Island was a pleasant one°
The customary native hospitality
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abounded and it was a gratifying sight for us to see, as Saturday
drew to its close, so many Irish yachts lying alongside the quay°
By lunch-time on the following day I began to sense that
the party was over and in the midst of a violent thunderstorm and
much abuse from the Mate we took our leave, ran quickly down bern
neath the ragged cliffs we knew so well, on through the sound inaide the Chickens, and were away°
The next few hours will always remain very vividly in our
minds and even now still fill me with horror°
The Easterlies of
the previous few days were obviously dying and we felt it would
be prudent to reach Ardglass before they did and thus gain a
sheltered run Northwards with the approaching Westerly air stream.
All was well until nightfall but visibility was down to less than
a mile and we began to grow increasingly uneasy.
We had run our
distance and there was nothing in sight.
I had just returned below to check my mathematics when Patsy shouted down to me "I can
see an aeroplane"
"Where" said I as I clambered back into the
cockpit "I can’t hear anything".
"There" came the reply° With
that, all I had time to do was shout "My God" and put the helm
hard down.
What she had seen was the St o John’s Point light
high in the gloom above our heads ~ we must have been right underneath it o
Somewhat shaken we retired in a reciprocal direction
and then began to make our way along the shore°
Once again, as
I busied myself with the chart, came a voice from the cockpit
~’that ~s odd - there’s an old Gaff boat with top~sl set coming towards uS"o
"So there is © that’s strange, I wonder what they
are doing in here" I murmured°
By this time it was almost completely dark and the fog was closing in on us like the folds of
some sinister theatrical backcloth ~ and then it dawned on me o
The boat, apparently about a cable away, suddenly resolved itself into the drunken storm battered perch at the entrance to
Killough Bay and what was more we were almost onto it o That was
enough for us and with Echo Sounder flashing away we crept carefully into Ardglsss and tired but thankful of our deliverance
tied up alongside Harmony and Huff of Arklow.
The next day dawned bright and clear, gone was the terror
of the previous night and we ran before a splendid breeze towards the North°
All was peaceful and serene until we approached
Mew Island with the tide still ebbing furiously through Copel
and Sound°
There seemed no reason why we should not leave the
Island to port°
This was all very fine but we were on the Starboard jibe and too late we realized that we were far too near
the Island and almost into the Race°
What was worse was that
the wind was now at least force 5 and we had too much sall aloft°
Just as we roared into the boiling surf I realized that the spinnaker was up for good and as I clung on to the violently gyrating
mast wondering what to do next the problem was solved for me as
the guy parted with a mighty twang.
The wind momentarily spilled
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just in time to see it nose dive over the bow°
Crawling back
along the deck I peeped over the two sides and stern in turn;
but of the spinnaker I could see absolutely nothingo
All thi~
time the boat, still travelling at maximum speed, corkscrewed
her way through the thrashing water°
Amid yells of ~ ~For God’s
sake hang on ~ I don’t want to be a widowv I began to haul on the
tightly wound nylon cord, which represented my late lamented sail,
and eventually, sweating, exhausted but triumphant lay with it on
the foredeck.
Strange to relate, when we took it ashore at Carnlough the next day, there wasn’t a stitch out of place°
Carnlough is a splendid little harbour offering complete
shelter but we must confess that the charm has left it, for us at
any rate, because of the revival of the llme trade to Ardrossano
The harbour is too small for two arrogantly confident Dutch
coasters and Sonas too°
When we could endure the lime dust no longer we set course
for Loch Ranza on the North shore of Arran°
Here we lay in comQ
plete shelter behind the castle whilst a brisk North Westsrly
gale blew into the lougho
Providing that one is prepared to
sound for it in the dinghy, there is a hole just slx feet deep at
low water which will just take one yacht°
We had been away nearly a week now and having heard that
Sarcelle was in East Loch Tarbert we dashed out during a l’~ll and
covered the few intervening miles in fine style and then proceeded to enjoy the rest of the depression in what is perhaps the
loveliest of the anchorages, and certainly the safest this side
of Crlnan.
On the following Monday the sun came out and dlnghle8
were lashed to the cabin tops.
We said our farewells and at the
entrance Sarcelle turned to starboard and we to port up Loch Fyne
to Ardrlshalg and the gateway to the Atlantic.
It was in number
three loch of the canal when near dlssster struck again. I was
just filming the surging influx of water when the sternwarp
parted, the water boiled astern and in an instant carried us ~o~
wards the gate at ever increasing speed°
Just before the impact
Sonas took a violent shear and jammed herself athwartships be~
tween the cruel stone sides.
The lock keeper’s expre~s~_on did
little to hide what he really thought of the two idiots beneath
him and it was with relief that we took our leave of him and
slunk away to lick our wounds.
These, it transp.tred~ amounted
to a broken forestay fitting and the removal of a !’ai~¯ amounw, of
varnish and thanks to the great kindness of Mro Wilson f~om
Dickies of Tarbert who, sacrificed his evening to us~ w~ were
able to pass out of the sea lock the following mornlng into the
promised lando
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than a week following all this°
Tuesday, June 14th saw us sall
out through the Durus Mot past the dreaded Gulf of Colrebhreacalne,
on through the swirling tide rips at Pladda, up past the Lady
Rock and away to Tobermory, all on the one tide.
We sailed into
the Bay just as the light was fading and turned in well pleased
with ourselves°
The next morning, however, the weather had taken
a turn for the worse with the leaden storm torn clouds scudding
across the hills.
For three whole days we sat forlornly gazing
down, through the rain lashed windows of the Western Isles Hotel,
at our little boat in the anchorage far below.
Little did we
realize that at that moment Huff and her stalwart crew were rushing Northward outside the Island grateful for the "pleasant
breeze" to speed them on their way towards the Arctic Circle.
Here too we were interested to meet the crew of Salonara, which
I believe is a converted old Clyde 30, now chartered periodically
by the Scottish Council of Physical Recreation.
On Saturday 18th we could endure the inactivity no longer
and decided to press on to the North’rd.
Ardnamurchan was in an
ugly mood as Sonas bobbed and curtseyed her way beneath.
Once
passed, however, and as though to reward us in our impudence the
sun came out and the wind drew steadily astern.
The reefs were
shaken out and sleeping bags aired -- this was more like it.
We lay that night in Isle 0rnsay and we feel that this is
one of the most enchanting natural harbours that we have visited.
The magic of that sunset with the harmony of greens and gold upon
the hills was too perfect even for the imagination.
It was here in Isle 0rnsay that we first encountered a
delightfully converted Loch Fyne trawler who was to be our constant companion, with never more than a half a day between us;
all the time we were North of Crlnan.
The next day was the Sabbath and we arose early to catch
the tide up through the narrows of Kyle Rhea which appear even
narrower than they really are as one approaches on a bend at the
head of the Sound of Sleet.
Once through Kyle Akin the wind
fell very light but it did not matter as the fine weather had
come to stay and indeed the next few days slipped gently, one
into another, as we lay on deck or roamed at will around the ’winged’ island of Skye.
We can strongly recommend taking a ship’s
dog along on a cruise as, whilst taking it for walks, one discovers hidden charms amongst ones surroundings that otherwise it
would be far too much trouble to go and see.
Portree was our objective and it was there that we drank
the champagne which Rory 0’Hanlon had given to us at the beginning of the trip.
Secure in this sheltered bay surrounded by
low hills and distant mountains our thoughts of sailing on to
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Each hot still anticyclonic day foiio~ed
by the short northern night tended to make us more reiuct~n~ ’~c
leave this pleasant place°
We had come as far as planned and ~er~
content with that.
All too soon it was time to retrace our steps and ou~" flr~t
port of call on the way home was Mallalgo
We cannot recc~r~nd It,,
It is only a rather smelly railway terminus with its row~ of her~ing
boxes stacked upon the quay.
It was here too that we nearly lo~t
Gaylynno
The silly little beast fell down between a l a~ge ~zotor
boat and a trawler and we only recovered her with great d!fficulti>~
We were not sorry when the smoke and railway sidings of this ugly
port slipped into the shoreline astern.
June 23rd found us in 0ban moored a stone ~s throw fr~m the
promenade and yet in seven fathoms of water°
It was but s ~hort
sail through the Sound of Kerrerer to Puilladobaraln where~ tucked
safely in behind the island and with only the heather and th~.~ plp~ng
waders for company, we bathed entirely naked under the baking :3un~
We reached Crinan later that night and wasted little t~.me In
the Canal the following day°
A brief stop in Tarbert for s~ore~
and we were on our way south past Lamlash and Ailsa Craig VCnether
it was the burning sun or the storm which began to build up b~hlnd
us I don’t really know but by evening we were feeling very tm].red and
low in spirit°
A dark and sinister evening hovered abov,~ u~ ,~,~ we
approached Portpatrick with the full surge of a North Wes~ri~ ~,~il
coming down on our quarter°
All we could make out of this p;~’~h~clc~
ally deserted harbour was a break in the smothering foa~ betw~e::~ the
broken piers.
Tired and hungry we donned our life3acket~, l~w<~,r~d
the sails and under engine alone gingerly edged our way on e~ch
successive roller towards the entrance°
It was good to b~, ~.n~Ide
and hear the wind howling over the sea wall as we lay that n~.g?~v: i:~
the completely sheltered inner basin°
Next day all was serene again and we were qulcki>" cn Gu:~" ~[#
accompanied by much waving from our new found fr!ends~ th6 C<]a~tguards, on the hill above.
The tide runs swiftly up the N t.~ t’~
Channel but as the day was clear our landfall at Donagh~de~ p~esen~ed no difficulty.
That night we slept but little as an !~%~B~duou.~
swell set into the entrance as it is often wont to do~
W~ ~ft ~t
dead low water having to drag Sonas halfway across the ~’c~,,~d ~9 ~e.~n,.~
of the anchor winch.
With tide and wind together ou~ pa~sag~ to
Ardglass was delightfully peaceful and I never cease to b9 f~,:~clnated
by the stark ruin of the South Rock Lighthouse with its memcr!~9 ~f
wrecks and gales so long ago°
The wind was freshening in the Northwest when we p~epa~’:~d t9
leave Ardglass on Tuesday 28th.
We did not wanc to go but h~_
promised to attend a family function in Dublin the fol!o’~Ing ~v~nlngo
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"Look they’re reefing" said one of the Trawlermen nearby°
"And
they’ll need it" said the other, coiling down a warp.
And so it
was°
We left with three reefs down and the storm Jib and ran
through the entrance to Dun Laoghaire Harbour just over eleven
hours later°
As we stepped ashore we sadly realized that our cruising
was all but done for another year.
We had learnt a lot but we
have still a lot to learn.

FROM THE CLUB’S FIRST ANNUAL
WURRA ~ WURRA ~.
During the 1930 Cruise, the hills surrounding many South
Coast Harbours and anchorages, echoed and re©echoed the above
words~ which have been adopted as the official war-cry of salutation of the IoCoCo The origin lies in the following yarn:One moonless, misty evening after dusk, the old topsail
schooner Maria Reid was stealing quietly up the River Liffey.
The Skipper, well pleased with his fair wind, was "standing by"
to reply to the expected hall from the watcher who records the
movements of shipping in the Port°
It happened that an old
Guillemot = probably suffering from digestive pangs, though that
is hard to credit - was swimming close to the Hailing Station,
croaking violently "Wurra Wurra"o
In due course the Maria Reid came close, and the following dialogue ensued:Skipper (thinking he has been hailed) ~ Maria Reid°
Guillemot = Wurra!
Skipper
© Tiles and Slates!
Guillemot = Wurra~ Wurra~
Skipper
~ From Cardiff~
Guillemot ~ Wurra~ Wurra
Skipper (surprised) - Maria Reid, with Tiles and Slates.
Guillemot ~ Wurra ~ Wurra
Skipper (exasperated) Maria Reid, oo Cardiff °o Tiles and
Slates I tell ye!
Guillemot ~ Wurra~ Wurra~
Skipper (furious) ~ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

- 37 A THIRTY SQUARE VISITS THE HOLY GROUND
(A Brief Account of the Dunleary/Rockabi!i/Cork Race
and the Crosshaven/Baltlmore Race)
by
IAN MORRISON
In the year of our Lord 1806 (correction~ 1960) we set
sail for the fair cove of Cork.
No cargo of bricks this time we enjoy the advantage of outside ballast - but s crew of four
determined to complete the 210 mile course of the IoCoCo race
from Dunleary to Cork°
Neville Maguire, Noel Rowe, Seen Flood
and the owner had looked forward to the moment sll winter and
when the time came the only regret was that "Severn ll~ (Denis
Doyle) and "Happy Morning" (Butler) were the only other st~rterso
Having taken leave of respective wives and/or girl friends
at 20°00 hrso on 1st July~ the fleet turned its back on its
creditors and domestic responsibilities and got down to the job
of a passage to the Holy Ground°
The direct course was inter~
rupted only by a mere 40 mile excursion round Rockabill just to
satisfy the pundits of the Ro0oRoCo that we could qualify for
membership of that illustrious clubo
How easily a line may b~
drawn on a chart after a winter dlnnsr when port and cigars pr~
dominatel
How difficult it can sometimes be to claw those
selfsame miles against light airs and a foul tide~
But enough
of philosophy ~ Rockabill was reached easily on the port tack
in a force 2/3 NoW° and "Severn" rounded about midnight some ten
minutes ahead of "VanJa"o
Then came a unique experience for
nearly all hands ~ the wind freshened to about 3/4 NoWo and undez
spinnakers the fleet had a run of nearly lO0 miles to the Tusksro
The Kish, Codling and other light vessels were soon left to 3tarboard in accordance with directions and at dawn "Severn" pas3ed
the Codling "close to" ~ at least that is what I think the
nautical expression is for a near colllsion~
The water boiled
up as far as "Vanja" some 20 minutes astern as Denis Doyle was
roused from his bunk and came on deck nearly to be run down by
the Codling vessel "travelling" in the 4 knot tlde~
It made
"Severn" seem more human to "Vanja" who performed a similar feat
at the Kish in 1959~
As the day advanced and the light vessels were passed the
wind lightened and went round°
Spinnakers disappeared as the
Tusker was raised and "Severn" rounded about one and a half hours
ahead of "VanJa"o
The forecast was westerly force 5 and after a
few hours flat the promised breeze sprung up about dusk°
Both
"Severn" and "Vanja" (unknown to each other) tacked inshore after
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for a few hours off Mine Head.
The westerly again appeared and
settled down to about force 5 and as the seas gradually increased
~’Vanja" kept inshore to avoid unnecessary punishment.
The genoa
had disappeared in favour of the working jib and this was replaced
by the Noo4 jib when a fortuitous tack brought us inshore of Ballycotton Island.
The final beat up to the Daunt ship was quite unpleasant particularly as "Severn" had long since disappeared ahead.
Visibility was not good and the Beme Loop proved a time saver in
plcking up the light vessel.
The wind was probably about force
5/6 by the time "Vanja" rounded and she planed between the forts
43 hours out in an increasing sea with 240 miles on the log. Our
hearts went out to "Happy Morning" who at the same time was seeking shelter at Dunmore.
"Severn" won on handicap as usual - she finished about four
hours ahead ~ and Denis gave us a never-to-be-forgotten party in
the Royal Munster that night.
"VanJa" had returned to the Holy
Ground from whence she came in 1957!
A late drive to Dublin on the Sunday night got us all in
our offices at the correct hour on Monday which was not too bad
considering they had only been vacated on the Friday at 5°30 p.m°!!
..... o0o
The following Friday we returned to Cork (Bob Fanin having
replaced Neville Maguire) to participate in the Crosshaven/Baltimore race (about 70 miles) which was to initiate IoD.R.A. Week
in the latter port°
A wonderful turnout resulted = Flica (12
meter) and three eight meters (including Severn) - providing the
strongest competition Irish offshore racing can furnish. Needless to say it was a beat and in a freshening breeze the craft
gradually split up and disappeared into the night.
Vanja chose
offshore because of the lack of local knowledge and by 02.00 hrs.
when the genoa was handed a nasty sea had resolved.
Vanja was
being swept constantly and we were not at times without doubt as
to whether s 30 square is the right craft for such a race. However~ her impeccable performance confirmed what we already knew that a 30 square is a fine sea boat and will travel fast in any
weather provided the crew can stay with her in spirit and stomach.
It was quite a severe night offshore and we envied those
whose local knowledge enabled them to crawl up the bays in sheltered water°
However, Vanja beat on under full working sail and
at dawn bleary and anxious eyes looked round for sight of a sail
belonging to any of the other eighteen or so starters. We saw
one ~ who was she?
It turned out to be Severn who crossed about
1000 yards ahead and we knew we were in the best company° As day
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came not one single other sail could be seen astern althougf~ vislbility was about ten miles°
We must be last? No ~ Severn was
never far from the front and we must try to hang on to her°
We
did this to an extent and arrived in (13 hours out) sllghtly over
an hour astern of Flicka (12 meter) and about 40 minutes after
Severn°
We then slept for about seven hours during which time
only Elsa (Tom Doyle) and Wye (Sammy Thompson) turned Up o
It
appeared that the fleet had been scattered by the stiff breeze
during the night and that unfortunately Christina (Perry Goodbody)
had been dismasted off the 01d Head by a sea filling her genoa°
What a frightful Job clearing the wreckage must have been in those
seas’
We were all pleased to hear there had been no lo~s of llfe
or limbo
Sunday saw us weatherbound in Baltimore enjoying a SoW°
Force 7 but Severn put to sea under storm rig and ran back t,o Cork
under what must have been appalling conditions°
The other boats
ran up under Sherkin Island for shelter but Vanja stayed at Baltimore and put ou~ on the next morning by which time the wind had
moderated to SoWo force 5o
Large seas still persisted and we
were glad to see Severn safe at Crosshaven when we arrived after
a ten hour passage under reduced sailo
Tuesday saw the skipper visit Dublin and back to sign a
few letters and on his return Vanja was made ready for an early
start for Howth on the Wednesday morning. Forecasts were bad J
force 6-7 SoWo- and we left under a 60 Sqo foot jib and the small
main of 120 Sqo feet to see how things went°
The seas were
moderate and the wind about force 60
As far as Ballycotton it
was just another downhill passage but the visibility dropped to
about 300 ydso and in driving rain and worsening seas the main
was struck and the course altered to Dunmore° At 1340 hro gale
warning (imminent) did nothing to relieve our worry and with the
onset of extremely heavy squalls (with blinding rain) Vs.nja
planed under her jib at speeds which when not experienced would
not be believed°
Her nose was cocked up most of the time llke
a surf boat and on one wave ® looking rather like a crumbling
asylum wall she simply rushed forward like a blind rhinocero3 for
about 200 yardso
Dunmore was eventually a haven for a tired
crew proud of their boat°
A day"s rest and off again for Howth = again after 8 drifting start a force 6 SoWo set in~ freshening later up the East
Coast°
Sufficient perhaps to say that 16 hours is the fa~te~
passage Vanja or her crew ever wish to make from the Hook Yo Howth[
A total of some 580 miles raced and cruised in 92 hours sall~ng
is not bad even for a 30 square~ but is definitely not to be re~
commended as a rest cure for tired businessmen~
..... o0o .....

- 40 ARANDORA - WEST HIGHLAND REGATTAS AND CRUISE
29th July, 1960- 14th August, 1960.

Racing Crew - Col. Knox-Gore -

SKIPPER

Terence Johnson, ~v~ichael Maguire,
Desmond Bradley, Judy Bryan.
Cruising Crew at various intervals:
Desmond Bradley - Helmsman
Brendan Bradley, Terence Johnson,
John Tierney, Judy Bryan, Pamela Bradley,
and Percy Parr.

Arandora left Dun Laoghaire on the 29th July with
a southerly wind, force 5 - 6 and sailed direct to
Crinan, logging 187 miles in 31’/2 hours at an average
speed of just on 6 knots. For the second year running
Arandora requested Customs at Crinan, and we were duly
astonished when ~r. Brown, the Customs Officer, informed
us that in all his twenty-six years of service we were
the only boat to have cleared the Customs at Crinan.
The first race of the West Highland Regatta Week
was from Crinan to Oban on Tuesday, 2nd August and started
at 7.00 a.m., the early start being necessitated by the
tides. Of the ten boats in our class we were fortunate
to be amongst the leaders all the way, although at times
it became a drifting match, and we were second over the
line, but won on corrected handicaps. We then had two
days racing at Oban and usually managed to keep at least
Contd:
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one eight metre cruiser racers astern of us. On the Friday
we raced to Tobermory and another Regatta there on the
Saturday.
While at Oban we were joined by the "Black Watch" owned
by an American Capt. Gann with Capt. Kelly-Rogers on board.
This boat attracted great attention as she resembled a miniature Mayflower. The "Black Watch" participated in the race
to Tobermory, but unfortunately the wind wasnTt strong enough
for her.
Apart from the many social entertainments at which we
were most hospitably entertained during our stay at Oban, it
was very interesting to see water-skiing being done in these
waters, and most of the crews found this one of the best ways
of taking a swim.
On the Saturday night after the Tobermory Regatta we
participated in the celebrations. The sky was lit by flares
and rockets and there were the inevitable incidents of those
who managed to capsize their dinghies to say nothing of the
miscellaneous objects found on the masts the following morning.
Most o{ the boats left Tobermory by mid-Oay on the Sunday
either heading north of Ardnamurchan or South again to Oban.
For various reasons Arandora did not leave until 5.00 p.m.
and while sailing down the Sound of I~ull, without any other
yacht in sight, we were astonished when we suddenly came
upon the "Brittania" escorted by a frigate.
Cont~
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and our crew lined the deck while we dipped the tricolour and cheered Her ~viajesty’s vessel. We coula
clearly see the Royal Family waving and photographing
us, and the royal vessel dipped her ensign in response.
That night, Sunday 7th August, we anchored at
Oban alongside "Tinto" who revived our spirits. The
5ollowing morning we sailed south for Crinan. We
were going through the canal on our own and mis-understanding the lock-keeper, we threw out our sea-anchor
and tried to stop the boat, but unfortunately hit one
of the locks damaging our ste,<:.

We have since learnt

that any boat without reverse gear should not rely on
a sea-anchor but have a C.Q.]I. at the ready on the
stern. That night we stayed in the canal basin at
Ardrishaig, but were overwhelmed with midges, and we
made a note not to stay again.
Then to iV[cGruer:s Yard at the dareloch where we
had a~’ranged with Comm. 9airburn to have our R.O.R.C.
rating renewed. While we were in the Gareloch we saw
the H.M.S. Vanguard which had been towed up for scrapping. In the evening, we had dinner at the Royal
Northern Yacht Club, Rhu. On Thursday the llth, we
set sail for Lamla~h on Arran wh~re we anchored in
per ec~ surroundings.
Contd :
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We were anxious to make our trip home in easy stages and
we had friends in Donaghadee which was our next port of call.
The following day we entered Strangford Lough ann were received most hospitably by the Yacht Club at Whiterock. We
arrived there during one of their races, and it was a magnificent sight to see almost two hundred yachts turning out
for their ordinary racing.
On Sunday, Arandora returned to Dun Laoghaire having had
a perfect fortnight’s weather for racing and cruising, which
had only be~n made possible by the kindness of the owner and
his wife.

- 44 "GAY MUSIC" Returns To The Hamble.
By T. Sheppard.

Miles

Arr.

June 19th
20th
22nd
23rd
25th
27th
29th
29th
30th
July 1st

DUN I~OGHAIRE
SCILLY ISLES (New Grimsby)
SCILLY ISLES (Hughtown)
L ’ABERVRACH
M0 RLA IX
PEN L~NN
ST. PETteR PORT
YARMOUTH
SHALFLEET CREEK
BEAULIEU RIVER (Buckler’s Hard)
PORT HAivB LE

T.
B.
D.
D.

SHEPPARD
HEGARTY
HEGARTY
SARR~TT

June 17th
20th
20th
23rd
25th
26th
28th
29th
30th
July lst
TOTAL

20O

3
lO9
4o

6
75
93

5
lO
12

553

SKIPPER
PILOT
CREWMAN

This was a delivery job - getting "Gay Music" to the Solent - but
we decided to cruise her there and enhance cur knowledge of the North
Brittany Coast and the ~estern Eolent. We hit luck with the weather,
although we had a lot of head winds - fair winds only from the Tuskar
to the ~cillies - hence the relatively poor distance covered for a lot
of nights at sea.
17thJuD~.
2010 slipped moorings at Dun Laoghaire for the last time and
motored with the tide to Greystones, where we anchored for the flood.
18th June°
0630 started with the engine again to Brittas then set sail and
clawed against a light southerly to Poulduff where we anchored for
lunch. Under weigh again after lunch, and again head winds and a foul
tide. Edged our way to th~ Tuskar, which we had abeam at 2215. Then a
light northerly breeze which increased to force 5 and veered to the
North East. Result - a glorious sail for 24 hours, under a clear sky;
to the ~icillies. We anchored, by moonlight, under Cromwell’s Fort,
between Tresco and Bryhen at 2230.
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The crew went ashore to explore Tresco, and in the afternoon, after
Customs clearance, we sailed through the sound to Hughtown. Ashore for
stores and supper, and then, as the North easterly was still blowing, we
got off at 2215 for L’Abervrach. However, the fair wind did not last, and
we had light headwinds - but plenty of sunshine, for all the next day.

2,_2nd June.
Dawn brought low visibility and no wind. We approached the coast under
engine, and picked up the Vierge Lighthouse at about 0800. We entered by
Chenal de la Malauine - what a formidable coast this is - and threaded our
way among the rocks to the anchorage, but before dropping anchor off La
Palue we explored the lovely river up to Paludan.
Several yachts in, including Hammond Innes "Mary Deare", a steelhulled 14-tonner.
A walk ashore to reconnoitre and arrange "daty-free". Ashore again
for dinner.
L’Abervrach is to be recommended.
23rd June.
Weighed at 1055, and departed, again by Chenal de la Malauine. A
very light westerly wind helped us along the coast and as we were on a
rising tide we ventured inside the lle de Bas to enter the wonderful
estuary of the Morlaix river. We passed Pen Lann at 1800 and went hot
foot up the canalised river to the lock at ~orlaix, but just missed the
tide so we made fast outside and dried out alongside the wall. The
inimitable Dr. Pillet, Commodore of the local Yacht Club visited us to
give us local "ge~’ and to enquire if we were all right.
24th June.
Rise and shine at 0530 to enter the basin, but before we got in, two
British minelayers passed out through the lock. Quite a sight, these two
vessels lying abreast, filling the lock.
We made fast alongside the East quay, and David and I went ashore to
buy French rolls, peach jsm, strawberries and cream - all for breakfast.
It was a glorious day. We had a look at this wonderful town in the forenoon,
and in the afternoon walked to the local swimming pool where we had lots of
fun with the local children. Lack of knowledge of a language is a great
asset in making friendly contacts.
In the evening I presented Dr. Pillet ~ith our Irish Cruising Club
Burgee, as he alleges we were the first Irish yacht to visit Malaix. I am
sure many I.C.C. shellbacks will dispute this - but that’s what he said.I
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Ashore again for dinner, and what a dinner, at the Auberge des
Gourmets.
25th June.
Another early start - 0600 - to get out of the basin. We motored
down the river to find that the visibility in the estuary was
practically nil, so we anchored off Pen Lann. Ahead of us was "Yarinya"
(R.Y.S.) on whom I called before luncheon.
Spent the day bathing - and e]~loring the Carantcc side of the
estuary. Sir Keith Officer and his Finnish companion came aboard after
dinner for a chat and drinks. Sir Keith did a cruise to the Cork Coast
in 1956, where I had seen him - from "Helga" - in Castletownshend.
26th June~
A bit clearer so we nosed out against light head winds, making our
way in the tortuous channels so typical of this rugged coast. We sighted
the famous Roche Douvre light house at dusk - it kept watch over us for
the night - as we stemmed a foul tide in the lightest of airs.
27th June.
Dawn brought a better breeze - but still a heat, - and ~th a fair
tide we finally picked up Guernsey in low visibility. Anchored at noon
in St. Peter Port.
Stored ship, and had a run ashore, including a visit to the Albion
Hotel which we used as a headquarters last year. They’re still there’.
28th June.
Under weigh at 0800, again very low visibility- and no breeze, so we
motored with the tide under us, through the Great Russell Channel.
Visibility improved somewhat off Alderney, and we fairly swished through
the race. Once well clear of the coast we stopped the engine, but alas,
little wind. Dermot and I had a swim over the side, and altogether we had
a pleasant day drifting in the Channel in the bright sunshine.
’
After supper we motored
~gsln
~ until about mldnlght,
when a breeze
got up, but, once again, head winds.
29th June.
We picked up St. Catherine’s Point just at midnight and had beaten
up to the Needles by 0500, by which time a strong ebb was running. Down
sails and started the motor. We made fast in Yarmouth at 0730. Spent
the forenoon cleaning ship.
Dermot and David decided to have a look at Lymington, so off they
went in the ferry. Brian and I walked to Shalfleet Creek and liked the
look of it so much that we decided to go there for the night. After

-.47 supper we motored round there. What a charming unspoiled place it is, a
perfect haven in the wild saltings.
30,th Ju~_e.
A beautiful day, with a westerly wind. In the afternoon we got under
weigh and had a glorious spinnaker run up the Solent to Cowes, ~ere we had
a look at the 12-metres.
We then headed for the Beaulieu River and brought up off Bucl~er’s
Hard. Another lovely place, in the heart of the new Forest. A large
number of famous Ocean Racers were on their moorings - and the "Queen
Elizabeth" was outside - off to New York.

Our last sail in "Gay Music". We slipped at 0820 and it turned into
an absolute scorcher.
Some destroyers were exercising in the Solent, and then we saw - and
heard - the Hovercraft moving at Cowes. A horror.
Round Calshot and into the Hamble. A ghastly place crammed with
boats of all sorts and shapes and sizes. Thank God for Dun Laoghaire.
We went alongside at Port Hamble, at ii00, and in the afternoon we
moved her to a mud bath. With heavy hearts we sot about stowing and
packing and cleaning and touching up, getting tho boat looking as
attractive as possible for prospective buyers.
Ashore that night (Friday) for a meal at the Bugle - where we
¯
experienced the real ghastllnoss of yachting in England. Down they came in
their hundreds, filling the clubs and pubs and car parks and jetties. Awful.
2nd July.
Came Big Brother to transport our gear to Southampton, turned over the
keys to the yard, and that was that.
Notes.
F~r those who have not yet ventured to North Brittany, it is a coast
to be recommended. There are delightful anchorages, and wonderful old
historic towns. And those restaurantsJ But there are hazards -strong
tides, very often low visibility, so an engine is desirable, as is a D/F set.
N. Brittany without Hasler is unthinkable.
Some poSnts~o add to Heeler.
~ANAL DE L’IL~ DE BAS (Hasler p. 95). The line V, to clear PER ROCH, is no___t
on the transit ANOAN beacon - ILE PIGHET, as far as we could see. One would
want to be a bit to the north of the transit.

- 48 ~R__~IZ RIVER (Hasler p. 89). The canalised river is fairly easy, but
Hasler does not mention thG various transit marks within about 2 miles
from Morlaix. Keep a good look-out for these, and stay on them, as the
bottom shoals very quickly at some cf the bends.
Books :

Hasler

Harbours and Anchorages, N. Brittany.

K. Adlard Coles Creeks and Harbours of the Solent.
K. Adlard Coles

Channel Harbours.

Hasler I have already mentioned. The Adlard Coles Books, too, are
very helpful and in addition to navigational and pilotage information~
give most interesting historical notes of the various ports.
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SAILING ROUND IRELAND
by
Wallace Clark
Ireland is an ideal size for sailing round.
Doing so
gives all the usual fun of cruising plus an unique feeling of
satisfaction and some cause for pride, yet few people seem to
tackle it, (9 members in 31 seasons) so the following remarks
are tentatively offered in the hope of encouraging more to do
so; also with a view to producing a chapter on the subject representing a true concensus of opinion for the new West Cca_~;
Sailing Directions, so please let us have your criticism and
corrections, the sooner and more forceful the better.
The following is a list of all the club boats and most
of the English ones who have been round:Ye ar

1935

1938
1951

1953

1954

1955
1956

Irish Cruising Club Members
Remarks
Yacht (tons)
Start/End
Break, if any
Skipper
Direction
Gales or weatherbound
Month(s)
No. of days.
DAUNTLESS (i0)
H.D.E. Barton

Belfast Loch
Ant i-c loc kwise
July-Aug.
4+ 23
Dublin Bay
SAMPHIRE (20)
A.C.
0. Chance &
Augu s t
R.V. Stoney
Portrush
ZAMORIN (7)
A.C.
H.W.S. Clark
Jun-Aug.
15 + 8
MAID OF YORK(S) Strangford
C.
H. McCleery
Jun-July.
22
Port rush
CARU (5)
A.C.
H .W .S .Clark
July-Aug.
15 + 5
Dun Laoire
ANCORA
C.
Dr.R .0 ’ Hanlon
~AID OF YORK(8) St rangford
A.C.
R .C .Arnold
Jun-July.
2 + 24

No engine.
Break at Fahan.
I day w’bound @ Killybegso
2 days w’bound Broadhaven
Break at Clew Bay
Break at Crosshaven
1 day w’bound Berehaven
902 miles.
W’bound one day Broadhaven°
Strong winds thence on
N.W. & N.coastso
832 miles.
Break at Crosshaven
2 days w’bound Inishbofin°
W’bound one day Frenchport°
Break at Culmore.
W’bound SoW.gale Dunfanaghy.
24 hrs. gale in Irish Sea°
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1957

1914
1930
1932
1933
1935
1937
1946
1946
1946
1956
1956
1959
1960

Break at Galway.
Dun Laoire
A.C.
W’bound Aran Islands.
Jun-July 20 ÷ 9
964 miles
Break at Kenmare river.
Howth
ANN GAIL (14)
Gale Dursey area.
A.C.
P.H. Greet
Jun-July
D. Luke
14
Cruises from English Ports
IANTHE (7)
H. J. Hans on
BLUE BIRD (4)
R .A. Bal four
Helford - Penzance W’bound Portrush
IANTHE (7)
Cloonile 60
C.July-Aug. 60 days
H. J. Hanson
Bideford
CURLEW (12)
Richards
C.Jun-Jul.42 days
NOCTILUCA
Chatwin
Clyde
SUILVEN (5)
No engine
May-July 36 days
W’bound 3 days StrangI .Rutherford
ford & 1 day Achill.
Scilly-Falmouth
No engine
MERCY JANE (12)
July-Aug.40 days
W’bound Dun Laoire
J .H .E .Morris
MAKROJACK (16)
P. Brett.
BLUE BIRD OF THORNE Beaumaris
(19) C.Jun-July 31 days
R .A. Balfour
Newlyn-Mousehole W’bound Kilronan 3 days
HARRIER (9)
C .Jun-July 30 days Teelin 2 days
J. Ives
C.
N.W.gale off Slyne.
WANDERER I I I (8)
E. Hiscock
Falmouth-Scilly
W’bound Rosport Mayo
ST . GEORGE (14)
A.C.July-Sept.42 days.
J .H .C .Morris
Force 9.
Hamble
EILA (9)
C.
E.A. Spencer
MINX OF ~LALHAM (7)
R .P .Campbell

DISTANCE
The Irish coastline is said to be 2000 miles long, 681 sea
miles takes you round, usually about 900 in practice, which fits
nicely into a moderately energetic three weeks holiday. It can
be done in less but this means by-passing a very high proportion
of the attractive ports and scenery.
The voyage can be conveniently split into two or more parts
as distances overland are short and ports where a yacht can be
This allows very flexible planning. See sketch
left numerous.
plan opposite.
It is often a great help to get your boat "teed-up" by
taking her i00 miles or so on the way a week-end in advance.

51 Which way round.
Nearly all the Irish based boats have gone anti-clockwise,
and most of the English clockwise.
The two unsuccessful attempts of which I know were clockwise, both beaten by time only
on the S. Coast.
So there can be no fixed rule about this.
The diagram opposite on the wind direction tables in the
1955 Irish Coast Pilot may be of interest°
However conditions vary so much in any given year that
they should not be taken as any definite indication of the winds
you will meet.
They show that in an average year it does not
matter from a purely wind point of view which way you go, with
however the reservation that it is easier to beat on the east
coast where there is less swell than on the west coast so that a
clockwise passage in July offers the best statistical chance°
The chief consideration is your home port or starting
point.
The West coast is th~ longest least known and most
interesting and it is a sound principle to begin by heading for
whichever end of it is nearest for (a) you will be getting what
~robably
will
the toughest
part
theback
circuit
over have
first,
b) if you
arebe
unlucky
and have
to of
turn
you will
had
more of a return for your efforts and not spent all your too
brief time bucking up and down in hackneyed waters; for (c)
most cruising crews get to know the East coast pretty well,more
or less inevitably in passage, so it is best left to the last
when you will probably be in a hurry°
Boats from the south of England may best leave the decision until they see what winds blow as they make the passage up
and head for the Tuskar or Fastnet accordingly; Bristol Channellets likewise.
For Clyde, Liverpool and West Wales boats the
same considerations as for the Irish ones would apply°
Cruisin6 Grounds.
The place where you want to do a bit of cruising as
opposed to passage making, if time allows, on the way round
may also influence your decision as to which way to go, ioeo
so as to leave the chosen place to near the end.
The Kenmare - Bantry area is the most popular cruising
ground.
Perhaps this fact largely explains the high proportoo
f6n of anti-clock passages, as going the other way you would
not want to hang about there.
Roundstone - Kilkieran9 and
also in good weather Achill - Slyne are both magnificent cruising grounds, but unfortunately neither are places to dally in,
unless you have plenty of time, say 5 weeks at least for an
Irish based boat.
Aranmore area also Lough Swilly are other
little known but most attractive places, lying close to Bloody
Foreland; and if keen to see a bit of these parts, go clockwise.

- 52 General considerations.
Three boats have been round without engines but we are
not all Humphrey Bartons, Ian Rutherfords or John Mortises, and
auxiliary power, even a little is of much more importance on
the exposed S. & W. coasts of Ireland to help you through the
swell which after an onshore gale can literally "knock you silly",
than for similar passages in more sheltered waters.
So a good
engine is one of the best aids to a quick voyage round.
Much time can be absorbed on the west getting stores: the
nearest town is often a couple of miles or more from the anchorage, water and fuel likewise, so ship as much as you can before
starting, and top up whenever opportunity offers.
Have two good anchors plus a spare, and plenty of chain,
warps and fenders.
On the west you will be relying almost entirely on natural anchorages, as opposed to largely man-made
ones on the East.
If you have good enough gear to lie alongside
a rough pier in a bit of a swell without damaging the boat, it
may save a lot of dinghy work and wettings.
Keep to the islandanchorages as much as possible, you will
almost invariably be in a much better position to take advantage
of the next days winds if you bring up in the Roads, at, for
example Gola, Iniskea, Turk or Clare, than in the corresponding
bays or anchorages of the mainland.
These and several others
similar are safe and comfortable anchorages more often than not
in summer.
Tides are much slacker in t~e west, except at salient
points and narrow entrances.
Gales.
The Irish Coast Pilot gives tables for their incidence
and June and July both average one to three Force 9 gale days
apiece.
This ties up with the recorded experience of yachts in a three week cruise you will almost certainly be held up once
perhaps twice by gales lasting one or two days, but there is generally some warning and nearly everyone listed above managed to
get into shelter before the blow really developed.
Wireless
reception for forecasts is often difficult on the west coast so
the most powerful set you can lay your hands on and a long vertical aerial are important.
On the west coast remember that the gale warning in the
forecast is often received subsequent to the gale, so watch the
barometer and the sky.
Ireland as a whole is lucky in this respect and complete
days of persistent fog occur on an average less than once in
ten years, except in Rathlin Sound.
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Fog generally only occurs with winds between S.E. and SoW.
and is much less common on the west coast than elsewhere.
Finally, there is no need to start in a "Do or Die" mood.
Why not plan a cruise westwards with a few extra charts under
the mattress, and if you have a quick passage out and all is going well, just push on round?
E.G. Maid of York, in 1953, made the decision at Valentia her point of no return - and Caru at the Aran Islands.
You’ll enjoy local cruises in Irish waters all the more in
other years when you haven’t the time or the energy perhaps to
make long trips, for having at least once sailed away one "horizon"
after another until at last you came back to your own familiar
marks.
It gets a bit of that "itch" out of the system.
"Amhor 0rt" as the Donegal fishermen say - "Safe Journey"
..... ooo0ooo .....
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"SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY"

(or Vanja returns to Abersoch)
by
IAN MORRISON

The starting gun of the IoCoCo Whit race from Dunleary to
Port Sto Mary seemed rather an anticlimax after the preliminary
difficulties of the day = escaping from offices (with or without
permission) taking stores, obtaining clearance and all the problems normally associated with a passage race°
Neville Maguire
did his usual pierhead jump = fortunately remembering to bring
his unrivalled skill with him = and in a mad jumble of craft the
30 square slipped over the line and pointed her stern in the
general direction of Isle of Man hospitality°
Those who were present will remember the two schools of
thought as far as tactics were concerned = Brynoth, Huff and
Vanja well offshore in anticipation of a heading wind and the
rest in close to the Baily following Euclid’s well proven theory
involving something about two points and a straight line~
Fortunately for those offshore the wind backed during the night as
forecasted and despite rather poor visibility Van~Ja made a landfall directly onto the Chickens without tacking since the starting gun°
In a freshening breeze we beat up to Port Sto Mary and
saw to our horrorfour separate masts sticking up over the back
of the harbour wallo
The crew ~ other than the skipper = were
sure that we were ahead but the ovmer, always a pessimist, pointed to the IoCoCo burgees already in the harbouro
Fifth!
%~at a disgrace but spirits lifted as we crossed the line about
18 hours out, received a gun and were hailed by Peter Morck to
the effect that we were first home°
Those in the harbour had
motored during the night~
On handicap we eventually ended up
fourth, the freshening wind being to our disadvantage in the
mathematical sense°
The festivities were followed by more festivities and
Vanja was the last to leave at iio00 hours on Whit Monday
indeed the harbour seemed very empty and lonely by then° Neville
Maguire and Teddy Chandler had jumped ship owing to pressure of
business and Shipped back with Liam McGonagle on Moonfaceo Vanja
has never really heard the end of the different comforts of the
two vessels~
Unlike most of the boats who were returning to
base, Vanja was for Abersoch, North Wales, a passage of about
ii0 miles to honour promises, made the previous season, to participate in the Abersoch/Dunleary race on the following Saturday.
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The crew of skipper~ wife and bosun Noel Rowe looked for©
ward to a pleasant sall and as far as the Skerries it was a routine close reach°
However~ the wind freshened and backed and under reduced canvas Vanja beat into the night and seas which became
increasingly unpleasant°
Dawn saw us under only 130 square feet
of sail beating into a force 6 and the receipt of a warning for
increased strength made us realize how bereft the Welsh Coast from
Anglesea to Bardsey is of sheltered anchorages in a westerly blow.
By noon Bardsey Island was in sight and the seas were becoming
distinctly steeper and foam ridden°
It was a question as to
whether we should laboriously beat round Bardsey Race ~ it can be
avoided by passing some eight miles to the southward of the Island pass through the Sound~ or nip through the apex of the race Just
south of the islando
The last alternative was chosen owing to
the imminence of gale force winds and a foul tide in the Sound°
For ten minutes (or years) we felt our souls constantly make departure arrangements for other (and possibly warmer) plsceso The
danger was one of pooping in the frenzied run through the race°
It is possibly sufficient to say that under 130 square feet of
sall Vanja planed the last miles to Abersoch at an average speed
in excess of nine knotso
The moorings at Abersoch were very welcome and with 140miles
on the log and after a 28 hour sail we went ashore for a wash
intending to return shortly°
Within an hour however the wind
had freshened to force 9 and the local coastguard reported gusts
of force 10o
As a result it was impossible to return to the
boat which lay some 600 yards offshore and we prayed that her
terylene warp and Dragon mooring would hold hero
East Coast
Yachtmen may remember the gale which continued for some days and
completely destroyed any chance of the Abersoch/Dunleary raceo
Fortunately we were well looked after by Bill Morrison
and his family and between dlning~ wining~ walking and eating
ice cream a few very pleasant days were put in while VanJa and
the other boats in the roads tested thoroughly every llnk of
their mooring chains°
In an easterly gale Abersoch would be
virtually untenable and a dash to Pwhelli (V miles away) is recommended provided the tide suits at that porto
By the end of
the week Mrs° Morrison and her daughter Cherill were coping with
two more crewmen who had arrived by the Mail Boat and a room at
Harbour Cottage converted into a foc~s~le remained our dormitory
until the gale blew outo
We are almost afraid to tell her that
we may be back next year.
A champagne party celebrated the "calling off" of the
race and a higher ratio of bottles to persons would be hard to
find in any port East of Suez or North of Howtho
Anyway the
skipper and two others had to return to Dublin and were impressed
to find that the Mailboat was delayed by an hour in crossing and
that Huff had possibly waited at the George for the weather to
clear before her dramatic Iceland dash°

- 56 Neville and Noel brought Vanja home when the weather
cleared and had a 7 knot passage to the Kish from whence it
took five hours to reach Howth.
What price an engine now,
me bucks?
..... ooo0ooo .....

CARLINGFORD RALLY
by
A oWo Mooney

The Rally on September 3rd was again a great success.
The weather was perfect, a nice off shore breeze bringing the
Yachts in good time to Carlingford, a beautiful day on the
Saturday, and a splendid westerly for the Races home again on
the Sunday.
This year there were 23 yachts, 19 from the South and 4
from the North as against 12 and 2 last year.
On the Frid~ evening, Norman Wilkinson, Mildred and I
checked in at the Park Hotel, 0meath, arranged to be called at
6°30 aomo on the Saturday, and after a flying visit to Rostrevor
to contact and make arrangements with the Commodore, who had
arrived earlier in his yacht "Wild Goose", we drove back to
0meath and turned ino
At 6.30 aom. the morning tea duly arrived, and Norman
and I dressed and drove the 5 miles to Carlingford Harbour to
await the first arrivals.
It was a great help to have Norman
with me this time as it meant we could relieve each other for
a breakfast break, a meal I had to forego last year when on
my own.
There were two Dutch Fishing Steamers occupying about
all the available length of the Pier, which were rather an
obstruction for the Judges, but quite convenient to the Competitors to make fast to.
Fenestra was the first to arrive at 8o10 a°m° and made
for the East Pier, her reading of the Sailing Directions indicating this, but after a hail she came across and tied up
alongside one of the Dutch Steamers.
Brynoth was next at
8o15 and came alongside very smartly, then in order, "Maid of

- 57 Mal in", "Sarcelle", "Vandra", "Wild Goose", "Vanja", "Neon
Tetra"9 "Segura", "Nirvana", "Sonas ", "Curlew", "Harmony"
"Huff of Arklow", "Southern Cross", "Slma", "Foam", "Mervyna"
"Ann Gall", "Arandora", and finally "Subretta" at ll aomo
Jack Kelly Rogers in his new Motor Cruiser "Ivernda"
also came in and anchored in the Harbouro
By this time the
wind had all gone and most of the yachts got away under iron
topsails.
At Rostrevor, where each yacht was to anchor in an
allotted position indicated by cross bearings and the position
of any yachts ahead of her, Wallace Clark the Commodore9 was
waiting to allot marks for anchoring, tidy stowage, equipment,
etCo, and to collect the logso
After lunch the marks from Carlingford Harbour and Rostrevor were compared and it was adjudged that our Vice Conmuodore in "Ann Gall" was the winner°
During the afternoon there were Cocktail Parties arranged
for on the Commodore~s "Wild Goose" and the Vice Commodore~s
"Ann Gall", but the tide being black out at Rostrevor Pier none
of the people on shore were able to get out to take part in the
festivities9 which finished up with guns firlng, and brilliant
Sodium Flares buzzing about the Anchorage.
The dinner at Rostrevor Hotel was very good, and at the
prize giving it was announced that the winner, the Vice Comr, lodore9
being the donor of the Trophy had decided to present it to the
yacht with the next highest score, which was "Harmony"s Dro R o
0~Hanlono
This gesture was received with applause~ and the
third prize went to "Vanja", Ian Morrisono
There ~vas a distinct improvement over last year in the
Seamanship displayed at Carlingford~ and whereas no yach~ Last
year gained full marks, this year there were six gaining the
full ten marks which were allotted.
In the Race South on the Sunday I was not present but the
start with a dead run out of the Lough with Spinnakers was very
impressive, and the good offshore breeze held all the way home
to quite an early finish°
The winners on handicap being
Fenestra~ Harmony and Maid of Malin, whereas the Northern contingent in a shorter race to Ardglass had a very close finish°
The order on handicap being "Mervyna"~ "Subretta" and "Nirvana".
Altogether a very successful week-end°

-
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VIVI IN SWEDISH WATERS
by
R. Wall Morris

Tom Jackson and I purchased Vivi, a 30 sq. metre, in
Sweden this summer and I realised that, perhaps, here was a chance
of a lifetime to own and sall a boat in Swedish Waters.
The previous owner was cruising, in the Baltic so I arranged with him that
he would leave her at SODERKOPING at the Eastern entrance to the
GOTA Canal where I would meet him and ta.ke over.
I had planned
to bring her across Sweden through the GOTA Canal and hoped to arrive at NL~RSTRAND in time to see the galaxy of boats that were expected for the Centenary Regatta.
I then proposed to sail her
down to Copenhagen where I would leave her to be shipped back to
Dublin, preferring to spend the time sailing in Sweden rather than
the long sea passage home.
Unfortunately I had to change these
plans because of the prohibitive freight quoted for bringing a
boat from Copenhagen to Dublin, and I arranged instead to send her
by the Glen Line from Gothenburg.
(Incidentally, I can thoroughly
recommend this Line, their charges were very reasonable and they
were most efficient in every way).
I then hoped we would have
time for a short cruise up the West Coast before delivering Vivi
back to Gothenburg for shipment.
We rather regretted this afterwards, as, from what we saw of the SKERRIES we would have much
preferred to have taken over the boat at Stockholm and explored
the most attractive creeks and wooded islands of the East Coast
rather than the countless thousands of uninviting rocky islands
of the West, very aptly likened to the Maze at Hampton Court.
Our party consisted of Julian and Babs Rowntree, my wife,
(Doris) and myself.
Doris and I had planned, because of the
rather limited sleeping accommodation in a 30 Sq. to bring her
through the G6ta Canal ourselves, and our youngest son, David,
aged lO, was flying out to join us when his school term was finished.
We were discussing our plans at a party one evening and
had almost been persuaded that we were taking on quite a difficult
task, so Doris said to Julian "what about you and Babs joining us
for the trip~’’. and rather to our surprise they said "yes", they
would love to come.
I said we were surprised, this was because
although we knew that they were well used to caravans, Julian
being Chairman of the Caravan Club of Ireland, at the same time,
beyond having recently acquired a speed boat, I think it is doubtful that they had any experience of sailing boats.
However, it
was an unqualified success, in fact Julian has got the bug in a
big way and since his return has now bought a boat himself, Sonas,
a very nice little S Cruiser.
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We all met at Dublin Airport on Saturday, 16th JUlyo
~fe
planned to fly to Stockholm spending a night at DUsseldorf°
It
was Julian who suggested the stop at D~sseldorf.
At the ti~:e !
suspected that the ulterior motive was to show us the City~ night
life, but how wrong I was’
He was only interested in the oppor~
tunity of flying in a Caravelle which w as scheduled on the fi~p:ht
to Stockholm the following day.
On arrival in Stockholm our respective wives had already
decided that a shopping expedition in Stockholm should not be
missed and that in any case we had to stock the boat from scratch
with all the various essentials.
This, of course, was perfe~ly
true as we had brought nothing with us; our luggage, including Ji~.
los, sleeping bags etc. being already overweight.
It meant~ hcw~
ever, missing my appointment for taking over the boat the fol!ow~ng
day.
I will not go into the details of our shopping expeditlon~
except to say that we found everything in Sweden exceedingly e~
pensive.
When we arrived back at our hotel and laid out our
array of pots, pans, plates, plastic bowls, buckets, provision~
etc., I only hoped that we would find somewhere to store this ,~s.s~
collection in the somewhat meagre locker space on Vivi.
We caught an early train from Stockholm on Tuesday~ 19-~h
July and arrived at S6derkoping about midday.
We found,v~’L -~, ~.u
readiness moored alongside the jetty, but my heart sank when i saw
our mound of luggage and equipment which we proposed stowin~ ~r~
board, and which was now piled high on the jetty and had ta~<en
two taxis to transport from the station.
However, we eventually found space for everything and b a~;<ing
fixed our outboard to the bracket on the transom we were al! rean~¢
for the start.
As I wound the starting cord on the Seagull i
said a silent prayer that this little untried motor would tske a..,~
the odd 210 miles across Sweden to our destination at Gothenbu:rgo
I may say that I need have had no worries, and although we w,~re
able to sail a good part of the way, at the same time, the ggllaut
little motor never faltered and drove us along at about the m~7~.~n~:~n
speed allowed in the canal of 4.8 miles per hour.
The whole navigation between the Baltic on the Easc ~:, ,
and Gothenburg on the West is composed of rivers and a chain ~,f
lakes, the man-made cuts amount to only 59 miles of its total
length of 220 miles.
Today the whole of this inland navlga~-on
is often called the G6ta Canal, but strictly speaking, the G6ta
Canal is only that portion that lies between Lake V~nern and the
Baltic.
There are approximately 68 locks from the Balti~:~ to +~he
highest point, ~00 feet above sea level.
While, descendin$~ :it
takes 19 locks down to Lake V~nern and only a few more down t::~ ,-~ea
level after entering the Trollh~tten Canal.
The locks of thi~:-~

60 canal differ strikingly in size and construction from the
locks of the G~ta Canal, they are entirely mechanised and
of up to 2,000 tons can enter Lake V~nern.
I imagine if
were doing the trip from West to East it could be done in
siderably less time.

old
ships
one
con-

The lakes vary in size, they are mostly small but Lake
V~ttern is a considerable size and Lake V~nern is the third largest lake in Europe.
The lakes are well buoyed but large scale
charts are essential and even with these navigation can be quite
tricky and one has to be on the alert to avoid the many rocks.
The canal is most efficiently run.
I don’t know if they have a
system of telephones, but, I think without exception, every bridge
crossing the canal was either open or ready to open when we arrived,
also there does not appear to be any commercial traffic apart from
the Trollh~tten Canal.
I don’t suppose we met a dozen boats on
the whole trip, so we were seldom, if ever, held up at the locks.
I think I should explain that 30 Sqs. are not exactly designed as Cruisers, but they are rather amazing boats, shown by
the fact that they can carry off the Prize at I.C.C. Rallies.
Vivi is 40’-9" L.0.A. 29’-0" W.L. and 6T-0’’ Beam.
She has a
45’-0" mast, carries 322 sq. feet of canvas and is exceedingly fast.
Two can sleep in extreme comfort and it was our intention that
Doris and I would sleep on board and we planned to spend each night
where there would be hotel or other sleeping accommodation for Babs
and Julian.
This worked according to plan our first night when
we arrived at Norsholm.
However, we were rather over-ambitious
our second day and did not arrive at Borensborg until rather late,
where we found the only hotel already closed for the night. But
we were prepared for every emergency, and, having set up our
cockpit canopy, we bedded down, Julian and Babs on lilos in the
cockpit.
I quite expected to hear on the following morning that
two members of our crew were leaving us, but, on the contrary, a
comfortable night was spent by all, and we decided that in future,
rather than attempting to reach suitable stopping places each
evening, if this proved difficult, we would all sleep on board,
except that we put the two lilos up for’ard.
This turned out to
be quite reasonably comfortable although perhaps lacking adequate
headroom.
By this time we were all quite expert at negotiating locks.
I had rigged up a bowden cable from the outboard to the cockpit
as I realised that it might be difficult to control the engine in
the canal especially having the dinghy stowed on Vivi’s rather
narrow aft deck.
It did not take long to make me realise that
it would have been quite impossible to have negotiated the locks
without the able assistance of Julian and Babs, as the lockkeepers always expected assistance and one person could not possibly fend off Vivi’s 40 feet length.

Vivi had quite a stormy passage through the first few locks.
There is quite an art in controlling the large volume of water
entering a lock, and a boat of light construction could, very easily, be badly damaged°
But Julian very soon was able to control
the flow in a masterly fashion and it was really only necessary
to keep Vivi fended off°
We arrived at ~otala on our third evening and looked forward to trying out Vivi under canvas crossing Lake V~ttern the
following day.
We had been told varied stories of this lake; it
is long and narrow and very deep and apparently a nasty sea can
spring up very suddenly.
The usual stories are told of it being
bottomless.
There is a certain variety of fish which is found
only here and in a lake in Switzerland, presumably we are to assume
that they must travel by subterranean passage.
In any event the
following was a lovely summer’s day, the lake was like glass and
to our disappointment we had to motor the 17 miles across.
We tied up alongside a most attractive Hotel, where we had
a most excellent dinner which included a special dish of the local
fish which was considered quite a delicacy and proved exceedingly
good.
We had had an introduction to the owner, a Mr. Alexison
who had retired there having spent most of his life in Kenya. We
spent a very pleasant evening with himand his family and discovered that his son Sven was also on his way to Marstrand in a
Folkboat to take part in the regatta. We arranged to go in com~pany starting early the following morning as we wanted to get to
SjStorp on Lake V~nern that evening so that we would make an
early start for the VO mile crossing the next day.
This was probably the most attractive part of the canal,
with numerous small lakes and the canal thickly wooded on either
side and so narrow in places that one wondered if Vivi’s tall
mast would fit between the over-hanging branches.
We arrived at SjStorp rather earlier than we expected and
filled up with stores and petrol in preparation for the following
day°
SjStorp is not an attractive place to stay, and, as it was
still comparatively early, on the advice of Sven Alexison we decided to go on to Mariestad which was situated about lO miles
down the lakeo
It was here that misfortune almost befell us.
Having seen a suitable place to tie up, on approaching the jetty
I put the tiller hard down to come alongside.
As I did so, the
engine, which had been ticking over, suddenly burst into life as
if on full throttle.
Vivi shot forward straight for the jetty
and I could almost imagine the finely shaped bows crumpling up
as she hit°
However she came round missing the jetty by inches.
Babs, who was for’ard, made a leap for the shore, and, as there
was not sufficient room to turn I just managed to wedge her be-

tween another boat and the jetty:
With no damage done except
for a few small scratches.
I decided afterwards that the long
bowden cable, the control on which was fastened to the tiller,
as it wouldn’t just reach the cockpit, must have fouled the
dinghy which was lashed on the aft deck and when putting the
tiller hard down it pulled the outer cable9 which would have the
effect of keeping the throttle open°
I think the following was one of our best days.
We
motored out in the morning, there wasn’t a breath of wind and the
lake was like glass°
I remember how confusing the navigation
was, leaving Mariestado
There seemed to be rocks and perches
everywhere and I was glad when we eventually got out into clear
water.
It was a glorious morning without a cloud in the sky but
we were hoping for a good sailing breeze, as it would have been
a very slow and tedious passage if we had to use the motor the
whole 70 miles and we would not have had sufficient fuel.
Our
luck was ino
Soon a little breeze got up and we hoisted the
sails, this freshened gradually until Vivi was skimming through
the water, on a close reach, at fine speed°
On rounding Ekens
Skargard we headed south and hoisted our balloon spinnaker which
we carried the remaining 40 odd miles to Vanesborgo
As it was
still quite early we carried on until we found an attractive
looking place to tie up for the evening, close to the first lock
of the Trollh~tten Canal°
We stopped at Trollh~tten the following morning to get provisions and to re-stock our cellar which
was getting rather lowo
This is quite a problem in Sweden°
There are no pubs and the sale of all wine and intoxicating liquor
is State-controlledo
I think I am right in saying that in each
town there is only the one establishment where one can buy wine
or intoxicating liquor.
The remaining part of the way to Gothenburg did not take
long.
We had the current with us and as we entered the massive
locks of the Trollh~tten Canal, Vivi seemed so small and frail.
It was quite simple going down but we wondered what it would have
been like going up with thousands of tons of water surging around
us and not controlled by Julian’s expert hand.
Actually, I
believe these locks are of the most modern construction and there
is very little turbulence as the water enters from the bottom.
We had some difficulty in finding somewhere to tie up that
evening.
We were now in the G~ta river, the surrounding country
is low lying and we could find no suitable bank to go alongside,
also we had to be careful in choosing a suitable place as there
is considerable traffic in the river and we kept passing large
ships on their way up to Lake V~nerno
We eventually came to a
large factory which had an inviting looking wharf which was
empty~ and where we spent a comfortable night°
We quite expected
that we might have to remove ourselves if a ship called in, but
we were not disturbed except for the factory hands in the morning
who came along to inspect uso
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The following morning we arrived at Gothenburg.
We had
one anxious moment wondering whether Vivi’s mast was going to fit
under the main bridge that crosses the river.
We were being
carried down by quite a fast current and as we got close Vivi’s
mast appeared to get taller and taller and the bridge lower.
However not having a reverse we had got to the point of no return
and we all took a sigh of relief when we passed underneath with
quite a bit to spare.
Gothenburg is a busy port’with the usual cranes and warehouses and large ships along its quays.
We found a jetty almost
in the centre of the town where we tied up, but I strongly advise
anyone visiting Gothenburg in a boat to leave her at the R.GoYoC.
at Lanedrag.
This is about 7 miles away but within easy bus
reach of Gothenburg.
I flew down to Copenhagen that afternoon to meet my small
son who was flying out from Dublin to join us.
On our return
about midnight I was told that, only for the prompt action of
Doris and Julian, Vivi might have been severely damaged.
A
strong westerly wind had got up and when they returned during the
afternoon they found her being battered against the jetty. They
soon procured some additional fenders and no serious damage was
done.
(It is much safer and more comfortable to leave a yacht
at Lanedrag)o
The following morning we left for Marstrand, a fine day
with a good sailing breeze.
From a study of our charts we found
that there were several recognised channels through the maze of
islands on our way.
By now we had had enough of confined waters
and we chose the open sea as far as possible.
As the wind
freshened we encountered quite a nasty sea.
This was really the
first time that Vivi had had her lee rail well down, and everything was going well until Doris, who had gone below for something, let out a shriek of dismay - our shoes, that were all
neatly stowed under our berths, were awash!
On investigation
we discovered that up to now we had never thought of pumping out
the bilge, but there had been quite a lot of rain from time to
time and when she was heeled there was just sufficient water IN
HER to thoroughly soak anything stored "on ground level".
The
shoes would not have mattered very much but unfortunately Julian’s
expensive cine camera and equipment also got a thorough soaking°
Marstrand was a sight well worth seeing, and I have never
seen a finer collection of boats. Superb ocean racers which
had just arrived in from the Atlantic Race, Royal Yachts, l0 Metres,
8 Metres, 6 Metres, 5°5 Metres, not to mention the countless
number of the very popular Folkboat, Dragons, and many other
smaller classes.
Viking, Sweden’s superb four-masted training ship was
there, her huge bulk dwarfing everything else. She was brought
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to provide accommodation for some of the many crews taking part
in the Regatta, the few hotels being quite unable to cope.
The organisation at Marstrand was magnificent, the boats
were all moored stern on to the jetty and various additional
floating jetties had been provided, elaborate affairs with even
accommodation for storing gear and drying sails.
We were in luck, the yachts that had taken part in the
Atlantic Race were now away on the Skaw Race and we slipped into
a vacant berth only to be told that we would have to remove ourselves the following day.
However, our luck held, perhaps because of being the only boat there flying the Irish flag, but we
were allowed to stay, Vivi looking rather diminutive alongside
the magnificent ocean racers.
On the following day we said a sad farewell to Babs and
Julian, they were fortunate in getting a sail back in another
30 Sqo that was leaving for Lanedrag.
We were extremely sorry
to see them off, but, on David joiningu~ sleeping accommodation
for five was not very comfortable and they had already made their
return bookings.
I was hoping to have taken part in the Regatta but this,
of course, was impossible, additional crew were unobtainable and
the boat was filled almost to capacity with various gear, also
we decided if we once left our berth we would probably never see
it again°
However, we were quite glad to have a few days ashore,
and we contented ourselves watching the various races and enjoying glorious sunny weather.
I don’t think I should leave Marstrand without mentioning
the girls!
Swedish girls are, of course, world famed for their
good looks, and, seeing them in the flesh (this is perhaps an
unfortunate expression, but don’t take me up wrongly!) they are
breathtakl"ngly beautiful.
Even my young son could not keep
his eyes off them.
He remarked, rather to our amusement, "What
a pity the boys", meaning his three elder brothers, "are not here"
But, I think, perhaps, it was just as well.
We were not sorry to leave Marstrand, it was a wonderful
experience but there were far too many people there, everywhere
was packed to capacity, and, of course, prices were doubled for
Regatta Week.
Before leaving I thought I would get a bottle
of Gin.
On arriving at the establishment I found a queue of
people extending a considerable distance down the street.
I
reckoned it would have taken some hours before I reached the top
of the queue, so gave up the unequal struggle.
We still had
five days so we decided we would go for a short cruise north.
The weather was perfect and the next evening we put into Gullholmen, an attractive little fishing village on one of the many
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islands and having a good harbour.
The following day we reached
Lysekilo
This was the place, I am told, that high powered motor
launches used to speed on moonless nights during the war to collect ball bearings from the Swedes.
As we had only three days
left we decided to spend the next day ashore leaving ourselves two
days for our return trip.
But that night the weather changed, it
blew very hard and we spent a rather uncomfortable night on our
mooring.
The following morning we postponed our start as long as
possible hoping the wind would moderate, but Vivi had to be back
in Gothenburg the following evening to have her cradle made for
shipment, also our hotels and flights were all booked for our return.
So it was a case of having to go, also there was always
the possibility the weather might worsen.
I was not concerned
with the strength of the wind, but, because of the weather it
would be more comfortable to take the most sheltered course, in
shore, and I was slightly worried about the navigation of the endless succession of islands we would be passing at full speed°
We set our small mainsail and Vivi was off like a scalded
cat.
In normal conditions this would have been a most thrilling
sail, but we were now rather shorthanded; it took me all my time
to sail the boat and to keep an almost incessant look out for the
small perches marking the various channels.
Doris and David had
no previous experience of chart reading but after a short time
they became quite expert, and all went well.
We were, however,
quite glad when we tied up in the peaceful waters of Marstrando
What a transformation had taken place, the harbour was practically empty and looked quite different without the large bulk of
Viking cutting off half the entrance to the harbour.
It blew all that night, and the following morning, if anything, the wind had freshened, and we left in about a Force 6o
However it was a close reach most of the way and we hoped, by
the time we reached more open water and had to turn into the wind
to make Lanedrag, the wind might have moderated.
This was a sail that I think we shall all remember for
some time, how tired we got of the endless succession of forbidding looking rocks through which we were trying to find our way,
and the small perches that seldom seemed to be where they were
shown on the chart and which gave us some rather anxious moments.
Doris and David had a full time job keeping our position marked
on the chart.
There is such a sameness of these countless islands and rocks that, at the speed at which we were travelling,
if we lost our place on the chart it could easily lead to disaster.
This did almost happen on one occasion: the buoy for
which we were looking did not materialise and we had the choice
of taking one of three different channels.
We must have taken
the wrong one and as Vivi shot through, the channel got narrower
and narrower and all one could see was a succession of small islands ahead.
The seas got steeper and steeper and I was all
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tensed waiting for Vivi to strike.
However, we are all here to
tell the tale but it was an experience I would not wish to repeat.
We at last cleared the islands and got into the open water
at the mouth of the G6’ta river.
Here we got the full force of
the wind, however Vivi seemed to be enjoying it and shot through
the water amid showers of spray, until Doris called out "Look we
have lost the dinghy" and sure enough there it was being blown
rapidly astern.
I, at the time, was all for leaving it to its
fate as I saw that it was heading for the nearest rocks. However,
Doris insisted that we went back for it, and a 30 Sq. being very
easy to manoeuvre, we picked it up without much difficulty.
On arriving at the Royal Gothenburg Yacht Club at Lanedrag
we were met by the Club launch and, having moored Vivi, I left
her in the hands of the local boatyard.
In the meantime Doris
had had a visit from a member of the Yacht Club who had invited
us on board.
He was one of the few who recognised our "strange"
flag and said it was the first time he had seen the Irish flag in
Lanedrag.
Needless to say we were very pleased to accept this
kind invitation and, much fortified by his hospitality, we said
farewell to Vivi and proceeded by taxi to Gothenburg.
Vivi was delivered safely, some l0 days later, completely
unscratched, after her long sea voyage to Dublin.
ooo0ooo

SARC ELLE
Dun Laoghaire - Tobermory

Summer Cruise:

by
F. McKinley
Crews:
F.
J.
H.
L.

McKinley
N. Mercer
A. Mercer
A. Hyde

Skipper, Deck Hand, Cook, etc.
A. B°
Saloon Passenger (afloat and ashore)
Steward, looking after comforts of
saloon passenger.

How did it all start?
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When in Glasgow, at the Clyde Jubilee Dinner Dance in the
winter of 1959, one was wont to talk of cruising.
There and
then a rendez-vous with Dro Tom Harvey of Curlew was arranged, in
the North Channel off Deas Point, for Sunday, 5th June 1960o The
Curlew leaving her home port Clynder in the Gareloch, Sarcelle
her home port Dun Laoghalreo
The time was right but having consulted the CoCoCo Handbook,
I was dubious as to the place chosen being advisable°
Needless
to say, the correspondence which ensued between owners was great°
One would have thought that a Convoy of Ships was being assembled
instead of just two yachtst
However this correspondence helped
to while away the Winter months, for as soon as the fittlng=out
time came around, the signals became smaller and less frantic, as
the rendez-vous had been changed to Gigha Sound instead of Deas
Point.
Sarcelle’s trip really started, Wednesday 25th May, when
moorings were dropped and a very fast passage to Howth was made
where moorings were arranged until Friday, 27th May, when my crew
Noel and Henry Mercer joined for our trip North to Larne.
At
3.30 pomo with two reefs in Main and small jib, we dropped our
moorings, laying a course to bring us inside Lambay Island in a
fresh to strong N.Wo and by 5°45 pom. we were under full Main and
Genoa, tearing along with Rock-0-Bill Light abeam.
A pleasant
evening was to turn into a bitterly cold night as we tried to make
Ardglass in very light winds and with a faulty engine, due to
dirty filters which had been cleaned out by the Skipper who
promptly assembled same with a bit of cotton waste left behind in
the filter bowl! and which was not discovered until next day.
By 4 aomo on Saturday 28th May our hook was down and we
were able to witness a most beautiful dawn and so to bed° Later
in the day we cleared Customs, roved new halyards and after a
late lunch cleared Ardglass at 4 pomo for Portavogie in blazing
sun.
Portavogie lO p omo that evening with no help from the
IoCoCo Handbook, whose directions for this Port are anything but
sound°
In practice we found it to be much simpler to leave the
Plough Rock Buoy to Port and head straight for the Harbour entrance.
We found Portavogie to be a wonderful harbour and a refuge
on the return journey to Dun Laoghaire some weeks later~
Sunday, 29th May.
Another hot day but a little, too
little wind until we reached Ballyholme Bay where we had hoped
to procure a mooring for the week, but finding none, we had a
spanking sail in a strong Southerly to Lame Lough where a member
of the East Antrim Yacht Club kindly lent us a mooring for a week.
Henry Mercer and myself rejoined the ship the following
Saturday night which was now in the same sea area as Curlew, who
had made Sanda Island on the same day.
This was important, we
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felt, as both ships could work from the same Weather Reports.
What would keep one in port would also keep the other.
Sunday, 5th June.
We dropped our moorings 8 a.m., motoring out into the North Channel with no wind and thick fog. Henry
giving a course 010 ~I. for the ~lull which was picked up at 12.15
p.mo just where it should be ’
Soon after a fresh breeze sprang
up, giving us a broad reach to Gigha where we anchored at 4.50
pomo in Gigulum Sound.
Curlew already there with a welcome signal flying and a good meal besides.
She is a fine boat, well
maintained by her kindly Skipper and wife Jannette.
Nonday, 6th June.
We set sail to Colonsay, but the wind
still a broad reach, only held until we entered the Sound of Islay.
So motoring to Port Askaig for stores and petrol, where the heat
ashore was nearly unbearable which however was soon allayed by
iced drinks aboard Curlew.
We then pushed on to Colonsay scarcely
able to stem the fierce ebb tide.
Dinner ashore with both Ship’s
Companies.
Tuesday, 7th June.
Set all plain sail for lona, making
a wonderful passage to the Torranan Rocks and taking the inside
passage.
We chose the Tinker’s Hole as our anchorage, we judged
it to be more sheltered than the Bull’s Hole, the northern anchorage, for the Glass was showing signs of a break in the weather.
It may be of interest to relate here, that on our stay at
Tinker’s Hole, it was decided that both crews should travel in
Sarcelle to Finaphort, to make contact by ’phone to our various
homes, and in particular with Leslie Hyde who was to join us at
Tobermory.
There was quite a large sea in Iona Sound and for
our return journey we had wind and tide very much against us. We
made no headway even with full power, not until our small jib
was set aft side the mast, which with the violent motion was quite
a task, but it was amazing how this small shred of canvas enabled
us to work our way to windward.
And with thanks to Henry’s navigation we were able to make the Tinker’s Hole through the northern
passage, at one time only having six inches under our keel.
Wednesday, 8th June.
The weather showed signs of really
breaking, so both ships parted company with true regret. Curlew
making for Crinan, Sarcelle north to Tobermory.
While takin$
our punt aboard, the sober Skipper slipped (or was he pushed!),
cracking his head on the rail, however, he was soon pulled aboard
and Dr. Tom was hailed from Curlew to render First Aid. At first
there were technicalities as to whether the patient should be
treated as a foreign seaman or a visitor, and as to which form
would have to be filled in to comply with National Health!
By
the time these points were settled, Sarcelle’s crew did the job
and did it well.
But of course the Doctor had to undo the dressing for closer inspection giving Henry full marks. The Skipper
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by now, more subdued, still wonders what Curlew keeps in her teapot? as this was the only liquid he had that day.
Eventually
leaving at 1.45 p.m. and arriving at Tobermory 7 p°mo after a
mostly pleasant sail, although the last few miles were spoiled by
heavy rain and rising wind.
Met Leslie who had arranged a meal
ashore.
Thursday, 9th June.
Owing to a very bad weather report
we decided not to go to sea.
This feeling was shared by all other
boats in the harbour with the exception of two.
It was quite remarkable to see the punishment they took when they cleared the
harbour, so much so, that one thought better of it and returned to
our quiet anchorage.
Friday, lOth June.
9.30 a.m. set sail for Crinan, hoping
to carry our tide to Duart.
What a memorable sail under full
main only, our average speed tacking downwind was nearly seven
knots.
(Clearing Duart at 12.25 p.m.)
Altering course for Easdale brought the wind abaft the beam, so with Genoa broken out,
we made Easdale Sound where we anchored until 5.30 p.m., waiting
a favourable tide to carry us to Crinan Basin which we entered at
7°45 p.m.
We stayed that night in the Basin, nearly devoured by
midges.
Saturday, llthJune.
Having a clear run through the Canal,
our passage lasted 3½ hrs.
After re-stocking and a late lunch,
we locked out, making for East Lough Tarbert.
Setting small jib
and full main but within twenty minutes, offshore squalls were
laying us flat, bursting six slides from the Main.
We soon rolled
down four reefs, retying all the slides within reach.
In torrential rain we arrived at East Lough Tarbert, to find the Hono
Secretary Peter Morck and Patsy, not forgetting the dog! in Sonus,
our sister ship.
Sunday, 12th June.
Both ship’s company tramped to West
Lough Tarbert, as putting to sea was out of the question. Wind
force 7 - 8, gusting 9!
Monday, 13th June.
Our steward had to leave; we missed
his good company very much.
Both ships moved out later in the
day.
Sonus going North, Sarcelle homeward bound.
Reaching
Campbelltown that evening.
Tuesday, 14th June.
An early start 8 aomo We made for
Donaghadee.
Being becalmed in mid-channel for sometime, we
started the motor and arrived at our destination by 5o15 pomo
Here we left Sarcelle until 25th June.
The boat was left then in the care of Sam Nelson.
An
excellent man who kept the boat cleaned and aired, saw to refuelling and topping up of water tanks, even to winding the ship’s
clock.
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On rejoining Sarcelle, conditions in Donaghadee were so dreadful that my new crew Noel Mercer and myself decided to clear out
at 10o30 pore., even in a force 6 - 7N.
Easterly for Portavogie
under a well reefed Main.
We made our port by 0.45 a.m. Sunday
morning o
26th June.
As I have already said, it is a safe harbour
especially to us, coming in from a large following and breaking
sea.
We cast off at 10.55 pom. for Ardglass and after a pleasant sail in hot sunshine, we arrived at 2 p.m.
Stowing canvas,
we motored up the harbour into God’s Pocket to top up with petrol.
No Customs~
Cast off at 4.20 pomo for Kilkeel.
In Crossing
Dundrum Bay the wind went light, so we motored to Kilkeel where
we still could not clear customs.
We decided to head for Greenore where we anchored for the night.
27th June.
After breakfasting late, we sailed to Carlingford Harbour, clearing Irish Customs.
We waited for our tide at
3 pore. and in a Northerly, Force 6 with our Main rolled down to
our crosstrees, we cast off for Dun Laoghaire.
By 3.50 p.m.
with Haulbowline Light abeam, we rolled out two reefs and setting
Genoa as spinnaker we tore along, passing the Bailey Light by
10.55 p°m.
We picked up our moorings in Dun Laoghaire 11.30 p.m.
In our cruise of 500 miles plus, it is interesting to note
that we only came on the wind for scarcely 8 - i0 miles.
Our cruise in company with Curlew is something we would
repeat with pleasure and could recommend to other members of the
I.CoCo to arrange between themselves cruises (for a change, not
races) in company.
Our local clubs can give us all the racing
fixtures we require.
One hears the excuse, how can
a 6 or 8 tonner?
The simple answer
but strangely their times of arrival
few hours apart.
After all, one of
about cruising is swopping yarns "in
cabin lamp".

a 3 tonner keep company with
is they don’t when sailing,
on short hops are only a
the most enjoyable things
the shade of the other man’s

..... ooo0ooo .....
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"BY TIDE AND CANAL"
Being an acccount of ’Ocean Dove’s’ 1960 Cruise

PART ONE - Cultra

Rothesay Race°

’Ocean Dove’s’ 1960 cruise started, quite accidentally,
with the Cultra - Rothesay Race.
The crew consisted of Jim
Andrews (Skipper), Pat Bott (Navigator), Jack Clark and Nicholas
Duffin, and finally and most gallantly, Lisa Duffin (Cook)°
This complement arrived on board in sufficient time to set
full main and working stays’l and kick the mooring overboard only
just previous to the firing of the five-minute gun at 11o55 on
Friday 10th June.
The wind came in from N.N.W. force 4 as we spun across the
R.N.I.Y.C. line, hastily unfurling our terylene ’Yankee’ Jib.
As we approached Blackhead heavy squalls came off the land
and in the midst of one of these the Yankee was furled momentarily
to ease a vastly over-pressed ship and the skipper’s nerves.
14°00 hrs° found us handing the Yankee about two miles clear
of the Gobbins and setting the No°l Jib for what, to our gaffrigged dismay looked much like a windward race.
Sea was moderate
and there were six tenths clouds.
By 18°30 hrs. the wind was a wavering force 3 but with a
smoother sea and started sheets we were making a good four knots.
This, however, did not last and our deck log reports a vague
westerly at force ½ by 21@00.
We replaced the jib with our big
blue ’ghoster’ and as the wind direction became discernible
optimistically trimmed everything as for a run on the starboard
gybe.
The sky clouded over and as night came down so did the
barometer, to 29.45.
At 23.00 a light breeze came in from just
East of South.
01o00 on Saturday, llth June came and with it rain° Force
3 freshening from the South had us handing the ghoster and continuing under main and stays’l with Pladda light on the port bow°
With increasing shipping the radar reflector was hoisted in the
rigging and the skipper’s father over-taking on the bridge of
the Glasgow steamer was not surprised to see a bright echo on the
screen before him well astern of several dimmer ones.
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By 04.00 the southerly wind had increased to force 5, the
barometer had dropped to 29.32 and we were leaving Holy Island
astern with the Little Cumbrae Island on our starboard bow.
At 06.30 the skipper was woken by a tremendous crash, and
on reaching the cockpit found the ship and her rather startled
watch to be on the other gybe.
The wind was a roaring force
seven and as everyone was tired it was decided to lower the main
altogether.
Race or no race, we sail for pleasure.
We ran on under the Stays’l at four knots until the wind
eased in the lee of Bute, when we rehoisted the main and finished
the race at 07.08 with Bogany point buoy abeam to port.
At 08.00 the anchor went down off the bathing place in
~othesay Bay and thereafter we enjoyed the fine company provided
by the Clyde Cruising Club, not the least part of which was a
most excellent dinner, followed by a firework display out in the
Bay.
Sunday, 12th June, came with a full gale roaring in the
rigging.
The skipper’s father joined the ship and with the
stays’l ready to hoist we started the engine and worked clear of
the many fouled anchors in the bay at ll.00.
As it was obvious
we should not get home in the teeth of force 9 we decided to take
the ship to McGuer’s yard at Clynder.
ll.30 found us beam on to
the gale and just clearing Toward Point with the ship hove down
to her rail under mast windage.
As we bore away speed increased
dangerously and even with the engine ticking over the steering
was almost unmanageable. The gear-lever was shoved into neutral
and immediately things were easier.
With the engine switched off we continued at a speed
approaching five knots, broad reaching under bare poles for the
Cloch.
At mid-day a large sea smashed at the dinghy, which we
had hoisted high in the stern davits.
With its bow ring bolt
gone the painter was passed through the holed bow to another
bolt in the transom and the falls were let fly.
As the dinghy went astern the painter was lengthened and
all was well.
At 13.30 Cloch Point was abeam and we lurched round into
still water behind it.
Here there was enough gale to enable
°
us to continue at 105 to the wind still without sail or engine,
and we took the opportunity to get the dinghy alongside and
hoisted up on deck.
We at last started the engine and eased
over past Rosneath Patch, heading round past Helensburgh at
14.15.
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The tide helped us through the Gareloch Narrows and at
14.45 we picked up ’Cerigo’s’ mooring at Clynder.
Here the ship was left in charge of Ivlessrso McGruer and
the crew returned home via British Railways.
The following week-end a trip was made to Clynder to clean
up and carry out repairs to a collapsed runner lead and also to
bring over the 8~ - 6" dinghy to replace the damaged six-and-ahalf footer.
PART TWO

m

Our first glimpse of Western Isles.

The cruise proper began on the morning of Saturday, July
9th, 1960, when we joined ’Ocean Dove’ in the Gareloch armed to
the teeth with charts, cameras, and plastic steel to mend a leak
in the main fresh-water tank.
The crew were as follows:Jim Andrews (Skipper), Pat
Bott (Navigator), and Robin and Agnes Sweetnam (odd Bods and
Cookery) o
We arrived shortly after ll.00 and while Agnes and Robin
went shopping in Clynder Pat and the skipper got to work with
the plastic steel on the leaky tank.
The afternoon was spent in filling the tank and watching
the tiny ~Debutante’ Class cruiser ’Tipsy’ arrive behind a Jaguar
from London.
Her alloy mast was stepped and the trailer edged
down the beach until she floated off.
She was then sailed out
to a mooring.
Sunday, July 10th, dawned cloudy and with variable force 1
puffs.
With the tide already turning against us in the narrows
we got under way from McGruer’s and motored down the Gareloch at
07.55.
At 08.15 we gave the engineless ’Tipsy’ a pluck through
the narrows and held them for half an hour until clear of Rosneath Point.
By 09o15 we were out in the Clyde and cutting the engine
set full main and Spinnaker to a force 1 Easterly as we approached
Rosneath Patch.
We continued slowly against the flood until by llo30 we
were able to gybe round Cloch Point°
The wind came round to
EoN.Eo force 3, and handing the kite we set the big blue ~ghoster’
and sped on at four knots.

V4
The wind further increased and we bounced round Toward
Point at 5~ knots having handed the ’ghoster’ and set the stays’l.
A dark cloud of vast proportions produced heavy squalls
and finally rained stalr-rods, cats, dogs, and bucket fulls, killing the wind completely as we entered the East Kyle of Bute.
There we sat just stemming the tide while lunch was enjoyed
below, then as the rain eased the engine was started and all canvas stowed as we steamed up the Kyle.
At 15.45 we entered Loch Riddon via Glen Caladh anchorage
to the west of Eilean Dubh, having motored through the South passage at the Burnt Isles.
With the ’whizzer’ (our Ferrograph Echo Sounder) turned on
we edged into the East side of Loch Riddon just below the stone
wall opposite 0rmidale and anchored in 6 laths, close to the shore.
Towards low water the remains of a wooden ship can be seen here on
the beach - it is not advisable to go further up the loch. Indeed
it is impossible, owing to the sudden elevation of the bottom.
That evening Pat and the skipper rigged the dinghy and
sailed over to Ormidale Pier to telephone home.
This telephone
box is rarely used, but works once the cobwebs have been removed
from the hand set.
Water can be obtained at the pier head and
a yacht could be taken alongside.
Stores are unobtainable and
the big white house at the pier is not an hotel.
After a hearty breakfast on Monday, llth July, we tied a
reef in the main and got under way at 10.05 setting the working
stays’l to a force 5 northerly.
The barometer, which had
dropped to 29.16 during the night had risen again to 29.20.
We made 4~ knots into the flood tide gybing past Tighnabruich in fitful sunshine and enjoying the long run down the
West or Kerry Kyle to Ardlamont Point.
We close-hauled round this at mid-day and set the No.2
Jib for the beat up Loch Fyne.
An ominous, large halo appeared
round the sun, but the barometer was still rising.
After several boards had taken us in a freshening wind
just past East Loch Tarbert we deemed it necessary to heave-to
and pull down the second reef.
While this was happening the
wind backed to N.W. and increased to force 7, the barometer
climbing to 29.29.
We let draw and ploughed on at 3½ knots
close-hauled.
18o00 saw the skipper holding ’Annie’s Mometer’ aloft
a squall, the cups of which whirled round producing a hearty
40 m.p.h, on the dial - force 8.
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We were now approaching Ardrishaig and the engine was
started and all sail handed as we motored up to the breakwater°
It was nearly low water and on rounding the breakwater we kept
parallel to it and in line with the cavernous mouth of the sealoch.
This latter is the first that ’Ocean Dove’ or her skipper
had met and there was a moment of panic while our warps and
fenders were shifted to the starboard side.
At 18.30 we were in and the massive gates creaked shut
astern of us.
Warps were made fast astern and Robin swore he
would never try to hold the bow one in his hand again.
The
dinghy endeavoured to get between the stern and the lock wall and
water roared and crashed about us.
Then we were up and a man
asked us if we wanted a pilot.
He knew we had not been through before so when the skipper
said he thought he could manage, one of the gates ahead was opened
and we were waved through into the Basin having been told to go
on up to Noo4 lock before tying upo
A thumping hearted skipper squeezed his ship through the
single opened gate and shot through into the Basin wildly look~
ing for the next lock.
Suddenly it was there, right ahead and
closed°
Hard astern.
Then ahead - then astern again o~ what
in heck happens now!
We backed and filled as it were until the skipper cooled
sufficiently to turn ’Ocean Dove’ on her heel and go alongside
to put Robin ashore.
We spun round again and cheers, one gate
was open.
The gap was about l0 feet but we (9 fto 3 ins. )
edged through without touching.
Up went the stern line r~ then
the bow, and Pat discovered he could use the anchor winch to
keep us in against the wall.
We understand that all this had actually looked quite
professional.
Anyway, our would-be pilot decided his services
would not be required after all and disappeared.
After that we began to simmer down a bit and were soon
coming out of Noo4 lock and berthing alongside a wharf to starboard.
Here we were helped by a retired gentleman with a funny
wee dog°
These we invited aboard and heard more of what lay
Also that an American yacht, the green 14 ton sloop
ahead.
’Linnet’ of East Boothbay, Maine, had passed through the day before.
Having no power, she was towed by some kind soul who bust
More of her later°
hisengine doing SOo
That evening we went ashore and telephoned from a most
respectable phone box and bought some provisions, and in the morning got 4 gallons of diesel fuel from a garage by the Sea Lock°
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Twelfth’ and the provoking sight of a R.N.L.I. Lifeboat tearing
past.
Made us think.
We also spotted ’Tipsy’ away below in
Loch Gilp.
At 09.25 we eased off and had 4 miles of peace among rolling countryside, the only moment being when we thought a swing
bridge hadn’t heard our whistle.
All was well, however, and
after four more locks we were in Summit Reach.
By now we were getting highly adept and would steam blissfully into each lock with enough way on to stem the overspill
coming out, throw up the warps, tweak the dinghy alongside and
up we’d go.
The surprisingly sudden end of Summit Reach show us sliding
rather too fast into our first down lock; the skipper not having
realised that so to speak, the tide was with, instead of against
him.
The stern warp held and the only damage was a paint scuff
amidships.
It is here that the canal reservoir is, and highland cattle
stare across the field as you go by.
Going down is easy, just a matter of slacking warps.
And so to the Long Reach before Crinan.
This is rugged
country and the canal is blasted through rock faces on the side
of a hill.
It is narrow and twisty and on motoring round a
corner, there at the end of our bowsprit was a ’Puffer’, ’Para
Handy’ style, hard aground.
Having gone full astern just in time and collected only
a few leaves, twigs and branches with our crosstrees, we were
able to pass him in a small lagoon.
We then came across a large notice bearing the word
WHISTLE.
We did, and round the next corner was a bridge swinging open.
After a bit we came unexpectedly upon Crinan and on descending into the basin we happened to mention to the lock keeper our
desire to spend a couple of hours there for shopping and perhaps
lunch at the hotel.
"If ye want tac catch the tide in the Dorus, ye’ll go oot
the noo" quoth he.
Now we had it all worked out that we had 2½ hours to spare,
but not wishing to offend local knowledge we went straight round
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into the Sea Lock°
Here we were joined by the brave ’Linnet~,
stars, stripes and allo
As the water went down and we fended her off, her owner
muttered something about following us out and it was only as the
great Sea Gate swung open ahead of us that our skipper realised
that he hadn’t a chart before him nor an idea which way to turn
once clear of the lock.
Down came our warps at 13o00
As we cleared the lock we found a fair amount of water
liberally dotted with rocks, but going slowly we eventually decided which gap might be the Dorus Nor, and headed for it in
sparkling sunshine and the midst of lunch.
13o45 saw the stays’l set and the engine cut off Craignish Point, and at 14o00 we set the main and tied in a reef°
The wind was So force 4.
In the midst of the Dorus Mot there was a yelp from Agnes
who had stepped below into six inches of water over the saloon
carpet°
Someone had pumped the forward bilge in the canal and had
left the sea-cock protecting the Vortex open°
~Taen the main was
set the ship had heeled and put the outlet under water°
The
valve was turned off, the Vortex choked and the ship baled with
a bucket,
By 15o00 the reef was shsken out, Cyril Lord’s best red
and black mottled carpet was drying out on deck and we were running up Scarba Sound watching the tide about us doing things like
Strangford narrows, and Pladda lighthouse coming rapidly abeam
to port.
An hour and a half later we were past Easdale Island and
had gybed up the Sound of Insh enjoying a cool beer. At 17o50
we close hauled and handed sail, starting the engine to motor up
the narrow entrance to Puilladobhrain (which we discovered, is
pronounced ’Pulldoran’).
Apart from one or two rocks whose
position is well marked by white crosses on the shores opposite,
the entrance is clear with about three fathoms nearly every~here.
At 18o00 the anchor was let go in line with a stone wall
which goes down into the water from the South Eastern shore on
Sell Island.
Here we stayed for the next two days because of recovering from the Canal and because of a gale warning.
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lagoon brings you to a path leading over the hill, at the top of
which is a gate into a field.
On crossing the field and ducking
under a wire, a path leads down past a cottage on to the road at
the beautiful single-arch bridge at Clachan.
This is locally
known as ’the bridge over the Atlantic T which in a sense it is.
Here is an hotel (Licensed), and a farm where milk can be
had if it is booked in advance, (otherwise the calves get it).
The hotel’s telephone can be found in the kitchen if you don’t
mind the family listening in, but if you’re reversing the charge,
ask someone for the number as it isn’t written on the dial.
On Wednesday morning three of us got into the dinghy with
the water cans and the outboard.
We successfully attempted Sell
sound and beached the dinghy close under Clachan Bridge.
Water
is obtained from the bath tap in the hotel.
Coming back through
the narrow rocky sound was very exciting; full throttle on the
Seagull 40 Plus just holding us in the ebb stream as we edged
from one eddy to another.
We weren’t back until 12.30.
That afternoon we explored Eiln Dun and Eiln-na Belth finding wall like outcrops of rock called, so geologist Robin informed
us; dykes.
These were huge and fascinating.
In the evening ’Linnet’ sailed in under trysall and
anchored to a long nylon warp.
That night while Agnes slept Pat, Robin, and skipper
worked at clearing the Vortex, which was thoroughly overhauled
by 03.00 on Thursday morning.
In the afternoon wild flowers and stores were procured
ashore in preparation for a dlnnerwe decided to throw for
’Linnet’s crew.
Her owner, Mr. John Cooley, and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Scott
of Helensburgh were duly impressed with our accommodation and
the meal which, after aperitifs, consisted of.’0.D.’ Special Sardine Hors d’oeuvres
Cold American Chicken
Sweet Corn and Hot Potato Crisps
Strawberry Rice Pudding
Coffee and Biscuits
and Russian Kimel Liqueur (which Cooley
wouldn’t touch being American).
The log does not mention the time our guests departed.

At 11.45 on Friday 15th July we set main and working heads~Is
and ran out bound up Kerrera Sound.
As we cleared Puilladobhra~n
who should come in but little ’Tipsy’.
An hour later we were heading close-hauled up the sound
in sun and showers with the lee port holes going under in the gusts.
Robin and Agnes should have left us at 0ban, but owing to the Seamen’s strike decided to stay on.
Tacking out of the N.E. end of the Sound past 0ban the wind
was a hefty force 6 and we were somewhat overpressed, but in such
narrow waters we could not have reefed and a steep sea made lowering the stays’l (our driving sail) unwise.
We cleared Maiden Isle and bore away for Dunstaffnage but
by 14.00 the sea was getting the better of Agnes and the skipper
decided to lower the main.
Now the night before we had enjoyed an argument with
friend
Cooley on the eternal question of Gaff or Bermudian,
sorry, Marconi rig.
We had pointed out that our gaff sail could
be lowered with the wind aft and he said he’d never tried it,
but was sure his Marconi sail could too.
He was just astern of us when our Main came down with a
run and was stowed and we felt very smug when in order to lower
his he was forced, after much tugging and pulling to round tot
He never reefs, just sets the appropriate trysail.
He had to
set one now to make up the lost ground.
He had to round-to to
get it up as well.
So it was that ’Linnet’ only caught us up just as we bore
up through the narrow gap entering Dunstaffnage.
Later that evening we had to shift to another part of the
anchorage to avoid our friend dragging his nylon warp all over
the place.
People were coming up on deck in other boats laden
with fenders after ’Linnet’ had come right alongside us on the
first dragging.
On going topside for
ing midnight forecast, only
spied ’Linnet’ beating back
trying yet again.
We felt

a breath of air after the gale warn
the dark hid our smiles when we
out of the tide under trys’l. And
sorry for them.

Dunstaffnage is a smallish basin scoured out by a tidal
eddy.
It shoals badly to the south and east but is well
sheltered.
The eddy runs strongly off the pier under the castle,
strong enough to lay a yacht stern to wind.
When we moved we
anchored more to the S.W. and lay in quiet water.
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Saturday, July 16th, blew a gale from the south and rolling
a reef into the dinghy’s sail we explored the old castle and its
chapel ruins where many of the Campbell clan lie buried.
The C.C.C. book is a good guide for work afloat here but
even this year’s edition is wrong about the shore.
True, water
may be got at the farm, but no longer at the wartime Naval Base
which is being pulled down.
A brand new village is being built on the S.W. shore and
it is best to bring the dinghy there as the walk from the pier is
not pleasant.
The village has a clean, new, and quite excellent
shop and the man will deliver on his bicycle right to the pier
head, dumping your goods there in a cardboard box with the ship’s
name on it.
A most dilapidated, broken windowed telephone box
is not far from the village, in some trees.
Lamp paraffin can
be had at Connel, a short bus trip to the east.
Sunday, 17th July, was drizzling and after a trot ashore
to get milk (same shop), we got underway at slack water at 12.80
and motored out in flat calm.
The glass was low, but steady at
29.05 and with no sea running we had Maiden Island to the North
of Kerrera abeam by 13.30.
Clearing the Sound between Bach I. (or Little Pan Lid),and
the S. end of Kerrera an hour later the sun began to peep through
and in another hour we were cutting the power at the North end of
the Sound of Insh where after setting all plain sail to force 1
from the west, we drifted along and had lunch in a sunny cockpit.
By 16.15 we were past Easdale Island and in order to catch
the tide through Cuan Sound into Loch Melfort, sail was handed
and Perkins given more work.
We were sucked into the sound at 16.30 and though it is
narrower than Strangford Narrows the tide goes through with less,
but quite sufficient turbulence at a speed of about seven knots.
We were through the narrow part much sooner than we expected and
only just turned to port in time.
Cleit rock should be kept
close aboard to starboard to avoid a sunken rock in mid channel,
but the turn is easy enough.
At one point we slid down a quite
visible slope of water and the level to the South of Cleit rock
was appreciably lower than to the North.
Once clear out into Loch Melfort and having got our breaths
back we stopped Perkins grumbling and re-hoisted our working canvas at 17.10 and in warmish sun stood to the South.
We close
hauled to a force 3 Westerly and soon were off Dun Island in the
Sound of Shuna.
Our intention was to enter the natural pool behind Craobh
Island from the north, but the positioning of a rock on the Admit-
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alty Chart disagreed with that on our C.C.C. sketch chart and as
either tack would have taken us over one or other position we
stood away and eventually entered between Craobh and Arsa Islands.
We subsequently discovered the Admiralty Chart is wrong.
We
stowed the stays’l and crept at reduced speed round to port over
l¼ fathoms to anchor off the East shore in 4 fathoms at 19°15.
There is an anchorage opposite, on the island side, which
might be better under certain conditions, but after a trip ashore
to get water at a burn we spent a most peaceful night.
The morning of ~onday, 18th July, was raining, but at 11o33
we proceeded out the way we had come, under working sail to a SoS.E
force 2 breeze and rising barometer.
At 12.15 Shuna point was abeam and the wind had veered
South and freshened to force 3.
At 12.45 we came on to the Starboard tack ¼ mile east of
the south tip of Scarba Island and by 13.45 and three tacks later
we had the Dorus ~1or abeam to port.
We continued tacking down the Sound of Jura on the ebb
until at 16.00 the rain stopped with Carsaig Bay abeam.
The
deck log here shows the odd entry: ’Vis. fair. No sea much’.
By 18.30 the wind dropped to force 1 and came in from the
west as we brought Carraig nam Damb abeam 1 cable to port. At
19.23 the south point of Dana I. was abeam and thirty-five minutes
later we handed the working heads ’ls and trickled past the Loch~foot Rocks at the entrance to Loch Swen, setting the big blue
ghoster.
After a most pleasant drift to a point half way up the
loch where a rock lies in the middle, we decided not to try ~laking
Tayvallich after dark, and handing all sail, charged the batteries
at 5 knots.
With Sailing Directions in hand and the ’Whizzer’ going
we crept round to port and eased through between the rocks, swung
hard aport and then starboard, finally fetching up in 15 feet,
just off the yellow post-office.
Tuesday was spent in and around Tayvallich.
Stores are
very hard to get here and the water tank at the foot of the Car~
saig Road is useless.
The telephone box is by the P.O. and
very well kept. Shop keepers where found were not helpful (particularly in the post office) and the only place water can be
obtained is at a trickle entering a horse trough on the road going south
The horse trough is fine for sharpenlno knives and
the water, slow though it comes, is sweet and pleasant.
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The
anchorage at the village is first class and completely land locked.
The shore, which abounds with jetties is but a few strokes of the
oars distant, though nearly all the locals have outboards.
Using ours on Tuesday afternoon we all piled into the
dinghy and explored the long inlet of Caol Scotnish at 4 knots.
Apart from a missing beacon the entrance is easy and a yacht drawing less than a fathom could make it even at low water.
About
three cables up there is a hefty rock to starboard which should
be kept close aboard owing to a shoal on the port hand.
Six
cables further up is a covered rock to port which could easily be
avoided and after that the gut opens wider past some islands and
one would anchor in 2 fathoms at the top end.
A find, picture some place but without stores or even
dwellings, for that matter.
We would not recommend the burn
water for drinking.
We got back with a good force 7 blowing us on and somehow
did a calculated and checked 5 knots over the distance of two
miles back to Tayvallich and ’Ocean Dove’.
Later, when we turned off a not unreasonable midnight forecast we heard, over the silent water, the splash of paddles, and
looking out saw the dim shape of drooping sails winding slowly in
towards us.
~’~en they got nearer we turned on our Christmas
Tree Effect (the spreader lights) and a low voice in the darkness
said "My God ’

’ Ocean Dove ’ ’."

It was wee ’Tipsy’ again.
Wednesday, July 20th, was one of our best. The barometer
was high at 29.90 and the morning sun gave an almost Alpine
effect as at 10.20 we weighed anchor and set main and No.1 Jib
to ease out round the various rocks.
Out in Loch Swen we found but little wind and at 10.55
handed the jib and set the blue ’Ghoster’.
After rotating a
while the wind finally came in from ahead (of course), and to
improve the slot effect we ran up the ’Yellow Peril’ - an old
Dragon Genoa which sets well as a genoa stays’l.
V~ile beating colourfully along thus clad, the ship was
subjected to the greedy eyes of the collected ship’s cameras, all
of which were ably wielded from the dinghy by the brave Patrick,
between bursts of rowing to keep up.
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As the day wore on the wind increased and with it our
speed and the frequency of tacks°
Therefore at 14o00 the long
footed light sails were handed and replaced by the working headsails°
By 15o30 Eilno nan Leac
in the Sound of Jura making 2½
tack to a light SoWo breeze°
of the jib and increased speed
steering herself°

was abeam ~nd we were clear out
knots, close hauled on the pert
We shortly set the Yankee in place
to over 3 knots with the ship

Our intention had been to make for Gigha, but with the
tide helping we passed to weather of Skerryviule Lighthouse at
17o45 and found we could lay the sm~lS Isles, Jura, without
difficulty, so in we went°
The entrance is narrowish and with
the sun=path in our eyes we handed the stays’l to slow down and
bore away closing the iron beacon, finally leaving it, as one
must, to port°
Agnes had the job of calling out the reading
on the ’Whizzer’ to the skipper and while Robi~ stood by the
halliards Pat prepared the ground tackle.
This was usual enough°
What wasn’t, was the fact that Agnes got enthralled by the wonderful Paps of Jura and then suddenly said "Four Feet": in a very
loud voice, severely frightening the helmsman°
We gybed rapidly in a big circle and eventually let go
with the ’whizzerv reading eight feet°
(Below the keel, that iS)o
That night Pat and the skipper paid a visit to the ex
Belfast Pilot Ketch ’Falcon’ which lay further out and were
shown over the old ship by her owner, a native of Scarva, Coo
Down.
After a long chat about dead-eyes, gaff topsails, deck
space~ Strangford Narrows and so on, we left and went ashore
to telephone from a call box which had to be wound up before
starting°
(Another to add to our collection)°
In the morning we saw the first steamer since the strike
come in with provisions and Robin and Agnes dashed off in the
dinghy to get bread and returned to find the ship ready for
sea°
Very nearly°
At 11o55 we got in the hook and cleared the entrance
under Main, Noo 1 stays’l and Yankee, but once out in the Sound
a choppy head sea and lack of wind stoppedus dead, so PerWins
did his stuff from 19o90 until 13o00 when a fine breeze found
us clear of the land.
The log was set to zero when abeam of
the South tip of Jura and as we slid away from the Coast of
Islay the wind came in fresh from the NoNoWo
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We stowed the Yankee and hove to on the starboard tack
and pulled down a reef finally letting draw at 14o00.
The
whole operation was timed and took just inside five minutes.
At 14.15 we noticed a set towards the Mull of Kintyre where we
had no wish to get close, and altered course from 195o (mag.)
to 205°¯
The wind got even fresher and for comfort’s sake we
hove to again at 15.05 to pull down the second reef.
The
double reefed main was nicely balanced by the stays ’l and we
continued thus without a Jib, all the way home.
Making fine speed before the force 6 wind we had the
Mull abeam before long and altered course to 165° when Sanda
came clear at 20.00.
At 22.15 the wind came West, force 4-5 and as the skipper
started his 2 hour trick so did the rain.
8 miles off Garron
Point we altered course to the South.
The deck log at midnight:I0
’Wind W.5-6 Course 180° Log 39.
Barom. 29.61.
Cloud-lUV Filthy dark wet night.
Cracking on at over 5 knots.
Maidens nearly abeam’.
Forty minutes later course was altered to 200° for Blackhead light and the wind was now well ahead of the beam.
The
ship was comfortable enough for the watch below to get some
sleep although the fresh breeze was kicking up a short chop
under the lee of the land.
At 01.30 a severe rain squall tore down on us, putting
the lee port-holes right under.
The skipper came up to help
Robin ease the double-reefed main right off and for ten minutes
or so we crashed along in a smother of driving spray and rain.
Breaking crests green with phosphorescence often lit up the
flogging mains ’ I.
Pat took over from Robin at 02.00, by which time the
wind was W.S.W. 3-4 and though the tide was now running strong
against us, conditions were much easier.
By 04.00 the Gobbins were abeam and in little slamming
squalls we were making up, hard on the wind for Blackhead.
This was abeam half an hour later as a yellow sunrise showed
through the deep grey cloud astern.
The wind was force 3 from the west inside the lough
and a long, perishin’ cold, but enjoyable beat finally took
us to Cultra, only to find our moorlng~occupied. After jill-
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20 feet to seaward of the fleet at 08.00.

SUMMARY
This year’s cruise was on the whole short, but considerably more fraught with interest than that of last year. ’Ocean
Dove’ was presented with what can only be described as pretty
filthy conditions and coped with them brilliantly and most comfortably.
The object of the cruise - namely, to explore the
anchorages in and to the N.E. of the Sound of Jura, was achieved,
the only miss of any useful consequence being Gigha.
The skipper’s thanks ere due to Robin and Agnes Sweetnam
for the excellent cuisine throughout the trip; to the seamen who
went on strike thus enabling these two to stay with us longer
than arranged; and not least to Pat Bott for his quite remarkable
first attempt at Navigation.
Thanks also to Nico and Lisa
Duff in and Jack Clark for their assistance on the first part of
the trip.
Total mileage sailed (as opposed to ’made good’), was
as follows :Part I - Cultra to Clynder via Rothesay

I00 miles

Part 2 - Clynder to Cultra
via Loch Riddon,
Ardrishaig,
Puilladobhrain,
Dunstaffnage,
Craobh Hsrbour,
Tayvalllch
and small Isles, Jura.

256 miles

Exploratory trips in dinghy.
Total

Average speed for time under way

..... ooo0ooo .....

8 miles
364 nautical
miles

3.86 knots

- 86 PORTMADOC AND BACK
by
M. Villiers-Stuart
WINIFRED about 13 tons T.M. L.0A.
32’ -6"
L.W.L. 29’ -O"
Draught
5’-2"
Beam ii’-0"
Rig Berm. Cutter ENGINE 24 H.P. Hyland Ford
conversion.
Crew Outward bound
Owner :
Mate :
A.B’s:

Michael Villiers-Stuart
Jane Villiers-Stuart
Dennis Aylmer
Biquett Durosell
Sally Villiers-Stuart
Garrett Villiers-Stuart

The family were due to spend a week at the Baha’i
Summer School in Harlech from August 27th to September 3rd.
On the principle that business should not interfere with pleasure, I decided to lock my conscience in the office filing
cabinet and sail them over.
We had previously sailed round to Ardglass from Greenisland and left Winifred at a mooring out in the harbour as the
scent is considerable alongside in rough weather.
Owing to head winds in the afternoon when the old van
had stuck in bottom gear in the middle of Belfast, we arrived
on the quay several hours late, at 23.30, with a crew of six
and everything except the kitchen sink.
Having borrowed oars and got our moorings, we eventually
came alongside, bundled our gear aboard and with a gasp of
relief anchored off for the night.
However, even before the kettle had boiled, the peace
of the night was broken by loud shouts from the jetty giving
instructions with explanatory and familiar adjectives, to move
elsewhere as the one and only steamer in the harbour, which
had been well aground when we arrived, was now coming out.
So we upped hook and slunk alongside.
By 11.30 on Saturday we appeared to be "in all respects
ready for sea"; that is, about half the planned projects had
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been carried out, so we slipped from alongside with the help of
the "dcnk" made all plain sail and set Course for Bardsey Island.
At 11045 with Sto John’s Point Lto House bearing 269°
distance 2~ miles the log was streamed, the Donk switched off
and perfect peace descended°
The wind was NoEo force 2/3 with visibility only about 5
miles which was sad as we had hoped to show Biquett who hailed
from Brittany the beauties of the Mourne Mountains°
However it
was delightful down hill sailing and just what the doctor ordered
after the hectic rush of getting off°
By 12045 the log read 4~ and St° John’s Pro Lto House
disappeared in the murk bearing 317° and we settled down to that
very rare and pleasant past time of down hill sailing, "~qere
every prospect pleases" and only the tunes on the mouth~organ
were vlle
RDoFo fixes were tried on the Heron, which was a new
toy and a very good one too°
Even the Skipper was able to get
reasonable results°
The Mate produced some splendid grub°
In the old Square riggers the cook was usually called
Grease Ball, however, with us the Cook was also Mate, so no such
impertinence was allowed°
The watch~keeplng roster worked very well ~ two hours on
and four hours off from 22°00 to 08°00°
Visibility remained
poor and various steamers were warned off with the aldiso
As
only the Skipper had previously kept a night watch, the crew
deserve great credit for both keeping their nerve when steamers
approached, and steering very accurate courses°
The midnight weather forecast predicted SoWlyo winds
and course was altered to the Southardo
At first light, sure
enough the wind veered SoWo force 2, so the don~ was harnessed
to ensure arriving at St° Tudwalls Roads before dark and Coo
was again altered for Bardsey Sound.
By 18o00 Bardsey should have been in slant as visibility
was then estimated at about 5 miles.
As a precaution Course
was altered to NoEo in case we had been swept by the tide further
to the Southard than anticipated, in which case we might be
sailing gaily on to Sto Patrick’s Causeway, or Sarn Badrlg, a
rocky shoal projecting seawards for ll miles in the Northern
half of Cardigan Bay°
At 18o45 our DoR. put us only 2 miles off Bardsey which
is a sizeable Island 541 fto high°
At this point~ the Navigator who had been whistling the tune of "Slattery~s Mounted
Fut" to keep his courage up and recalling the ominous last verse:-

88 "The band was playing cautiously their patriotic tunes,
To sing the fame, if rather lame o’Shlathery’s Light
Dhra go on s"
= lost his nerve and altered course to North; however almost
immedlately~ the haze lifted and there was Bardsey only l~ miles
bearing 185°o
Moistening the llps, we streamed through the
Sound, which was in docile mood, and with a freshening breeze,
had a fast sail down the Coast, doing the last 12 miles in two
hours°
At 21o00 we brought up with one shackle in 3 fathoms in
a somewhat open anchorage off the Life Boat Station, in Sto Tudwalls Roads.
At 06°00 on Monday the wind was force 5/6 S.Wo with
heavy mist and visibility 2 miles°
The breaking seas beyond the
Islands looked steep and uninviting°
Of course, many things
seem unseamanlike on a wet and windy morning at 06°00 and it was
decided that it was foolhardy to run 15 miles to leeward on to an
unknown, shallow and possibly impassable bar.
However, at I1o30 the wind had fallen and the mist had
cleared so we weighed, started the motor, made sall and made a
dash for it, hoping to arrive off Port Madoc bar before the tide
started to ebb at 13o30.
Having obtained a good fix on Criccieth Castle and Harlech Castle, the fairway buoy, which was very small and difficult
to see in the steep choppy white caps, was sighted at 14o30 and
had a marked stick pointing in the wrong direction°
The crew
were stationed forrard to keep a sharp look out for the channel
buoys which the chart and pilot proclaimed, were re-positioned
yearly as the channel altered.
The mains~l was stowed and with a fair wind we altered
course with considerable trepidation, to enter the channel so
clearly marked on the chart°
A second buoy was soon slghted~
almost immediately the sea calmed down in the lee of a long
sand-bank marked by breakers on the starboard beam; the second
small buoy disappeared astern°
To our horror, it became evident
that the remainder of the channel was unmarked and the tide,
estimated at 3~ knots was sweeping obliquely across the banks°
The broken water to starboard had been left astern and there was
nothing to indicate where the channel was°
As the crew were
two days late and cur destination was so close it was decided
to bash on regardless°
This we did and in spite of the lead
were soon aground.
The strong tide seemed to help wash away
the sand from under our keel, amid much backing and filling we
came off°
This performance was repeated four timeso
Eventually, with a huge sigh of relief we entered the harbour
and tied up along-side and prepared to take the ground, having
been led in for the last mile by a canoe~
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Portmadoc is a delightful place, surrounded by hills
and mountains and well worth visiting, but only when the channel is buoyed as it probably will be next year. The harbour
has 4,661 feet of quayage which is quite deserted now except
for a few small shallow draught yachts°
100 years ago over
150 schooners, brigs and barquenteens of up to 500 tons were
built and sailed out of Portmadoc.
Very small vessels they
were, Elizabeth 156 ton Tops’l schooner sailed 49500 miles from
Maracalbo to Liverpool in 23 days; another sailed from Portmadoc to the Elbe in 4! days and Blowden, an 88 ft. tops’l
schooner sailed from the coast of Labrador to Patras in Greece 4,500 miles in 22 days.
Now, the glory has departed, and there
is a forlorn air about the empty quays.
After an enormous meal ably cooked by the Mate most of
the crew deserted the ship to catch a train to Harlech; having
missed it they succeeded in catching it at the next station in
a taxi, in best Irish style°
Dennis and the Skipper remained
on board to mind the ship as she took the ground every tide°
This was more convenient than anchoring off where she would have
stayed afloat.
During the afternoon my sister and brother-inlaw arrived by car bringing my nephew Mike Morgan to join the
crew.
During the next few days we had a most enjoyable time
exploring the castles at Harlech, Criccieth and Caernarvon and
visiting the Baha’i Summer School where the crew distinguished
itself at a fancy dress party, getting a number of prizes. They
all looked quite extraordinary°
Dennis had to leave us on
Friday, Sept. 2nd.
On Saturday, Sept° 3rd, ~t was time to start for home.
In the morning Sally, Garrett, Tony McCarthy and Antle Gamst
from Kiel, were signed Ono
I was very lucky in both my outward and homeward crews° They were full of energy, the average age being 15ol for the outward trip as against 15o3 years
for the homeward trip, not countlug the after-gusrdo
My trusty
Mate had some duties ashore and we had to sall without hero
At 18o00 the Harbour Master who had agreed to pilot
us out for £3° came aboard and informed us that there was
enough water to clear the bar so at 18o30, 3½ hours before HoWo
we slipped and motored down the channel against a force 5 S oWo
wind towing the HoMo’s large motor boat against the strong
flood°
By 19o30 we were near the fairway buoy and dropped
the pilot; while doing so in the very steep seas, the tall off
the Jib sheet must have gone overboard for soon after setting
the mains’l and boomed stays ’l the engine started to heat up
and stopped.
It was then discovered that the jib sheet was
fouling the prop and it was almost impossible to turn the
engine on the starting handle°
The jib was then set° For the
first hour, the very steep and uncomfortable sea caused by the
shallow water and a foul tide allowed us very little headway and
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the best we could do was to jump up and down in the same hole.
This uneasy motion upset the crew who were forced to cast their
bread upon the waters.
Sally to my great delight was unaffected
and later when the moon came up we had a perfectly delightful
sail beating up to St. Tudwalls Roads, anchoring off Aber Soch
at 03 o 00.
Next morning the South Caernarvon Y.C. launch came alongside with the Club Steward aboard offering us the amenities of
the Club.
He was a most kind and helpful chap and was most useful in assisting Sally and I to clear the prop.
We took it in
turn to dive down to cut the rope.
After lunch the engine was
tested.
The gear box was slipping and with the help of a couple
of greasers necessary adjustments were carried out.
After a
trial spin round the anchorage "Priscilla’s substantial mooring
was picked up.
Monday, Sept. 5th, we slipped out at 06.00, wind NoW.
4/5, the log was streamed when abeam of Trwyn-y-Wylfa hea~ with
all plain sail we had a fast reach down the rocky and attractive
coast to Bardsey with the tide under us.
The overfalls to the
NoWo of the Sound, through which the tide runs at 6 knots,
looke0 so violent that it seemed more prudent to keep to the
East side of the Island, which we did.
Even so, the race to
the SoWo of the Lighthouse was quite fierce and exciting, although it was not a rough day.
In bad weather this vicinity
should definitely be avoided.
It had been our intention to return via Holyhead and
Isle of Man but with the fresh N.Wo wind we decided to meke for
the lee of the Irish Coast.
Sailing close hauled on course
°
270 we had a splendid sail until Bardsey dipped bearing 102°
at 15o15o
By 16@00 the wind had died away completely, the
donk was started and course altered for the Kish Light Vessel.
The Sugar Loaf was identified at 18.00 and course was altered
to 300° by 18.50 Wicklow Head was sighted and at 21o30 we were
moored astern of "Inca" of Panama in Wicklow Harbouro
Tuesday, Sept. 6th, Garrett reported sick, so we phoned
the Aylmers at Killiney who very kindly collected him by car.
At 15o50 the mist and rain had cleared and the wind was
light variable, Northerly.
We left Wicklow under the donk setting main and forestays’l and set course for Bray Head.
While
crossing Killiney Bay the wind suddenly freshened to N.Wo force 6
just as a dinghy with defunct outboard was sighted with occupants
trying to row for the shore against wind and sea - a fairly hopeless proposition.
Before offering assistance the main was
reefed but while doing so the forestays’l split and had to be
taken in and storm stays’l set.
While this excitement was going on, the dinghy occupants had managed to start the outboard
and when last seen were spluttering off towards the shore°
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Later while lighting the navigation lights the lamp trimmer was thrown against the engine casing causing the top to fall
on to the donk’s head°
This upset her and she stopped just as
we were entering the Dunlaoire pier he~ds.
A quick inspection
showed that all plug and distributor leads were 0.Ko
She was
sulking so we left her alone and tacked in towards the Coal harhour.
An Irish Lights launch very kindly gave us a tow into
the inner harbour, which we entered doing about 6 knots, with
imploring shouts from us to ease down.
For a hectic few minutes
we zigzagged like a snipe as moored yachts loomed up and whizzed
passed in the dark; the kedge over the stern and a heavy brush
passed the tyres of a fishing boat brought us up a few inches
short of a very fine motor yacht.
Next morning, Sept° 7th, we got a mechanic to come and
vet the donk°
Mrs° Aylmer and Dennis brought back a recovered
Garrett.
They also brought us beer and cider which were very
much appreciated.
At 14o00 we slipped under power, made sail in the outer
harbour and set course for the Bailey switching off the engine.
After a slow but pleasant sail across the bay, it was decided
to put in to Howth to await a fair tide and get some spuds. At
18o00 we were under way again and had a quiet and pleasant sail
past Lambay Island and Rockabill but by 22°00 the Westerly wind
had fallen light and the donk was started, as it was important
to arrive home the following day°
At 09°00 Ardglass was abeam.
I0o00 saw us cracking through Strangford narrows with a freshening S oWo breeze on our quarter°
By 12o00 we were at anchor in
Nahee Bay with the usual feeling of regret that this could not
go on for ever°
..... ooo0ooo .....

WINTER CRUISE
by
Joan Denvir

A few years ago i sailed to the West Indies in the yacht
HAVFRUEN belonging to my friends Group Captain and Mrs° Anne Cart.
Since then they have done a 5®year world voyage and this winter,
after a complete refit in England, they set out again for the West
Indies.
I could not afford to be away for long but when the
opportunity arose to sail as far as Las Palmas with them, where
another member was flying out to join the crew I was only too
eager to jump at the chance and within a week of receiving the in-
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vitation found myself unexpectedly and delightfully at sea when
I had supposed that all my sailing for 1960 was st an end°
HAVFRUEN was a 60-ton Colin Archer ketch and the five
of us on board consisted of the Skipper, his wife and myself,
all of whom were experienced and their niece Susan, an AustralJan nurse and a friend John Howard, neither of whom had ever
sailed before°
At the start of their world voyage they had
made the passage from the Channel Islands to Las Palmas in fourteen days but this time it took us half as many weeks to get to
the Canaries.
With a fair wind we could average a good 7 knots
but we were very unfortunate with head winds nearly all the way
and spent as much time sheltering from the awful gales as we
did at sea°
It is hard tic believe that one could be 7 weeks
doing 1600 miles.
Apart from going to and returning to England in the luxury of the liners MAASDAM and AUREOL this time of the year is
not the ideal for sailing, however novel,and big as a yacht may
be in harbour, she is a very small ship in a winter sea° Looking back on the voyage it seems that it was a period of gales
and storms - and even one tempest - as a series of depression
followed depression and even now when I listen to a forecast I
do so wlth an automatic feeling of tension.
The cruise was an
experience I would not have missed and these extracts from my
Log speak for themselves:
Monday, lOth October°
We took on fuel, oil and water and stowed the wooden
and fibre glass dinghies and the scooter on deck.
We bent on
the new terylene staysall and got everything tidy until it was
too dark to see any more, then did the engine~room, deck-house
and forecastle.
Sue got blue mohair to knit a sweater and
John is teaching me Spanish.
There is a fair forecast for tomorrow ,,

Tuesday, llth October°
We left Hamble at 0500 and set the topsail, staysail
and main°
After breakfast when we were off Yarmouth we set
the gib and got the last of the tide out of the Solento
We
were headed from our course round Portland so used the engine
and finally stowed the main and came into Weymouth after the
1340 forecast of fair winds for Las Palmas.
The Customs came
on board and joined us for tea then the Skipper worked on the
engine and I went ashore to phone home, but my call was so delayed that everywhere was closed down by the time it came
through and I was luckily able to transfer to a street call box.
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Wednesday~ 12th October°
John and I went ashore for the shopping and were invited
into the Royal Dorset Yacht Club where the Secretary was most
friendly°
The Skipper did the squaresail gear and Anne and Sue
rigged the lifelines°
The forecast was light N.Wo so we decided to keep to our original plan of making our departure from
Falmouth where the Carrs wanted to see their son and set out immediately after lunch and motored round Portland watching and
watched by a number of helicopters on exercises°
We had Start
Point abeam at 2300 when the moon rose behind us.
We had two
hours each on watch and it was bitterly cold on deck°
I filled
my hot water bottle and carried it in my oilskin pocket which
was a great comfort°
Thursday, 13th October°
The Eddystone was abeam at 0320 and we came into Falmouth
at 0848, and anchored off the Prince of Wales pier, where we had
to pay a 3d toll every time we went ashore.
Falmouth was a
charming old seaport town with quite a lot of shipping and a
frequent ferry service to Flushing at the other side°
Friday, 14th October°
The Skipper went to lunch at his Mess with Paddy who
then came on board for the week-endo
John took the laundry
to a washerette and we did various domestic jobs on board and
went ashore to the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club for dinner°
Saturday, 15th October.
We had to move the ship this morning as the harbour
master expected a Coast Line vessel to dock up beyond US o Paddy
took us on a picnic to Land ~s End°
It was a perfect day and
we went through Helston, Penzance and Newlyn and had our lunch
at Lamorna after taking photos of St o Michael’s Mount°
From
Land~s End we came back to St o Ives for a cream tea and home
by Hale, Cambourne and Redrutho
Sunday, 16th October°
A Wind=Commander friend of the Carrs showed us the Observatory which was absolutely fascinating°
We looked down
on a coloul;ed bird’s eye view of the town with cars moving on
the road, boats crossing the river and smoke rising from lunchtime chimneys°
In the afternoon the Carrs went to Frenchman’s
Creek and John and I saw 0rson Wells in "A Crack in the Mirror"
and ate Cornish pasties hot from the oven°
Monday~ 17th October°
It was blowing very hard°
John made
wheelhouse so the girls could see to steer.
chores done, Anne~ Sue and I went to Sto Maws
It was too late in the season for the trip up
saw St° Anthony in Roseland and Percuil.

a grating for the
When we had our
in the ferry boat.
the Fal, but we
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Tuesday~ 18th October.
The weather was even worse to-dayo
After we had dragged our anchor we tied on to a buoy°
We spent our time playing
cribbage and reading and waiting for the forecasts in the hopes
of an improvement°
We were lucky to be in harbour because even
there we were rolling a loto
Wednesday~ 19th October.
I went ashore for last minute shopping this morning while
the others stowed the anchor and made ready for sea.
We left
Falmouth at 1015o
It was fine and sunny.
The wind was light
SSW but a big sea was running outside from yesterday’s storm°
Paddy flew over us very low as we cleared the buoy at lll5 and
a helicopter circled round and took pictures.
The Monrovian
tanker AQUAJOY crossing us off refused to give way to sail and
we had a very narrow shave.
It looked certain that she would
take our bowsprit away and I could touch her stern with my hand
as she scrapedpast USo
We were all very shaken°
The wind
went SoEo in the evening and we made better progress° We could
see the loom of the Lizzard when we picked up La Vierge and
Ushanto
There was some lightning which was difficult to distinguish from s shipVs masthead light in the trough of the waves
and inky darkness.
Thursday~ 20th October.
The wind died during my 0200 - 0400 watch and we started
the engine°
At 0700 the forecast was not so good and the visibility became terrible°
We were off Ushant at breakfast but
had to follow the shipping lane outside as you could see nothing
with thick mist°
Then driving rain set in and we got a forecast of a SoWo gale so we made for Brest 30 miles away and motored in misery picking our way from buoy to buoy°
We tied up
alongside the cable ship EMIL BARDOT but were moved by the harbout authorities alongside the Grimsby trawler CHRISTIAN° We
got French bread for tea and explored the town afterwards° I
was amazed at how much building had taken place in a few years.
It was a totally different place - then half dead now full of
llfe with lovely shops and cafes and where before one had to
walk miles over dirt and rubble to the city, now it has built
itself down to the port and one can just walk ashore into ito
Friday~ 21st October°
This morning there was a forecast of a Southerly gale
so we put out extra warps and settled down to wait for an improvement in the weather.
There is a splendid weather bureau
in the port where one can get accurate and up-to-the~minute
forecasts°
It is closed on Sundays.
These long delays in
port are making us all depressed.
The trouble is we sre a bit
late to avoid the gales now and there is not enough time in between them for passage making.
We started a fitting to bring
the gib in board but had to leave it unfinished when it began
to blow and pour after lunch.
The cable ship was towed in near
us and at high water the waves were dashing over the breakwater.
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Saturday~ 22nd October°
There was a storm warning out but it was warm and sunny
working on deck in the morning, and we were able to dry all our
washing.
We took on fuel and water.
A French yacht FREEDOM
tied alongside until lunchtlmeo
In the afternoon we walked up
to the Citadel and saw a ship trying to get under the big bridge
which seemed to be stuck°
We had a very good dinner in the
Seamen’s Cafe and John wanted to go to a Ball which he had seen
advertlzed but we felt we could not face down the filthy wall in
ball dresses even supposing we had them on board°
Sunday, 23rd October°
There was s gale forecast as stationary 300 miles south
at Fin~sterre so we decided to chance getting away°
Outside
there was a lumpy sea and the wind was ahead then became fluky
in driving rain squalls°
At 1320 the weather report showed us
directly in the path of the storm moving from Eiscay to Brest
and in the evening we were in the centre of it with terrifying
calms during which we lost steerageway then blowing very hard
from a totally unexpected quarter°
We struggled on all night,
taking turns to lle down on our bunks with our clothes on in
case we were needed suddenly on deck°
Monday, 24th October°
In my morning watch we only did 3 knots in three hours
but at least it was fine and we could get some star and sun
sights.
Though a big sea made it uncomfortable on board the
sunshine made us more cheerful°
The Skipper went up the mast
to fix the slides which had chafed off the mainsail.
In the
evening another depression was forecast and we hove to in the
hopes that it would pass us by ss we were only being headed and
set down into the Bay and light westerlies were forecast for
the next day°
There was a beautiful but lurid sunset°
Tuesday: 25th October°
We got under way at 0530 with a slight breeze from the
S oWo and a fairly good forecast at 0700 with the wind in the
right direction even if light o
Off watch we practise our
navigation, play cribbage and read, but it is not good enough
to take the sensational photographs we had hoped°
Our siamese
cat was too interested in s poor little bird which came on
board to shelter, but luckily we were able to divert Widgieo
Occasional squally showers which developed later into heavy rain
did not change the direction of the wind and we had to use the
engine all the time to avoid being set into the Bay too much,
and finally had to alter course further south to keep her sailIngo
The motion was very wild but it was a clear night with
a nice moon°
Wednesday, 26th October.
Terrible day°
We were all called on deck at 0300 to
get the gib, but before we could reach the glb the main sheet

broke and we had to try and get the sail in with the brails
a hopeless tangle in blinding rain, pitch dark and walls of
water crashing on deck as waves broke over us9 in a very strong
squall which reached gale force and lasted all day°
We failed
altogether to get the topsail and when daylight came could see
we had broken it trying°
We tried to get the gib in and heave
to under the staysail but found the foremast topstay had carried
awayo
In the middle of all this the steering broke but luckily
we were able to do a temporary job on it and the stay and made
for Gijono
We sighted land at 1420o
The seas were mountainous
walls of water and a tunnyboat nearby was completely engulfed in
the trough of the waves and the motion was frightful° The final
straw was when a bottle of red wine which the Skipper had wedged
into his seaboot to heat in the engine-room smashed all over the
floor and we were picking bits of glass up as well as other
debris o
We were very glad to anchor in the commercial harbour
at midnight and "lick our wounds".
Thursday~ 27th October.
The Port police came out and we adopted Manuel with his
green boat and red shirt who ferried us back and forth° We got
the topsail mended~ the new forestay up and the steering fixed°
John and I went ashore shopping and had great fun practising our
Spanish in the market where we met Jose and his uncle who loaned
us Joselita records°
We found the exchange of 167 pesetas to £
in our favour and food very cheap°
We brought home churros
which are cooked and sold hot in the street - ours were very
cold by the time we got back.
Fridayp 28th October.
It poured rain all day°
Luckily the topsail was put
up before breakfast when the early fog turned into a steady downpouro
The petrol flooded the tank in the engine room and we
had to open everything below to let is evaporate.
We spent the
morning rigging things to catch water and afterwards Anne and I
stayed on board to write letters while the others went for a
sortie ashore°
Saturday, 29th October°
One of the fishermen retrieved Anne’s sweater when it
blew overboard as we were leaving our anchorage°
We stowed
and lashed the anchor at 1030 and had to undo it all two hours
later when we came back again°
It was blowing very hard outside the breakwater, dead ahead°
We were taking in water
through the fore peak and Anne hurt her ankle on the staysall
horse which snapped°
We spent the day doing repairs and at
1800 left again°
The wind was light and shead so we motored
past Cape Torres and had Penas abeam at 2000.
The glass in
the engine room skylight broke when the cover smashed down in
a heavy roll and I had an accident with a casserole when another lurch threw out the galley press°
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Sunday~ 30th October.
There was a fearful squall after breakfast and everything was thrown about°
Anne rigged lifelines below just in
time but could not save a large bunch of carnations which John
had given her and which we thought were safe on the swinging
table,,
Off Cape St o Syprian the wind died completely and we
motored till lunch time~ thinking we could round Cape 0rtegal
by evening~ but the wind freshened and headed us and we realized it was the start of the forecasted SoWo gale and came into
Puerto Bares to shelter at 1530o
Anne made a barmbrack for
Hallow EVen°
Monday~ 31st October°
It was pitch dark and lashing with rain when we tried
to leave at 0630o
We motored out and set the topsail and could
then see the darkness was caused by thick fog°
There was a
southerly gale warning so we sheltered under Cape 0rtegal about
nine miles along the coast in a bay called Carina with two anchors out°
I never saw such willyways off the mountains and
spray driven by the wind feet above the waves°
At 1500 we
suddenly dragged our anchors and we all came on deck in a great
hurry and got away - we had picked up a grappling hook on our
best anchor and with all the charging about the other one could
not be expected to holdo
We had to go back to Bares where the
holding was better°
We had to run the engine very hard and to
add to our worries saw smoke appearing but discovered it was
only the gear box overheating and we were almost there° We put
out two anchors at 1800 and did not feel too happy even then as
the wind was blowing 60 mph in the gusts from the mountains° We
ate our brack and nuts and apples in exhausted silence and had
not the heart for any party games°
The Skipper never left the
deck=house and we all went to bed in our clothes in case we
would be needed on deck in a hurry°
The noise of the gale and
the chain snubbing at the stemhead was hard to reconcile with
our usual ideas of harbouro
Tuesday~ 1st Novembero
There are gales everywhere and a tempest is forecast
for Finisterreo
I have never known such awful weather° In
the four weeks since I left home there has not been a single
day of really good sailing and the constant anxiety is terribly wearying°
We are all tired~ unnerved and exhausted and
the strain of having to face more of it ahead seems only too
likely°
We could not launch the dinghy but a fishing boat
came alongside and offered to get bread for us and another
boat came and sold us a red snapper which we had for dinner°
Wednesday~ 2nd November°
There were ten ships sheltering wlth us last night but
the wind seemed to have dropped a little so we took the dinghy
up to Barqueiro a poor little fishing village where we got some
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fruit and saw oxen haul~ng logs as if time stood still for hundreds of years°
Strangers were so rare there that we had an
escort of children following us like a circus.
Two Spanish Captains -Francescs and Manuel - from the nearby LUCITA and a
small trawler, came on board for a drink and we had an amusing
evening with them°
It was still blowing a gale from the SoW.
and the locals think it may do so for days.
We are all uneasy
and depressed and we think and talk of nothing but the weather.
Thursday, 3rd November°
The midnight forecast from the B oB.C. was very bad and
we could not possibly attempt to get away as we had hoped. Francesca came over to tell us the forecast from Cortwma was the same
and to advise us (with drawings on odd bits of paper and mime instead of the English he could not speak) to leave out more chain
and put extra lashings on everything, which we did with spray
flying over the deck from the waves, the nerve-wracking noise of
the wind and straining madly at the two anchors so you could not
imagine how we were holding°
We collected more rain than we
can possibly store or use for washing°
Friday~ 4th November.
We got away at 0600 in what we hoped was a dawn lull and
Francesca came over to tell us he was off too and would wait for
US o
We could not motor like him in the sea outside and stayed
in the same "hole" so we set the staysail and main which put us
l0 miles off shore.
When we tacked we could not clear the head
and had to go about again.
The forecast was NoW° gales but it
was lunch-time before the wind changed from SoW°
Then it freshened in rain squalls, and the seas were breaking over the boat
and once even knocked me sideways from the helm which was in an
enclosed shelter°
There was a blinding hail storm just as we
came into the comparative shelter off Ferrol and we were never
so glad as when we dropped our anchor in Corunna at 2230.
Saturday~ 5th November°
We came in nearer the yacht club and moored with one
warp to each bollard and the anchor out ahead in front of the
German tug ATLANTIC which was going to Las Palma s the follow~
ing day to escort the Pc & 0o Liner whose engine room had an
accident some time previously.
Another British yacht NORINA
came in from Ferrol en route to Lisbon and eventually the West
Indies and British Colombia°
We had a tortilla lunch at the
club then went shopping.
In the evening the Commodore enter~
tained us and I promised to send him an I oCoC. burgee for his
collection°
We had a paella dinner at the restaurant Furnos.
No one had started out for their evening before l0 o~clock and
we wondered why places were so empty on a Saturday evening until we realized this°
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Sunday~ 6th November.
We got our diesel on in large drums and took the mainsail ashore to the balcony of the yacht club to do a repair job.
We tore it coming in on Friday night°
We read on the newspaper
of the accident to the yacht DEBUTANTE which was blown ashore
near Finisterre when their rudder was carried away.
Luckily
the owner, his wife and 9-months old child were unharmed.
The
Captain from LUCITA came to call on us with his wife and daughter
and told us he had a terrible passage round 0rtegal too° He had
a porthole stove in and his cargo of cement was waterlogged and
he only just limped in ahead of us to Ferrol, despite the fact
that we covered many more miles tacking.
It was a lovely fine
afternoon and we Joined the families strolling about with their
children in their Sunday best and walked up to the old part of
the city where we saw several beautiful churches.
I was sorry
we had not time to visit Sandiego but we could not contemplate
any further delay as already we were way behind our schedule°
The Norenas came on board for a drink with the Commodore and we
had a late dinner ashore where we saw a picture of HAVFRUEN on
the paper with a comment that she had a crew of "Senoritas"’
Monday~. 7th November.
Much better now°
We left Corunna at 0845 and we were
able to stop the engine when we cleared the Pillar of Hercules
at 1000 and set the main and squaresail to a light N.E. which
increased during the day°
It was the first good day’s sail we
have had°
It was sunny but still very cold and we mended the
genoa on deck and had the radio at the wheel.
There were lots
of fishing boats out and we passed Corme Bay, Cape Villano and
Camarinaso
Torreanos light was abeam at 2000°
There was a
moon later and literally hundreds of trawlers.
The wind freshened a bit and we really enjoyed ourselves at last.
Tuesday~ 8th November o
We passed Finisterre in the early hours of the morning
and were rolling a loto
The sea has not yet gone down since
the storm°
A school of porpoises came along with us Just after
sunrise at 0730°
We were about 40 miles to see and abreast of
Vigo when we got the noon sight°
There was a lot of shipping,
mostly tankers and one Scandinavian one came dangerously (we
thought ) close to investigate when they saw only the three girls
visible on deck © the men always had a lie down in our afternoon watch ~ and a frivilous llne of smalls blowing out astern
where we took advantage of the fine weather to do some laundry°
We still get England quite well on the radio and listened to the
U oSo election results which do not seem as important to us as a
fair wind°
Portuguese fados come over very clearly.
We put
the clocks back half an hour°
Wednesday~ 9th November°
There was more wind, a bigger sea and fewer ships° We
made good progress, 150 miles in 24 hours and dare to hope that
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we could do the remainder 750 to Las Palmas in five days°
Anne
made bread today but it was not warm enough for it to rise so
she put it in the sun in the deckhouse covered with a blanket
and a hot water bottle where Widgie immediately settled to improve it still further.
She became uncomfortable when it started to rise and soon left it for the swinging table.
In the evening we handed the squaresail and set the gib on a S.W. gale forecast.
We were out of the B.B.C weather area and had only our
barometer to indicate what we could expect and the old-fashloned
sailorVs method of watching the sky and sea.
It was a good day
and we got various jobs on board done including mending the deckhouse roof which was smashed by the mainsheet fouling it on that
awful day round Cape 0rtegal.
We had the loom of the Berlings
abeam at 2000.
ThursdaT~ lOth November.
During the’night the wind freshened so much and headed us
we decided to go into Lisbon but when we bore away the wind dropped so we carried on.
It freshened and headed us all day and
we handed the topsail at lunch time.
There were driving rain
squalls, it was freezing cold and it really seemed as if we would
never see fine weather again.
We were being set into the coast
and got out the charts for Casablanca but luckily got a slight
shift and carried on.
It would be heartbreaking to miss going
to Las Palmas after all we had been through.
We were off Cape
St. Vincent at 2000 and hove to for V hours.
The swell was so
big we lost our wind in the trough of the waves.
Fridaytllth November.
This morning there was a sinister bronze cloud to weather
of us then three rainbows shot up through it and it developed into a violent rain squall.
All day it remained fairly steady but
light from the N°W° and wlth a huge swell.
Two ships crossed
our stern at teatime out of the Straits of Gibraltar pitching
horribly.
One was in ballast.
We were able to dry some of
our wet things on deck in the sun but it is still very cold and
we continue to have hot water bottles in our bunks at night.
We are 580 miles from Las Palmas now.
Saturdayt 12th November.
The wind lasted all night but was very light°
One of the
topsail slides worked loose and the Skipper had to go aloft to
fix it, also the deckhouse awning warp chafed through° We set
the squaresail again instead of the staysail as the wind had
gone a bit more northerly.
The Skipper had a bad cold.
Sunday, 13th November.
Good uneventful day.
Good steady breeze.
We were averaging 5 knots with the squaresail.
It was nice on deck in the
sun but too cold for sunbathing yet and we were rolling so much
that anything other than reading was impossible but we managed
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put out a fishing line but had no luck.
Sue lost her woo~ycap
overboard.
Monday3 14th November.
The squaresail outhaul carried away during the night and
we handed the squaresail and set the main and staysailo We took
in the staysail after lunch as it was only flogging.
We had
250 miles to go and hoped to see land next day°
The lee wang
shackle carried away during my watch°
Lots of the pins were
faulty°
It was the first day it was warm enough to wear shorts
but I was the only one who attempted it°
Our laundry dried
quickly.
Tuesdaya 15th Noyember.
There was a perfect sunrise and it was very hot all day as
the wind was light.
We were all in our shorts and rigged the
hammock on deck and took turns sunbathing°
The Skipper went
out on the Yard and fixed the squaresail outhaul as we needed
the sail badly° We gybed three times in two watches looking
for wind which died to a whisper.
Finally we handed the main
and started the engine 100 miles from Las Palmas.
We saw ships
and planes going on the same course as ourselves°
We gave the
auto pilot a work out but the ship was steering herself anyway.
Wednesday~16th November°
The light on La Isletta came up at 0230 and when I came
on watch at 0500 the wind was very light then came off the land
so we handed the squaresail and motored the rest of the way:
1000 miles in 9 days°
We followed a Spanish liner and a South
African ship into La Luz and anchored at 0930 near the American
yacht GULF STREAM.
We got our mall from the yacht club and
after lunch rigged the awning.
John and I went in to Las
Palmas and shopped and in the evening met up with the Americans
and went to the fonton game, which is a type of local handball,
then to the Tangier club where we were far too early, changed
our cheques at the Santa Catalina, a fabulous hotel recently
built in traditional Spanish style, and ended up after a very
good and cheap dinner at the Costa Bella in the Tiara Club where
we saw the flamenco dancers.
~Vhen we came back on board at
0400 I could not keep my eyes open = indeed I passed out with
tiredness in the course of the evening°
We got a boat out from
the yacht club who seem to take nocturnal traffic for granted.
Thursday, 17th November.
We got up at first light to scrub the top-sideso It is a
very foul harbour and our fibre glass dinghy is filthy already.
We will work in the mornings and keep the rest of the day free
for fun°
Everyone has a siesta in the middle of the day and
the shops shut between 12 and 4 o~clocko We sent a lot of
laundry which will be ready at the week-endo
I answered my
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letters and the others went ashore to lunch.
We went on board
GULF STREAM for a party in the evening and dined late ashore as
in Spain, at 2330.
Friday, 18th November.
Wewent over to the ~uelle Generalissimo Franco for fuel
and water at 0900 and saw another American yacht ESCAPADE come
in.
We ruined our top-sides alongside the filthy wall where
the fenders were placed for large steamers and had to clean the
paint work all over again.
Anne and Sue and I went ashore and
had our hair done in the afternoon.
It clouded over and made
shopping round in the heat more pleasant than we anticipated.
We were invited for drinks to the beautiful home of friends of
the Carts who live in the Garden City in a Spanish style house
separated by an orange grove from their own private swimming
poolo
This was lit up for our benefit and we certainly did
appreciate their hospitality.
Saturda~t 19th November.
Anne, Sue and the Skipper went to the market before breakfast. We sorted potatoes and tidied the sea stores and John
stayed on board to look after the ship while the rest of us were
driven on a whole day picnic by other friends of the Carts. We
went right round the east coast of the island and saw ancient
caves where people actually lived and took photographs in a banana plantation,~ and had tea at a spa hotel right up in the
mountains.
The colours were fantastic and the gaudy postcards
did not even do justice to them.
There was a threatening sky
in the evening and bad weather in the offing even here! When
we came back on board we found Guy had arrived from England.
He had a tedious flight with several stops as there is no direct
connection on the day he planned to come.
He was longing to
get into the sunshine and to hear all our news.
Sunday, 20th November.
He scraped the varnish off the rail for Anne to put a new
coat on°
All the summer the weather had been so bad in England she could never find a dry day to do it.
No sooner had
she it on here than it poured with rain - the first for four
years! We went to the Canary Village which is a tourist attraction near the Catalina hotel and watched the traditional
dancers.
We sat at small tables with other holidaymakers and
had drinks and took photographs.
I got a record of one of the
folk songs and heard the same being played by guitars. We went
for a swim in the pool where the palm trees waving and sun shining were the living reality of every travel advertisement printed.
We had lunch at the adjoining restaurant and drove to the
windward beach for another swim.
Taxi fares were for nothing
and it only cost about 10/- to drive round for the day.
Back
on board we found we were inclined to drag, so got the anchor
and motored to a better berth.
It blew very hard and we were
moving around a lot considering we were in a sheltered harbour.
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Guy and John were taken by the Carts’ friends on an excursion for the day to see their tomato plantations.
We went shopping in the afternoon and saw some beautiful handwork at a Convent and had an entertaining time with the secretary of the yacht
club later who displayed the burgees flown on the various yachts
which took part in the sail-training ship race to Las Palmas a
few years ago which was organized to celebrate the 50th birthday
of the yacht club.
Tuesday, 2~nd November.
The Skipper made new brails from nylon rope Guy brought
out and I went ashore early to see about my ticket home tomorrow.
We were all invited up to the house with the wonderful pool and
spent a marvellous day in film star settings.
Lunch was served
from the barbecue grill and even arrangements made for our siesta.
We cooked no meal on board that night, such was the hospitality
of our hosts that we felt we could not face food for a week.
Wednesday~ 23rd Npvember.
I was cleaning my cabin prior to packing my things when I
received a message from the shipping company that the port police
wanted to see me or I could not embark on the liner home.
I
dashed ashore and had a job explaining why I wanted an "Exit" on
my passport when I had no "Entry" - all in my poor Spanish. I
had a letter from the Skipper saying he had the port authorities
on board when we arrived and they accepted this.
I had less
than an hour to get back on board, pack and change and get down
to the AUREOL which we could see alongside the wharf across from
us.
It was well I had no time for regrets and farewells as it
was an awful wrench to leave them to carry on without me. They
planned to sail at dawn next day for Barbados.
The luxury of being at sea with the weather no concern of
mine more than compensated for the unfamiliar and slightly guilty
feeling of being a passenger, but I found it hard to convince
professional sailors in whose opinion "those who go to sea for
pleasure would go to hell for pastime" that I really got fun
out of a trip like this and finally had to agree with the other
old adage that "like knocking your head off a wall, it is nice
when it stops!"
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- 104 NORTH TO ICELAND 1960.
by
R. Douglas Heard
The destination for this year’s cruise was the subject of
numerous after dinner discussions during the winter and the enthusiastic accounts of Dr. Rory 0’Hanlon and Gurth Kimber of
their visits to the Faeroes in "Harmony" and "Astrophel" respectively tipped the scale with the possibility at the back of our
minds of including Iceland.
The ability of last year’s crew to
take four weeks holiday in June and July clinched the matter, in
spite of the Admiralty Arctic Pilot’s rather pessimistic weather
statistics for that area.
The usual long lists of stores, wet and dry, charts, pilot
books, repairs, etc. etc. were drawn up during the early months
of the year and on Sunday 12th June the crew, Drs. Rory and
Barbara 0’Hanlon, Alan Stewart, Neil Watson and James I~iulhern met
at the R o St. George Y. Club but with a S.W. gale blowing and a
Collinstown ~et. forecast of little change for at least 12 hours,
postponed our departure till next day, when at 11.55 aom. with 4
rolls in the main and a storm jib we headed north.
Before we reached the Baily, the reefs were shaken out, the
genoa set and when just north of the Rockabill at 3.00 p.m.had to
run the engine for two hours before a light W.S.W. breeze filled
in and wafted us to Belfast Lough and our first hundred miles by
6.00 a.mo on Tuesday.
Last year’s watches having proved so successful we again
used them, namely two hours at the helm followed by two hours on
look-out for each male member of the crew from 8.00 p.m. to 8.00
aomo, the cook (Barbara) doing no night watch, and moved them
forward two hours each night so that nobody had the same watch on
successive nights.
It was a great relief ~oing up the Antrim coast that the
rain w~ich had fallen most of the night ceased and with the sun
breaking through gave us a fine sail through the North Channel
and up to the Sound of Islay through which we had to motor.
Clearing the Sound about 3°00 p.m. we tacked to the west of
Colonsay, then threw round on to the port tack up the east side
of Tiree and Coll islands.
The watch on deck found shortly
after 9.00 pore. that the log line had parted with 180 miles on
the clock, so fitted a new line and rotor.
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Early on Wednesday morning (15th June) the wind had backed
sufficiently southerly to allow us to boom out the genoa until the
boom unclipped itself simultaneously at both ends and fell overboard.
Alan and James, who shot up on deck in their pyjamas,
helped to recover it in short time and stayed up to lower the genoa
and set the big spinaker increasing our speed to 7 knots.
Our
idea was to go out through the Sound of Harris, thence if possible
direct to Iceland, a passage of nearly 600 miles, without a chance
to replenish stores, so decided to call at Loch Rodel on the S.E.
corner of Harris for fresh water and petrol.
John Dobie, Hon.
Secretary of the Clyde Cruising Club, had presented me with a copy
of the new edition of their invaluable Sailing Directions which I
unfortunately misread and entered Loch Rodel through the rock
strewn N.E. channel instead of the correct southerly one, being
nearly high water we got through without touching though we saw
rocks close aboard with only 3-4 feet over them and Barbara, who
was calling the depths on the echo sounder in the doghouse, nearly
had heart failure when the dial read 5 feet, our draft being 7 feet,
not being aware that the transducer was only 4 feet above our keel
so that we still had a foot under us.
In forty minutes of hectic
activity we anchored, put the punt over the side, Rory, James and
Nell rowed ashore, filled the water breakers and petrol cans, absorbed several pints of beer, returned and we left before the tide
had dropped too much.
On the chart the Sound of Harris looks very hazardous but is
well marked with buoys and beacons and easy to navigate provided
the visibility is reasonable.
By 4.00 p.m. we were clear of the
west entrance of the Sound, streamed our log off Coppay island and
set course due north for the S.E. corner of Iceland.
The force 4-5 southerly wind gradually increased to force 7
and Huff under storm spinaker and full main was surfing on the
crests of the big following seas at up to l0 knots, a thrilling
experience somewhat marred by the heavy rain squalls and bad visibility.
By 9.00 p.m. the wind had increased so much that we had
to lower the storm spinaker and put 4 rolls in the main in spite
of which our speed was very little reduced and when, at 2°00 a.m.
next day (Thursday) we were able to shake out 2 rolls, the log
recorded 70 miles, an average of 7 knots.
The midnight forecast of gales in the S.E. Iceland v~as
luckily not realised and conditions steadily improved as we went
north, the rain stopped, the sun started to break through the overcast and the seas became more regular which was a great relief
after a night of violent motion, driving heavy rain and a generally
damp boat.
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The wind continued southerly and to take full advantage of
it we set the big spinaker at 9.00 a°m. when the log read 100
miles and made good progress until noon when the steel strapped
block on the transom taking the spinaker guy burst, narrowly
missing the skipper’s head as it flew forward.
The snatch block
with which it was replaced also broke under the heavy load and
was substituted by a heavy tufnol block that stood up to the strain.
The spinaker had to be changed during the afternoon when the wind
veered to the S.W. for the genoa and later the intermediate jib.
The perpetual daylight of these latitudes at this time of
the year did not seem to affect anyone’s ability to sleep in their
watch below and there did not appear to be the drop in temperature
during the night that is generally experienced further south.
We crossed the bows of the trawler "Cygo" at ll.00 p.m. and
were entertained to jazz on his loud hailer.
An hour later our
second hundred miles was recorded and with a cold S.W. wind of
force 5, a reefed main and intermediate jib we made good 80 miles
in the twelve hours up to 4.15 a.m. on Friday 17th June.
The wind continued to increase, so we put a further 2 rolls
in the main, set the storm jib in place of the intermediate and
bore off a little to ease the motion as even with Huff’s high freeboard there was a lot of spray breaking on the foredeck. By 4.15
pore. we had logged 158 miles in the previous 24 hours and continued
to make good progress till 10°00 pom. when we shook out 3 rolls as
the wind veered to the N.W. and at ll°00 p.m. had to run the engine
for an hour in a calm before the wind filled in again from the N.W.
which lasted until 3°30 a.m. on Saturday 18th June, died for a
short spell before coming so fresh out of the N.E. that we had to
reef once more.
The passing of a long line trawler and the sight
of a whale blowing stimulated the crew to shake out the reefs at
6°00 a=mo and by breakfast time we had to motor for a couple of
hours.
The periodic fixes which we took by Beme Loop on wireless
beacons and by Consol not only confirmed that our D.R. positions
were well on course and at this time about 80 miles south of our
destination Seydisfjord on the East coast of Iceland but also that
as warned in the Admiralty Arctic Pilot the magnetic variation
hereabouts was liable to considerable alteration.
A large trawler the "Anton Dohrn" of Bremerhaven overtook
us during the morning, passed close along our starboard side, gave
us three blasts on her hooter while her crew lined the rails
taking photographs, and we later learned was the German Fishery
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- 107 research vessel engaged with those of other nationalities in
testing the sea for atomic outfall.
About 2.00 p.m. we had our first sight of land on the port
bow, the mountain tops showed briefly in the fog bank shrouding
the coast and later saw the huge glacier Vatnajokul which flows
down to the sea on the south coast; from then on saw more and
more mountains as we gradually closed the land and the fog cleared
away.
The stark steep snow capped mountains which rise in places
from sea level to over 3000 feet gave us the impression of being
far closer to the shore than we actually were and, coupled wi~,h
the absence of lights, made identification difficult. Fortunately
there is a wireless beacon at Darlatangi on the south side of the
entrance to Seydisfjord on which we were able to home until we
eventually sighted and identified the small yellow painted light~
house nearby and bore up for the fjord itself at 2.15 aomo on
Sunday 19th June.
As we sailed up the 12 miles odd to Seydis~
fjord townlet we were frequently nearly flattened by very cold and
fierce gusts dropping off the snowcapped mountains on either side
which were rose tinted by the sun.
We tied up to a wharf at 5.00 a.m. having covered the nearly
850 miles from Dublin in 5 days and 16 hours at an average of over
6 knots and then started a general clean up of the ship and our ....
selves, during which our first visitor arrived who, speaking ex-.
cellent English like the majority of the inhabitants, advised us
to move to another wharf a short distance up the fjord to avoil
being disturbed by a cargo boat due later.
Barbara produced a magnificent breakfast which was qu~.ckiy
dealt with, then we began to deal with the numerous visitors and
their questions including the flags we were wearing, the Irish
Tricolour aft, Icelandic ensign at the crosstrees, and R. St
. Ge,~ oe
swallowtail at the masthead, the latter being mistaken for the
Danish ensign which it resembles except for the crown in the centre.
Mr. Viglundson, the local customs officer, made thinj~s easy for us
as he was not interested in our liquor, cigarettes or other stores
and only required us to fill in immigration forms giving our names,
ages, home address, occupation etc. a portion of which we had to
retain till we left the country.
Mr. Johannson, owner of the local shipyard, did some small
metal work repairs for us for which he refused any payment.
Mr. Gitason took particulars of our trip for the local broadcasting
company.
Mr. Otto Magnusson, local agent for the Shell-BPo Coo,
got us details of the bus and air services,and later two reporters
from the principal Iceland newspaper came to ask us to call at
their head office in Reykavik for an interview and pictures°
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We discussed with our visitors the best use to make of
our short stay in Iceland and, after deciding eventually to
leave Huff moored to an old R.A.F. buoy in the fjord and to tour
the island by bus and plane, ~ro ~agnusson took matters in hand,
first arranged for a small bus to take us next morning to Egilstadlr to connect with a public bus, in which he booked our
seats, for Akureyrl on the north coast, and reserved rooms for
us in the K.E.A. hotel there, for all of which I had the greatest
difficulty to get him to accept even the cost of the trunk calls.
The problem of looking after Huff in our absence was
solved by Alan who decided to stay aboard till later in the week
and then join us by air at Reykavlk;
for the short time that he
would be away Mr. l~agnusson again came to our aid by arranging
for a local watchman who on our return declined any payment on
the grounds that he had done all his watching with binoculars
from hls bed °
We had an excellent dinner, ordered by Rory, in a small
local hotel-cum-restaurant, the main dish consisting of half a
deliciously tender lamb.
Monday morning, after moving Huff to the R oA.F. buoy, we
boarded the small Landrover-type bus at 10o00 a om. for the 30
kilometer drive to Egilstadir, dressed in our best shoregoing
rig with overnight bags - mostly sailbags - and enjoyed the views
as the corkscrew road wound up the head of the fjord and over the
2500 ft. mountain ridge to the small scattered village where we
were to transfer to the public Russian-built, air conditioned bus
for the 300 kilometer drive to Akureyri.
Egilstadir, which has
a small aerodrome, is situated in one of the few cultivated areas
on the east coast.
0nly about 1% of the island is cultivated,
the centre being largely a treeless, grassless desert lald waste
by the world’s greatest lava flow in 1783 A.D. when the volcano
"Laki" erupted and destroyed half Iceland’s cattle and threequarters of its horses and sheep.
The road from Egilstadir to Akureyri, which like most in
the island is only open in the summer, is made principally of
lava and like alpine roads twists its way over the numerous
mountain ridges which run roughly east and west and in places
reach a height of over 3000 feet.
These roads have only been
constructed during the past 60 years.
Previously the only
method of internal transport was by horseback following the lines
of stone cairns which were erected between the widely separated
villages and farm settlements.
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After a few hours of driving through rolling hills
sparsely covered with grass up to the permanent snowline - where
we saw wild swans - we came to our first stop Hjardarheg. an
isolated farmhouse, to pick up passengers and telephone orders
for lunch to the next stop and where the toilet facilities consisted of two turf built cowhouses, one for males and one for
females.
The road then climbed to the central plateau, the
country getting more and more desolate, until at 3.30 p omo we
reached another isolated farm settlement, Grimstadlr, where we
lunched off local foods, cakes and "Skyr" - like curdled milk and inspected the tiny church, one of the oldest on the island.
before moving on to our next stop Reyhjarjed on Myvatn lake
across a desert of fantastically shaped lava blocks, some as big
as a double deck bus, and volcanic dust. studded with isolated
mountains rising to 4000 feet, passing through a red lava dust
storm and close to hot springs smelling strongly of sulphur.
Dante could well have obtained inspiration for his inferno from
this area.
From ReyhjarJed with its modern hotel alongside
ancient wooden dwellings the road skirts Lake Myvatn, teeming
with bird llfe principally duck of many kinds, past Godafoss
waterfall and gorge, bringing us to Akureyri and the comfortable
KoEoA. hotel at 8.00 p.m.
Our bus journey was made much more interesting by another
iVlro i~lagnusson, a retired Government wine monopoly official, who
pointed out places of interest en route, loaned us money to pay
our bus fares as we had so far had no opportunity of cashing our
travellers’ cheques, sorted out our hotel booking and finally
telephoned Reykavik to book seats for us at the National Theatre
for a performance of Rigoletto.
Our first call next morning, Tuesday 21st June, was to the
bank to get local currency, then sightseeing including the fine
Lutheran church on a hillside in the centre of the town before
catching a plane which landed us in Reykavik in an hour and a
quarter with unfortunately very few glimpses of the country en
route owing to low cloud.
The "City" hotel where we stayed is
a small very modern building, most of the bedroomshaving their
own showers and toilets.
Breakfast on the self service principle
is the only meal provided other than sandwiches.
As soon as we
had registered we went to the nearby restaurant "Naust" built of
wood llke the hold of an old sailing ship, one of the few licensed
to serve drink other than "near beer~ and had an excellent dinner
equal to any first class meal in Dublin or London°
Alcoholic
drink, other than "near beer", can be bought in Iceland by the
inhabitants without restrictions as to quantity but only in the
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government controlled monopoly shops with the exception of a few
specially licensed places such as the Hotel Borg and "Naust"
restaurant in Reykavik so we took the precaution of bringing a
supply of gin (Cork) with us from Huff and as this showed signs
of running short sent a wire to Alan to bring further supplies
when he came to join us.
The following day James and the writer called as requested
at the head office of the "~,1orgenbladid" newspaper and were interviewed by a very charming young lady speaking perfect English;
afterwards, in patronising the local bus service, James, Nell and
the writer caused consternation by entering the bus through the
exit door without tickets which we learned should be purchased at
offices before starting and handed to the driver on boarding,
there being no conductor, however the former eventually came to
the conclusion that we were quite mad and let us ride free but as
the distance between stops is considerable we were carried almost
as far past our destination as the point from which we started so
that the concession was of doubtful benefit.
A 30 minute flight we had booked to the great bird
sanctuary on the ~estmann islands had to be cancelled owing to
bad weather so we hired a car, drove to Thlngvelllr, the site of
the original open-air parliament, and on to Great Geysir which,
no doubt depressed by the gale and rain, stubbornly refused to
spout for us in spite of the rocks we threw into the scalding
water o
In the evening we went to the National Theatre to a splendid
performance of Rigoletto by an entirely amateur cast except Rigoletto and Gilda.
We were particularly interested to note that no
national anthem was played either before or after the performance
and that in those intervals between scenes, when the audience remained seated, conversation and comment was almost in whispers in
refreshing contrast to the shrill ear-splltting gabble in most
Irish and English theatres°
Thursday 23rd June was spent shopping, visiting museums,
etc. until the evening when we collected Alan and three bottles
of gin at the airport on his arrival from Seydlsfjord and took him
to dinner at the "Naust" restaurant where he and James, learning
that it was permissible to ask ladies dining at other tables to
dance, tried their luck and were successful the first time but
not the second°
On Friday, our last day in Reykavik, we visited the enormous
fish drying racks outside the town which cover acres of land and
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magnificent old sailors’ home where married couples have their
flatlets and on to the Hotel Borg where an excellent lunch corn
pensated for the shock of a charge of the equivalent of 25/°4
for five small gins after which we caught a plane to Akureyri
thence on to Egilstadir to find that Neil’s overnight bag had
been put off at the former town.
On explaining the position to
the Airport Manager and that we were due to sail from Seydisfjord early next morning, he phoned Akureyri, traced the bag and
promised to do his best to get it to us.
The little bus took us back to Huff and we were more than
agreeably surprised when late that evening the airport manager
pulled up alongside in his car and handed over the missing bag,
the Airline having diverted a plane to fly it from Akureyri to
Egilstadir and then sent it by car to Seydisfjord without charge.
(B.0.A.C. please note).
Seeing the Faeroese Fishery Research
vessel tied up near us, Rory went aboard to get advice from her
Master about the navigation of the northern fjords in the
Faeroes.
He was treated to a sample of the local potheen called
"Black Death" which judging by results is well named.
Their
wireless operator gave us a welcome translation of the local
weather forecast as the high mountains surrounding Seydisfjord
prevented us from getting the B.B.C.
Saturday 25th June we cast off and motored down the fjord
on a lovely warm sunny morning in a flat calm, clearing the entrance at 8.30 a.m. to find a force 3-4 S.W. wind blowing which
rapidly freshened to force 6 and over so that a couple of hours
later we had to put 9 rolls in the mainsail and set the storm jib
in spite of vhich the gusts dropping off the mountains nearly
flattened us and knocked up a very steep awkward sea that, even
with our high freeboard, smothered us with spray at times.
By
4.00 p.m. it was blowing force 8 and upwards in the puffs necessitating a further 4 rolls in the main, reducing it to less area
than the storm jib but fortunately by this time we were pulling
clear of the coast and getting larger and more regular seas though
the spray was still coming aboard.
The wind eased slowly as we dropped the land and by 6°00
p.m. we shook out all but 5 rolls and when 75 miles came up on the
log four hours later the wind had dropped to force 4 and the ship’s
motion became easy enough to allow the crew off watch to come out
of their bunks without discomfort.
We shook out 3 more rolls
early on Sunday morning and the last two just before midday. The
bright sun, good visibility, a steady S.W. wind and a long regular
swell gave us grand sailing all day.
The loneliness of these
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crossing
of signt
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impressed on us by the fact that we had only sighted
since leaving Iceland, in contrast to last year’s
of the Bay of Biscay when we were practically never out
of one or more.
The log recorded our second hundred
7.00 pom. giving us an average of nearly 6 knots.

We sighted the north coast of the Faeroes shortly before
midnight, by 2.00 a.m. were about ten miles off but quite unable
to identify any of the headlands or spot the only lighthouse on
this coast on Kallur, which is not surprising as it is a small
tower 15 feet high, l0 feet wide, situated about 800 feet up the
headland which is 2000 feet high and at this time of the year is
not lit.
We altered course to the west along the coast and an
hour later a bearing on the west coast wireless beacon on
Mykennes combined with a recognisable profile of a headland enabled us to fix our position and to find to our annoyance that
our original course had been "spot on" our intended landfall
"Kallur Head" at the north entrance to Kalso fjord which we
entered at 5.30 a.mo passing a small outward bound whaling ship
on the way and tied up to the quay in Klaksvig, a flourishing
fishing town, at 8.30 a.m. having covered the 282 miles from
Seydisfjord in 48 hours.
In a few minutes the customs officer another Mr. ~,lagnussen - arrived, collected our crew list and
accepted our two doctors’ assurance that we were all in good
health, again took no interest in our wet or dry stores, then we
had to reply to the usual lively interest in the ship, ports of
departure and destination, etc.
Exploring the town, buying and sending postcards etc.,
occupied most of the morning.
Rory returned with a fine halibut,
cleaned for us by an English fisherman living in Klaksvig and
married to a Faeroese girl who later got us a bucket full of fine
herring and another of crayfish.
The halibut cooked by Barbara
made a fine lunch.
The town is built around the head of a short fjord, surrounded by mountains running up to 2500 feet, has a good shipbuilding and repair yard, a flourishing fishing industry and a
free ferry operating continuously from 7.30 aomo to 6.00 p.m.
which carries over 400 passengers daily.
Rory went to the local hospital for treatment for a large
and painful boil that had developed inside his right elbow; Alan
tried to climb a nearby mountain; Barbara to shop and organise
dinner in a local hotel and the rest to change money.
The
dinner included as principal dish guillemots breasts, tasting
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slightly llke wild duck and as the Faeroese like the Icelanders
do not sell liquor to visitors we washed them down with our Cork
gin adulterated with local mineral waters.
On the walk back to the ship we found a slot machine which
we cleared of all its oranges (18) at ½ kroner a time.
Rory and
Barbara called at the hospital for further treatment for his boil
and later brought the resident doctor, Waagsteln, and his wife
aboard for a drink to find the skipper and some of the crew already
turned in.
However, hospitality soon induced them to get up and
join the party and listen to the doctor’s very interesting account
of his eight years’ work in Greenland.
Alan’s offer to clean the fine fat herring next morning for
our breakfast was warmly welcomed until we found that, in his enthusiasm, he had thrown all the toes - mostly soft - overboard
with the guts.
We had been told of an enormous "Rocking Stone" on the
shore near a village called Andefjord in the next fjord, so cast
off at 11.45 a.m. Tuesday 28th June under motor and rock-hopped
against a foul tide and headwind up Lervig and Fugle fjords to tie
up at Andefjord just after 4.00 p.m.
Most of the crew walked
through the village guided by a small boy to see the "stone", an
enormous boulder of over 100 tons close to the shore which rocks
from 2-6 inches according to the size of the waves.
We left at
4.35 p.m. just as the small local ferry boat arrived and, setting
main and jib, had an exhilarating sail back down Fugle and Lervig
fjords, covering the distance it had taken us to do in nearly four
hours coming up, in under an hour, then continued on south to moor
in the capital Thorshavn at 8.00 p.m.
Lying on the other side of
the Harbour was the latest and largest Faeroese trawler, a vessel
of over 1000 tons, carrying a crew of 65 which had just returned
from a three months’ trip to the Greenland grounds with 600 tons
of deep frozen fish.
The Harbour Master, who berthed us, stated
that the local seagulls could differentiate between Faero and
British fishing boats and would fly to meet the latter but would
not go near the former as they would be killed for food.
Next morning, 29th June, after a leisurely breakfast, we
calls d at the new office of Mr. Simonsen, the tourist agent, whom
the 0’Hanlons had met during their visit in "Harmony" in 1958,
bought the usual flock of postcards, booked a car to visit Kirkebo
and arranged for the local museums to be opened for us on our
return.
Kirkebo, or Kirkjubo, a prehistoric settlement on the
S.W. corner of the main Faero island Streymoy, has very old connections with Ireland.
Irish monks and settlers lived here in

the 8th century and a creek nearby is called Brandensvik after
St o Brendan; it is also recorded that in 1420 A.D. a local bishop
Theutonicus laid the foundation of a "Brandanus" church.
It is
believed that there was a Norse settlement here prior to the advent of the Irish but any traces were destroyed when the settlement was sacked and burned in 1030 A.D.
The existing buildings
consist of the "Munk or St o 01af’s" church built about ll00 A.D.,
restored in 1874 and still in use; Magnus Cathedral, a stone
structure commenced about 1270 A.D. of which only the walls remain the roof having been destroyed by a landslide in 1772 A.D.
and the "Bishop’s" house dating from the llth or 12th century,
stated to be the oldest wooden house in existence, still well preserved and in occupation - with, by way of contrast, outside the
back door a stone dog kennel and an electric washing machine.
On the way back to Thorshavn we saw numerous seabirds, including many oystercatchers, some on nests, others with their young
running about alongside the road, then stopped at a small holding
where the owner, a retired trawlerman, and his wife were cutting
turf for winter fuel, their livestock consisting of 2 cows, l0
sheep and 20 hens.
Arriving back in Thorshavn we visited the
archaeological and boat museums but missed a lot of interesting
details through lack of an interpreter.
The younger members of
the crew, Alan, James and Nell entertained the "old wans" to a
splendid dinner of soup, cold halibut mayonnaise, followed by
puffins’ breasts and topped off with an enormous cake covered with
sliced pineapple and whipped cream which resulted in the skipper
giving such a curt reception to a Faeroese student who poked his
head into the doghouse at 2.00 aom. that he removed his hat, himself and his singing companions on the quay at speed.
We were attracted on our way into Thorshavn by the island
of Nolso about 5 miles east and, having the good fortune to meet
a fisherman whose birthplace it was, accepted his offer to pilot
us there next morning.
The village situated at the north end
depends on fishing, the fish being dried in dry stone walled huts
on the high land, salted and baled for export.
The sheds have
very ingenious wooden locks working on the Yale principle.
The
island teems with bird life, terns have a colony only ~ mile away
and dive bombed us when we got too near their nests.
Turf for
fuel is dug at the south end of the island several miles away and
lowered 120 feet down a cliff into boats for transport to the
village°
Leaving our pilot ashore we sailed back to Thorshavn
to fill up with fresh water and petrol before setting sail at
2o35 pomo for Trangisvaag on the southernmost island of the
Faeroese passing on the way two sheer rock pinnacles, the big and
little Dimans, resembling Ailsa Craig on a smaller but more
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impressive scale and near which the wind was so squally that we
had to take down 4 rolls in the main.
On the north side of the
entrance to Trangisvaag fjord are several dangerous half tide
rocks on which the big easterly swell was bursting over 100 feet
into the air.
We moored at 8°00 pomo in the little harbour of
Tvoroyri, which is perfectly sheltered with fresh water available
on the quay.
The village is clean, stores of all sorts can be
obtained including deep freeze, fruit, petrol etc. but as in Iceland vegetables are scarce and expensive.
Rory’s boil was still very painful so next morning Friday
Ist July he went off to the local hospital for treatment while the
rest of the crew used up our remaining Faeroese money in the purchase of provisions and petrol etco before we left at 11.45 a.m.
for Scotland.
We streamed the log at the entrance to the fjord at 12.30
p.m. and set a course for the Butt of Lewis with an E.N.E. wind
of force 2-3, bright sun, and a long easterly swell but later on
had to start the motor when the breeze faded.
Barbara excelled
herself that evening with a special dinner to celebrate Alan’s
25th birthday.
As we had missed several B.B.C. weather forecasts
owing to our clocks being set for local time (G.M~T.) we reverted
to B.S.T.
We were treated to a marvellous sunset from ll.00 p.m.
to after midnight with, ruled across its Turneresque colours, the
white vapour trail of a high flying plane, subsequently identified
as one on the Trans-polar route from Copenhagen to America which
was followed by a hail from the Aberdeen trawler "Silver Viking"
which altered course to steam alonzside us for some distance with
the crew waving vigorously°
The weather continued fine all night and the next day but
with very variable, mostly light, winds so that we had to rely
largely on the engine for progress, recorded our first 100 miles
by breakfast time on Saturday brought Sule Sgeir rock abeam at 8.00
p.m. and with fairly continuous rain did the remaining 60 miles to
Stornoway by 9.00 aom° next day Sunday 3rd July, after passing a
large fleet of trawlers in the early morning off the Butt of Lewis,
to avoid which we had to alter course several times.
After a quick clearance by the Stornoway Customs Officer,
who also arranged supplies of fresh milk and a car tour of the
island, we all revelled in really hot baths in a nearby hotel
followed by lunch, before starting on our trip which included a
visit to the "Standing Stones" , a sort of Stonehenge on the S.W
side of Lewis.
Our driver and guide, an ex-barman from the
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Cunard "Queens" entertained us to many tall stories of the transatlantic ferry and amazed us when we got back aboard by his ability
to consume neat gin laced with almost equal quantities of Angostura
bitters.
The next morning was spent visiting the Harris tweed stores
which proved most interesting and the prices cheap; afterwards we
entertained Coast Lines Ltd. ’s local manager, Mr. Murray, and his
assistant, Mr. Macdonald, on board - both had been most helpful then got under way about 3.00 pomo to find that the weather had
deteriorated rapidly, visibility was down to a couple of hundred
yards, so anchored in the outer harbour until 8.15 pore. when conditions having improved somewhat and the crew getting restive, we
weighed anchor to beat down the coast about V miles to Loch
Mariveg which we entered at 8°30 p.m. after a heated argument as
to the location of the very narrow entrance in which Rory and the
skipper proving correct won two pink gins from Alan.
This loch has an extremely narrow and winding entrance
channel - only about 100 yards across - in which we met an outward
bound fishing boat but once inside is a beautiful completely landlocked and safe harbour.
Neil, who had fished hard the whole
trip without success, rowed off in the punt to try his luck for
an hour or so but was still unlucky.
Tuesday 5th July, after a cup of tea at 6°30 aomo, we
weighed anchor, motored out of the loch setting sail as soon as
we were clear of the entrance and then settled down to breakfast
whilst a steady northerly and bright sun gave us a lovely sail
down the Minch and, with the help of the big spinaker set at 10ol5
aomo made good 22 miles in the first three hours.
These conditions were too good to last and from lo00 pomo we got our share
of rain when abeam of the north point of Skye until we reached
Neist point at 3°30 pom. then, with signs of fog forming, streamed
the log and bore up for Ardnamurchan lighthouse. The wind eased
shortly after 6°00 pomo then backed to the S.W. so we had to
change the spinaker for the genoa but got very light and fluky
and by llo00 pore. we abandoned the effort to sail, started the
engine and motored into Tobermory at 2.00 a.m. on Wednesday. In
the entrance to the Sound of Mull we met a lot of inshore fishing
boats which gave us some anxiety as although showing fishing lights
when we came abreast of them found that they were actually on
passage to the grounds and not fishing.
A furious argument developed before turning in as to the
merits of tea, coffee or whiskey as a night cap and when the skipper
tried to settle matters by ruling either tea or whiskey the crew
promptly brewed chocolate all round.
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before meeting in the Mishnish bar to sample the local beer~ then
aboard for lunch after which the crew felt sufficiently strong to
heave up what they complained was the unnecessarily large amount
of chain let go on mooring.
A fresh northerly gave us a fine broad reach down the Sound
to Loch Aline where we anchored in Kyle Bay at 5.30 p.mo
Alan
and Nell rowed over to the silica sand mine on the west side of
the entrance and were shown around by the foreman, the rest landed
on the east side for a walk returning aboard with a bucket full of
fine mussels.
As we had over two hundred miles to sail before
Sunday evening with a not too good forecast our plan was to get as
far down the Sound of Jura as possible the next day.
This necessitated a start not later than 7.30 a.m. to get a favourable tide out
of the Sound of Mull and make through the narrows at Pladda before
the flood tide started.
The light wind next morning was dead ahead and in spite of
the favourable tide and engine by the time we got to Duart foint
our chances of reaching Pladda before the tide turned looked slim.
Luckily the wind freshened so setting the big spinaker we ~ot our
speed up to over 6 knots and just managed to scrape through the
narrows on the last of the slack water, then reached down the east
shore of Scarba dodging the tide until we hit the full strength of
it at Corievrechan and had a three hour struggle in the li~h~ wind
to get past; in fact it was only when the wind strengthened and
backed so that we could use the big spinaker again tha~ we made
any appreciable progress over the ground.
Rory spent most of the morning preparing the mussels, which
had lots of seed pearls in them, for Barbara to cook for lunch,.
A hot sun blazing out of an almost cloudless sky made it a
sail to remember, particularly when at 4.30 p.m. with the wind
backing to N.W. by W. we had to take in the spinaker and set ~he
genoa we found that the spinaker guy had fouled the log clock,
pulled it off its deck fitting and it was hanging over the side
held only by its safety line which luckily was made fast to ~he
rail.
We were off the entrance to Lowlandsman’s Bay at 5°30
p.m. and as none of us had been there before decided to anchor
for the night at the head of the bay near an old stone s!ipway
leading to some abandoned cottages.
Our anchor was barely down before we saw several stazs u, ith
fine antlers grazing near the cottages and outlined against the
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Grabbing the cine camera we jumped into the dinghy
and rowed ashore.
Alan, James and Neil organised a drive which
was completely successful, the stags passing within 20 yards of
the camera.
Rory, meanwhile, had prepared a lot of tasty tidbits with caviar, sardines, tomatoes, etco so that on our return
after Barbara and the juniors had had a quick swim in the crystal
clear but very cold water we settled down to a perfect evening
with the sun setting behind the Paps of Jura in a blaze of colour.
To avoid a possible mutiny that another early tide catching
start might cause, at 6.30 a°mo next day (Friday) Alan, Neil and
the skipper took the ship out leaving the rest to sleep off their
hangovers.
The weather was kind, a light N.W. wind giving us a
fine reach down the Mull of Kintyre so that by midday we had
Rathlin Island abeam and bore away for Tor Point against a
strengthening ebb tide running N.W. to ease which we stood right
inshore on the Irish coast and set the big spinaker which promptly
split from bottom to top even across the seams.
We re-set and
boomed out the genoa and, by keeping a boat’s length off the
rocks, crawled round Tor Point and south down the Antrim coast.
As the afternoon wore on we had to call on the help of the
motor in the light and fluky spells, passing inside the Maidens
until with a strengthening wind off Black Head and a favourable
tide we tore round New Island at nearly ten lanots to moor in
Donaghadee harbour shortly before 9°00 pom. Saturday morning the
9th July was spent ashore shopping, phoning home and gossiping
with the Harbour ~;iaster and Alec lqelson, the former lifeboat coxswain, eventually getting under way at 4.00 p.mo with a light
S oE. air.
On our way south we closed the South Rock lightship to give
them newspapers and periodicals and to collect letters for posting
in Dublin.
During the night in spite of the good weather forecast conditions steadily worsened, the wind, still ahead, got
stronger and visibility became bad in the frequent and heavy rain
squalls.
We managed to pick up the Rockabill Light at 2.00 a.m.
and brought Ireland’s Eye abeam at 6°30 aomo by which time things
were distinctly unpleasant, the wind gusting to force 7 kicking
up a short steep and broken sea and, as we crossed Dublin Bay,
visibility dropped to less than a ¼ mile.
However, being so
near our home port we did not waste time shortening sail but drove
through to pick up our mooring in Dun Laoghaire at 8.45 a.m.
Sunday 10th July, having cruised nearly 1800 miles in exactly four
weeks from our departure and visited three countries.
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DIANE~S 1960 CRUISE IN THE EASTERN BALTIC
Do you know the shallow Baltic where the seas are steep and short,
Where the bluff, lee=boarded luggers ride?
Do you know the joy of threshing leagues to windward of your port,
On a coast you’ve lost the chart of overside?
It is there that I am going, with an extra hand to bale her =

=
and so to the Baltic I went, the able ~long shore loafer
following°
The accuracy of Kipllng~s poem I can verify even
though we did not lose the chart overside, however~ I am anticipating my storyo

Diane has already been described more than cnce in the
Journal and I need only mention that she is a 4 ton Spartan
Class Jo0oGo Yacht°
In July 1959 John Stevenson and I sailed
her via the Caledonian Canal, Stavengar~ Skagen~, Goteborg and
the Gota Canal to the Eastern Baltic where she was lald up for
the winter°
Several plans were considered for the 1960 season°
Originally I planned to sail her for a month in the Baltic and
ship her home, then the idea of visiting Leningrad some 550 miles
east of her winter quarters was favoured°
However~ after a considerable amount of correspondence with the Rus~.~lans on my behalf
the RoY oAo replied that they could get neither ye~, or no to my
application but only a series of queries°
That put an end to the idea of visiting the Soviet Union
or its Satelites so I decided to confine my cruise to visiting
the Aaland Islands and sailing round Soubhern Sweden~ laying up
either in Jutland or Norway°
On the 94th June~ I boarded a SoAoSo plane en route from
America at Prestwlcko
It was a sunny morning and the North Sea
looked very calm and empty while the waters and inlets of the
Danish coast by contrast, looked very invlting,~
Soon we were
over Copenhagen and approaching the runway, only a few hundred
feet above the yachts and shipping in the So, undo
After a couple
of hours the plane took off for Stockholm, we flew direct across
Sweden to the East coast and followed the coast line up to Stockholmo
With perfect visibility and in brilliance sunshine we
passed over Arkosund where Diane layo
Oxelsund and ~o on to
Stockholm°
Finding it frightfully hot on arrlval and having
dropped my bags at the station I wandered off to find the fourmasted ship:
Alf Chapman where i lunched and sat basking in

the sun until train time°
This was Mid=summerVs Eve and Stockholm was empty but not so the Branch llne train I ultimately
~aught from Nykopeing to Arkosundo
The latter place is the
centre for the bachanalian festival which greets the rising Sun
on Mid=summer’s morning and when the train deposited me I did not
recognise the tent and caravan city as the sleepy village that I
had departed from the previous year°
After a variety of adventures mostly with the language~
the Yacht yard people collected me and I got aboard Diane just as
the Sun rose (2o15) on Mid=summer’s morning°
Everything was carried out as requested and Diane was in perfect order, even my
sleeping bag was lald out on my bunko
The boat yard on Hasto
Island is run by three middle=aged brothers, they are typically
Scandinavian and all well over six feet°
They do not speak English but a son home from the Air Force helped here°
The yard is
excellently sited for anyone wishing to lay up in the Eastern
Baltic convenient to the Gota Canal°
Having checked over the yacht and satisfied myself that
all was in order~ the account was settled, and saying good©bye I
sailed over to Arkosund where Mid-summer was still being celebrated°
Finding that my gear could not be retrieved from the station until
evening I decided to postpone my departure till the next morning°
I had plenty to do and having scraped up some food, collected my
gear and studied the charts I went ashore for a meal in the restaurant overlooking the anchorage°
I had noted earlier the falling glass and during supper was not surprised when rain and thunder signalled the end of a fortnight ~s good spell°
On returning
to Diane I found a Cinzano bottle in the cockpit and a note in
English explaining that after my departure the boatyard people
remembered that there was no oil in the petrol°
That was not
the last I was to hear about this matter o
Next morning~ June 26th in the company with many other
yachts I sailed out of Arkosundo
The glass had fallen further
and though the sun shone it was evident that the good spell was
over°
With the wind force I~2 NoEo and with the assistance of
the motor I soon overtook most of the yachts which were out day®
sailing°
Rounding Arko Island I headed North, the course alterm
ing only slightly~ with the channel which was clearly marked by
up and down turned brooms°
The wind freshened N oEo and Diane
tore along°
Soon most of the yachts were left astern and only
the occasional sailing coaster or cruiser was to be seen°
For
the first five or six miles the pilotage was tricky~ the channel
being narrow and abounding in rocks and islands°
The marks were
excellent but at times they were blotted out in squalls of rain°
It was a relief to have an open sea passage and the last five
miles to 0xelsund gave me an opportunity to secure the tiller and
snatch some luncho
The rain cleared but the sky continued over-
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cast with the wind backing SoE. amd strengthening and as I came
abeam of 0xelsund, a large number of people fishing and lounging
on the jetty started waving and calling out°
For a time I
thought it was a friendly greeting to the strange flag but as
the waving and shouting continued in a more exciting manner I
went about and edged in towards the quay side where I heard the
news, "You have no oil in your petrol".
It transpired that the
previous evening the yacht people realising their mistake and
assuming that I was on my way to Stockholm set off in a fast
launch to overtake meo
Finding that I had not passed 0xelsund
they returned to look for Diane at Arkosund.
The sky clearing, the wind freshened and sailing close
hauled or free, depending on the twists and turns of the channel,
we kept up a goo.d speed°
It was an exhilarating and exciting
sail o
Avoiding the mud=bank where we stuck last season, I
found my way to Raga on the Islsnd of Ragon hoping to find Ralph
Ersklne’s barge there°
Finding the place was deserted and as
it was now after 20°00 hours I decided to anchor for the night°
The wind died and after supper I lounged on the deck and admired
the very pastoral setting I had chosen for my anchorage°
The
bay was barely two hundred yards across and in and out of the
reed covered shore swam water fowl.
The fields were lush and
farm houses red or yellow painted weatherboarding.
Next morn°
ing the anchorage took on a less attractive quality for I was
badly bitten by mosquitos for whom the reed grown shore was a
perfect breeding ground°
By 07030 hours, with breakfast over, I got under way°
Benefitting by yesterday’s experience I had sandwiches all ready
for lunch and tea°
It was a clear bright sunny morning but
without a trace of wind in the sheltered anchorage°
Rounding
the Northern end of Ragon I found myself at the head of a large
bay and in a fresh N oEo breeze beat down it to retain the channel to Sadertalje when I was able to free the sheet.
This was
a bright sunny day with plenty of scenic and shipping interest
all the way to Sadertaljeo
At 16o00 hours the wind died and
I went over to engine and motored into the locko
This was a
large lock and with only a few feet rise and fall we were quickly
up to the level of Lake Malareno
The lock-keeper collected
five kroner and in the company with another yacht I motored out
into the channel leading to the lake o
It was now 20°00 hours
and I began to look for an anchorage and noting a couple of
yachts anchored some 50 to 100 yards from the steep pine-clad
shore I motored in and dropped the CoQoRo in i0 fathoms, but it
did not holdo
The bottom appeared to be rock, probably smooth,
glacier smooth as were the out crop rocks on the shore° I let
out the entire chain and veering dropped the fisherman, and hoped
there being neither wind nor current, I would not drift ashore
during the night.
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The bright sunlight streaming into the cabin woke me at
07o00 hours on Tuesday the 28tho
The anchor chain was straight
up and down in the clear water where it had been dropped the night
before°
It would appear that it was its weight and that of the
anchors which kept us in position during the night o
I washed,
shaved and breakfasted and having tidied up the boat set off on
the engine for Stockholm°
Several strings of lighters~ six~
seven and eight at a time under tow~ passed°
They were heading
out to collect sand and gravel for Stockholm’s immense building
programme~ where I do not know as I cannot recall seeing a sandy
beach in Sweden°
Leaving Lake Malaren~ the channel to Stockholm
winds round islands and through tree clad banks from two to three
hundred yards apart°
Soon I was passing bathing establishments
and at a distance the first signs of the city appeared with large
blocks of flats on the distant hill tops,
There was none of the
smog or haze which signifies a city in these parts°
Not finding
Erskine~s barge at Roga~ I had decided to call at Drottningholm
and so on took a channel bearing off to port and as I came round
a point of land I recognlsed the Royal Palace with its lawns
sweeping down to the shore side o
When abeam of the Palace I
spotted Verona~s brailed-up sprltesailso She was~ however~ on
the other side of a fixed bridge so after turning round and a
further hour~s motoring~ I tied up alongside°
The "crew" hearing Diane bump alongside poured up from their drawing boards
and soon their Red Ensign was hoisted to the Mizzentop out of
court e Syo
Due to the holiday I had only sufficient food for the
passage from Arkosund and the yacht yard were unable to re-fill
mv gas cylinder°
However~ here in Drottningholm I stocked up
with food and with the assistance of the Verona ~’s crew I was able
to take my gas cylinder into town and get them filied~ and having
got the necessary Finnish charts at a Chandlers opposite the
Finnish steamer berth I was all set°
On Wednesday evening the
29th June~ Nicki~ Erskine~s chief assistant and an excellent
yachtsman, rang the Met° Office and learned that the next day the
forecast was South East 3 to 4 with some rain°
After a useful
chart session with advice on anchorages~ prohibited channels~ and
the meaning of "Skyddsomrade" marked on the charts I decided to
set out next morning for Fursundo
I might mention that much of
the Swedish coast~ particularly in the Stockholm area is a defence
area with limited or prohibited passage°
Part is heavily mlned~
and being electrically controlled they may blow up during thund~
er storms~ hence the chart warning "Passage genom omrouet under
askvodar pa egen risk"°
Missing the bridge opening at 07o00 hours I jilled around
until I got through at 08°00 hours and as Diane made her stately
progress through the opening an impressive amount of traffic piled
up on either side°
The passage through Stockholm was interesting~ skirting as it were the City centre~ one got the impression

of Venice°
Ahead of a group of small Merchantmen I locked Into
the single downward lock and as the lock filled the thump~thump
of the single cylinder deisels drownedDiane~s two stroke°
It
was not until the gate was opened and I dashed below to open the
throttle that I realised that the engine was stoppedo
It had
oiled up and there was no chance of starting it again until it
cooled or the plug changed°
Being ahead of the queue on the port
hand side of the lock I was holding up the traffic°
I tried to
explain my difficulty but no one spoke English°
At last one of
the Skippers understood my trouble and moving ahead threw me a
rope and I was towed clear until at the entrance of a large basin
he cast me off°
I quickly set the staysail and in a Zephyr sailed clear of the fairway, for there was a lot of ships around° A
change of plug and a swing at the engine and everything was under
control again°
These were a few anxious moments and I was glad
to be under way again°
Abeam Brevick (four miles north of Stockholm) a light
breeze came up and freshening made it possible to switch off the
engine°
With the large scale Swedish Charts and the well marked
channels pilotage was not difficult through the islands° At times
we were runoing free, reaching or close-hauled depending on the
channelo
Towards late afternoon the wind strengthened from
South East and was accompanied by rain°
Reaching Furusund at
21ol0 hours I tied up at a small jetty where with schoolboys dOG
ing the interpreting I explained to the Customs Officer that,
weather permitting, I intended to sail for Finland at 05o00 hours
next morningo
They asked me to return the next morning for
Customs Clearance and promised a report on the expected wind force
and direction°
Motoring some 300 yards north of the jetty I
found a number of mooring buoys and made fast, at dusk a sturdy
white yacht came in from the North and tied up to the next buoy°
What started in the early afternoon as drizzle had turned to a
downpour so that it was with relief that when I woke next morning the sun was shining in through the cabin ports°
My neighbour looked very different from the Skerrles
Cruisers typical of this part of the world so that it was with
something less than surprise that I read "Black Cygnet, Falmouth"
on her sterno
This was the first British yacht I met since
leaving Scotland but 04o30 hours was too early to pay a callo
The Customs man rubbed his eyes and gave me clearance and on a
chart of the Gulf of Bothnia he indicated South East winds force
3 to 5, so in some trepidation I cast off and headed northo The
last portion of the Skargard before entering the open sea is
heavily defended and this was emphaslsed by the landing "Forbut"
notices on the Islands and the occasional effectively camouflaged MoLo lying almos~ unseen around the Skerrieso
As the sun
rose the wind freshened so before leaving the smooth water I
rolled down several reefs in the Main~ just in case°
Abeam
Tjarfven Light at 08o30 hours I set course for the Kobba~limter
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beacon some 21 miles away°
It was rough exhilarating sailing,
and with the wind South East it was a broad reach°
The sea was
short and steep alright and as the low Finn~sh land came in sight
it was not easy to steady the glasses or identify the coast°
However, the Kobbaklimter Beacon appeared, north of where I expected and shortly afterwards the "conspic"owhite pilot house,
(referred to in the Baltic Pilot, Volo3)o
Soon I was threading my way through the smooth rounded
rocks on which the sea was breaking in a spectacular fashlono
Later the water levelled in the channel approach to Msrlahamno
Here the new 40 mopoho hydro-plane from Stockholm came roaring
past leaving surprisingly only a trace of wash°
Abeam of the
Barque Pommerm, I went about and downed the main sail only then
reallsing how much wind there really was°
After some exciting
moments, I secured to a buoy opposite the yacht clubo
It was
13o30 hours Swedish time and 14o30 hours Finnish time°
This was
a thrilling moment, Mariahamn, the last home of the sailing ship°
On this bright blustery afternoon, it lived up to my expectations,
there was the four-masted barque Pommeram looking very trim; the
distinctive red painted yacht Club with its background of pines
while the young Customs man in his grey Russian style tunic all
added to the effect°
This was to be the furthermost point of
the cruise o
After Mariahamn I would be sailing in a homeward
dire ct i on o
After some form=filling and a glass of whiskey, which
made up for our inability to converse, the Customs officer rowed
me ashore to the club where an English-spesklng member helped me
ring Stockholm airport where I left word for John, due to arrive
the next day, July isto
The first walk around in a new town and in a new country
is always interestlng~ here it was particularly SOo
The housing
layout differed considerably from the other Scandinavian coun~
tries°
The novelty was heightened when on going into the barbers
for a shave, haircut and shampoo I found the assistants to be
women°
I might mention here however, that in common with their
neighbours to the west the national drink is snaps° The people
are bi~llngual, speaking Finnish and Swedish and have strong ties
with the latter country°
They have a certain amount of autonomy
and the Aaland flag flies everywhere alongside that of Finland°
Convenient to the Yacht Club, there was a most impressive Midsummer pole garlanded in greenery and flowers and surmounted by
four model sailing ships boomed out and sailing in a circle° The
town is the prosperous home-port of several hundred thousand tons
of coastal and deep sea shipping°
The Island’s chief claim to
fame is that it was the last home of Sail and a very impressive
museum was recently built to house the relics, figure-heads, and
models of the ships associated with the Island°
They have been
collected from all over the world and are magnificently displayed.
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The Herezon Ce¢il~s salvaged poop~ for example~ is !ngenlously
incorporated in the building°
Adjacent to the museum iles the
Pommern which is kept in perfect state of preservation~ and !s
the last survivor of Erickson~s Fleet°
On Sunday, July 3rd, John arrived after an exciting pas=
sage by hydroplane°
That evening at 22o00 hours we took leave
of our friends and headed down channel in the dusk (there was virtually no dark at this time of the year) following the excellent
sectored lights we were soon through the channel and out into the
Gulf of Bothnlao
This time the great black rocks ?ooked like
gigantic sleeping whales with barely a ripple lapping them° We
were returning to Furusund to clear Customs before heading for
Sandhamo
We motored all night but as the sun rose so up came
a breeze from the East and we made sail and continued to do so
until 08°00 hours, when we went back to the motor~ tying up at
10o30 hours°
It was a warm sunny morning and after filling up
our petrol tanks~ clearing Customs and doing some shopping~, we
lazed for a time on the terrace of the cafe overlooking the )etty
and Diane o
The passage through the Skargard to Sandham was c!esrly
marked and at 12o00 hours we set off under the motor~ the rocky
islands on this the outer Skargard were bare and treeless~
rounded by countless ice ages, they were featureless and th~
scenery uninteresting°
In the early afternoon the ~a~n c~me
on and with the wind falling light we motored~sailed until a~
19o00 hours we arrived off Sandham and with some dlfflcui~y found
a berth among a very racy collection of yachts°
After ~he pleasant informal and friendly atmosphere of Mariahamn we foun~] S~ndham formal and it was without regret that next morning Tues~je~
the 5th at lloO0 hours, we took our departure for Visb’y on the Island of Gottland, some lO0 miles due south°
As we left International 505 racing was taken place on the inner course~ while in
the viclnity of the Almagrundet light Vessel the larger yach~
were running before a fresh breeze with their multl~coioured
spinnakers°
The wind force 3 to 4 East was excellent and gave
us a broad reach°
Towards nightfall it died and we retu~ned Co
the noisy engine and apart from a few brief intervals~ it [~n
continuously until 15o00 hours on Wednesday the 6th when we
motored into Visbyo
From early morning we were in view ~f ~,he
Island and coasted along in the company of another yacht wnlcn
followed us into the yacht harbour and tied up alongside° The
harbour is artificial and is well protected by a sea wall but I
imagine there could be quite a swell in bad weather from the
south east°
As in many Scandinavian ports the harbour l~ con~
venient to the town centre and living aboard one ~s yacht y~u
feel in the centre of things°
Visby and indeed the entlre Island
of Gottland were of considerable commercial importance durlng the
Viking and Middle=ages periods.
The impressive museum con~!ns
many treasures from the Viking period including coins and goid~
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work from Britain and Ireland on the one hand and Russia and
Greece on the other°
The Middle~ages walls of the city are
still intact and many surviving Medieval buildings are to be
seeno
This is a most interesting island and deserves much
more time than we gave it o
It had been my intention to sail from Visby round the
North of 01and Island sailing down the Kalmer Sound, visit the
city of that name and then continue on to the Island of Bronholmo
However~ shortly after our arrival in Visby~ the wind returned
to South East and as it looked like staying there I was advised
to give Kalmar Sound, a difficult place, a miss so we sailed
direct for Ronne on the Island of Bronholmo
We had no sooner
cleared the harbour than we met the full force of the fresh
South easterly°
While the wind was never more than force 5 it
still caused a very considerable short sea°
We bashed our way
to windward taking long tacks and some twenty=four hours later
and shortly after sighting the Island of 0land the wind died and
the sea fell flat in a surprisingly short time°
At 20o00 hours
we were abeam of Kareho!m and under engine°
However~ at 22o00
hours a breeze came up from the East and we made sall again turning off the engine at 23o00 hours with a favourable wind we now
made good speed and while the sea increased it was a beam sea
and did not hold US o
At change of watch at 00o40 hours on Saturday the 9th
John called me and made some unfavourable comments on the sky°
It was a vivid red and later turned green while at Sunrise the
wind strengthened and shortly afterwards came strong wind and
raino
We took the staysail off and set the Storm jib and rolled
down part of the Main°
In no time the sea increased, very short
and steep~ and most unpleasant°
The showers were heavy and frequent and as the wind was backing South East we decided that we
had had quite enough beating into head seas and had a look at the
charts to find a suitable port of haven°
We hit on Gronhogan
on the West shore, four miles North of the Southern tip of 01and.
Abeam of the 01ands Sodra Udde Light the seas were very high and
after gingerly jibbing round the spar buoy at the south end of
the 01ands Rev, a very dangerous reef in the lea of the Island
and shaking out full main we had a pleasant sail up the coast to
Gronhogan tying up alongside at 11o30 hours°
As we passed 01ands
Revo we noticed a coaster aground and later found it to be the
English Lough Fisher which ran ashore in February°
Apart from the motor-lifeboat and derelict one belonging
to the Lough Fisher~ we had the small harbour to ourselveso
During the afternoon the sun appeared and we got everything out
to air and gave the boat a thorough cleaning°
Gronhogan turned
out to be a very tiny village where apart from the school children no one spoke English°
The children followed us around in
Pied-pier fashion asking questions and acting as interpreters°
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flat countryside and inspected the adjoining brickworks, the
latter appears to be the principal reason for the port as there
was little sign of fishing. At 15.00 hours on July llth we sailed
for Bornholm with the wind now South West. At 22.00 hours it
fell away and we went over to motor. We noted that the wind and
sea dropped very quickly in the Baltic.
We were in the midst of a tremendous thunderstorm which
as it approached looked most spectacular, it was accompanied by
torrential rain and a complete close-down of visibility.
Before
this we saw the lights of six or seven ships so we quickly got
out the Radar reflector assembled it and hauled it up the forestay.
After something less than an hour the thunderstorm rolled away to
North east and at 01.45 hours the Utklipporna Light appeared bearing north west and at 330 degrees.
At first light the wind returned and freshened from the North West and we made sail. The thunder
storm seemed to clear the atmosphere and the 12th turned out to
be a glorious day.
Our course was now 270 degrees and by mid-day
hills appeared which we identified as those behind Ahus. We went
about at 13o00 hours and at 17.00 hours Bronholm appeared°
We
were some time before we fixed our position, we were 14 miles east
of Mammern Point the North West tip of the Island so at 18.30
hours we again went about.
At 23°00 hours we weathered the Point and bore away parallel with the coast until at 3.30 hours on the 13th we sailed into
Ronne harbour in the first light. A harbour official spotted us
and tearing along the quayside on his bicycle directed us to a
berth in a quiet part of the commercial harbour.
Our sail from
Gronhogan was an exhilarating one and as we neglected the routine
of our watches below we literally fell into our berths, and were
sound asleep in a matter of minutes.
The Customs Officer jumping on to the deck from the quayside woke us around 09.00 hours and we looked out to find ourselves in the midst of a busy and bustling harbour.
The quaTside
alongside where we lay and deserted when we arrived was now a busy
fish-market while across the basin the passenger ship from Copenhagen packed with holiday-makers was making fast.
Ahead of u~ a
six-ton yacht flying the Polish flag lay, the crew still asleep°
After a perfunctory Customs Clearance, we went ashore, found a
bank and went and had an excellent breakfast.
Most of this and
the following day we spent sight-seeing.
In the evening we met
the Poles and after a toasting session in Vodka and Whiskey
aboard our respective yachts, we went ashore where even though
only one spoke English we continued the party until a late hot,to
The Poles came from Danzig and were cruising from Copenhagen°
Being only permitted to take the equivalent of 35/- in cash they
had on board their entire stores of food, drink and cigarettes
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about petrol.
The three, a naval architect, the harbour engineer of Danzig and an artist from Eatowick appeared to be trusted
Communists°
Even so, they told us that they could not get a
permit to sail in the waters of the U.SoS.R.
We later discovered
that the artist had a large portfolio of wood cuts some of which
he sold in each port to supplement their finances.
Bronholm,
lying 20 miles South of Sweden, belongs to Denmark and is a very
popular holiday resort both for the Swedes and the Danes and its
name is associated with throughout the latter countries for its
herrings°
Ronne, with a population of ll,000 is its principal
town and with its half-timbered buildings profusely rose-covered
it has a lot of 01d world charm. At the end of the last war
the Russians took it over, and held it for a time as it is only
50 miles to the north of the East German coast.
At 16o00 hours on Thursday 14th, in the company with the
Poles we sailed for Copenhagen.
They soon drew away and were
lost to sight and it was not until after our arrival that we saw
them again when we arrived in Copenhagen. We actually overtook
them during the night when they were becalmed and we under engine.
Towards 23.00 hours the wind fell away and shortly afterwards
sprang up from the West to die an hour later.
The sky took on
a fearsome appearance but to our surprise was followed by a calm,
drizzly night and morning during which we motored on a roly-poly
sea with every conceivable thing that could move clanging and
banging around inside the yacht~ At 08.00 hours on Friday we
passed the Falsboro Light Vessel and shortly afterwards a breeze
came up from the South East giving us a run past the end of the
Airport Runway to the Treknor Fort and a close haul up to the
Langaline Harbour.
The latter part of the passage was accomplished in sunshine so we got the full benefit of the Copenhagen skyline, our
previous arrival being at night and departure in a down-pour.
We found the Langaline very crowded indeed and among the many
yachts were several British.
Being in time for Lunch we went
ashore to the excellent new Yacht Club where we showered,
lunched and lazed in the excellent club room on the top floor
off this ultra-modern new building. As in most of the Scandinavian Yacht Clubs there is a large public restaurant which
leased, helps defray the cost of the building°
Saturday, July 18th was dull, calm and grey as we motored
out of the Langaline at 05°00 hours.
It was our intention to
stop off at one of the smaller harbours just short of Elsinore to
buy stores and petrol as we always found this to be easier to do
in the smaller places. At 08.00 hours visibility was down to
2 miles in a continuous down-pour and at 09.30 hours we tied up
and found a small fish market, petrol pump and shops all convenient so that by 10.30 we were under way again for Annholt. In
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Elsinore, bleak and gloomy it looked in this weather and we could
well picture the ghost. We met and were overtaken by a tremendous amount of shipping passing up and down the Sound with many
Russian merchantmen and trawlers. As we cleared the Sound and
entered the Kattegat a breeze came up quickly from the North West
and we made sail and after six hours or more of putt-putt it was
a relief to turn off the engine.
The wind freshened and being dead ahead we soon found ourselves slapping into the short head seas and making no progress.
After some four hours of this and with the promise of s dirty night
ahead we wentabout and had a very fast run back to Elsinore where
we tied up alongside a 20 tonner belonging to the Royal Artillery
which was on a round Zeeland cruise from Kiel.
The yacht harbour
where we lay is to the north of the castle and judging by the amount
of construction work going on it will be a very fine harbour in a
year or two.
By 08°00 hours next morning the sky had cleared and
in a calm we left the harbour.
At 08.30 hours we made sail before
a cat’s paw from the South East; this soon freshened and gave us
the best day’s sail of the cruise, in wind force 4 to 5 we broad
reached the entire 57 miles to Anholt.
It was a glorious,
sunny exhilarating day and we were glad that we had returned to
Elsinore the previous evening.
At 17.30 hours Anholt appeared bearing 315 degrees later we were a little confused by what appeared to be two light
houses where the chart and the pilot referred to one.
Later we
found that what we had taken to be a light house was a Radar Tower
above the harbour.
During the final miles of our passage the wind became very
strong and it was only when we went about to enter harbour we
felt its full strength.
The low, scrub covered island looked
deserted and mysterious as we approached but as we rounded into
harbour we found a large fleet of yachts and fishing crafts.
The yachts, lying two and three abreast occupied most of the right
hand side of the harbour and we were directed to the head of the
quay where we tied up alongside s Danish 6-tonner recently arrived
from Elsinore.
In a very short time it was blowing quite hard
and we were very relieved not to be at sea.
Just at this moment,
20.00 hours, a well reefed German Yacht came into the small harbour with too much sail and way on, missed a mooring post in midharbour and went tearing around for a few minutes creating alarm
among outside yachts on the trots.
The 6 tonner came from Copenhagen and the owner being in
the cement business and knew Dublin, Drogheda and Limerick well,
like ourselves he was on passage to Limmfiord where he intended
to cruise for a couple of weeks. Among the many yachts in the
harbour there were quite a number of Germans, some very large,
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some quite small, most of them had come from Keil and were en
route to Sweden°
Monday, the 18th, was bright and sunny and with the wind
force six gusting to seven or eight neither the fishing boats nor
the yachts ventured to sea° With something over thirty yachts
packed together the wind in the rigging made quite a shriek. This
low Kattegat Island is surrounded by reefs and shoals and has
been the scene of many shipping disasters down the centuries. The
village and Church are inland and not visible from the sea. At
the harbour is the General Store where everything from herring
nets to bacon can be purchased and today it did a brisk trade.
The village which is reached after a mile long walk through pleasant scrub covered countryside is neat, brightly painted and well
kept.
The 400 year old Church is tiny and has behind the altar
a painting of Christ Walking on the Water, while hanging from the
Nave ceiling is a model of a sailing ship.
The wind blew strong
all day and it was not until the early hours of Tuesday 19th that
it moderated. At 09.00 hours our Danish friends set out and as
they headed for the harbour mouth they were watched by the assembled yachting fraternity. With a Northward set across the mouth
and the wind South East departure was not easy and the northward
Mole dangerously close.
Having watched the Danes depart we followed and with sails
ready to hoist we dropped down to the nose of the quay rounding
into the head sea in the outer harbour. With the engine holding
her head to wind we hoisted the Main and bore away for the entrance, weathering the northward Mole with fifty yards to spare.
The wind 4 to 5 south east gave us a reach to Aalborg Light Vessel
and Limm fiord. However, by 13o00 hours the wind fell away and
we went over to the motor and shortly afterwards another thunderstorm and down-pour descended on us.
Throughout the afternoon
we motored until 1V.00 hours the rain Cleared off and a breeze
came up from South East again. At 17.30 hours we sailed close
under the stern of the Aalborg Buckt Light Vessel and as the wind
fell away we entered Halls at 20.00 hours tying up alongside the
German yacht en-route for Aaholt and Sweden.
At 07.00 hours next morning we cleared Hals and set out
under engine on the last miles of the cruise.
The coast to
Aalborg is dull and repetitive° After a time we noted that our
speed through the water was becoming slower and slower and after
passing through the Railway Brldge (some 300 or 400 yards from
our destination) we found we were not holding our own, the clutch
was slipping,~ quickly dropped the C.Q.R. which did not hold and
then the Fisherman.
How ignominious!
Here we were. 300 yards
i
from the Yacht Club wlth
"
a l~ knot adverse current and no wind.
Ultimately a passing yacht noted our predicament and passing us
a rope towed us into the yacht harbour.
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evening arrangements were complete for lying up and launching
in 1961. That evening friends from Frederickshaven came and
collected us and we spent the next two nights ashore, the first
since I arrived in Scandinavia.
On Friday, 22nd, we returned
to Diane and spent a busy day clearing out and storing her gear
and handing her over to the boat yard people where she is now
1Bid up for the Winter. The over night boat for Copenhagen
and the plane to Glasgow completed the cruise.
This was a most enjoyable cruise, the distance being
perhaps shorter than on previous years.
In 25 days Diane sailed
or covered more than 900 miles during which we visited 15 places
spending a night or in some cases more, in each.
The first week
I spent on my own covering something under 200 miles, an interesting experience making all the more welcome the arrival in Mariahamn of John Stevenson who has been such a wonderful companion
on all Diane’s cruises.
The weather was disappointing; in spite of all I have
heard I think it is similar to that in Ireland though perhaps
less wet. We were beyond the B.BoC. Forecast area and though
we were occasionally able to speak on the phone (in English) to
the Met. Office in Stockholm or Copenhagen we found the lack of
forecasts was a disappointment.
There is, of course, no tide in the Baltic but there are
currents.
They are set in motion by the wind and their direction
depends on the force and duration and direction of the wind. It
is for this reason that we avoided the Kalmar Sound which with
the prevailing South Easterly wind would have been difficult if
not impossible to beat through.
Thanks to Henry Horseman and an American yachtsman who
passed through Moville in 1959 for the Baltic I was well supplied
with charts before leaving; in Stockholm I made up the balance.
A Penguin on the Vikings and one or two other books on Scandinavia
added to the interest of the places visited. Diane behaved
splendidly, she was left in perfect trim by the yard in Arkosund,
and apart from the uneasy moment when we found ourselves drifting
on to the railway bridge in Aalborg the cruise was without incident°
Soon the charts will be out again to plan the return home,
a return ultimately on the deck of a cargo ship so that yet another season can be spent in the Baltic rather than beating westwards across the North sea which I know by experience to be
"Short and Steep".
WoH. McCormick.
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GALCADOR’S CRUISES, 1960.
by
CLAYTON LOVE
"Oh Time, bring back those midnights and those friendsn
Have you ever been so far to leeward that your position
was hopeless, and there were only two things left to you, either
to go home or throw a desperate tack and hope for a miracle.
That is how we felt last year~ when unable to submit a log~ we
had to apologise to the Editor and ask him to accept instead a
page of doggerel rhyme.
It was then we threw our tack and,
hoping for a miracle, promised him a year in advance to do better
this year.
We hope when we come to the end of this narrative we
may have fulfilled our promise in some substance.
When Heidi
and the Skipper first heard that the "Olympic Regattast’ were to
be held in Naples in 1960, we made a vow that we would sail from
wherever we were to these events.
Early this year, having been
privileged to witness the ~emendous and most commendable effort
of the IoDoRoAo to equip and send out there a suitable team to
represent Ireland, our intention had become a pleasing duty and,
with incentive added to obligation, Galcador sailed from the
Yacht Clubat Barcelona on July 23rd on the first leg of a cruise
that was to exceed 2,000 miles and touch on two continents.
No
less than 86 yachts, representatives of many nations~ were preparing to visit at Naples for these events and as far as we have
been able to discover to date we are the only registered Irish
yacht flying an Irish flag in the Mediterranean
So small though
we are, we felt proudly privileged to offer succour and support to
our Dinghy and Dragon sailormeno
We had no reason to regret
having achieved this objective, but more of it in some detail
later°
Earlier in the year Galcador was given a very thorough
overhaul and a minor refit which included the improvement of some
of our below deck amenities, the addition of a Ferrograph Echo
Sounder and a Walker Electric Log to our navigational equipment°
The improvements below deck included the substitution of a calor
gas refrigerator for our old reliable icebox°
This proved very
acceptable when it worked, but in its early stages proved to be
as temperamental in its performances as a widely known singing
member of the crew of a millionaire’s yacht°
We also got rid,
with considerable pleasure, of our gercedes Benz which had given
us two years of headaches~
if we needed confirmation of our
opinion, expensively acquired, that this motor may be 0oKo on
land it is definitely not a marine job that will be recommended
by us and, if our opinion needed any support, our experience
since with the Gardner we substituted for it convinced us beyond
doubt of the wisdom of the changer
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Towards the end of July, Galcador left Barcelona for Arenys
de Mar about 20 miles to the north east;
arrived there, she
spent a few days at her berth finishing off the odds and ends and
taking on board basic stores obtained in the right market and then
proceeded in one leg to Port Vendres on the French side of Cabo
Bear where she was to be joined by the rest of the crew who would
take her eventually to Naples through the Bonlfacio Strait between
Corsica and Sardinia.
The reason for the rest of the crew joining here instead of
coming on to Arenys was multiple.
You cannot get good gas oil or
"luber" in Spain and we had a new engine, also they were bringing
from Cobh a good deal of odds and ends including two radio receivers,
one part of the yacht’s equipment, the other a Zenith portable that
had been under repair and which might have presented some difflculty to bring across the Spanish Border, whereas through the good
offices of the Chief of Customs at Le Havre we were permitted to
have them landed there and sent in bond with us direct to Port
Vendres.
Also it was a convenient way of getting a Cork crew from
Cobh to Port Vendres.
By ship to Le Havre, boat train to Paris
and night express to Barcelona, which stops at Port Vendreso
In
the event, it also proved a good hardening-up exercise°
Many
watches later, under the influence of the moon and Cognac, the
mate disclosed that the night previous to leaving Cobh and the
night on board the "America" following were spent most assiduously
in going without sleep exercises - conscientious chaps, this crew
of mine°
The voyage from Barcelona viaArenys de Mar to Port Vendres
was uneventfulo
It is a coast well known to Galcador, as well
known indeed as are our own waters from the Roche to the Fastnet
and approximately about the same distance, with few off lying
dangers in any kind of decent weather.
The log records that she
left Barcelona under engine on the afternoon of the 23rd July
smooth sea, no wind - covering the 22 miles in 3¼ hours, arriving
at Arenys de Mar at 8°30 the same afternoon.
Was it a good omen
that our cruise should begin almost coincident with the arrival
of the new moon at 0916 on the day before? Was ourcrazy tack
of the previous year going topay off? The log goes on to record
that Galcador resumed voyage North to Port Vendres in Lato42O 31’
North and Long° 3o 07VEast, from Arenys de Mar in Lato41O 35v
North and Long. 20° 34’ East°
At 0735 on the morning of July 27th
under main, mizzen and genoa she was ’connedv to Cabo San
Sebastian having due regard to the necessity of giving Banco de
Santa Suzanna a wide berth.
This bank, lying about i0 miles
North East of Arenys immediately after Callela Lighthouse, has
depths of 2~ to 4~ fathoms over it, but less than 6 feet have been
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reported Ln patches.
Consequently, even for a small vessel with
local knowledge, it is safer to give it a reasonable berth. Cabo
San Sebastian was fetched up to 6 miles off at 1505 with the log
reading 37½ miles.
The vessel was put about at the Northern
Corner of Cabo San Sebastian and then put about again for Cabo
Creus.
Meda Island was brought abeam at 1835 and Cabo Creus
three hours later, the wind had now become so light that the mainsall was doused and the rest of the way from Creus to Cabo Bear
was covered under the genoa and m~zzen with the help of the engine
turning at about half speed.
Shortly before midnight, Galcador
was laid alongside to await the arrival of the balance of the crew
who were to help sail her from here to Naples.
If the voyage
from Arenys to Port Vendres was uneventful, the voyage of the rest
of the crew from Cobb to Le Havre, where the Skipper had arranged
to meet them, was far from uneventful.
The latter having risen
from his bed, at what he consiaers in his ’reclining’ years a most
uncivilised hour, boarded the America to meet Billy gurphy, Brian
Love and Ian Vickery, all of whom had sailed long and short
voyages in Galcador before, only to discover that the mate, Billy
Murphy, had not arrived.
This was a blow because he is a splendid
hand, very difficult to replace, and I had looked forward very much
to having him with me for the 600 mile voyage that lay before USo
The chain of circumstances which prevented him coming had a rather
tragi-comic ring about them in retrospect because I know, and he
has confirmed it to me, that he was looking forward tremendously
to making the voyage but, having risen from his bed the previous
morning at an equally uncivilized hour and presented himself at
the offices of thB shipping company at Cobh, he discovered that~
while he had everything else he needed, he had forgotten his passport.
The exciting chain of events that followed this discovery
were retailed to me by the other two members of the crew.
Great
man that Billy undoubtedly is, he did not hesitate to rout his
Bank Manager out of his bed by telephone and to inform him that
he believed that he had left his passport in the Bank while buying
his foreign currency.
Surely it is a case of the dog being
bitten when we are reliably informed that, so awed was the Bank
Manager by his customer, he in turn endeavoured to rout the clerk
in charge of the keys out of his bed.
While this performance
was going on, Billy had made a hairbrained dash back to Cork by
taxi and the other two members of the crew had arranged to have a
motor boat standing by at Cobb to rush him to the ship.
All was
in vain;
for the first time in the history of the man who had
tile keys he was five minutes late and Billy in turn when he
arrived in Cobh boarded the motor boat and reached the ’America’
only to see her on course from Roches Point for Havre.
The unfortunate circumstances of the proximity of August week-end when
every plane was booked to capacity finally cheated him of his
cherished ambition of joining us a day late.
We subsequently
sailed one hand short and Brian was promoted to mate for the
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voyage°
~hat a hand to miss - a man with the temerity to rout
his Bank Manager out of bed at six o’clock in the morning.
We
"sailed" by train in reasonable comfort from Le Havre to Paris
accompanied inevitably by. a certain amount of hand baggage and
one large hamper, which contained the odds and ends that had
been booked through, but it was our ~sponsibillty to get it in
Paris from one railway station to the other as we had from two
o’clock in the afternoon until 8°40 the same night,when the train
finally left, to do this.
In theory it should present no dlfflculty but we had reckoned without the date.
I had read of~
though never witnessed, the scenes that occur in London on the
eve of a bank holiday at the various railway stations; I have
read of the scenes that occur at Dun Laoghaire at round about
the same time, but have now participated actually in the Parisien
version°
This modern Bedlam rush must win in a walk over° The
population figure for the entire of the Paris commune is given
as 4,962;968, and they all wanted to get to the South of France
and they all wanted to get there on our train.
I am prepared to
believe that the 968 did stay behind in Paris and, if I was left
in any doubt about the accuracy of this guess, when we got on the
train that was removed.
But we got on the train°
Despite the
"short" 6½ hours available to us, we made it.
By the skin of
our teeth, and we hung on to it by the skin of our hands, until
we arrived in Port Vendres the following morning°
I have heard
from Heldi, who did not accompany us on this part of our voyage,
that son Brian described to her in a letter something of the
manner in which the Skipper led his gallant crew to their dest.inyo
I am assured that it would make a most colourful picture but understand that the vocabulary and the methods used would make the
headlines before the present "Lady Chatterley’s Lover" case i~
London, and I am sure that the Editor will excuse me from r~latlng
in detail our voyage across the disturbed sea of Paris°
Bu~ rest
assured, though we had a pretty rough passage from Port Vendres to
Corsica, it was a lakeside dream compared to the 6½ hour voyage
in Paris from one railway station to another.
On arrival at the
railway station in Port Vendres the following morning at l0 a~m~
(not 8 as anticipated) we were met by Hayzus complete with taXl o
But by the time we had scooped out our large basket, which had to
return empty to Paris, it was necessary to make two voyages from
the railway station to where Galcador lay.
We then set ~bout
procuring the necessary fuel and stores to equip us and sustain
us on our voyage only to discover that it was Saturday and we had
omitted to provide ourselves with French currency°
Our taxi
driver turned out to be a Belgian.
A man of great courtesy, who
was of real help to usoFor the second time in the course of a few
short days I met a man who is not afraid to rout his Bank Manager
out but again the Bank Manager could not find the man with the
keys and our taxi driver very kindly arranged for us to buy on
his credit and subsequently settle with him by travellers cheques.
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If he had not done this we would have needed to wait until Monday
and as it took us all day on Saturday with his assistance and a
few hours on Sunday morning to complete ourselves for sea, we could
not have hoped to leave before Tuesday.
Instead of this, due entirely to his good offices we were enabled to leave Port Vendres on
Sunday afternoon.
We were conveniently docked in front of an excellent restaurant so that during our stay in P. Vendres we were
relieved of the necessity of cooking on board and had only to step
ashore and walk into a restaurant to fulfil our needs of "liquid"
and "solid".
As we sat ashore around the outside tables on this
lovely Saturday afternoon, and made up our Folio of the charts that
we would require for the voyage to the Italian coast, we hoped for
promise of good weather to come but Sunday broke cloudy and dull
and with a positive promise of rain;
we did not have long to wait.
It came down in good solid torrents and we repaired on board to put
in a handful of siesta.
Before the siesta we had some inde¢~ision
as to whether we would leave on this day or wait until Monday
morning; the glass was pretty low and the indications were not altogether very encouraging.
But when we woke and discovered that
the rain was still coming down in sheets we thought to ourselve~
if this continues we might as well be at sea, even if we have to
motor through it.
So preparations for the serious part of the
voyage were now made.
The usual articles were stowed and, as is
the habit on Galcador before going to sea on a long voyage~ fresh
stews were prepared so that they will Oe available for reheating
even under the worst conditions.
The man coming off watch or
going on watch can dive his spoon into the pot and get himself a
few spoonfuls of hot food.
We are solid believers that the use
of tinned food should be merely for an emergency and that when
fresh food is available and can be prepared beforehand~ so as to
be hot and palatable en voyage, it should be.
We an~.~pa..ed a
voyage of not more than three days duration so that two stews of
a different nature should cover the basic food needs, consequently
a large hen and a shoulder of veal were chosen.
Buying veal in
France, as anyone who has been there knows, is a very different
thing from buying veal in many other places.
The finest quality
is readily available.
Buying a cock almost anywhere in the world
is the same, provided you make sure that it is a good fat hen that
hasn’t led too hectic a sex life.
In case there is anybody
reading this journal who would care to try their hand at the re ....
clpes, we set them out hereunder and accept absolutely no responsibility about the results.
"Hen au Vin Galcador". First procu~B
your hen by buying it.
At the start of a voyage everybody should
have enough money to buy a hen - at this stage there should be ]’~o
necessity to go to the country for it.
Having procured your hen
split it in halves, skin it and wash the legs.
Put them with the
neck, the skin and theprepared giblets into just enough water to
cover them, together wlth ~ an onion°
Simmer slowly to make some
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stock for use afterwards, cut the hen into several pieces and
marinate it in some red wine with a little vinegar in it. Marlhate it for about two hours, turning it fairly frequently. When
marinated, dry it, flour it lightly in some olive oll or butter,
whichever is your choice, mix an equal quantity of wine with the
stock and the other onion half and the cut up pieces of the fowl,
add a faggot and stew very gently.
Cook some peas, diced carrot
and silver onions; when half cooked add them to the pot. About
15 to 20 minutes before you estimate your stew should be finished,
add some diced potatoes.
When the stew is finished, take it, tie
the lld of the pot firmly and hide it so that the hungriest member
of the crew coming off watch about 4 o’clock in the morning does
not consume the lot.
The second stew - "Blanket of Veal Galcador".
Shoulder of Veal, cut into reasonably sized pieces say the size of
a box of matches, saute pieces of fat bacon or pork and some onions
finely chopped in a pan.
When this is done to a fairly crisp degree, put it and the onions aside and lightly brown the veal, previously floured, in the bacon fat in the pan, add the veal and the
bacon and the onions to a half pint of liquid - 2/3 wine (white
or red) and 1/3 water - add a faggot, prepare vegetables the same
as for Hen au Vin and add them in the same way.
Then take exactly the same precautions to protect it when it is done from
marauders.
Footnote:- For those who llke a hot tasting stew,
add a chili pepper to either stew, add a chili with greater discretion to the veal stew, and for those who like garlic, both
stews are immensely improved by the addition of a couple of cloves
of garlic while stewing.
We have already said that we accept no
responsibility; we can only ad~ that after a rough passage to
Corsica there was none of either of the two stews left for breakfast on the morning before we arrived°
The decision to leave on
Sunday afternoon I don’t think it would be right to say was taken:
it was violently forced upon us by the wretched afternoon, torrents
of rain~ black as sin, decided we would be as well off at sea as
lying in Port under these conditions, so we motored from Port
Vendres to Cabo Creus 12 miles to the south east.
In order to
keep us as far away as possible from the notorious Gulf of Lyons
and to avail ourselves of a really first class light from which to
depart, our rhumbline was drawn from Cabo Creus, 42o19’North,
3o19’ East to the llght on ~Int de la ~adonetta 41o23, North, 909’
East, Which is the Entrance to the port of Bonafaccio.
There is
a light on Pointe Senetose 20 miles north west of this light and
a light on the Monachi Rocks about 14 miles north west, our rhumb
llne should bring Senetose bearing due north 20 miles "towards"
Bonafaccio and leave the gonachi Rock light 5 miles to port. As
well as this, there is a light on the north west corner of Sardinia,
Cabo Testa, which, should we need it, would give us a fine three
point fix of known distances, but we were not to continue on our

rhumbllne to Bonafacclo, as the log will subsequently disclose°
We cast off at Port Vendres at 17o35 on July 31st, and were off
Cabo Creus at 19o30~
On the way that most ominous of signs
began to deliver itself, the rain began to die and the wind began to come Up o
When rain comes before the wind, halliards
sheets and braces mind°
The Gulf of Lyons is notorious and for
the Mediterranean sailor, who is almost frighteningly philosophical
about tomorrow, indeed the next hour, this Gulf holds a permanent
threat.
The tales that are told about it are blood curdling and
one does not lightly dispose of local knowledge, nevertheless ~n
our crossings of it, either right at the top of it or across the
mouth of it, we have so far been quite fortunate and as the wind
was from the north and east, which would enable us under the worst
conditions to run away from it, it was decided to carry onTo
°
follow our track we would have needed to sail 108 .
The glass
had dropped a little, the wind continued to freshen, and just
before changing the midnight watch we took the mainsail off her
and substituted the trisail, it continued all through this watch
until it was realised that we were now in for a near gale~, if not
a full gale~ and by 0400 when the watch was relieved the latter
was obvious°
The wind had backed through north to south west
but we had at any rate a fair wind, so we doused the trisail and
let her tear away with the staysail and mizzen.
All that day
the wind freshened into a full blooded gale, in the early afternoon it was blowing force 9 and a tremendous sea was running~
With the arrival of daylight Hayzus, a very experienced seaman~
and I agreed that we were dealing with twenty foot waves° We
were conscious of the fact that our new engine was heavier than
the old, and that we had added a fifty gallon tank which increased
our liquid ballast accordingly, consequently we were about three
inches deeper aft than usual..
He is a superb helmsman, I don~t
mean in a sailing sense but in a seamanship way, and indefatigable,
and it was now obvious that he and I would have to share steering
between us while these conditions lasted.
We were perfectly
happy as our little ship raced down twenty feet of wave that she
would rise to climb the next one provided we gave her the help of
the helm not to broach to, but this needed all the helmsman~s
attention because we were taking the seas on our after quarter
with the wind on our starboard beam and, under only mizzen and
trisail, she tended to pay off instead of coming to, but Oalcador
though difficult to steer under engine steers very kindly under
sall and so, from four o’clock that morning under mizzen and
working staysail, we shared the wheel constantly in the proportion
I am sure of 2/3 to Haysus and 1/3 to me~ during which time the
Mate; Brian, put in trojan work at all the other chores, while
poor old Ian had a rough passage being sick between meals, but he
was well enough at midday to act as my timekeeper when I got a
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of time, for when we were on the crest of the wave it seemed as
if it was down on the horizon of its own accord and when we
dropped into the trough it was almost vertically overhead, however, we ’shot’ on the Mary Bluett average principle and to our
surprise produced the ’two middle ones’ almost overlapping, so
I decided to take a chance and adopted only these two. Four
hours later we altered course for the Sanguinaire Light at the
north entrance to the Gulf of Ajaccio and had another crack,
sticking firmly to our faith in our noon sight;
at four
o’clock on that afternoon the lot added up to us believing that
we were nearer to being correct in our ’deduced reckoning’ than
we had ever been before, so we set our new course from our
’estimated position’ - same damn thing anyhow - unless you happen
to be in the Navy or the Merchant Service in which case they are
both wrong according to which angle you look at it from!
Our
subsequent excellent landfall proved everything and everybody
correct.
I am sure I have mentioned in a previous log that
Heldi’s opinion of our navigation (she was not with us on this
occasion) is that we are at our very best only when we have the
wind up - so far she has never expressed an opinion of it under
other circumstances.
She is known, of course, to have a very
charitable disposition.
From about ten o’clock in the morning
of this day until after four o’clock in the afternoon it seemed
to me to run its upward curve, and blew the living daylights out
of us until the beginning of the first dog watch before it showed
any signs of easing and then only from its peak, leaving us with
the thought that i~s going to do one of two things, blow up into
a near hurricane or blow itself out.
I think we must have cooperatively wishful thinked it into the latter but it was after
eight o’clock that night before it dropped down the scale from
~nine’.
At four o’clock, having fixed our position, I ruled a
course for the Sanguinaires at the northern head of the Gulf of
Ajaccio inside which, about a dozen miles up the bay, lies the
town of that name.
I had thought of the possibility of running
north for the Hyeres Isles off the south coast of France and
ultimately going north about Corsica for the Tyrrhenlan Sea and
Naples but this would have meant running before it with a
quartering sea instead of broad reaching on our new course of
ninety from one hundred and eight, and bringing the sea further
aft on our after quarter.
We are lifeboat sterned and this Is
"U
j st about the best place you can have it under these conditions
unless you can bring it aboard. "When all would be peace".
As
we bowled along on our new course it became obvious that our
deduction was correct because we were now moving more comfortably,
if you can use this word at all within the context of things as
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they were°
We were still stripped down to the bare essentials
of mizzen and working staysail and when checking the latter sheet
the foot of this sail got jam
°
m ed right forward in the life rail
in some unaccountable fashion as things will nearly always do
under these conditions and we nearly lost Haysus overboard when
he went forward with Brian to clear it.
I saw Brian grab him
as he lay balanced on the rail llke a pendulum and when the cold
hand of fear loosened its grip on me and they came aft again I
realised they had both broken the most rigid rule we have under
these conditions - nobody forward of the dog house without a life
jacket and harness - it only just shows you how it hapoenso Just
before this, from about 1300, we had been logging under jib and
mizzen alone in a big heavy slow boat like Galcador nine knots~
I don’t llke to think of the predicament we or anybody else would
be in trying to pick up a man under these conditions.
I assure
you this is not added as a piece of blood curdling spice to the
log but to emphasise how important it is that people like myself
who voluntarily accept responsibility for the navigation of a
small boat should never relax the rules when conditions call for
their rigid and constant enforcement.
To hell with the sail
when the sailor protects himself, will be a rigidly enforced rule
in future on board Galcadoro
Our noon position was thought to
be N.41o56’, E 5
O
48’ and when we altered course for Ajaccio four
hours later No41o47’ Eo6o32’.
When the mate was informed that
we had established this and were altering for Ajaccio which
should bring us thirty miles nearer to a landfall, he produced a
couple of dainty sandwiches accompanied by beer, quite an acrobatic feat this, for himself and Haysus, some brandy for the
Skipper two hours before his time ~ BUT - and some aspirins for
Ian who had rejected the sandwiches.
Me too, even though they
were ever so dainty, consisting merely of two loaves cut in half
to accompany the half pound of butter allotted to each so as to
keep the pound of tomatoes wedged in the middle°
These boys
have their own teeth of course - I haven Vt and was afraid to open
my mouth lest they were blown out of it.
I do not know whether
it was the food and beer or the news of the shortening of the
course that prompted the iZate to such happiness that he began to
sing some parodies which floated up through the open hatch and
Sounded like this :We’re got water ~ we’re got wind up, we’re
got fun and we’ve got games; but what have we got - we ain’t got
Dames°
It continued to blow all through the afternoon with
great ferocity but the great squalls seemed to me less frequent
now and there was more definite indication of it breaking Up o
By 2100 it was clearly easing away and by midnight it had become
no more than a strong breeze, we were able to restore the watches
and before the watch turned in at 0400 had restored the trisail.
We could have used the main but I felt we would be easier with
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we carried on until well after daylight when we had the Sanguinaires fine on the port bow and substituted the main for the trisail,,
Let the following brief extracts from the deck log fill in and complete this part of the voyage for us:Date Time
1960

Log

31o7 1935

1950

24OO

1o8 Noon

Course Wind
Cong.

0

25.2

108°

Temp. R .P .M.
Bar.

7O
light 29 °68

V @

NE
29.65
fresh

i000

i- o
cut ¯

If

T!

120

SW

72

2°8

149.8

90°

2400

198.9

f!

0400

217

080O

229.2

Noon

242.5 Cong

1235

SW
9
SW 7
SW 5

f!

f!

SSW
4
N 4

!f

29 °62

Cast off from dock at
Port Vendres. Heavy
rain.
Departure from C.Creus
Main, ~4izzen, working
staysail set.
Main doused trisail set
with other two wind
freshening looks to back
thru north.
Blowing gale since 0400
trisail doused reaching
on course since under 2
sails average since
0400 8°7. ’sight’°

8/9

1600

Remarks

n

Altered for Sanguinaires
(94 M towards ’ sight ’ )

#!

Watches restored

Tf

Approaching Sanguinaires
still fine on PoBowo
Carrying main
Long handed 5 miles to
go.
Tied up stern to.
Ajaccio.

143And so we came to Ajaccio, capital of the island that gave birth
to Napoleon, as we were to come later to the island that gave him
’hospitality’ after his first series of adventures°
We had no
intention of going there originally and I doubt if we would deliberately go there again°
It’s a fine bright colourful town but
quite obviously, at this time of year at any r ate, a tourist mecca.
It was rather early in the day for packing up but nobody on or off
watch had any real sleep since Sunday afternoon so we decided to
spend this afternoon and the night there catching up on this state
of affairs and to make an early start next morning for the straits,
missing out Bonifacio and carrying on to our major objective. We
did make an earlyish start next morning.
It was a glorious day,
the wind was easterly and the sea had settled down to a gentle
swell as if exhausted after its previous fury.
Before long~ the
day had us in its lethargic grip as under main mizzen and big genoa
with a free sheet we sailed SSWo for Cape i~uro eleven miles away°
We rounded this cape at 1125 and hardened in for the 12 mile close
reach on a sou-sou-easterly course to bring us outside the ~onachi
rocks and clear of Polnte Senetose about ten miles NNE of them; we
brought the rocks abeam at 1510, doused the ’jenni’ for the working
staysail and squared away for Cape Feno E.X.S. of us. The wind had
now shifted more into the south and we were able to lay up to about
two miles to seaward of the entrance to Bonifacio.
Nobody had
even mentioned the idea but, through a process of soporific automation, induced during this delightful day’s sail, we were already
bound for a night in Bonifacio and so about she was put, the sails
were doused and stowed, and we motored up to the harbour’s mouth°
The town itself presents a rather remarkable sight from seaward.
It is perched on top of very high cliffs and unless one knew from
the chart that there was a harbour there you would not suspect it;
the light on Pointe de la i~adonetta gives the impression of being
no more than that marking a headland and until you are really close
in the entrance is not distinguishable.
This is more understandable when you realise that the entrance is less than a cable wide
and that the harbour is formed by a cove about ~ mile deep formed
by the mainland and a peninsula that runs parallel with it o
The
head of this cove is surrounded by quays and as you sail up the
cove there are two smaller coves to the left with plenty of water
in them that could provide and, as we noticed, do excellent mooring
for yachts.
We tied up to the quay stern to a little after six
o’clock.
We were already fascinated by the harbour, which is
fronted by shops and some cafes, and you have to climb the very
steep hills to the town proper.
If we were fascinated by the
harbour, we were equally so by the town, an ancient town of great
character populated by a friendly delightful people, quite unspoiled by the Tourist.
Why are we always in such a hurry? Had
we missed this town we would have indeed been most unfortunate.
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We left it the following morning, having ’stilled’ it and ’cinecamera-ed’ it very much.
We purchased excellent provisions there
at reasonable prices and left the following day with great regret.
One could be excused for getting a heavy dose of harbour fever
here and we’ll be back some day for more than a day°
We had
arranged to sail at 0900 but we were two hours behind schedule and
it was just noon when we took our departure from the light on
Lavezzi Island at the eastern end of the strait and about six miles
S.E° of Bonifacio.
Our track for Ischla at the entrance to the
Bay of Naples called for a compass course of 105 but there was too
much easterly in the wind for this, so I let her pay off to the
north on a rather choppy sea until I found what she would do, with
the mental reservation that if we had to go too far north for this
purpose I would resort to the engine because I had to make Naples
for the week end in order to get back to Ireland by the start of
the following week, and then drew a new line for the Pontine Group
of Islands, the most westerly of which are some fifty miles west
nor’west of Ischia with a major light on Ponza, the largest of this
group° This light covers the outlying most westerly ones which are
unlighted and uninhabited and situated about seven or eight miles
to the westward of Ponza and its neighbour Zanone°
The wind
freshened as the day wore on to about force 6 easing to 5 after
nightfall and continuing around that throughout the night.
When
I came on at 0400 on Friday morning the light was fast coming in
the sky and I thought I detected a land mass to the south of and
again to the north of us, but the ,vlate said that he and Haysus had
been watching it for some time and they had decided it was only low
cloud but very shortly afterwards,the log records it as being 0420,
we identified it as Palmarola to the south and Cape Circeo to the
north on the mainland.
We had fetched up well to the north of
Palmarola~ about seven miles~ and now had the choice of carrying on
into the Gulf of Gaeta until we came on the land to the east of us
and then work our way down the coast to the Procida channel through
which we could enter the Bay of Naples missing out Ischia, or go
about and run south ten or eleven miles until we felt we were south
enough to clear the southern tip of Ponza, then stand away for the
northern side of Ventotene the last island of this group We chose
the latter course and logged ll miles on the southerly tack before
going around and brought Ventotene abeam about three miles south of
us at 1755.
The wind was now dying rapidly and we were logging
less than two, so sails were stowed, the button was pressed and we
covered the remaining 26 miles to Ischia under engine.
The log
was handed off the entrance reading 229 4 6 unrecorded from Bonifacio to Lavezzi Island making a total of 235 miles covered from
ll o~clock the previous day to when we tied up in the usual fashion
in the excellent but very dirty watered harbour of Ischia, some 33~
hours after we had sailed from Bonifacioo
We made a leisurely
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and spent the day sailing in light airs through the Procida channel
into the Bay of Naples, winding up with the spinnaker aloft, and
indulging a little bit of bravado by sailing right into the Harbour
of Mergellina before dropping a shred, brought her to, we like to
think rather smartly, on the anchor and then backing her up under
engine to the outer mole where we were to lay until the official
berth allocated to us at the inside quay would be ready ten days
hence.
I don’t think that Haysus will ever get used to the idea
of what is to him the waste of an hour sailing when one could
cover the same distance in fifteen minutes under engine but, being
of an economic frame of mind, he was compensated somewhat by the
thought that we had used only 18/6d worth of gas oil on the entire
voyage.
We got tired of looking at our yellow flag after a couple
of hours so hauled it down and pratlqued ourselves ashore in search
of a restaurant but the following morning we were boarded by police
who pratlqued us all over again with a mighty impressive piece of
paper that recorded all our features and llfe histories - the lot
except finger prints.
Immediately after this we were reminded
that there are nearly as many yacht chandlers in Naples as there
were people on the train from Paris and all the rest are no good
and not to be trusted, except the fellow that is.
Haysus asked
for and was readily granted permission to deal with this continuing
invasion, which he did in his best Spanish interlaced with a couple
of well known but unprintable international words with tremendous
effect, until we were left in comparative peace to enjoy our Sunday
sunbathing on the foredeck and the cabin top.
We lay alongside
two vessels which though quite different in design to themselves
and ourselves brought us all into the same size category.
One
American Herreschof jnr. design had for crew husband, wife and two
boys, seven and 12 years old respectively, one born in the Fiji
Islands, the younger.
Both had known no other home than their
little ship which had been sailed from Australia and was bound
through the ~iedlterranean for the West Indies.
The other had
been designed and built by her owner in Malay and had for crew, in
addition to the former and his wife, a ~alayan husband and wife~
plus the five month old child of the owners, which had been born
on board.
We watched with some interest the ingenious device of
a square of nylon netting erected on deck as a play pen for the
’very junior’ crew member as well as this sailor’s seamanlike
antics when he came aboard Galcador with his parents.
Brian our
Mate, who has a way with animals and children as well as drones,
quickly organlsed a prologue to the Olympics when he hove
Galcadoreen, our eight foot fibre glass sailing dinghy, off the
deck and arranged a series of sailing contests between the junior
members of the American yacht’s crew, l~ike and Frenchyand himself,
our dinghy being very light and very much faster there was no contest, but the manner in which he managed to distribute victory and
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attract attention from the mixed crews of other yachts and spectators on the quay, amongst which were some attractive models of
varying design, called forth the admiration of the American father
and mother, as we all sat on the foredeck of Galcador consuming
our post "fourbellses".
i~other permitted herself the observation
aloud - Guess the guy can handle the dames too - Ain’t you glad
they are boys, sure am said Pop°
I suppose this is the end of
the first chapter.
I flew back to Dublin on Tuesday. Ian was to
follow a few days later, while Brian and Haysus stayed on with
full permission to cruise in the Bay of Naples and its environs
until I was able to return some weeks later with the crew that was
to take her west again after the Olympics were over.
In philosophic mood as we flew on a brilliant day north and west over some
of the Islands that we had sailed by a few days earlier, I reflected on the equation of time and the strangeness of man and his
moods.
Here was I in the utmost comfort making a voyage of 1300
miles that would occupy no more than six hours of time while a few
days previously, without the slightest obligation to do so, I had
undertaken a voyage of 300 miles in the utmost discomfort which was
to occupy seven times as many hours.
Don’t tell me please’.
I
know there are many answers’
Just let us give thanks to God that
it is so, and beg of Him to permit us to preserve this madness
within us so that we may remain sane.
Let our slogan be:- In
this sailing business you don’t need to be mad.
But it helps.
TABLE OF DISTANCES SET OUT BELOW
Lato 41° 22’ N- 42° 31’ N- 40° 50’ N.
Long. 2° ii’ E - 14° 14’ E.
Barcelona - Arenys de Mar ............
Arenys de Mar - Port Vendres .........
Port Vendres - Ajaccio ...............
Ajaccio - Bonifacio ..................
Bonifacio - Ischla ...................
Ischia - Naples ......................

21
86¼
263~
46
235
20~

672~

18
9
20
16

63

BAY OF NAPLES
Naples - Capri .......................
Capri - Sorrento .....................
Sorrento - Ischla ....................
Ischla - Naples ......................
Grand Total :

735½

Sailing and excursions during Olympic Regattas not recorded
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RETURN TO NAPLES
It is August 27th and the hour has struck, another ’bloody’
uncivillsed hour.
It looks so inocuous in neat black type surrounded by a pretty little blue square in the Aer Lingus time
table - 0700 - I’m as proud of our Airport as any of the other
2,999,999 Irishmen who are convinced it is the best in the world
but when you are ejected from bed at 0545 before the sun has had
a chance to warm the streets (not that it made much of a job of
it A.D. 1960) the patriotic fire is considerably damped and even
the presence of the two glorious creatures that were to grace the
decks of Galcador for two moons to come failed to arouse my ardour
for the approaching day.
I remembered that earlier in the week
I had encountered our Dragon team, replete in their gorgeous uniforms, taking off for Naples from the same airport at a much more
civilised hour, endeavouring to cheat the baggage allowance by
festooning themselves inside their shirts with a quarter dozen of
’Irish’ each, on the instructions of the Team Captain who is, I
believe, a Corkman and related to me, apparently part of the gold
medal winning strategy was to be the liberal use of Irish Coffee.
Association of ideas, I suppose.
I began to think along the same
lines after all the two gorgeous creatures and our much famed airport had failed to warm my shrivelled soul but my patriotism is no
longer deep seated in the burning fire of youth and, believe it or
not, I am the other fellow in Ireland who does not drink Irish
Coffee.
However, a progression of the association of ideas brought
me inevitably in mind of my old and most constant crew member, that
greatest of all Irishmen -Omar Fitzgerald Khayam - and his never
failing advice "Ah’. with the grape my fading life provide
And wash this body from whence the llfe has died".
I do not care what the two girls may have to say when they read
this; I do know I heard the barman say - what did you say sir?
a double brandy.
I ’dono’ what I said says I but that’s what I
meant anyhow you bloody old mind reader, God bless you.
When I
next came on watch the plane was up, my temperature was up and the
old soul was unshrivelling nicely, Amen.
Me and me handbag
arrived at Naples airport the same afternoon, complete with me two
glorious creatures and their seventeen and some odd pieces of baggage.
Anticipating some heavy weather and strong head winds in
the Customs area, I was rattling the old brain for some strategic
tacks when we spotted a frightfully good chap being met by some
other frightfully good chaps.
He was dressed just llke me except
that he had a white top but he was getting a hell of a lot of
attention and looked all set for a fair wind passage so I went
about and hove up close to him and his party until I felt I had
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established an overlap, and then bore down on this frightfully
V.V.I.Po lot.
If I get thrown out of the IoC.C. and struck off
the honoured roll of the IoD.R.A. for my next tack I can’t help
it, this is the truth and we must tell the truth in these logso
Is there nobody here, said I, to take care of the Captain and
Crew of the ~other Ship to The Irish Olympic Sailing Team.
The
B.E.A. official reacted at once.
What are you, says he.
I’m
a V oU.Po says I. What’s that says He° A very unimportant person
says I. SIR, said he with that unfailing British courtesy, it is
a great treat to meet somebody to-day who is unimportant, I shall
summon the chief of customs immediately.
It looked as if we were
through but we still had to round the last mark and with a nobleness that is not often encountered in yacht racing I bore away,
pushed the two women up on my weather and retired from the race°
Wasn’t it one of his countrymen who came and saw and conquered.
Well, the Chief of Customs came and differing slightly from his
noble predecessor saw, and was conquered.
Does anyone blame me
for being proud of the crews we carry in Galcador.
len who fear
not to get their Bank i~anagers out of bed before the dawn has
arisen, i~ates who can handle Dames as delicately as they handle a
tiller, and Dames who can handle authority with a llft of the eyebrow and a purse of the llpso
In case by now anyone reading this
narrative might be under the impression that we have taken to
carrying a chorus llne around in Galcador a la 1~lami or Medditaranee, let me disabuse his or her mind.
Heldl has been my crewmate for 21 years and has figured prominently and worthily in the
Galcador logs.
Maureen has been known to us for just about as
long.
Maureen Brown certainly needs no Introduction to Irish
sailing circles.
It seems a rather left-handed compliment to pay
her to disclose that Haysus after she had been aboard about an hour
and a half informed me that she was a very welcome addition to the
crew, that he was very glad to have ’Senora l~aureen’ on board, he
had studied her very closely before coming to this conclusion.
And let me assure you that the compliment is not as left handed as
It may appear because ashore Haysus would die before uttering any
comment whatever but on board, his yardstick is very strictly, is
she or he seamanlike and there is no finer seaman afloat than hlmself.
If the answer is yes, he will put his imprimatur on it in
due course; if It is no, you will know from his silence, it will
be broken only in the course of duty when in the case of disapproval he would address the recipient as Senora or Senor whatever
the surname was - the adoption as in the case of Senora i~aureen of
the Christian nomenclature is the final and highest mark of approval.
Let us here pause for a silent moment to pay tribute to Senor Jim,
her late husband, who during his lifetime did more than a man’s
share for sailing.
It is difficult to know what place, if any, cur
impressions of the sailing and social life of Naples during the
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Olympics has in an Irish Cruising Club log, or indeed to know if
it has any interest at all for the readers, but on the principle
that if you don’t care to read it you don’t have to and if you do
it Vs there for you, we will try to give you a condensed version°
Our son Brian relinquished his duties as mate to Heidi, the regular mate, after we had assured ourselves that he was the same man
that had been left behind some weeks back - after three weeks
cruising native around the Bay of Naples he looked like something
that had spent its life in the middle of the African jungle° He
gave us news of visits by Galcador to such places as Capri, Salerno,
Sorrento, Ischla again, etc. and to Galcador by earlier arrivals
for the games, handed us over a spate of invitations to all sorts
of functions ashore and afloat during the fortnight to come and was
able to assure us that we did not have any dead rats under the
floor boards, that the evll smell was coming from the forgotten
pipe on the starboard sideboard, forgotten by and belonging to no
less an eminence than E1 Alcalde de Skerries d’Irlanda, which is no
more or no less than the Spanish for the gayor of Skerries, Ireland,
who was to prove himself a worthy Cicero to the Irish contingent in
Naples.
His contributions to the more eloquent discussions that
inevitably break out like a recurrent rash where the Irish foregather after food and wine, illumined our social sky during our
stay in Naples with a brilliance that rivalled the famous orators
these latitudes have bred down through the centuries. I remember
so well our first official party, held in the ancient palace of the
Neapolitan kings, when we were received, I should think about a
thousand of us, by the Governor and the i~ayor and passed on through
a phalanx of Achnirals and other civic dignitaries to a feast of
food and wine laid out on miles of tables spread over miles of
ancient roof gardens in which history was made, unmade, and remade
for centuries.
I remember it, not for its splendour and magnificence, not because the tables held a hundred varieties of canape,
hors d’oeuvres and pastry: I remember it because of the humble
sausage Leo Flanagan and Brian Love discovered.
When the latter
discerned them nestling amongst all this brilliance - Flanagan
says he, Bangers.
l~y boy, said the noblest Roman of them all,
display not our ignorance of the foreign arts, these in Napoli
(pronouncing it perfectly) are known as Bangeroni - but feel not
too reproved and partake of this excellent wine with me, I have
found it during exhaustive tests over the last hour to be the best
available here.
His great erudition, his noble bearing, and his
gentle chiding of the younger man, brought admiration and tears
to the eyes of our women folk and even us men could scarce forbear
a cheer as he bore himself away with humble dignity, the Neapolitan
moon glistening on his noble forehead that runs right back to the
nape of his neck - Cicero reincarnated.
Early on 14onday morning
all of us yachts were visited by "authority" and given a chart
It is
which set out the three sailing areas for the contests.
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151 ladder for the first time in many years didn’t do me justice, not
to show it while I was in jail as I felt I would have suffered
enough by then to deserve this clemency.
He most graciously
granted permission and informed me that I had a hostage on board
Galcador anyhow, the policeman that he had insisted should go
down the ladder I came up (Gerald Barry holds all skippers are
sadists) and remain on Galcador until I returned, so as to show
him what a bloody nuisance he and his ilk were to warships and
yachts on an occasion such as this, and then informed Galcador
through the loud hailer himself that she was to stand by to await
the return of her skipper while he offered him suitable refreshment and sufficient time in which to consume it, switching off
the speaker when he came to the unofficial part of the message.
It was during the liquor consuming period that he offered the
opinion about policemen’s feet and supplemented it by saying that
he felt nothing more would be done to us except that we might be
sentenced to come aboard to lunch the following day.
The
following morning at our berth in Mergellina Harbour a most selfconscious policeman knocked on the outer end of our gang plank
with an armful of papers which knocked the ego out from under us.
In the best Irish tradition we awoke to the new day in the firm
belief that once again poor old Ireland was the sole victim of
injustice and, in fact, we were getting quite anxious in case the
police didn’t come.
But it was all in vain for the paper he
handed us and asked us to sign disclosed the names and nationalities of so many yachts arrested it would have taken the League
of Nations to deal with the situation had it been pursued. Nevertheless I struck one blow for Ireland.
I refused to sign unless
he accepted my signature, with the qualification that I was signing
under protest, that our logged position at the time we were alleged
to be inside the perimeter, confirmed by the captain of the naval
ship, put us outside the perimeter and that the real obstructors
were the police launches and the bikini laden ’ufficiales’
This
was a severe blow to the poor man because the book said that he
was to present himself and his paper on board the listed yachts
and get a signature from the Captain of each and he couldn’t find
anything in it that provided for a protest such as ours. However,
given Hobson’s choice (and a packet of cigarettes) not without
protest he departed with signature and protest looking very un~
happy.
I was restrained by Heidi from adding that if we got any
more trouble we’d phone for ’Macha’ - she averred that she felt
the interests of the Clayton Love group, which pays our salaries,
would be better served by leaving our warship to protect our
fishing grounds, and leaving me to serve out my sentence on whichever of the Italian prison isles they chose to send me to.
Maureen most nobly offered to share my exile, provided the island
chosen was Elba, having always felt, she said, that Napoleon was
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nuts to escape from it o
Brian who had never been there wanted
to know what did he have to do to qualify for the prison party
but was informed by his sister-in-law Betty, who emerged from the
for’rr cabin looking like a patchwork quilt of sun lotions, that
if during his three weeks sailing native around Naples Bay he
hadn’t done enough to warrant incarceration he had little chance
of achieving it now.
This kid Betty is quite a ’gal’, the only
one of the contingent that won a medal, not a bronze, silver or
gold one but a genuine uranium moonstone studded trophy. Unaided
and unlanguaged she bore down on the head of all the Russians and
in one tack had him shouting for water, ran up under his lee on
the next and luffed him up into irons, glued him to the ropes in
the first round, had him staggering out of his corner for the
second, grogging around the ring in the third and out cold in the
fourth.
We knew from her in just no time just what his job was
in Moscow and Naples, what his parents and wife were, what his
and her backgrounds were, how many children he had and how many
more he was not going to have, that his moustache was genuine,
that his teeth----were not and that Moscow was ours if we chose to
go there.
Do you wonder we regretted she was unable to join
the female starboard watch for the voyage home.
But we did have
her on board for the next couple of days as we sailed once more to
view the contsts.
And now the complement of the glamour watch
was increased to four, as we had also been joined by Admiral
McCann’s very charming wife Helen.
The presence of the Admiral
himself in addition to Gunners Maher and Brannigan made us very
confident should we be called upon to do further battle and it was
notable that the Navy kept its distance.
We are inclined to
attribute this more to the presence of the Admiral than to the
registering of our protest.
The gunners however may have felt
some disappointment at having our ’navel’ action confined to sun
tanning and flicking the tops off bottles with their trigger
fingers.
Those of you who were sufficiently interested have already read fully of the sailing in the press or/and in the
yachting journals and it would be an impertinence and a bore to
impose it on you here again.
Of the social events those that imppressed us most were the visit to the training ship Amerigo
Vespucci, the Grand Ball at the Naples Yacht Club, and the Presentation of the Prizes at the same club.
We were extremely forzunate
in respect of this club because our most gracious host Luigi Bruno
had from the moment of our arrival at Naples arranged full membership privileges for the crew of Galcador, as well as a berth in
the club’s private harbour.
This latter we did not avail of,
staying at our official berth in Mergelline because we felt it
would hardly be fair to the member yachts that had been turned out
of it for the duration to make room for the competing stars and
5,5s.
In every other respect, however, we used it constantly and
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what a blessing.
The food there is par excellence and the 1.r
Y’’].ces
less than a third of the general run in the city, the club itself
is a splendid building with large public rooms and a wonderful outside dining patio that overlooks the bay.
As well as that it
housed the Olympic Committee for the duration so that one was always in the centre of things there.
In any case it is a most
active club, always pulsing with life, and this opinion was shared
with us by those whom we were privileged to invite there from time
to time.
Dressing for a series of social functions, and there was
one most nights, doesn’t present too much difficulty for the maleo
Ny evening clothes are always in the corner of a drawer in Galcador
it’s a black clip-on tie that,fastened to a white shirt underneath
a black reefer, to date has got me by.
This year I did add a
white drip dry pants acquired in a cheap sale in New York° Heidi
says it~ about as shapeless as a pants could be but I think it
filled the bill alright.
For the female, however, naturally it’s
a very different proposition, having to compete with her shoreborn
sister’s wardrobe which is always filled with a lot of old rags
that she can’t possibly wear again, indeed after diving through a
dozen or two of these she inevitably discovers that she has positively nothing to wear and eventually arrives at the do, looking
as if she had stepped straight from a joint Connolly Gilbert
fashion show.
This is what Heidi and ~iaureen had to compete wish
having room on board for no more than four old rags between them°
I must hand it to these two kids, their ingenuity knew no end,
they got deserved reward. Even at the fantaboulous Gala Night Ball
held in the Club, they turned just as many heads as their shoreborn Neapolitan sisters, who came adorned in the richest of east
and west hung with diamonds and encased in mink that fluttered i:a
the evening breeze like bunting.
What the hell anyone was doing
in mink in that temperature I don’t know, but thatTs women for
you.
I suppose they’d get buried in it if they could afford it.
But who wants to bury them even if we didn’t get any rest since
they were created, sure ’twould be a lousy world without them° We
were most fortunate to have been invited to the training ship
Amerigo Vespucci on the night of her really big reception°
The
same vessel that visited our waters a few years ago. Magnificen~]ly
floodlit by night, she presented a superb spectacle from the shore.
We found her to be equally magnificent on board, her splendid ~’~
decks laid out with tables of the inevitable canape, hors d~oeuvre
and pastry, and a most attractively laid out wine bar amidships,
the whole tastefully lighted from subdued floods contained in her
great old spars, the whole ship being free for anyone to wander
through at will.
Being made acquainted that this was the very
[%10~i
special night on which a flock of flag officers of varyin~ ~"
7’
rank were to be piped aboard, we made our way ’aloft’ to a vantage
point on one of the oldfashioned gun control platforms, and from
here witnessed the most interesting ceremony at the starboard gang
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plank°
Ranging inboard athwart ships from the head of the starboard gang port was a line of sailors, each with a square lantern
lighted by a candle held in his right hand, the ship’s commander
and his staff in ~eat array, stood to, to await their guests and,
as the pipes shrilled them aboard according to rank, the candles
were turned outwards to show light in series ranging from three to
as much as eight.
It is quite impossible to convey how impressive
this ceremony was, but I do assure you it was really so.
I could
not help a nostalgic thought for the navies that were and in a few
years may well be no more.
The prize giving, at the conclusion
of the regattas the following week was again handled by the navy
and took place at Your club’.
Once more we were fortunate because
of this we had a grandstand view of a most impressive ceremony.
After "the Great" had been assembled, the Olympic torch was borne
aloft in the hands of a sailor who was rowed in a four oared naval
gig from a warship through the mouth of the club harbour.
The
gig was steered very elegantly alongside on a dead calm sea with
just enough wind to flutter the flags, the prizes were presented,
you’ve read all about this and to whom in the press, the ceremony
ended, and we of Galcador retired to dine with our host at the
club.
We had been invited to join the communal table at the
Irish contingent’s hotel but, having assimilated when we sailed
them all to Ischia and back on the previous Sunday, the harrowing
tales of food served and the days spent waiting for each course to
arrive, we ratted and in view of the latter information decided we
would be in ample time to join them for the Irish Coffees, our host
Roberto Bruno accompanied us subsequently to this function.
This
was to be our last night and our farewell to Naples. When we
arrived up in about the same latitudes as those occupied by the
American Moon and the Russian Sputnik, we discovered our Irish
brethren gathered round the refectory table at the head of which
sat the Team Manager regaling his children, with the elder brethren
distributed strategically about.
These elders were representative
of Ireland’s commerce, transport and the law, and included our
Admiral.
There was no suggestion of gloom because of our failure
to collect a few baubles; there was evident a fine old Irish philosophical acceptance of living to fight another day.
Indeed, Just
before we arrived, one of the ladies appeared to have ’flang’ away
with magnificent abandon the diamond from her ring.
It wasn’t
quite clear to us newcomers whether she was endeavouring to persuade the Team ~anager on whose right she sat that it mattered not
or whether he was insisting that it must be recovered.
It was
clear however that concern for its future did not extend very far
down the table.
A most remarkable sight presented itself from
underneath the top of the table to us who had newly arrived and
were unaware of the true position.
Black sterns of white topsided waiters stuck out at various angles and waggled about as if
something was itching then, and until it was casually explained to
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us that somebody had lost a diamond and that they were engaged in
a struggle to get to it before the sweepers, we were quite puzzled.
Our Cicero counselled calm all around and expressed himself quite
pleased that as a result of this incident he was at last convinced
that the waiters were not Zombies.
In the meantime, Admiral
McCann had been introducing Host Roberto to Irish Coffee, more
Irish it appeared to me than coffee.
It was some time later, in
retrospect I imagine quite some time later, when the waiters exhausted by their demented search for a diamond that hadn’t been
lost at all anyway, failed to offer any more service.
It was then
the real greatness of the Mayor of Skerries came to the fore and
with gentle persuasion and Ciceronian eloquence he sumuoned unto
us some excellent French brandy, which he distributed by making
three fair halves of each bottle for each person who had the
courage to take it.
There wasn’t a coward in the room.
He
declared himself wishful of paying tribute to his disintegrating
brethren and to emphasise that nobody of any nation either in ~ome
or Naples during the course of the entire Olympics had risen to
greater heights than the Irish sailing teams when the~ climbed the
Olympian heights (he forgot to ask pardon for the punj to seek a
modest sandwich in the seventy-fifth storey dining room. We left,
that is to say, Heidi, Ivlaureen and Sean Hooper, who lived in a
hotel close to where Galcador was berthed, and myself left in
Roberto Bruno’s car; he had offered very kindly to drive us around
to see the lights and subsequently put us aboard.
These lights
are really something, they are not to do with the Olympics but are
an annual event which just happened to coincide, but they are so
exceptional that the women who had cine cameras were very anxious
to try and get pictures of them.
On the way he insisted that we
should go to his house, which was en route, for a farewell drink.
We were greeted by his wife and sister-in-law and we all left
loaded with parting gifts.
We bade goodbye on the quayside at
Mergellina with very genuine regret.
What a fabulous host he had
been to all of us; what a tremendous difference he and his women
folk had made to our stay in Naples.

’A Tall Ship and a Star to steer by’

I suppose this is one of the answers to our question posed
earlier.
Why do we do it ?
We’d had a wonderful time in Naples
but, let’s face it, we were raring to get to sea again and, despite
the unearthly hour that we had turned in at, we were up and about
and ready to go at the appointed hour of eight o’clock.
We had
promised the previous night to go to Santa Lucia harbour before
leaving in case the Dragon needed a tow to from whence she was to
be slipped.
Our anchor was badly fouled and it took us quite a
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while to clear it so that it was about a quarter to nine before
we got there and although as we motored slowly into the harbour
~" "ty, with Dragons being towed in
we encountered tremendous aC~ivl
strings out of it, we could see no sign of ours and decided they
must have gone, which was the signal for us to down helm and go to.
We were bound North along the Italian coast with no fixed plan as
to harbours, except that we intended to visit the small island of
Giglio, take a look at Gianutri, Monte Cristo and Pianosa, and
thence to Elba, and that in order to give the crew a chance to
settle down after the soft living and easy sailing at Naples, if
we met any ’off colour’ weather on the way we would harbour
’pronto’.
We motored all the way to the Procida Channel on the
windless morning of Thursday, Sept. 8th, having streamed the log
at Cape Miseno (40.46’N 14o05’ E).
Giglio, one of our musts, lay
about 190 miles approximately NW x W. and in our ’shake down~
period we had no intention of making one leg of it.
A course of
o
103 was chosen which would bring us across the mouth of the Gulf
of Gaeta, about fifty miles wide and ranging from about ten to
fifteen miles off, putting us on to Cape Circeo, its north western
extremity, twenty-five miles north of which, on a ’straight line’
lay Anzio and its famous wartime beaches.
With Ischia and the
Pontine group to the left of us, the land to the right of us, and
Vesuvius always towering behind us, our navigational tasks were
reduced to near minus nil, so for the purpose of our 103o track
we simply put our stern on the Point Piopetta light, on Procida
Island as we passed through the channel.
We got our first wind
almost immediately and, as it does so frequently in these latitudes,
almost before we had the last of the canvas on her, freshened up
into quite a stiff breeze.
During nearly a fortnight in Naples
Bay we had experienced constant winds from the south and west but
now when we wanted to go north from the north and west it came.
We let her away 20° to the east which should fetch us up west of
the Gaeta light.
The day deteriorated considerably and around
midday the log records that visibility was down to a mile so, just
in case, we ’fixed’ our noon position 53 N. 13o47 E. and to add to
our chagrin the wind died away as suddenly as it had come up so we
doused the canvas once more and making Anzio our objective for the
night resumed our course of 303 for Cape Circeo.
We must have
been a bit careless about this or else we were experiencing a
westerly current - I shouldn’t be surprised at the former as we
were licking our wounds from the night before.
At 1600 though
still very hazy and now raining heavily it was obvious from the
outline of Cape Circeo that we were heading inside it. We could
see Gaeata which was further away to the east, much more clearly.
In fact we were able to get a bearing of 69 on it and at 1628 when
visibility improved for a moment or two we got another on Gaeta
and altered to 300.
We brought it abeam at 1743 with 52.1 on the
log and altered to 305 for Anzio, handing the log at 74o3/10 three
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At exactly 2125 we were snugged ~ .....
(!O .~.l
for the night.
We had no intention of going ashore, there v:as
nothin:z we needed except sleep.
We sailed the following morninz
without putting a foot in Anzio, hoping in vain for a fair wind
for Giglio.
Indeed we weren’t to get a fair wind till we h~,d left
it well behind us.
Our rhumb for Giglio ~’qas 310 and the wind wa~
from W.N.W. with a slight chop on the sea, so we abandoned the idea
of Giglio for another day and decided on Civita Vecchia for another
night in port.
We achieved this ~a a series of four tacks durir<~
which we covered altogether under sail by the log 67 miles a~?~d ’~’.~<.
miles and a half under enozne, one mile out from Anzio and one
mile and a half into Civita Vecchia when we took the sails dovJn
outside the port.
The wind remained very fresh and strong all c:~a?
with the sun in a clear sky, but we continued to take a lot of
spray over our for’rd quarter as we hammered into it.
We stood
off from Anzio for ten miles on the first tack and sailed a couL~s,-’-of 250, put her about at lll5, and the bestwe could manage on this
tack for 21 miles was 340.
We went around again at 1445 and stood
twelve miles to seaward on the next tack, managing to sail a courLe
of 254.
This was a big help to us and when we went around again
we weathered Cape Linaro four miles south east of Civita Vec,,~..,~-.
and were able to free sheets for a couple of miles towards the entrance until we put her under engine.
As we motored in we ’,:,ere
very puzzled by the multitude of buoys but stuck strictly to the
rules and were quite surprised and not a little shaken to ob,~erve
some men on two different boats, apparently waving us out of the
fairway.
We eased her down but this seemed to excite them to a
frenzy of activity, and we then gathered that they were wavins; us
to keep well to the right hand side of the entrance and by an up
and down and forvlard throwing of their hands in very quick progresslon I understood them to mean that they wanted us instead o:’
slowing down to speed up and get out of the area quickly.
Then
I saw them speedily run up what appeared to be a work stained red
flag, in the gathering dusk it wasn’t easy to distinguish, but i
reacted to the danger signal and gave her the gun.
Within
minutes, or so it seemed to me, we knew what it was all about.
Galcador shuddered as if she had hit a big sea, nothing solid that
was obvious and about one quarter of a mile astern but well over
to the lefthand side of the entrance a great fountain of water ~:,ose
up festooned with fish - Voladura’ says Haysus, estos italianos e~
no bono, porque no bandera, porque no aviso, Todo Italia es no
civilizado.
I do not go the whole way with him but I do th_L~,~ it
is a most uncivilised way of blowing up wreckage at the mouth of an
important harbour.
It was still very fresh even inside the hai~bour
and it was obvious that it was pretty well exposed to the preva!iing
wind, so we nosed around a bit under engine looking for a sheltered
berth.
Under the other gadget that we threw out of her we would
not dream of doing this - we’d make for the nearest wall, drop
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anchor and hope that it would keep goin~Z until we had got our
stern lines ashore, but with the Gardner it’s quite a different
proposition, anybody who couldn’t handle a boat in the closest
quarters with this engine in the utmost confidence should buy
himself a farm.
Suddenly we saw the hole in the wall, it v~ss
just before dusk gave way to dark and we might have missed it if
we didn’t see the small fishing boat go through.
It was then I
remembered reading my Pilot earlier in the day when it spoke of
the Darsena Romana, a basin within the harbour, of five basins°
With general depths of 3~ to 5 fathoms the entrance is only fifty
feet wide and as the sides are about the same height and of natural
formation it is as if some giant just hacked a cleft in the rock°
We tied up alongside a new fishing boat that was fitting out and
spent a most comfortable night.
We shopped and sent off our mail
the following morning and were all ready for sea again casting off
at exactly ii00 hours on Sept. !0th.
We streamed at 11o15, the
wind was again fresh, force 5, but with more northerly in it than
the day before and we were able to lay our more westerly course
for Giglio.
The barometer had dropped back to 29.32 at Anzio
the day before from 29.50 at Naples when we left in the morning
but it had now perked itself up to 30.00 so we had hopes of good
weather.
There was pelenty of sun and no further sign of rain
but there was plenty of wind while the temperature continued to
be well up in the seventies.
We brought Point i~ossa lighthouse
on the Island of Gianutri bearing 209 degrees abeam, at 1620 about
four miles off, it had been our intention to look in there for an
hour or so on our way, but the wind had now built up to a near
gale and as there is no harbour we carried on for Giglio Marina,
the harbour on the Island of that name.
This is only a small
harbour protected by two moles.
It was still blowing very hard,
in fact it continued to do throughout the night and the harbour
was open to it, there is very little water at the head of it, so
having tried this we were left to take the only berth left that
could accommodate us, the most seaward one, but so long as the
wind didn’t shift more into the west we were half protected by
the crook of the main mole.
We stood up under a small headland
outside the harbour when we arrived to take the canvas off and
stow it before entering and then ran in before the wind in neutral
with the engine turning over, having tried the head of the harbour
and returned to the outside berth we realised there was very little
room for manoeuvre, our nearest neighbour already well secured was
to be a large motor yacht, and if we made any mistakes in this wind
we would be borne down on to his steel sides. We let go fora’rd
allowing for all the chain we had and went full speed astern for
the quay to get steering way on her.
I signalled to Haysus
tending anchor fora’rd to check at 20 while we got our starboard
stern llne ashore to hold her to windward.
Feeling rather happy
that this tricky operation was over, it was disturbing to find that
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we had an obstruction of stone jutting out from the quay that
would foul us when we hauled closer to get out gang plank ashore.
I thought of letting things be and using the dinghy as a ferry
bridge but as we had to lay off a kedge as well as the c.q.r.
I decided rather than take a second chance, which would be a
little like tempting fate, to haul out on the anchor checking
the windward stern line away gradually as we did so~ and send the
large nylon warp to the ferry boats stout looking mooring buoy
that lay suitably on our port bow, thus killing two birds with
the one stone, obviating the necessity of laying off our fisherman
as a kedge, and squaring ourselves away with the aid of the line
on the buoy so that we were able to back up close to the quay once
more, get our second stern line ashore and lie well secured for
the night.
The girls and myself stepped ashore after dinner to
explore what proved to be a most delightful little town, ancient
and unspoiled, full of character, quiet and peaceful with quaint
archways leading to narrow streets, un-neonlighted.
It was not
until the following morning that we saw the first encroachment of
’civilisation’ - a solitary juke box outside a waterfront care.
But we had more than that to disturb us the following morning.
The previous night when the ferry boat to v~hose mooring buoy we
were ’kedged’ arrived from the mainland, I noticed that she was
met by two men in a rowing boat who took his rope and hooked it
on to the buoy so that he could swing and back into the pier that
had obviously been specially built for him.
Having done this he
unhooked his rope and so far as I could see would have no use for
that buoy until he had returned to the mainland which we had ascertained would not be until the following morning and then come
back to the island harbour again.
I took particular notice of
the fact that he also went on the far side of the buoy from us.
All this takes several lines to write but only a few moments to
remember when you are called out of a deep sleep in the small
hours of the morning - you will notice that they have ceased to
be uncivilised hours now that we are at sea.
In any case the
position was something like this.
The S.0.B. who drove the ferry
boat decided to be pernickety because we were tied up to his buoy
and wanted to come out the harbour on the side of it that ours and
the motor yacht’s lines led from, so he instructed his two henchmen in the row boat to let go our lines.
If they had only done
this without any further fuss everything ~uld have been alright
because they were our lee lines and were only there in case of
shift of wind, which had not taken place, but they put up such a
holler about ’Corda’ that they awakened }.~aureen who had the bad
luck to awaken the skipper, who had the bad manners to tell her
to go to hell, and go to Haysus, who in turn had the bad luck to
be called out of bed to tend a perfectly harmless let o~o line, and
the two men in the boat had the bad luck that it was Haysus they
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had to deal with, instead of a more kindly disposed person who
might have given them the ’morning cap’ which was all they wanted
anyway and then told them to put the rope back on the buoy on
which they had found it.
Where was the mate, whose job it really
is to attend to these matters while all this was going on? Issuing
orders from her bunk, if you don’t mind - qualifying to be a
skipper says she - when questioned about this.
The Lord forgive
me for the prayer I said for the skipper of the ferryboat that
morning.
That he might jump the buoy, that his passengers might
complain bitterly and that his wife might eat biscuits in his bed.
We took it easy next morning and went ashore again for a few hours
as we only intended to sail the thirty odd miles to Elba that day.
I think the captain of the ferry boat must have prayed for me too
because, when we let go our stern lines and hauled out on our
anchor, it was good and foul~ we had managed to hook it under
the hefty chains that ran off from the quay to secure the mooring
buoy°
We tried to bring it up with the winch but we might as well
have tried to bring the bottom up.
We carry a third anchor, a
very light one°
For various reasons we find it useful when you
do a lot of cruising, so we shipped this as a kedge and made an
excellent job of getting it foul alsoo
The water is very clear,
of course, in these parts especially off the islands and, as I
studied the position, it occurred to me to send Haysus ashore in
the dinghy with one end of our stout nylon warp, have him pass it
under the chains where they led ashore and work it off to our
bows where, with the two ends of it led inboard, we could make
one fast and with the other around the winch barrel we could warp
it in until we lifted the chain as far as we could off the bottom
and then drop our anchor to the bottom.
This worked. We repeated it with the small anchor and we were under way again
shortly before one o’clock°
The wind was still very fresh and
getting stronger, still NoN.W. and our course was about N.Wox No
for Port Azzuro on the eastern shore of Elbao
We had only a
short distance to go but there was a respectable sea running now.
I thought seriously about using the engine and going direct and
I also felt that we would be less uncomfortable if we were to try
it in easy tacks.
Of course, we wouldn’t have been uncomfortable
at all if we had stayed in Giglio but, as the mate said, my intelligence wasn’t equal to working that sum out°
Anyhow, we
streamed at the Finalo light and bore away towards Monte Cristo.
Another one we were compelled to look at from the distance owing
to the weather°
It lles about 22 miles west of Giglio and after
about l0 miles of this it was very obvious that we were going to
get exactly nowhere in terms of ’distance tooards’ so we snugged
her down to working staysall and mizzen and gave her 1000 revs
on the engine°
Under this rig we found that we would probably
lay our destination in reasonably comfortable tacks - this proved
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to be correct°
We put her about from the starboard tack unde:~~
canvas l0 miles off and then carried on under the substitute rig
on the port tack for about ll miles and about again on the starboard tack when we were able to lay up to the south eastern co~ocr
of Elba and then about again for Port Azzuro, enjoying a good deal
of shelter from our proximity to the shore from here in o 4! miles
instead of 31 but we felt that had we hammered straight into i~ we
could have done damage and perhaps would not have covered the
shorter distance any more quickly°
Of course the answer in retrospect is that we should have stayed another day in Giglio~ as the
answer in retrospect about Elba iS o
We should have stayed s lifetime there.
This is a fabulously beautiful island.
~e ar~
positively and absolutely coming back here.
According to the Elbonians their island is always green~
always sunny, an island of quiet and peace, beautiful and romamtic
with its dreams and its realities.
In the more sober language of
the Mediterranean Pilot Vol II, it is the largest, richest~ and
even they permit themselves to say, the most beautiful of the
Tuscan Archipelago.
Maureen has already voiced her opinion as
to the ’nuttiness’ of Naooleon for spending less than a year ~here.
Aristotle, Strabone, Pliny and Virgil are alleged to have calle.d
it the island of ’fiery glows’.
We concur with all these authcrities and put ourselves in Maureen’s Napoleonic category for not
having taken a much deeper bite of the Lotus.
Even Haysus,
r
whose opinion of all things Italian, after his enforced stay ~L
Naples, is lower than the oceanic depths, has permitted himself
to describe it as - muy rico, muy bonissimo.
So entranced s~J ~,
in retrospect, by the whole of the Tuscan Archipelago that, with
the Editor’s permission, I hope to include in this narrative one
page on which it is charted and to dwell awhile with you in this
delightful little patch of our world which, with the permission
of Mr o K. and other budding Napoleons, we are still permitted to
use.
If while doing so I appear pedantic to those of our readers
who already know it all, I shall seek my compensation amongst
those who don’t and who may be persuaded by these notes to rec~:ify
the error before it is too late.
Arcipelago Toscano is the group
of islands at the northern end of the Tyrrhenian Sea, Gorgon~ the
northernmost is almost in the Gulf of Magra, it is approximateiF
43°40 No and 9.50 E. used only by fishermen and housing a convict
settlement, it is nevertheless wooded and cultivated.
The
southernmost is Gianutri, approximately 42~.14’ No and 11o07~ E
and spread around in reasonably close proximity are the other
islands of the group in these latitudes, in close proximity te
the Italian mainland and reasonably close proximity to the north
eastern coast of Corsica.
Tiny Cerboli and Palmalola Formlche dl
Grosseto, hardly more than rocks sticking out of the sea to remind
us in this atomic age that once upon a time a giant hand picked
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them up from the bottom of the ocean and threw them up through
the surface, or perhaps baled out the Tyrrhenian with a giant
scoop to leave them peeping out over it.
Lovely little Giglio,
romantic ivlonte Cristo and, reigning over them all in regal beauty
and great magnificence, richly adorned Elba.
Porto Azzuro lies
deep in on the eastern side of the gulf bearing the same name.
This gulf is a lovely introduction, rich in verdure and impressive
panorama, affording splendid shelter from the strong northerlies
with the great bulk of the island that lles east and west to break
up the wind and the long stretch of coastline reaching out east
north east to Cape Arco to tame the sea.
We sailed from here on
the morning of Sept. 12fih under main, mizzen and large genoa on a
calm sea with a steady breeze that we carried all day along the
south coast of the island.
We had dispensed with our chart and
substituted a tourist map,procured without cost, for it but as we
were bound ultimately for Bastia, in order to give the girls a
look at Corsica we streamed from the light on Capo Focardo 42°45’
N. i0o25’ E.
After rounding the south eastern corner at Point
Rlpalti, the shape of the south coast began to unfold before us
on this sunniest of sunny days; for roughly two thirds of the way
it is indented by three deep gulfs, Stella, Lacona and Campo. We
sailed in and out of those instead of across them, for a better
view, swimming and lunching in Campo under the headland that
shelters the little harbour of Campo on the other side°
We ran
before the northerly wind to Cape Poro and reached from here along
the coast to Point Fetovaia from whence we bade farewell to this
exciting island of Elba and sailed west into the setting sun for
Bastia on the neighbouring Isle of Corsica.
The deck log is an
indication of the ’harrowing passage’.
So worn out were the
watches that I will let it tell its own story.
At 1755 somsbody
managed to g e an indecipherable entry in the remarks col~nn, which
might be Fetovaia.
At 1805 somebody roused themselves suificiently
to enter a W. and an N. in the course and wind column; this effort
may have been due to a desire to indicate to the changing watch
that four bells HAD struck, this for the benefit of the uninitiated
is Dewilter Hour on Galcador, when the drinks are passed~.
An hour
later in an otherwise series of blank columns, there is a record
under ’remarks’ which seems to indicate that the skipper was rather
severely dealt with.
"Skipper fecked off watch to cook dinner,
got flang out of galley by gaureen".
At 2100 there appears to
have been a classic silence, one solitary entry stands out in
lonely prominence - DINING.
2½ hours later a frenzy of activity
appears to have broken out because it is clearly recorded that we
have arrived at 2326.
I llke the ’26’ touch, it appears so much
more business like than the round half hour.
Anyhow we managed
to summon sufficient strength to get the sails down and motor
alongside at berth in the commercial harbour that some outsize
brute of a liner wanted to use about 6 hours later, a fact that we
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were unaware of then but which was made brutally clear to us "~;he~t
we were roused with the dawn in raucous French°
We ferried ,~urselves across an otherwise sleeping harbour to the old oort of
Bastia, so old that it seems as if time has stood still here.
Why in hell didn’t we pick it the night before when we coul~ have
been sleeping still°
As a result of all this brouhaha we ho~Loured
the city of Bastia with our very early presence and, after a
leisurely forenoon spent obtaining French currency, postcard
sending and larder provisioning, we repaired on board to yet an~
other fouled anchor.
We had this one away, however~ in quick time
by 1245 and were making our way slowly from the port to glve the
girls a chance to photograph it before streaming on Tuesday Sept~
13, at the Sto Nicolas light, bound for the Capo dell’Armo light~
2¼ miles east of San Remo.
We were able to lay freely along the
coast to Cape Sagro, the wind being about W°NoWo and after rounding
it to fetch in a little closer to get a better view of the small
port of ~acinaggio before we came up to Cape Corse°
We had Sagro
abeam at 1425, Macanagglo a little less than an hour and a half
later and the light on the island of Giraglla, off Cape Corse ~
1645, with the wind from N.W. about force 3/4 and a gentle sweli~
the barometer registering 30°03 and the temperature in the cabin
80.
We didn’t make a lot of progress up to midnight but we were
sailing our course of 303 degrees comfortably.
We were in the
last quarter of the moon but the night sky was very cloudy~ deep
purple clouds as if we might be in for some thundery weather~
From midnight to 0400 we only managed to knock off 9°2 nautlcals~
’Twas a good job Haysus was watch below, there might well h~v~
been mutiny in an attempt to take over the starter button and
when I handed over the watch to Heidi and himself there was a
peculiar gleam in his eye.
Sure enough the deck log says that
at 0510 the genoa was handed and the engine was started but a~
0620, having logged only 53 since we left Bastia some 17 hou.~
earlier, we began to get the wind and the log records that they
had put the full canvas back on her but substituting the staysali
for the genoa as we were not now able to sail our course and from
then until 0800 when I took over with i~aureen we had clocked a
little over 6½ so that things looked to be improving°
Ind~efl by
now the wind had freshened up considerably but we were fall)~ng to
leeward of our intended land fallo
Earlier,before I had turned
in, I had suspected we must be drifting somewhat to leeward in the
light airs but decided to do nothing about it as we were movlmg so
little and had two major lights, Gorgona and Livorno, well to the
east of us and, although we couldn’t see them, it would be easy
enough to pick them up if we had to do so.
However, the time had
now come to correct the situation°
From 0620 we had been forced
to sail 17 degrees east of our line; this would put us east of
Capo Mele, 17 to 18 miles east of our hoped for landfall~ so I set
about fixing our position which was now estimated to be 43o25~ N~.
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The wind was much more healthy so, hardening in everything, I found we could sail 318 and that ought to bring us to
the coast a couple of miles east of Port de Imperia, perhaps 12/
±~ miles east of our originally intended landfall°
We were now
moving along in rare style and Maureen was enjoying herself immensely at the helm, she really enjoys a sail.
At noon we had
averaged approxo 6 since 8 o’clock, which was double our average
for the previous 20 hours but I was disappointed with our noon
position;when I had it worked out it put us 26½ towards Capo Nele
in fact a mile to the east of it.
I was satisfied that our noon
position was the more accurate and so elected to carry on until
we sighted the lando
It was a lovely day but the land,because
of the heat, was shrouded in a haze and we were quite close in
before we saw it.
Of course, at noon we could have downed the
canvas and motored away for San Remo direct but it was good
sailing and why turn it down when it offered.
We carried on
until we identified Capo I~.~ele about 5 miles off and, running in
a little further, we were rewarded because we got a change of wind
when we got closer to the land and were enabled to reach all the
way along the coast towards Capo dell’Arme to within 4~ miles of
it when, with the afternoon well upon us, the wind died away and
we motored the remaining 4 miles to San Remoo
We tied up near
enough to where we berthed when we were there 3 years ago, a fine
harbour and a town too well known to warrant description here~
The wind having broken us off to the eastward had caused us t.o
add 16½ miles to our passage and though our average was very poor
for the 125~ mile sail and 4 miles of motoring, we had been fully
compensated by the excellent sailing from 8 o’clock in the morning
until after 6 that afternoon, enhanced considerably by a delicious
dinner of Corsican Cote de Veau and a generally voted delicious
red wine of the same origin, in ’Restaurant Galcador~o
We
~
~hopped over to }~ionaco the following morning°
This was a mistake, the only other occasion on which we were there somebody
opened the sluicegates too°
Naybe this conditions our opinion
of the place somewhat but most certainly not of the harbouro It
is a restless berth under all but the most perfect weather conditions and we hopped it again after a night which included .~ne
inevitable visit to the Casino, and had a nice sail to Nl.~e under
the engine and under the rain.
Arriving there in ample time for
lunch, we oilskinned ourselves and sought refuge in our fa~ourite
restaurant;
after lunch it was still our favourite restaurant
and after dinner that night, still braving the rain, it was still
our favourite restaurant, Restaurant Galcador always excepted, of
course.
Previous to dinner we’d had a slight brush with authority,
not the kind of authority that the women could deal with.
We
weren’t exactly tied up to the town clock but we could ha~e got a
rope onto the fountain and so far as we were concerned, it being
reasonably convenient and as far from the open sea as we could get
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We were quite happy i.-_.o
put up with the inconvenience of the rain as we could bring
taxi alongside here
But the harbour master was quite adaL~ ....
in a very amicable way, amicable that is until the argument ran
a bearing or two later on, that he wanted all of the space, part
of which we were occupying, as a turning basin for a liner due
early next morning.
We assured him that we were the types that
caught the worms but he was adamant and we had to go.
We tried
the two alternative berths he recommended to us, one half way
across the Medi and the other in the proximity of the African
coast, and decided that in either before the night was very o~q~
the battle between Galcador’s side and the City of Nice would
end in favour of the latter and had decided to get to hell out of
it and run around the corner of Cap Ferrat to seek shelter in the
bay of Villefranche, when we spotted a nice handy spot on the
easterly knuckle of the entrance to the inner basin but when we
arrived there our friend was waiting for us in his motor car. He
was just visible through the solid sheets of water that were now
coming down like the lines on a television screen and he didn’t
look a bit more miserable than we wished.
It was here that the
final battle took place and he made it rather clear that his liner
was somewhat more important than us and that he was going to make
quite sure that she came in between the two knuckles of the entrance to the inner basin without any obstruction from yachts.
Haysus in somewhat violent Spanish informed him what Spain thought
of the French who failed to give succour to hard driven yachtsmen.
I took up the running myself and informed him in equally vioie1-:t
English what the Irish thought of the same thing, and this went
on for a while until I realised that I might as well have ~alked
to him in Hebrew for all he understood of the conversation,
I~
was then I really embarrassed him by addressing him in my~.~,.~".~ ,-,,~ ic
French and made him feel that he really didn’t understand hi.~
native language¯
I think it went something like this: l~e Votre port c’est mauvais. Him - Mais Nonsieur le Capitan s~.il
vous plait, cette ce n’est pas le port pour le yate. Me - I]. fait
pleu, il fait mauvais temps, et vous n’avez pas l’hosp1~a~l .. pour
le yate d’Irlande, pourquois, pourquois, Nonsieur. Him - Mais,
Monsieur, vous etes d’Irlande, vous etes mon ami, moi aussi je
suis le Kelt.
It didn’t click with me immediately.
For a
moment I thought we had driven the man nuts and that he thought
he was a spent salmon; he certainly looked like one stand’~no
there in the rain in his black raincoat.
And then it registered
He was claiming common origin and it looked for a moment as if h s
were about to reach out, clasp me to his bosom and kiss me on both
cheeks, but that’s where the French outshine the Irish, sentiment
with us first, logic afterwards, logic with the French first,
toujours, Nonsieur, toujours.
He didn’t care a damn whether we
0
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166were Celts or not, he had reasonably enough come to the conclusion
that we were all nuts and that he’d better humour us and get us
tied up somewhere for the night if he was to get home to his wife
and children out of the rain and see his pet liner in the morning.
And that’s how we came to tie up under the lee of an enormous
floating pile driver with 2 feet of fenders between us and the
quay and our small anchor out amidships.
From Nice to Cannes is
about 18 miles direct if you take the short cut between the mainland and Isles de Lerins and we could have run up there under
engine in under 3 hours comfortably but when we poked our nose
outside the harbour on Saturday morning the heavy swell had calmed
away to a reasonable degree and there was a light breeze of about
force 2/3, so we put her best clothes on and close reached deep
into the Bay until we thought it time to go about for Cap d’Antibes.
We rounded the Cape into a steep sea and a stiff breeze that was
inclined to head us so we doused the genoa and hoisted the staysail,
gave her a pluck with the engine to help her around, and cut it when
it was achieved, fetched into the landward side of the Fourmigue
tower that marks the group of rocks,after which it is named, in the
centre of Golf Juan, put her about again and fetched out to the
corner of lle Sainte Marguerite, about again, and alon~ the lee
shore of this Island for the passage between it and Point e
Croisette, the short cut for Cannes, following the directions in
’The Pilot’ to adhere closely to the following leading line ’bring stone sentry box on north western angle of citadel in line
with eastern gable on one of the buildings bearing 125 degrees to
lead across the shoal bank in a least depth of I0 feet and when
the western jetty head light on Cannes harbour is in line Tour de
l’0bservatoire, shape course for the harbour’.
We entered between the jetty heads 5 hours 25½ nauticals from Nice and looked
at once for a berth on Quai Ivlax le Laubeuf, as near as possible to
the restaurant Voile au Vent, situated on the quay front, and which
remains one of our principal reasons for visiting Cannes° We were
optimistic.
Have you ever seen a cinema queue on a Sunday or a
holiday night? That’s about how the harbour looked. It just did
not seem credible that it could hold so many yachts. We tried the
other side of the Harbour, Jetee Albert Edouard, came back and
settled for a place in the queue ntunber four boat out from the
quay, the system being to let your anchor go forward as usual and
then tie up with your stern lines to the two vessels astern of
you.
There were three between us and the quay and in many cases
they were lying off as much as six deep.
It was here we met up
with ’Frenchy, ~ike’ and their Maw and Paw again, in fact one of
our stern lines was made fast to them.
We lay four days in
Cannes while it blew the living daylights out of itself outside,
so did every one else and we never got nearer to the quay so we
humped Galcadoreen over the side, fastened the outboard on her and
used her as a tender to save the acrobatics of walking over four
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decks.
There are worse places to spend four days in, we got in
a full quota of sunbathing on deck and gourmandising on shore,
and I know of nowhere you can do the latter better, whether you
eat in La Voile au Vent or whether you buy in the market.
The
quality of the food is superb°
We left Cannes at midday on Sept.
~lst, for San Tropez which, despite our enforced delay at Cannes,
we were determined to visit.
On the last occasion that we were
in these waters 3 years ago, we had deliberately missed it out
but it had been impressed on me since then that this was a mistake.
After our visit there this year I am satisfied that it was. It is
a most pleasant place, a good harbour, situated deep in the gulf.
The gulf itself is very beautiful and the harbour of San Tropez
is very yacht conscious¯
We arrived there in the afternoon after
a sail on a free wind from the S.E. of light dimension, having
spent 6 hours covering the 24 miles sailed, just in time for me
to catch the barber before he closed and he gave me great value
for money.
I haven’t had one since and this is the end of October¯
Of course you need to be long haired to write for this Journal,
after all, what would the Editor say to you if you brought aboard
a ’crew cut’.
We will leave you to discover San Tropez for yourself after all it’s only a few hours flight from Collinstown. We
sailed from there on Thursday, Sept.22nd, for Cassis, 60 odd miles
to the westward.
We had chosen Cassis instead of Marseilles
because we had visited it by car many years ago and had then vowed,
long before Galcador had put her forefoot in the ’Medi’, that we
would some day visit it from the sea, and we had passed it by 3
years ago, when favourable conditions tempted us to go Ono
The
wind was still from the S.E. and this was ideal for our purpose~
but it didn’t stay with us very longo
Our log says that we left
at 0900 Sept. 22nd under engine for Cape Camaret, passed between
Basse La Mouette and the cape, which we had abeam at 0945.
No
~
compass course was set other than a precautionary ~line to clear
the dangers, which are very well marked in this area; there was
no necessity for a compass course as after Cape Lardier we would
pass between the Hyeres Islands and the mainland and out through
the little pass between Ile du Grand Ribeau and Ile de Porquerolles.
At noon with 16.1/10 on the log we had L~Esquilade on lie de Levant
bearing 140 degrees on the deck compass and vJe were ’flatto~o The
button was pressed and the canvas was stowed and stayed stowed
like the wind for the rest of the passage.
We cleared the 1Lttle
pass bringing Le Grand Ribeau abeam at 1420 with 32½ registering
on the log.
At 1600 we had Cabo Sicie abeam and at 1840 we were
poking our nose through the entrance to Cassis with 62ol/10
registering.
We went deep into the little harbour in search of
a place to lay - there isn’t a lot of accommodation here and very
little water inside.
Our Ferrograph was a real help as we nosed
around looking for somewhere to tie up, which we finally found
with only inches to spare but as it was flat calm with a high and
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steady barometer we weren’t worried.
We were surprised to find
it quite chilly here that night but we dealt with that phenomenom
very quickly°
We needed some fuel now after our run but couldn’t
get it here the following morning.
This presented no serious
problem as Marseilles was virtually only around the corner less
than 20 miles to the west. Despite the chill of the night before,
the morning broke fine and warm.
It is difficult to summon up
much enthusiasm for the coast line that would lie ahead after we
had rounded Cape Croisette between which and Cape Couronne lies
the gulf of Marseilles and one might be forgiven a nostalgic look
over the shoulder at the very beautiful coast line we had sailed
alonS during the past few days.
For our money, both for
vacationing and cruising, but particularly the latter, we would
divide it roughly in three, putting the more famous stretch San
Remo to Cannes in second place, giving third place to the stretch
that extends west from Ile du Grand Ribaud to Ile Riou, off
Croisette, and an easy first to the stretch between San Tropez
and the former Ile, but with very special mention of the passage
between the Hyeres Islands and the mainland contained within this
stretch.
We motored from Cassis to Marseilles on a windless
silky sea, inside lie Riou, Caleserange, Jarros and ~laire, and
rounded up for the old port of Marseilles to look for a gas station.
This port, of course, is the old natural harbour of Marseiles and
is entered between Pointe Tete du Maure and Fort Saint Jean of
Foreign Legion fame°
The entrance is narrow and quaint and inevitably conjures up thoughts of the many sailors’ tales told down
through the years of this famous section of the world-famous sea
port of Marseilles.
Mr° Esso ministered to our needs in good
style°
We ~drove’ up to his pumps on a dock specially constructed for small vessels such as us, which need to have their
thirst slaked;
I have learned since I came home that the same
gentleman has been slaking the thirst of Dubliners in regal
fashion.
Indeed, it is only fair to say that we found him in
many places in the Mediterranean offering excellent service to
small vessels, in fact the only place we got something for nothing
in Naples was from Mr. Esso who offered the entire crew free Coca
Cola when we filled at his brand new ’pub’ on the dock at Mergellin~
We felt it a pity we didn’t have advance information of this because we would like to have chosen the Sunday when we had the
entire Irish contingent out for a sail, with twenty odd on board,
as Filling up Day.
The first sad note for many a day was struck
in this port when we realised that we were getting near to the
day when Maureen would have to leave us.
She was due back on the
27th, for a business appointment, and it was clear now that as a
result of our enforced stay of 5 days instead of 2 at Cannes we
could not guarantee to get her across the Gulf of Lyons in time to
reach Barcelona, with a sufficient margin of safety to ensure her
getting back from there in time for her appointment.
However,
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train from there to pick up her air connection from Marseilleso
It gladdened our hearts that we were to have one more night of her
companyo
If it was difficult to summon up much enthusiasm for
the course we were to sail this day, it was equally difficult to
summon up too much for the manner in which we were to sail it,
all the way but all the way under engine, close on 80 miles° Our
disappointment was leavened by the knowledge that our necessity
was compulsive°
On the last occasion 3 years ago when we were
in these waters we sailed direct to Palma from Cannes, something
like 350 miles, a passage that occupied 3 days and some odd hours.
The mate said it reminded her of the song "We joined the Navy to
see the world and what did we see, we saw the Sea", which we can
see from our front window anyhow, and laid it down that next time
in these latitudes we would take a look at the land instead° Good
mates are hard to get, so we compromised and she had her way° As
we came up for the Gulf of Foz, we saw two more yachts ahead
ploughing away to the west under their engines and we identified
them as another Arenys de Marian and a Velencian, which we had
last met in Cannes also on their way home from the Olympics°
Haysus is inseparable from the wheel when under engine.
For
which the Lord be praised, it leaves me free to sleep the ’unhappy
hours away~.
This was really his day, here were two yachts ahead
of us populated by his amlgos, and we were about to overtake and
pass them°
I feel you could have borrowed money freely from him
at this moment°
He has three major norms in llfe, his little
daughter, Galcador, and his native Galicia°
Whatever about the
other two, the latter is of course quite understandable to a Cork
man°
Our sea clock read exactly 76 miles from Ile Ratoneau
(Marseilles) to the light structure on the eastern end of the
breakwater at Seteo
Our time clock told us that it was getting
very close to midnight°
Haysus was to pilot us in because he
knew the port, I wanted to go ~left’, he wanted to go ’right~,
he was the pilot, so right we went, into the Canal Maritime at
least as far as the first bridge, at which it was reasonable to
deduce that they certainly wouldn’t open it for us that night, if
at all, and as it would take a long time to take down the masts
the only other way I could think of getting under it, we turned
around and settled down alongside an odd looking craft that bore
the legend faintly discernible on its paint worn upperworks
~Tourlng Club de France~ and it was quite obvious that we would
not be disturbed by this vessel wanting to move - the next time
that happened it would be downwards.
We were up and about early
next morning°
When we saw the harbour in daylight it was obvious that we should have gone ~left~ instead of ’right’ the night
before and though this would appear to make me right, it is not so
because I should have realised that Haysus would naturally make
for the commercial harbour, as his knowledge of the port stemmed
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Sete is a port
of rather unusual construction, a large breakwater runs east and
west across the harbour; it is an artificial concrete island
which protects Avant Port, or outer port, which in turn protects
and leads north and west to the inner basins Nouveau and Canal
r~laritim, Ancien Bassin, Canal de Sete and Etang de Thau respectively.
The westward side is the old side and as different as
chalk and cheese from the new side, and it was to the westward
side that we now made our way.
Just inside the western end of
the island breakwater is the yacht club and Canal de Sete begins
virtually here and continues on for miles inland through ~iontpellier and Vauvert until it joins the Rhone some fifty miles
from Sete and presents you with the remarkable experience of
driving up the Main Street in your yacht to do your shopping and
land the crew.
It was here we said goodbye to Maureen, with
great regret, a competent hand and a grand shipmate, whose company and help we missed very much during the weeks to come.
We
were ready to leave this colourful port of considerable character
shortly before noon and if its friendly helpful fishermen are any
criterion of its inhabitants, it must be a nice place to live in
and belong to.
It had been our intention to coast hop to Port
Vendres, another favourite of ours, but as the weather was fine
and the wind fair, it seemed a pity to miss the chance so a
course of 198 was ruled from the ~iont St. Clair light for the
Cabo Creus light some 70 miles distant, the temperature was 69 and
the barometer read 30o12 and our hopes of a fair passage were high.
The wind both in direction and strength can vary considerably in
these parts because of the mighty Pyrenees and the course was
chosen to bring us very fine on Creus.
At 1945 our D.Ro put us 17
towards and we had it bearing 198 fine on the bow, a bearing of 240
on Cabo Bear gave us a two point fix, which put us three less
toward.
I didn’t think it worth while to resolve this argument
as the night was brilliantly fine, the sea smooth and the wind
steady off the land, and we were bowling along at a good steady
average.
At 21.45 we were bringing it fine on our port bow at
193 degrees, so it looked as if we were running inside and we
altered the five degrees, bringing it abeam an hour later with
68°2 on the log.
Our complement now being reduced to three,
night watch keeping presented some difficulty and we had at this
stage the handy choice of two ports, Cadaques or Rosas, half a
dozen to a dozen miles in that order, if we wished to hole up for
the night.
It was decided that as we knew this coast very well
and all the conditions were favourable to carry on. So course was
altered for Cabo San Sebastian 18 miles distant to bring us about
4 miles off the Meda Island light and keep us 3 miles clear of the
cape which is surrounded by some dangers close in.
I turned in
at midnight, leaving the Mate and Haysus to share the watch, and
when I came on again at 0400 to send them below, on checking back

® iVl through the deckI.)l°g?I came on the following entry ’sighted light
San Sebastian (N.
completely stumped - bloody Meda Island think all the lights around it must be fishing boats’.
Later in
the day when I questioned this odd entry I was told - ’if you were
on watch and say a lighted town on an island that’s only a lump of
uninhabited rock anyhow, you’d be stumped too’.
I let it go at
that - I’ve already said that good mates are scarce.
And indeed
I had to admit to myself that I have been stumped by the same
phenomenon.
In these waters they use a method of fishing which
calls for two powerful acetylene lamps hung out over the stern to
attract the fish with the lights and when there are 20 to 30 boats
strung out over a couple of miles, each showing two of these lights,
it can be very confusing Until you adjust your thoughts and reconcile yourself to the truth that you are not charging into a harbour
or on to a beach.
When I took over we had registered 104.6 on the
log and I reckoned that if we continued to maintain our present
movement we should be in Arenys for breakfast.
Sure enough we
entered at 0856 a little tired perhaps but with a nice run behind
us of 123o6 covered in 20 hours and 56 minutes, we felt well compensated.
Sunday Sept. 25th was a very special day in the life
of our marinero; he was once more reunited with his beloved Nina
and his beloved Galcador had beaten the two yachts, referred to
earlier on, home by a dozen hours as they didn’t show up in the
harbour until after 8 o’clock that night.
We spent a few very
pleasant days here, revisiting Barcelona, old haunts and old
friends.
And on the morning of Tuesday, Sept .27th, we were all
ready for sea again.
During our leisure hours in Arenys we had
discussed a number of alternative routes that we might follow to
the south and west, Altea and Alicante were two musts on our list
for revisiting.
We could make passage alternatively (1) south to
Palma, thence west to Altea and Alicante by way of Ibiza, (2)
Barcelona direct to Cabo San Antonio for Cabo Nao and Altea and
Alicante, (3) follow the coast to Cabo Nao (revisiting Valencia
etc. ) and thence to Altea and Alicante.
We were but three, and
night watching becomes quite a chore under these conditions. It
is not entirely the difficulty of sleep but the added strain for
the lone watch keeper who has to steer, record his log, keep a
lookout and tend his sails, so number 3 was decided upon.
We
sailed from Arenys de Mar at 0950 with the wind sou west and very
fresh and fetched up to Llobregat.
We had to make a short tack
to seaward here to clear the bulging coastline.
It’s on this
’bulge’ that the Barcelona Airport is situated and we spent the
next 3 hours hammering our way against a strong head wind, there
was much more westerly in it now, up to and across the small bay
opposite Sitges and thence to Villa Nueva y Geltru, where with
only 4V½ achieved we packed it up and went in for the night.
Don’t ask me what the town looks like, we were away again at 7
o’clock the following morning, Wednesday Sept. 28th, when we
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We had a better run that day as our course
was now more southerly while the wind was still about W.SoWo and
at half past eight that night we entered Vinaroz and tied up for
the night°
We had some hesitation about leaving there the
following morning as it was blowing very fresh and the glass had
come back to 99°80.
However with Pensicola only 5 miles south
of us, we decided to take a"look see" We had Pensicola abeam in
less than an hour, and very picturesque it looks from seaward°
With everything hardened in, we weathered Cabo Oropesa and holed
up for the night in Castellon de la Plana 7 miles and 2¼ hours
later.
October Ist saw us under way at 0735, there was a very
heavy swell running, set up by the strong sou westerlies we had
been encountering since leaving Arenys.
The glass had dropped
to 29°65 but we decided to sail to Valencia and see what happened
after that.
We arrived at Valencia in time for lunch.
There
is a very fine club, but I would say that the emphasis is less on
yachting than social, but private, with its own swimming pool, a
pleasant dining terrace and excellent food.
We had moored Galcador to the southern side of the club.
The dining terrace and
yet another above it and set back from it were about a few feet
below her crosstrees and we hope we have got some unusual photographs from here.
In the afternoon we took a taxi into Valencia
which is a few miles from the harbour.
There is a very fine
market here and although it was late in the day when we got there
there was still a good choice left.
When we returned to Galcador
she was rolling in her berth to such an extent that we decided to
move deeper into the harbour and seek a safer berth alongside ~che
’orange’ and ’onion’ dock where we had met up with the Cunarder
Phrygia 3 years ago, and on board which we had been so well entertained.
We had planned to eat again at the club that night~ so
we regretted having to move, but we had no alternative - we would
certainly have damaged ourselves had we stayed there, even where
we were now deep in the harbour the southerly swell was quite
noticeable, in fact it got so bad eventually that we decided to
have dinner and if it did not improve to go to sea, reckoning that
we might as well be rolling about at sea as in harbour, at least
we would get movement ahead towards our objectives, which were
still many and far away.
From where we now lay it was more convenient to go to E1 Romeral, so we took ourselves there to ea~
Paella Valenciana, two great portions each, washed down with an
excellent wine at a ridiculously cheap price, and followed by the
’casa’s’ other speciality - Tarta Manzana de Casa - Apple Tart,
that was a sort of cross between puff pastry and the soft short
bread pastry of the old country apple cake.
Thus fortified, we
returned to Galcador and went to sea at 0001 October 2nd, from
latitudes 39.27 N. 0.18 W, on a course of 156 degrees for Cabo San
Antonio, an easy enough task as at no time on this course would we
be much more than half a dozen miles from the coast.
We brought
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Cabo Cullera abeam at 0250 still under engine.
Heidi and I had
turned in immediately after we left, leaving Haysus to stand watch
alone, as we were motoring only, and there was no traffic in these
waters other than stationary fishing boats.
These need a certain
amount of watching when they are not the type described earlier,
because they only show a light when they see your navigation lights
approaching, but he knew this coast well and is an old hand at
watching for these fellows.
He had instructions to call us at
0400 but ’omitted’ to do so and it was just after 5 when I awoke
of my own accord, made some coffee, put a dollop of brandy in it
and handed it up to him in the cockpit, as a reward for kindness,
before ’abusing’ him for not calling me, and as we were now getting
the morning breeze, set about getting some canvas on her°
We
Judged rightly so as it transpired that we would get a continuance
of the south westerlies and that after we rounded Nao 5 or 6 miles
from Antonio we would get it on the nose, lose the protection of
the land, and very likely encounter an awkward sea that must have
built up very much during this week of strong winds, from the
south and west.
It was a question in view of this and our short
crew whether we should put the main or the trisail on her. Where
we were now and for some time to come it wouldn’t be a lot of use
to us as we still had the land shelter and, after we rounded up
into the wind it would be little or no use to claw her to windward
from Nao to Altea 20 miles to the westward, however, with the
weight of wind that we expected on this beat, the mainsail would
bury her.
So we finally came down on the side of the genoa, trisail and mizzen, an odd rig, from where we now were to Nao, and
to substitute the staysail for the genoa v~hen we rounded.
This
is a simple task because we carry twin forstays, and then use the
engine to supplement the trisail~s shortcomings on the windward
beat.
By 6 o’clock we were experiencing a very fresh sou~west
wind and at 0654 we had Antonio abeam.
Cabo Nao was rounded at
0740 in a confused sea with a force 6 on our bow.
I held her
for a while on the starboard tack to seaward and it was obvious
we were being blown back on our course under the trisail.
As
we had earlier plamned, I started the engine and ran it at 800
revs for a while° This held her up into the wind nicely so I
tried her at 800 which was quite an improvement, encouraged by
this I brought her up to 1000 but we were going too fast and
taking too much punishment in this violent sea so I dropped her
back again to 800 and all was wello
While all this was going
on, I caught a glimpse of Heidi’s tousled head, peeping out over
a sweater and some blue jeans, the lot crowned by the now fami~lar
beret, moving around below, and almost immediately afterwards she
handed me my first breakfast in a glass.
When I felt we should
weather Cabo Norayra and d’Ifach further on, I lay her about on
the port tack. This was a one man job under the rig we were
carrying.
Four sails, mizzen, trisail, working staysail and
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I scraped by, more by luck than good judgement and with
rather childish pride switched off the engine for the last 6 miles
to Altea mole head, as we were now freed for it.
We rounded it
at 1030 hours Sunday October 2nd.
We had a rendezvous here with
the Kosars, who had been our shipmates 2 years ago. They were
driving here in their car but unfortunately were not able to join
us this year because theywere only able to take a short vacation
but they were coming this way specially to spend a few days with
us.
We found the harbour very crowded with fishing boats and
were lucky to get a berth, the last available one on the outside
end of the mole.
There is a breakwater protecting the other
side of this harbour, with a splendid quay inside it, but there
is no water there as we found out two years ago and described the
manner of our finding out in this journal.
It seems a pity that
something is not done about this waste of quayage.
We have also
described Altea and the surrounding country in this journal before,
so beyond saying that it still appeals to us as being as beautiful
as ever, we will not burden you with a further description.
We
were given a great welcome by Miguel and his family, at the Sol y
Mar Hotel.
We would have liked to stay longer at Altea but the
infernal south westerly swell continued to dog us and when we came
back after a drive into the mountains with the Kosars one afternoon,
it had got so bad that Haysus had taken her off the quay and lay
her off to an anchor in the harbour where she lay rolling her topsides under, together with a host of fishing boats, up to the same
antics.
So we came to the decision that after dinner we’d take
off for Alicante 25 miles further along the coast to the west of
Altea.
This is a fine harbour and a lovely city and I am sure we
have said it before, a really glorious climate.
We lay here in
absolute comfort until we sailed on October 7th to achieve a long
cherished ambition of mine.
Those of you who read Galcador’s log
of her first voyage from Ireland to the Ivlediterranean will remember
that we lost her masts in a gale off Cabo Palos and managed to get
her back under jury rig to Cartagena where we were so wonderfully
taken care of at the club.
It has been an ambition of mine to
bring Galcador west around this cape, fully rigged once more,
childish perhaps but maybe understandable to those who love ships,
and to revisit Cartagena and personally thank them all once again.
Palos is approximately 46 miles S.W. of Alicante, and is fringed
with rocky islets with the off lying islets Los Hromigas extending
about 3 miles to the north east.
We took our departure from
Alicante at 1245, by now since we left Arenys de Mar on September
27th almost without exception we’d had head winds, but to-day we
had a fair wind from the south east but, so help me, as we rounded
Cabo Pola it shifted west of south and blew fresh into our teeth
again, and within half an hour had worked up to a steady force 7.
It was sunny and warm, the temperature was V2 and the glass 29.94.
Everything was reasonable except the wind.
We were to discover
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as being phenomenal, from a wind direction and strength point of
view, nobody could remember anything like it in the western
Mediterranean before°
I was so frustrated by it that I posit~
ively stood in the cockpit and shook my fist at it until the mate
brought me to my senses when she said, sure you might as well
shake a stick at a sandstorm.
At 1745 it was so bad that we
went into Torievieja and dropped our anchor, had an early dinner,
roughed it on a loin of baby pork with wine and all the other
accoutrements, purchased at Alicante in one of the finest markets
in Europe and turned in for a few hours sleep with the intention
of carrying on that night when rested, if it let up even a little
bit.
I wasn’t without thinking that these latitudes weren’t
exactly my lucky spot.
However, it did ease off and the wind
ran round the clock into the north and we sailed out of Torievieja
at 2320, set a course of 180 degrees to bring us outside Los
Hormigas and were bound for Palos once more.
We had the light
bearing 245 at 0120 and we rounded Los Hormigas at 0225 to bear
away on a course of 242 for Cartagena°
Permit us to quote from
the log of 5 years ago ~ 0320 dismasted off Cape Palos in electric
storm accompanied by wind gusts force 5 to 7.
Main and mizzen
over starboard side°
First got all wires and ropes under control
to keep screw clear, manhandled mizzen inboard and passed it over
to the port side, got the main mast sufficiently inboard with aid
of anchor winch and crowbars, improvised from side rail ~ 0820 on
course for Cartagena with spars and gear recovered, shaft of wheel
buckled - I140 arrived Cartagena.
The time now was within an hour
of when it happened 5 years ago°
I filled a glass of brandy and
raised it to Galcador. How I wish Billy and Ian, my shipmates of
that night, could have been with me.
Heidi and Hayzus stood in
for them, and we were on our way once more.
We fetched up off
Escombrera Island at 0420, picked up a buoy off the club at
Cartagena half an hour later and turned ino We went into the
boat harbour behind the club later in the day and the first to
greet us were the sailors who had been so wonderful to us 5 years
before.
This is a most attractive club, with an old world atmosphere°
Its dining room, lounge and inside bar are full of
character, built of genuine old oak, and we had a pleasant lunch
and excellent dinner there.
Unfortunately it was open to the
mouth of the artificial harbour through which the southerly swell
was rolling goodoo
By now this bloody swell had become a per~
manent feature of our lives, so after dinner we ran outside and
found a comfortable berth for the night in one of the basins on
the eastern side of the harbour.
We sailed from Cartagena the
following morning Oct° 9th at 1010, the Mate remarking to Hayzus
that maybe the skipper had ants in his pants or perhaps he left
some unpaid bills after him when he was last here.
We were bound
around Cabo Gata, virtually the south eastern corner of Spain~
with Punta Morro Genoves about 4 miles east of it.
There is no

light on this latter~ and the Gata Light would not be visible if
we stood too far into the coast but with the wind in the south
this would become necessary, so our course was laid for Mesa de
Roldano
There is a large oil refinery at the mouth of Cartagena
Harbour but despite this enquiries made by Hayzus early that
morning elicited that it was difficult and very inconvenient to
obtain gas oil there.
The old story of the cobbler who never
had a decent pair of shoes.
We needed some because we had used
the engine quite a bit in the last few days and I bethought myL,
self of La Garruche~ a little fishing village about 45 miles south
of us that we had sailed into 5 years ago, when we hadnVt as much
on board as would fill a lighter°
A look at the chart disclosed
that if the wind held where it was it should make a nice sail and
that we should get there well before dark.
In any case I had
preserved a fairly good mental picture of it as a simple enough
harbour to enter - after all, we had sailed in there 5 years ago
knowing nothing of it.
So La Garruche it was and we fetched up
to it in rare style by 6 o’clock that afternoon.
Poked our nose
into the quay between two fishing boats, helped by willing hands
aboard, and demanded gas oil, which we got, had our Tdewilters’,
cooked our dinner and were on our way again by 9 o’clock, stood
out for a mile and a half and put about for Mesa de Roldan on a
course of 202 degrees and brought the light abeam at 2305.
At
0315 on the morning of 0ctol0th, we had Gata abeam and at 0400 we
changed the watch and celebrated the ~iate V s ?th birthday.
We
had Sabinal and Adra abeam at 0720 and 0950 respectively, and
Sacratif 50 minutes after midday°
At 1950 we had consumed 189o3/5
nauticals between Cartagena and i~alaga, with a VstopoverV at La
Garruche for fuel and food and what we used of the latter cost far
more than what we used of the former°
We celebrated Heidi~s
birthday all over again that night in Malaga - BUT NATURALLY after all it was her ?tho We had never been in Malaga before, an
omission that needed rectifylng~
This is a beautiful city, beautifully laid out with parks and particularly lovely palm trees.~
Nevertheless we were disappointed with the market, the food was
the worst in every respect that we had encountered in Spain and
we have found that the markets, wherever we have been in Spain, are
very good to excellent~
The restaurants in i~alaga, and we searched
pretty thoroughly, reflected this.
Those that we a~e in were only
fair to good.
But our hearts were cheered when we found evidence
of our country’s export drive - so cheered that I did something I
havenVt done for many years~ I bought a bottle of whiskey that I
saw displayed in a shop window~
"A very elegant shop too
Displaying some bottles
of Tullamore Dew, and sent
a postcard to Desmond
inscribed 0 Williams Abu"
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Despite the rumours that some wrteched Corkmen have spread about~
we did not go to Africa just because everybody is going there now;
we went there because we wanted to go there.
We went there before, even if it was by accident, and everybody else ’ s fault
except the navigator’s, and we will go there again.
We also wish
that these people who keep saying ’but why did you go to Ceuta,
why didn’t you go to Tangier’ would realise that we did go to
Tangier but we prefer Ceuta; Ceuta is Africa but Tangier belongs
to everybody still and, for the benefit of those who want to get
a step ahead of the Jones ’s, let me tell them that the correct pronunciation of these names is ’Southa’ as in ’Pana’ and ’Tanker’ as
in ’Canker’ - vide our Hayzus.
On Oct. 12th at 13.30 we took our departure from the St.
Nicolas light for the Calaburas light; the wind being still in the
south westerly quadrant, we were comfortable to Calaburas, it was
daylight and with the exception of Laja de Berne ja with a fathom
and a half over it east of Punta de Peruleja we had nothing much
to worry about as we ’conned’ the coast.
To allow for the west
going current we expected to meet off the African coast, we continued on for Estepona and Doncella point getting as far to westward as the land would permit and seeking its protection at the
same time, before squaring away for Almina and Ceuta.
This
proved a wise choice because we eventually fetched up a little
east of Punta Almina, ll~ hours after we ’left Europe’. At 0120
we tied up alongside and for the first time in quite a while had
to remember to allow for a rise and fall, not much, but it had to
be allowed for.
Ceuta is a bustling con~nercial port, alive and
pulsating, and the town reflects its port.
It is built on an
isthmus that joins two headlands and a dyke runs through it across
which is a bridge.
The fishing boats pass through this at high
water - so does a swift current - it is shaped llke an S and it is
quite fascinating to stand on the bridge and watch them as they
expertly make their way through.
The market at Ceuta is a must;
it is three tiered and as multicoloured with its mixture of
European and African blood, buyer and seller, as a box of liquorice
allsorts.
We took a drive around in a taxi someway outside the
town and up around one of the headlands, which presented us with
some splendid views of the eastern end of the Strait of Gibraltar
and, we hope, some equally good photographs.
We sailed for
Tangier at 0900 on the morning of October 14th with the wind WNW
very fresh and a heavy breaking sea.
We made the short passage
of 27 miles,under engine for about half of it, in these conditions
and passed the light on the molehead shortly after 1 o’clock, a
little more than 4 hours on passage.
It is difficult to know
what to say of Tangier; the port is dead, there is no question
about that, and somehow the town, despite its illusion, fails to
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It seems to have paid
a high price for its release from ’internationalism’, perhaps too
high a price.
Is there a lesson here? I wouldn’t know.
I do
know that authority, in the harbour at any rate, wears its new
mantle rather awkwardly°
I suppose it is the poacher turned
bailiff mentality.
They are frightfully polite and almost obsequiously helpful but busy as be dammed trying to impress you
that it’s the fellows in the other countries that you are going
to who are really to blame if you get into trouble for not playing
the game their way.
The market place, the streets surrounding it
and the Kasbah are, of course, as colourful as ever and the touts
more plentiful.
We had one glorious afternoon accompanied by excellent food and most sophisticated entertainment provided by a
solitary pianist of the Charlie Kunz school in Le Balcon, a first
class restaurant attached to the Hotel Velasquez, and prefer to
take our departure on that note.
In the forenoon of the following
day, 0ctol5th, we sailed for Tarifa, on the Spanish mainland at the
western entrance to the straits, under full canvas in a moderate
breeze with a free sheet.
~hat an extraordinary amount of ship
traffic is here; no wonder Heidl a few nights back felt they
ought to put a pedestrian crossing down for yachts. We fetched
across to Tarifa in one leg and then with the wind coming off the
land sailed leisurely along the coast of Spain for Algeciras,
arriving there before dark on Saturday evening, October 15th.
~hat is it about Spain that makes it so different, so warm, so
friendly, so poor, so inconsequential, so comfortable?
I think
I know.
It’s a warm house because every room is lived in, lived
in all the day and every day°
After we had tucked Galcador in
alongside the dock ahead of the Gibraltar ferry, we took a walk
around this very pretty town and afterwards a taxi to the Reina
Cristina Hotel, from where we telephoned the yacht club across
the bay to arrange for permission to enter the harbour.
You
still cannot enter without my Lords of the Admlralty’s most
gracious permission and, while it is always readily granted, if
you arrive without having requested it you have to lay outside
while the red tape is being wound off the spool, which could be
several hours or even a night.
On Sunday 0ct.16th, after 2 weeks
of wind from the south and west, it was in the east which meant a
beat across the bay, but this time we were in no hurry and had
less than 4 miles to achieve.
With a good stiff breeze and smooth
water, in fact we had a most enjoyable few hours sailing, laying
her deep up into the north east corner for La Linea, about on a
shorter tack, about again, and about again off the corner of the
north entrance to the Admiralty harbour for a short tack inside
where we were met by the Port Authority launch, identified, and
given our entering and boarding permission immediately.
This
was passed to us as we hung there in deliberate irons all Bristol
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and shipshape.
~ithin i0 minutes we were stowed and lay alongside our appointed berth°
~e occupied this length of quay with
five other yachts feeling that two days of splendid sailing was
a fitting epilogue to a long voyage. But there was a little more
to come before we finally left Gibo
We presented ourselves at
the Royal Gibraltar that evening and made the acquaintance of
Harry Ashley, whom we had spoken to on the phone the night before,
and his bosom pal, the Rev. Father.
Harry was acting Hon. Sec.
in the temporary absence of the regular secretary.
He is exR.A.F. and as British as they are made, and I have never seen a
more inseparable brace of buddies than himself and Father Devlln,
from Youghal, as Irish and as large as life as they come°
On
Monday night a whale of a party broke out on board the American
yacht, and on Tuesday night we did the best we could to make
amends on board Galcador.
I think we won by a short head, not
because we were Galcador but because we had the two buddies included in.
The transom of the English yacht that lay ahead of
us was only a few inches from our bow and she carried a West
Indian paid hand - he and Hayzus had been at all our parties,
that’s the way we like it.
’A dead calm rested on the bay, the
waves to sleep had gone’
I sat on the foredeck waiting for the
taxi to come and take me away from Galcador once more and watched
and listened to the V~est Indian as he worked about his deck. He
was small, wiry, tough and bearded and he sang as he worked
always he sang as he worked.
He had his back turned to me and
I felt sad as I sat there, this is always a sad time of the year
for me.
Then he turned and spoke to me over the stern. VYou
is sad, Skip, you mind my singin’?
No, of course not, I said,
startled for a moment out of my reverie, I llke your singing°
’Bye Skip’, he said, as he turned back to his brass work, and as
I climbed the ladder to the taxi, his song floated up the quay
wall o
’Brown skinned maid stay home and mind babee,
Brown skinned maid stay home and mind babee,
I’se goln’ away in a sailin’ ship
And if I don’t come back
Stay home and mind babee’

GALCADOR o
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TABLE OF DISTANCES

Port Visited

Naples ...o .......
Anzlo ......... o.o
Civita Vecchia ooo
Giglio ~arina oo.o
Porto Azzuro (Elba)
Bastla .... ooo..oo
San Remo ........ o
Monaco (Monte Carlo)
Nice ............ o
Cannes .... o .... oo
St° Tropez o..o..o
Cassis .... o.ooooo
~arseilles .......
Sete .............

(2) NAPLES GIBRALTAR

Recorded
Distance

91
70
46
41
50
125
17
8
25
28
61
14
76

Port Visited
Arenys de Mar .....
Geltru ............
Vinaroz ...........
Castellonde Plana°.
Valencia ..........
Altea .............
Allcante ..........
Torrivieja ........
Cartagena .........
La Garruche .......
Malaga ............
Ceuta .............
Tangier ...........
Algeciras .........
Gibraltar .........

652

735
(Table One)

Continents Visi ted
2
Countries Visited
5
Ports Visited
36

Total Logdo i~ilea~e
2~194.

Recorded
Distance
123
49
74
38
32
71
23
28
40
44
145
69
28
34
9
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PASSAGE NORTH
Ballynakll to the Swilly in Wild Goose, 1960.
by
Wallace Clark
June and I made less use of Wild Goose this year than in
any previous one due to many complications ashore;
(also the
fitting and tuning of new lifelines, backstays, and lower shroud
plates and fibreglassing the deck took quite a bit of time in
May and we had only one or two day sails in the glorious weather
which it produced).
However, our friends helped out nobly on
three occasions and Wild Goose herself can’t have felt too neglected.
Paul and Lisl Campbell sailed her S. to Ballynakil,
starting on June llth, later i~ike and Shelagh Ross had her for
a week in the Swilly and, finally, Liam ~cCormick took her to
Carlingford for that famous Rally.
Paul’s account of the
voyage to County Galway appears separately.
The first glimpse June and I had of her in full commission
was on the 28th June, a lovely calm surmmer evening as she lay
peacefully at anchor in Fahy Bay, the low sun gleaming on her topsides and throwing deep contrast of light and shade on the wonderful panorama of the Connemara mountains behind.
The immediate
surroundings, trees and hayfields running down to the shore, with
the blue-grey roofs and gables of Ross Lodge nestling among them,
were equally attractive and in pleasant contrast to many of the
rock bound coast anchorages of the West.
This is one of the prettiest and snuggest bays in Ireland,
as we learned during the next ten days.
We lived at the Dooneen
Hotel, 3 miles by road or 2 by water, from Ross, an ideal base
and during our stay explored most corners of the network of ports,
sounds and islets around us, landing on Freaghillaun (the Heather
Isle) which guards the entrance, rowing up to see the white trout
jumping at Dawros bridge, fishing around Carrickeen and one extra
fine day going out to Bofin and back to meet many old friends, a
reach out and a run home in the calmest of seas.
In the evenings
I was able to sall June home by the winding channels, in the
dinghy to Barnaderg Pier within a few feet of the hotel.
One afternoon we were running, luckily fairly slowly under
jib and mizzen, from the entrance towards Derryinver when between
the Black and Carrigeen rocks there was a mighty crunch under
keel, our bow rose high out of the water and we came to an abrupt
stop - the outlier rock - only 2 ft. down~
It was near L.W. and
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quite calm; so no panic but the engine failed to haul her off;
I layed out the kedge abeam and was just starting to try and
slide her off when two men in a curragh approached from the North
Shore and proceeded to offer help in the nicest possible way.
With their assistance we soon pulled her stern round in llne with
kedge and off she came, whereupon they offered to accompany us up
to Derryinver to show us the marks, involving quite a long pull
home for them afterwards°
They had the manners of princes~ with
an underlying gentleness which seems typical of many of the fishermen we met in Connemara, and their presence made this little incident stand out in our memory°
As did another a day earlier when I landed alone at
Lettermore and had a long chat with a charming old lady who was
minding cattle while busily knitting a sock above the pier. Her
late husband was the pilot and brought many a square rigger into
the bay in his day°
She was greatly interested in the yacht,
asking "Have you gints on board?" and was, I think, a little disappointed when I was unable to give an account of titled persons
relaxing in luxurious staterooms°
Dro and Mrs. Irwin, who live at Ross Lodge, could not have
been kinder and added tremendously to the enjoyment of our stay°
The Doctor, now over 80, has been in practice there for 40 years
and is a mine of information on local history, as well as every
detail of the bay and Islands round which he used to fish when he
was younger°
The bar at the entrance tic Fahy which Paul and I both eXro
plored has 3 fro L.W°S. and inconvenienced us scarcely at all as
3 or 4 days each side of neaps there is a minimum of 596" and
near springs it is only impassable for a couple of hours out of
the twelve.
On Sunday 10th July, June left for home by car and my
sister Jill and Harry Woodhead arrived for the passage homes We
had 160 miles to go in 5 sailing days for Harry was due back in
his pulpit (the wooden one, ashore in County Derry) next Sunday
morning°
It was a considerable wrench to leave Dr o Irwin and
his family, the lovely surroundings and the many friends we had
made°
At 0700 next morning wind W o force 4 to go NoW. later,
we raised without difficulty, the mooring Paul had layed and ran
out of the bay across the bar under mizzen and staysail~ Hoisted
the mainsail off Ross Point and beat out past Freaghillauno
Once Renvyle Point came abeam we were able to bear off for
Inlsturk and had a very pleasant close reach for the next couple
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of hours.
The mackerel were biting well as we passed Leahy
Rocks and later we passed 3 or 4 curraghs busy fishing lobsters.
With their high bows and birdlike form unchanged for hundreds of
years, they fit most naturally, and attractively, into a seascape
and give it that touch of timelessness which suits the west so
well.
It will be a sad day if the curragh ever disappears but
it shows no signs of doing so at the moment though many are now
driven by outboard and one on Turk by a bright yellow Boat Impeller.
Once in the lee of the Island, a couple of tacks took us
up into the full shelter of the bay and we watched the hook bite
into clean white sand 3 fins. down.
This is said to be one of
the best bits of holding in the West and used to be a favourite
anchorage of the Atlantic Fleet.
A curragh came alongside and gave us a welcome lift ashore
to save launching the dinghy.
It was a smart newly built one,
18 feet long completely planked with 3,, laths under the canvas.
We took a picnic lunch with us and had a long walk round the
Island.
One rather unusual feature of life here is that although it has several miles of roads and plenty of horses ("Sure
you couldn’t live without a horse here - every family has one T!
we were told) there were no carts.
The roads are so steep as to
be quite unsuitable for wheeled traffic and the loads are all
carried in panniers.
At the top house we stopped to admire a
fine ram, whose owner told us he’d just brought it back from
Caher Island the day before - must have been quite a job.
He
then asked us in for a welcome cup of milk and home made bread.
We called at the shop on the way back and Jill traded some of our
mackerel, the first landed in the Island that year, they said,
for fresh milk.
Got some water at the excellent well by the
harbour and a lift back on board.
After a second lunch we had a fine broad reach past the
gaunt Mweemore Rocks and along the green S.E. shore of Clare
which has one of the finest island profiles in the world, lion
couchant is the only rather inadequate simile I can think of.
Past the S.E. point and rounded up under Granuaile’s castle. No
one with a spark of imagination can sail this coast without
being impressed by strong traditions still alive of the deeds
of this pirate princess who ruled it 300 years ago by a combination of beauty and daring.
Two Achill yawls lay at anchor
in the bay, heavily built double enders with raking stern posts,
the gaffs of their lugs lashed horizontally near the mastheads
for all the world like square sail yards and it took a second
glance to make sure they were not pirates after all’
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We were too sleepy after a long day (including among other
things two breakfasts and two lunches) for more than a brief run
ashore and spent it exploring the Castle.
Not much sign of an
attempted preservation which is said to be in hand by the present
0 ~Malley clan.
We were sorely tempted to head Eo next day and visit Rosturk and the Stoney family and see a bit of Clew Bay, but the
forecast spoke of S.W. winds going W. fresh to strong and the
price of a visit would have been a beat of 25 miles out to Achill
Head afterwards, so had to rule it out°
Anyway that area deserves
a complete holiday to appreciate it properly.
The E.SoBo have spoiled a lot of possibilities on this
coast with their cable over Achill Sound.
W~nat a pity Colonel
Bob Berridge had not been on the spot to get them to raise it to
above masthead height as he did at Screebe’
We spent a comfortable night with a light S. wind.
Next
morning Jill swam behind the dinghy and we landed under the E.
wall of Granuaile’s Castle.
This is far the best way to approach
it, still much as it must have looked 300 years ago, and your eye
is not led off to various modern hideosities which are growing
round it on the harbour side.
Ten minutes on the radio telephone
got me through to June in Derry, clear as a bell.
This is one of
the few advances of civilization which have really helped to solve
island problems and which has become universal on the inhabited
Irish isles during the last year or two. Under way 10~15 and ran
round the N.E. end of the island then settled down to a fine close
fetch for Achill Head in a jumbly swell.
Off Achill Head the tide almost completely killed the wind
and we had a most uncomfortable hour or so trying to run in a sea
that reared up in all directions at once.
However the characteristic pale green hump of Inishkea gradually drew nearer and with a
better breeze again we Jybed into the Sound, which as usual provided welcome relief from the swell.
We had hoped to spend the
night at the So island.
I’ve always been lucky with weather
there, and true to form the islands were bathed in sunshine as we
arrived at 1600 and anchored off the old whaling station on
Rusheen.
However, this only lasted for a few minutes;
it
started to rain, and the wind backed a little and freshened and
by the time we’d had a meal and a sleep there was no question of
landing.
We were tired after a succession of energetic days and
it seemed a mighty effort to decide to move on to Frenchport but
an angry purplish mass of clouds proceeded to pile up around
Slievemore and the snuggest possible anchorage was clearly best
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Ten miles and we could just save our daylight.
Under way 7.45.
It was then a reach out to clear the Pluddany
Rocks, and a dead run down the sound, while the mackerel and
shelagh bit furiously.
Jill and I were busy navigating, fishing
and steering while Harry slept.
For a few minutes it looked like
really thickening up and I snatched a couple of bearings, then the
peculiar conical piles of stones on Inishglora came out of the
murk followed by Annagh Head and all was easy again.
A big swell was breaking furiously on the lumpy rocks at
its base and in the fading light we could have easily mistaken the
first blind inlet for Frenchport but the real entrance never opens
up, I kept reminding myself, until you are right abreast it, from
either North or South - and at last there it was.
Jill was so
busy hauling in mackerel she had no time to worry. The curious
thing is that we had to beat right up to Frenchport for the wind
was due E. probably only very locally but enough to have made
Inishkea untenable or at least extremely uneasy.
Some time
during the night it veered S. again and was blowing 5 to 6 as we
breakfasted next morning after a good and undisturbed sleep.
Wednesday.
A really fine reach and run out round Eagle Island followed
under mizzen, staysail and jib; the swell ran 6 or 8 ft., high
and jumbly with some small breaking crests.
Visibility was good
and the sun shone most of the time - with a strong crew we would
have pressed on across Donegal Bay, wind now S.W. force 6 and
doubtless ’made a passage’, but we decided we would be pretty
tired by the time we arrived on the lee shore the other side at
dusk; anyway we wanted to look in at the unexplored ports between
Broadhaven and Kilcummin - so why not make a virtue of a necessity
and stick to that snug weather shore for the day.
Off Broadhaven we handed the jib as the wind piped up some
more and then took all of her to motor up into Portacloy for lunch;
a fine wide inlet with sand at its head and parallel steep rocky
sides which funnelled the wind up to Force 7 or more.
The
fishing boat Bun Beag was here too, and the crew pulled laboriously
over in a curragh for a drink and a crack.
They had been fishing
out of there for a fortnight and count it a fair good anchorage.
Later nosed into Porturlin and in turn Belderig which would be a
useful passage anchorage and there was no swell at all in there or
in Portacloy to-day.
The wind quite suddenly ’scanted’ (a good
old word from Hakluyt which modern sailing parlance seems to lack)
and we found ourselves at 5 p.m. making no more than 2 or 3 knots
with everything set as we ran for Downpatrick Head.
The sky to
the West cleared with nothing but a few fair weather cumulus clouds
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on the horizon and it was suddenly obvious that conditions would
be ideal for crossing the bay during the next five or six hours;
so down helm, in sheets and off we went in a fine reach for
Slieve League showing clearly on the lee bow.
We might just
have made Rathiin O~Beirne before dusk and got the hook down in
its lee for the nisht;
Little is known of this anchorage except
that it is reported poor holding but this refers to large craft
and l~d love to try it for if it could be established as reliable
it would be an extremely useful stopping place at either end of a
Donegal Bay crossing°
However, that will have to wait for another
year, perhaps two or three, for we were going so well broad
reaching under full sail at about 6 knots that it seemed a p~ty to
stop, with the prospect of the wind going N.Wo
We left the Island
about a mile to leeward just as the sun set.
I really meant to
hand the mainsail then, to ease the motion and so that we would not
be too far No at the first light to look inside Aranmore and the
Islands, but the crew protested vigorously so on we went, luckily
as it turned out, and had a fine sail all night.
Passed Aram~sore
in dark, the rays of its powerful light gleaming eerily on the
colossal rock pinnacles which surrounded its base, passed 0wey~
glimpsed a grey smudge that was Gola - would it never lighten? All
the time keeping an anxious lookout ahead for the salmon boats
which lie hereabouts to their nets with no light to avoid informing
their rivals of their positions~ and frequent glances astern to
make sure we had not entered red sector of the auxiliary light
which covers the Ballyconnell ~blowers~o
By the time it did, a
real grey dawn with great leaden rollers abeam, the Bloody Foreland was broad on the bow, five miles to leeward.
Now well ahead of schedule we eased the sheets for a dead
run to Keclasmore sound~ between Inishbofin and Inishdooey.
The
wind increased until steering became pretty heavy and I decided
to hand the main.
This can normally be done easily in Wild
Goose, with the wind aft but I stupidly forgot a raw edge on one
of the new ratlines and made a rip of about 18" in one of the
upper panels in the sail.
It was 0700 when we entered the sound and rounded up to
anchor astern of a Tory salmon boat for breakfast and sleep° It
was blowing hard, and the swell growled on the shingle all round
as we sheered about to the gusts° The Bay is almost exactly semicircular and the swell must be driven round it in some peculiar
way by the tide for even a calm day it always seems to roar rather
menacingly but the bark is much worse than the bite and you don’t
roll so much at all.
We sent messages to Tory and heard the
latest gossip°
Mickey 0ge might have to go to "hospital" again the big walled one at Kilmainham’
Derek Hill was expected out
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is there are no good wrecks these days:

but the trouble

Thursday.
Got under way about ll.
Wind now N.W. force 6 so scarcely
missed the mainsail which I repaired as we jogged along. Perhaps
we should have gone straight on to the Swilly but we had until
Sunday and it seemed a pity to end such a fine passage a day early,
so decided on Downings for the night.
Ran in past the fishing
boat Rosnakil at the pier end.
"Too fast as usual, Clark’ " and
our ancient sternfast which a fisherman had made fast with a flick
of his wrist parted as soon as it tightened.
Luckily there were
plenty of willing hands to check us in the salmon boats, further
ahead and we came to rest gently enough.
All very tired and bed
early after a walk to admire the matchless view of the whole Bay
from the corner at Annivore, a quarter of a mile down the road.
The salmon boats after much discussion decided not to go
out that night; it must have been t erupting for a stiff N. wind
and a bit of a sea are their best conditions and one of them had
had 90 fish in his mile of nets the night before and a near record
of 900 for the season.
Next morning wind N. by W. force 5 to 6 and the usual big
ground swell beyond the Downies Point.
We had only a short
passage round to Swilly so took our time.
Harry’s knowledge of
Irish had added a lot to our enjoyment at each stopping place and
here produced an unexpected laugh.
As I hung in the rigging
binding up the raw edges on the ratlines, Harry could hear the
fishermen discussing us, quite oblivious of his expert knowledge,
"They’re not going out, are they" followed by the Irish equivalent
of "How mad can you get ?".
We turned alongside and sailed out under jib staysail and
mizzen which happened to suit the wind force exactly - in fact
Wild Goose has never gone better than under this rig that day.
Outside the shelter of the point the swell, l0 or 12 ft. high,
was steep and short, we had about five miles to beat out of the
mile wide bay before turning off East for the Swilly, and soon
lost count of the number of times we’d tacked.
We missed stays
a couple of times but plenty of time to come up and try again.
Jill was steering and soon got expert at picking ’smooths’ :
Meanwhile I thought I ought to give the engine a run, ’just in
case’ but after a few beats it packed up and no swinging would
produce a spark.
In the intervals between tacking I started to
strip the carburettor and in due course examine the plugs, all to
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no avail
I don~t think I’ve ever tzled to start an engine under
more difficult conditions°
}~oliing heavily, frequent dollops of
spray down the hatch, havlno to drop everything and concentrate
on tacking every few minutes, and the battery flat as weed done
so little motoring to charge it o
Neanwhile as we worked steadily out of the bay, the w~.nd
piped up and we began to wonder if’it ought to be Portnabiagh
instead of the Swilly, but it’s a rotten anchorage there and she
was going beautifully in most exhilarating conditions; so we kept
going and it was relief to decide eventually to cease efforts to
start the engine°
Tacking became a smooth drill, Jill at the
tiller, Harry on the jib sheets while I backed the mizzen to help
her round each time.
In between bent on the trysail over the
furled main, got the storm jibs handy below in case things got any
worse and kept an anxious eye on a small rip which had appeared in
the staysail.
We resolved to work out a good offing directly off
Sheephaven before turning along the coast for the Swilly, but
eventually this was not necessary as the wind clear of Horn Head
was a little more westerly and we were soon able to start the
sheets and hoist the trysailo
Outside the waves were running 12
to 15 fto high but very little came on board and by the time we
jybed past Fanad Head we felt wend had a really good sail.
Anchored off Portsalon pier where there was quite a swell
at 1500 as the wind began to scant and by 8 o~clock it was almost
calm.
The engine incidentally started first swing~
Jame~
Henshall of the R oN.IoYoC o was caravaning nearby and very kindly
asked us all ashore for supper°
With some misgivings I asked
him to join us for a sail next day°
James is excellent company
and as good a crewman as you’d find but it’s a standing Joke that
when he and I meet afloat something violent almost invariably
happens to the weather°
0nly once in our fairly long acquaintance
do I remember James plus calm weather°
This was no exception°
Saturday[, our last day, broke fine and sunny, light S. wind
wireless U.S. so no forecast.
We motored over to Ballymastocker
where James joined us well laden with lines and the morning passed
very pleasantly fishing off the cliffs and making an assault
landing at Knockalla Fort only to find General Collins and his
wife away.
After lunch, we met by arrangement some friends from
Malin Head at Dunree.
It was now grey and raining and wind So
about 5/6.
By the time we left them and James back it was so
late that Harry had to leave us too°
The wind was a good force
7, and Jill and I had an 8 mile beat ahead of us up to Fahan° We
ran the engine, and mizzen and staysail was fully all she’d ~arry
as we rushed to save our daylight for the bar and twisting channel.
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I am sure it was a good force 8 (the forecast was severe gales)
as we came up to Macamish and a little later the mizzen, an old
sail which had done its part manfully, split in 3 pieces and we
continued under staysail.
It was a great beat, a smashing
thrashing sousing beat moving really fast through the water while
a dense mixture of spray from the short steep waves and rain
driven with the force of hailstones deluged oft in an unbroken
stream.
Nicer to look back on than at the time as we were
worried about the light, already overdue at our R.V. with my
brother Henry and had to find time to tidy her up for Mike and
Shelagh Ross who were to take her over next day.
We just made the light and nosed up past the pier but conditions in the creek were really about as nasty as you could
imagine.
The full force of the gale meeting a 3 knot spring
flood was kicking up hollow breaking wavelets 2 or 3 ft. high in
the anchorage.
It was soon as black as the inside of a cow and
the rain drove by in horizontal sheets;
I hastily slung over
two anchors, no chance of trying to pick an accurate berth, and
hoped for the best as Wild Goose lunged wildly about, now wind
now tide - rode.
It even seemed odds against getting the dinghy
ashore unswamped so we took off our seaboots, grabbed lifebelts,
pushed off and just managed it.
Henry, good man, was there unruffled and hauled us two bedraggled figures into the car at midnight to start the 50 mile drive home~
Apart from this last evening, it had been as good a passage
as you could ask for with good company, a fair amount of sun,
strong fair winds and almost no motoring, the whole way up.
Our best thanks are due to Paul and Lisl Campbell for their
"
persevering efforts to get Wild Goose to Fahy for us, maklno
the
day sailing and the one way ride possible, and incidentally leaving
her there stowed and cleaned up to a better standard than we ever
achieve ourselves!
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F°Co Morgan-Giles,
o
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Taking the annually repeated plea of the Hon. Editor that
accounts of the doings of all members, however modest, should be submitted for publication for the IoCoC. Journal, we offer the following
account of JULIA,S unspectacular but enjoyable sailing during the
1960 season.
Accounts of the activities of her sister-ship ALATA
have appeared in several issues while she was owned and cruised by
RoPo Campbell°
In JULIA~ we try to combine racing with cruising although we feel that we should regard her primarily as a Cruiser.
Originally designed to race in Torbay, most of the West-Channel boats
have become scattered.
Perhaps, because they are fast very dry seaboats, at their best in a stiff blow, and have good accommodation for
their size, most owners seem to use them as cruisers.
In this respect, one of them, TESS OF TEIGN, has been cruised by Jonathan Ho
Trafford to places as far afield as Spain and Corsica.
In 1958, he
was awarded the Founder’s Cup of the R°0oR.Co for s cruise from Hamble
to Denmark and back, via the Kiel Canal.
Although the success of
these cruises tends to justify our confidence in the sea-keeping
qualities of JULIA, our own efforts to date~ have been much less
ambitious°
In 1958, my wife and I paid a short visit to Carlingford Lough.
In 1959, we cruised, with a friend, to the Holy Lough, going up via
Larne, Kilbrennan Sound and the Kyles of Bute, and back by the Cumbraes, Lamlssh and L. Ryano
This year, we set out with the intention of sailing to Skye, but were unlucky in our weather, and did not
attempt to round Ardnamurchan Point. However, it happened that I
had bought a chart of the Northern half of Lo Linnhe from David McKay, for no better reason than that it was nice to look at.
Although we had no large scale chart to the approaches, we decided
to have a look at Fort William°
The weather improved, temporarily,
and we had a perfect view of this superb stretch of water, a thing,
they say, which happens rarely.
Our stay was, perhaps, the most
satisfying part of our Journey.
We took part also in the Whitsun Race of the l.C.C.this year
to Port St° Mary and finished, if not gloriously, by no means last,
being the first home of the smaller boats, and coming 7th on correcte d time°
The visibility was very poor. We navigated on Consol
and tacked for the finishing-line on the Craigneish Radio-Beacon,
having lost the rotator and 100 feet of brand-new line when streaming the log off the Baily.
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We carry ivlarkswsy jsci~s
and personal life-lines for heavy weather.
Our main compass is
mounted on the coach-roof, and is a war-surplus bearing compass mounted on a compensator. We use it to correct for deviation, swin~in~
~
~.,n.,.ch
the ship when it has been loaded up with cruisin~,_
gear, all of -’
we stow in standard positions.
Our steering compass is mounted in
gimbals on the after cockpit coaming and is of the grid-type.
We
carry the dinghy on deck.
For navigation, in addition to the io?~,
¯
we use Consol which is splendid in the South Irish Sea, a Smlth I s
Speedometer and a sextant which we use mainly for finding ’distance
off’ by vertical and horizontal angles and consider it to be a most
useful aid to navigation.
Our wireless is a Philips portable mounted athwsrtships on the forward cabin bulkhead.
Although bearings
on radio beacons must be taken by swinging the ship, errors are miniraised by this method.
This year, we have had a Fairway Echo-Sounder
fitted, and are most pleased with its performance.
In order not to interfere with the racing qualities of the
boat, we have had the transducer mounted flush in the deadwood for~
ward of the iron keel.
The device weighs 4~-Ibs. being transistorised, and works for a season on 5 U.2 torch batteries:
It is
difficult to speak too highly of its convenience when tacking thro~
ugh narrow channels or choosing an anchorage.
We have an open
cockpit and so, have rigged one of Nichael d’Alton’s cockpit-covers
which, like our collapsible sea-anchor, we hope never to have to use.
Although not quite an Ann Gall, we feel that we have gone as far as
is practicable in a 5-tonner towards making the navigation of JDLI~\
independent of all but human error.
CRUISE

Crew:

Wed.

14.00

TO

WESTERN

HIGHLANDS

C. 0 Ceallaigh, ~,t. 0 Ceallaigh (Dunlaoghaire - Carnlough)
Donal O’Connor (from Carnlou~dh)
June 29

DUNLA 0GHA IRE - LOUGHSHINNY:

17 miles

Our start had been much delayed owing to various misfortuDes~
illness of Dons] our crew, an unfortunate argument with ~h,~
bowsprit of a neighbouring yacht whose owner had temporary
¯
repalrS carried out in the minimum time, and a nasty force
5 - 6 N.E. wind which blew for more than a week. In desperation, at 14.00h, having slept aboard, we said to hell w!th it
all, and under short canvas we beat out between "the pier-heads°
The tide was foul, but we did not care.
After being becalmed
off the Baily for 2~ hours, we eventually made Lambay Sound.
Here the wind had freshened to force 5 - 6N, and we found a
very heavy short sea throu<h which we best with more determ~n-
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Shinny finding difficulty in picking up the vital perch
against the dark background° We succeeded in doing this
in the nick of time and anchored having taken 9¼ hours to
make good 17 sea miles° We dined nobly opening a bottle
of cheap Medoc and took to our bunks at 1.00 a.m. We spent
the night securely enough, but rolling heavily athwart a
swell, the wind being still N and the seas heavy outside.
Satisfied to have made a start, we lazed away the next day,
going ashore to sample again the amenities of the port,telephoning home to give tidings of the successful completion
of our epic passage.
LOUGHSHINNY - ARDGLASS : 46 miles
Frio July l
08°53

Off under outboard setting sail on the way out. As we
expected wind, we set mainsail with 5 rolls and No.2 jib.
As might have been anticipated, wind lightened!

I0°07 Rockabill abeam°

Log streamed°

12 o30

Becalmed about 7 miles N of Rockabill.
The same thing
happened at the same place on our other two trips.
Rigged
outboard, on making 3~ knots with little throttle, a very
economical setting, the petroil consumption being about
15 mopogo

16o00

Outboard cut out, very hot!
Started again when cool, and
ran for 30 minso before cutting out again. Most vexing,
longed for a modest 3~ knots!

17o00 Sighted Carlingford entrance whistle buoy.
18.00

3 point sextant fix using Sl. Foy, SI° Bingian, SI.Donard,
agrees with Consol, Ardglass 20 miles. Motor up to its
usual tricks. Breeze now fickle, NNW force 1 - 2.

21 °40

Bushmills 56 dashes, log 27 miles, Ardglass II miles,
Co@ 25o Compass. Very slow progress as twilight came on.
Motor eventually packed up for the night.
At midnight we
picked up a very light N breeze near St. John’s Pt., and
lay along coast being guided by Killough town lights which
are conspicuous from seaward°
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sat
01 o00

Picked up red sector of Ardglass pile-light°
Had a most
intriguing experience in pilotage, tacking in the white
sector of the light, and well pleased with our efforts,
passed the unlit pier-head, and anchored at 2.30 a.m°, log
37°6.
Spent the next day in Ardglass which is an attractive anchorage, when the wind is not in the S.E°
Locals
speak very poorly of it, in spite of God’s Pocket, which
looks as if it has not been dry cleaned for a long time.
The ribs and keel of a local boat wrecked last year, confirm
their opinion.

Sun. July 3

ARDGLASS - CARNLOUGII:

54 miles

After the undistinguished passages already described, we are
happy to be able to record s very satisfactory day’s sailing with a
fair wind.
06.15

Left under outboard temporarily recovered, streamed log
½ mile outside harbour.
Set Genoa and mainsail.

08.15

Strangford entrance buoy abeam°
Bushmills 52 dots.

09.35

Spoke South Rock vessel.
parcel of papers.

I0°00

Log 13@2

II °25

Conversed with crew of Skullmartin vessel PENGUIN.
Told of forecast of freshening winds from S.Eo

12.00

Log 20@21, Bushmills 30 dashes, about 7 miles from Mew
Island.
Tide turning against us.
Decided to pass outside Mew Island, as we reckoned that the race would not
be working at maximum.

12.30

Donaghadee abeam. Spoke local fishing boat° Warned
against bashing through the "Ram Harry" Race.
Altered
course to pass through Donaghadee sound.
Rather nervous
of this, our first time through.
Handed spinnaker and
met NAMHARA coming south bucking like a bronco!
Plenty
of sea in Sound and nervous of gyblng all standing.
Tide foul.

14o30

South Briggs abeam. Wind 4 - 5 S.E. Log 31.5 miles°

15.35

Blackhead abeam.
on course.

Course 27°

Compass .

No letters. Failed to deliver

Course 3500 Compass°

Set Spinnaker.

Course 350° Compass°

Swinging a lot
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16,,00

Set spinnaker on mate~s insistence~
Big following sea°
Saw small boat running inshore of us making much heavier
weather of it than we°

17oi0

Handed spinnaker and ran under reefed mainsail.
Course 290° Compass.

18o00

Hove to, at mouth of Larne Lough to get forecast. Decided
to push on to Carnlough.
Lost wind at the Black Rock°
Started motor.

20 °30

Tied up in Carnlough after a most enjoyable sailo Log 58.6
miles. Found floating dredger, formerly a most convenient
berth, sunken and tilted in a forelorn fashion and BOTH HANS
and GRIETJE filling all available space with cablesa~wart
the harbouro Tied up alongside the tractor tyres opposite
to the mouth of the gut°
These are used to prevent mishap
to the limestone boats when swinging to pass through° These
tyres leave very nasty black marks on topsides~ The famous
"terrace of three houses" used as landing mark in the IoC.C.
Eo Coast Directions contains two only, the establishment of
Jo Mallon, PhoC.
0RNUM 50/50
Silver Ship arrives shortly after° Take warps from
Skipper Alan Wisharto

M ono, July 4... to_ Thuro July

,8

Spent in Carnlough sheltering from gales listening to discouraging forecasts, socialising with the very agreeable company in
0RNUM9 alongside which we are now tied up, and eating heartily°
Crew arrives, insufficiently recovered, complete with duffle bag,
but game to the lasto Enforced rest salutary° See remarkable
film featuring a virtuous Diana Dorso Best feature, departure of
the Dutch sisters about their lawful business° No tears~
CARNLOUGH - CRINAN: 72 miles
Thurso July__8
More moderate winds forecast and say farewell to 0RNUM
still undecided.
21 o15

Motor out. Motor stops.
evening° Tide most fair°
Pick up breeze.

Becalmed outside.
Beautiful
Set mainsail and Genoa°

22°45 Garron Point abeam° Course I0O Compass°
23,43

5 knots°

Wind gone° Mull Light bears 400 Co Rathlin Eo Lto
(most conspicuous) bears 340o Co

195 F___rid.o July 9
00o00
03.13

We have the wind again from ~oWo which freshens as the
dawn approaches°
Log 15o6, Mull Light veers 190° Co

05°00 Identify Mull of Cara (conspico). Tack to weather Gighao
07 °25

Cathsgeir light-ship abeam°
Becalmed for the next two
hours.
Gain an offing of about a mile during the time
the outboard agrees to function°
Great gloom caused by
its antics°

Iio00

Beautiful morning°
Hailed by boat heading south under
engine. Asked if we were from Ireland° Answer yes,
pointing to IoCoCo Burgeeo Met this boat later, TREFOIL
C.C.Co."manned" by Mrs° Keppie and her two daughters~ llke
Granuallle a "redoubtable feminine sea-captaln"o

12,12

Fix by vertical sextant angle of the Paps of Jura bearing
316° Co
Log 42°3 miles.

12 °20

Identify Eilean Mot and pick up Skeirmhaoile Lto Hoo Tacking
up Sound of Jura° Wind squally and strong~ Two hours
later we are laying a course close inshore along the Knapdale
coast. Wind 4 - 5 l~Vo

16°30

Anchored in Crinan 01d Harbour after somewhat spectacular
approach, hauling down sails with more verve than seamanship° Entranced by beauty of this anchorage which far
surpassed our expectations°
Log° 62°8 miles from Garron
Point. Spent next day resting. Meet crew of 0RNUM
ashore slaking their thirst° Leaving Csrnlough after us
about 04°00, they had the misfortune to go aground in the
entrance to the gut, but were assisted off by one of the
Dutchmen vilified earlier in this narrative. Not liking
the conditions at the Mull, they elected to pass through
the Sound of Sanda and reached Crinan via the Canal° We
feel somewhat smug, doubtless without Justification°

Sun± July I0
12.00

CRINAN TO ARDTORNISH BAY~. 30 miles

Left Crinan at the recommended moment for carrying the
maximum northerly tide through the Doras Mot° Wind SoEo
light. Stood in to Craignish shore as the safer course
in the light wind, so avoiding the dreaded risk of being
set into Corriebhreachan described in all its horror in
the various sailing directions°

196 13o29

Ardluing black buoy abeam° Wind falling, and going Wo
Set Genoa and started outboard, but it failed presently,
so we had a few bad moments being a little out of control
in the swirling tide race between Fladda and Dubhsgeir,
They say the tide always carries one clear~

15 o14

Easdale Island abeam.
Course 200
Nua No Buoy, wind light NNW.

18o00

In mouth of Loch Don. Weather forecast speaks of NoW.
winds force 7, so hurriedly abandon plan of anchoring for
the night°
Crept up past Duart Point and beat up the
Sound of Mull in light head winds against a foul tide°
Were diverted by engaging in a duel with an old Clyde 30
chartered to crew of hardy young men, which we won handsomely
by more cunning tactics.
Trledoutboard but abandoned it
in disgust.
Skipper diagnoses for 20th time insufficient
cooling water.

22o15

Did not attempt to enter Lough Aline but anchored in 25 feet
behind Ardtornish Point at the spot near the boathouse.
’
Wind fresh but very well sheltered. A lovely but lonely
spot and certainly to be recommended in Northerly winds.
Supped well and turned in for the night. Wonderful display
of pyrotechnics on the echo-sounder caused by anchor chain
going down.

C .

Sighted Bogha

ARDTORNISH - TOBERMORY: 13 miles
Up but not betimesZ
Mull until

Breakfast.

Admired the hills of

14.00

when we left anchorage in a very light air. We received
a rude shock when we had rounded Ardtornish Point and found
wind straight down the Sound, 4 - 5.
This observation
made us appreciate the snugness of our late anchorage~
Rolled in 5 rolls, carrying working jib. Dead beat up the
Sound. Rail down. Sea rough. Most exhilarating!

16o00

Off Salen, seas short and much heavier.
Changed to Noo2
jib. Wind N.Wo5 - 6 and malevolently bent on heading us
as we turned the corner.
Later informed that this is a
feature of the Sound. Conditions eased somewhat near
Cailbheo Admired the "old man", Bodach an Chailbhe and
the view of the hills of Ardnamurchan. Ben Shlant very imposing in spite of its moderate height of 1700 feet°

18.00

Cast anchor in 25’ off 01d Pier. Many boats to be seen,
including one ATALANTA and a couple of cruising 8-metres
and, of course our old friend the skipper of ORNUM eyeing
with much anxiety another boat which had given him a foul

19’7
berth~ a condition of affairs to which he appears to be
much subject°
Thuro Jul 12
This morning we arise to find two magnificent juicy oranges
sitting at the stem~head, a present to mark "the day that
was in it"°
We sample the fruit at breakfast and appreciate the kindly thought behind the act. We suspect the crew
of the ~Clyde 307°
Now sated, the ~aster furtively cons
the anchorage - V~at does he see?
He sees on board the
0RNUM a fly of numeral pennants which seems to say 1690~
The Skipper ~ His thoughts?
Savage execration of "glorious,
pious and immortal memory"~
His acts?
Prompt setting of
the tricolour at the taffrail9 retirement in triumph to
cabin°
Presently, all are regaled by the efforts of a gifted man
from the ~Clyde 30~, one Dai, who very artificially extracts
martial music appropriate to the Day from a wind-instrument
consisting of a tundish attached to a long length of rubber
tubing°
Refreshed by this novel performance, male crew of JULIA row
ashore to search out a competent mechanic° Go to the recommended establishment, and hold parley with Chief Assistant, Duncan McGilp, who refers them to the Proprietor,
Donald McLean, dimly visible in the pit working on the bransmission of a vintage saloon, clearly the property of decayed
gentlefolk, and urgently in need of his attentions. He rules
out, courteously~ all possibility of personal assistance
for at least two days, but kindly grants permission to use
shelter and facilities to carry out a job of D.I°Y. on the
premises°
Master thereupon speaks to the Proprietor very
fair in melodious Gaelic. This Machiavellian tactic pro~
yokes instant response and, later, unstinted help when the
outboard had been lugged ashore. Now hear of a marvellous
thing~
It was found that the copper pipe carrying the
cooling water inside the silencer had fractured through workhardening at the union to the cylinder, but was still close
enough for some water to be forced under pressure into the
jacket.
This fact had tended to cloud the judgement of the
men of the JULIA who had observed some water being sprayed
out at the proper orifice°
We spent a pleasant evening entertaining Donald McLean aboard°
He is the owner of a boat, sole survivor of a local 0oDo
Class formerly carrying a lugsail but now re-rigged, and is
a regular competitor in the 0ban-Tobermory Race.
In this
he is apt to do wello
It would appear that his success must
be due in part to distinguished helmsmanship, but also to the
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cuts over rocks end shosls avoided ’by all but the more
headstrong of his opponents° Moreover, this sagacious man
does not neglect to provide himself with stores of legs and
other useful applisnces lest he himself fall a victim to
his own cunning~

Gale forecast, wind Southerly and find Bar. has fallen i0 mb.
during the night° A foul day follows, with heavy rain which
eases in the evening° Male crew don oilies and go ashore
for a walk to Rudha nanGal Lto Ho. See small rocky island
which we mistake for the Mullo
This was Eileann nan Seachd
Selsreachano Some local chieftan who was being importuned
for the hand of his fair daughter by an undesirable and
impecunious suitor, generously offered, for the support of
the couple, a piece of ].and which could not be ploughed in a
year by a team of seven span oxen~.
The marriage dldnot
take place~
Adjourned to Mishnish Hotel and had "crack"
with Bobby McLean~ owner of Tobermory’s Dragon MISH~IISH and
the crew of the 0RNUN.
Thur._ :July 14

TOBERMORY - LOCH a~ DROMA BUIDHE: 5 miles

The glass rose as the oentre of the depression moved away,
but the wind remained fresh Westerly° Advised by D.McLean
against attempting to weather Ardnamurchan Point° Decide
to follow Mro R~ Sleator the well-known designer of the SClass Boats who is crossin~ to Loch a~ Droma Buidhe ("Hole
in the Wall") in SEA QUESTER~
Following him, we had a
splendid sail, making the narrow entrance in the fast time
of 40 minso, to the chagrin, however, of the mate who counts
this is a poor day’s sailing°
Find C~CoC~ instructions,
for once, ambiguous°
They speak of anchoring directly off
a big isolated boulder on the beach.
In the first bay
immediately round the corner there stands an enormous boulder
the foot of which is awash at HoW°
This is not the correct
bay° Although well sheltered, there are 7 fathoms of water
within ~ biscuit-toss of the shore°
In the next "bay",
however, there is one much smaller boulder lying on the foreshore and this appears to be the correct one, the soundings
bein~ more moderate and the shelter satisfactory enough.
The anchorage is completely land-,locked and isolated, no
houses only seals, sheep and wild blrdsl
Rowed the dinghy
half®a- mile to 0ronsay which we climbed to the top for the
sake of the view°
There are several "0ronsays" on the West Coast°
The name
is 01d Norse and means a "half-tide Island", all being con-

199 nected to the adjoining land by a spit or dorlinno
Rain
showers all evening.
Slept in great comfort, secure and
away from everything.
LOCH a~ DRONA BUIDHE -DU}~STAFFNAGE: 31 miles
11.45 Left under outboard following SEA QUESTER.
12.55

Anchor at Toberymory, lay in store of provisions, bread
and all, in spite of starvation which stalks the land because of shippin~ strike°

15o35

Left Tobermory wind NoWo 5/6, 5 rolls in mainsail and Noo2
jib° A wonderful sail running down the Sound at 6½ knots,
our maximum speed, and tacking down wind to avoid a gybe,
nearly keeping pace with a trawler bound for 0bano

17o55 Glas Eileannan abeam.
18.35

Lismore and Lady’s Rock in transit, gybed to Co° 95° Co
Wind eased to NoWo 4.

19.45

Anchored in Dunstaffnage, in.great fettle, having made good
26 sea miles in 4 hours l0 minutes and covered a further
couple of miles through tacking down-windo
The entrance to Dunstaffnage is not easy to make out, at
least for a stranger, for if one believes the Pilot, the
Miltonian navigator should be moved to exclaim:
"Straight mine eye hath caught new pleasures
Towers and battlements it sees
Bosomed high in tufted trees"
Unfortunately, the trees are now so tufted that a stranger
is apt to steer by instinct into a bay just S. of the true
entrance. However, on approaching one sees that this is
not to be entered°
On the low shore behind it stands the
~onsplcuous range of the red derelict Admiralty Establishment.
Entering, we found several boats anchored and enquired of one
how many fathoms cable they had out° This was the LINNET,
American as proven by the accent in which the somewhat startling reply was delivered, "I gue~ about 100".
Other voices
Joined in "Don’t come up any further or you will go aground"°
Anchor in 25 feet but presently swing into the shallow which
we can see only too plainly, marked by floating seaweed, we
turn on the echo-sounder and try again.
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Sat° July 16 = Mono July 18
Spent the week-end in Dunstaffnage, s beautiful and
perfectly sheltered anchorage, having only one defect, namely
that the central positions seem to be of uniform depth~
5 ~ 6 fathoms but at quite a distance offshore, it shoals m~d~
denly, so that it is rather a problem to anchor in a reasonable
depth and yet be free from risk of swinging on to the shallows
should the wind go Eo of So
Carried out a survey using the
sounder, and the poor crew started to mutter about the ~Unlon~
when asked to haul up the chain, he says for the seventh time~
Mate, rather ashamed of Skipper for this performance, dlssociates herself from it and stays below reading°
Quite a sociable
gathering for the week-end and visit TRIUNE OF TROY, LEMARA
(Dr° and Mrs° Davies of Glasgow University), a Silver 50~50 a
little smaller than 0RNUM, new and beautifully finished° OCEAN
DOVE (IoCoCo Member) to be seen retired to a safe distance~ it
is believed because of the vast swinging circle of LINNET.
This appears to have been a wise move, as LINNET got foul of
TRIUNE~S kedge during the small hours.
Enjoyed our stay in
this pleasant spot°
It has a very fine view of Ben Cruachan,
but is rather spoilt by the sordid ruins of the disused Admiralty Establishment, and a Bungaloid rash on the southern shore°
To balance this, there is an excellent Co-Op° about a mile away
with a most obliging manager who most kindly left milk for us
on the Quay on Sunday morning because he happened to be passing
that way°
Mono July. 18
15o20

DUNSTAFFNAGE = CAMUS AISAIG: 21~ miles

Leave Dunstaffnage for Lo Linnheo
Having no chars of
the Lynn of Lorne, we are obliged to navigate using
the C oCoCo Sailing Directions, the "Fairway" and BartholemewVs ~=inch map°
The latter was more useful than
might be imagined, as it shows the steamer courses°
Luckily we were able to set the spinnaker as the wind
was dead aft, since the channel in the upper part of the
Lynn is only 2~ cables wide o

16o40 No end of 0ilesn Dubh abeam°
17o24

Sgeir Buidhe beacon abeam°
Running dead at 3½ knots,
keeping the recommended course which brings one up close
to the shore of Shuna conspicuously marked by the ruined
Castle.
We turned sharp to the Wo having Eo Glas abeam
at 17o36 Coo 40° C, and soon identified Balnagowan I o
As soon as we came abreast of this island, the wind
failed so we were forced to motor the next 9 miles to
Corran Narrows which we passed through against a foul
tide o
As it was now getting late, we decided to anchor
above the Narrows, at Camus Aisaigo
We had difficulty

here, as we could not see the black can buoy which is
shown on the chart as marking the SoW o end of the dangerous Culcheanoa Spit°
The red can at N oEo end is still
there’~
Having hailed the Ferryman, fortunately knocking
off for the night, we were told where to anchor and informed thatthe black can has been missing for the past
7 years~
Tue s o July 19

14o10

18o23

19o27

CAMUS AISAIG - FORT WILLIAM u N oBALLACHULAIS.~
19 mile s

The anchorage at Camus Aisaig, though beautiful~ is said
to be subject to violent squalls from the mountain under
which it lies, and Inverscaddle Bay two miles to the No
is said to be better in this respect°
Both are exposed
if the wind goes NoEo, and this was exactly what happened during the night o
After a night of only moderate
comfort, we left Camus Aisalg on a pleasant morning with
some wind still from the N oEo, but it soon fell light
and failed completely abreast Inverscaddle.
Outboard
~.
on, but soon failed
Dreadful cursing by Skipper but
cause soon found to be in the rubber connection at the
propellor end which had perished°
This was wired in
place and peace descended again°
When the excitement
was at its height, the following brief conversation took
place o
Mate in a tone of forbearance "I wish to say
something"°
Skipper, peevishly "What?"
Mate "Just
that you are heading towards Corran".
General laughter
followed, coupled with relief that the motor was not up
to its old tricks again°
This, and the fact that the
wind had come back and the clouds were lifting off the
mountains, restored Skipper’s good humour and we beat
merrily up to Fort William off which we anchored at
14olOho
Leaving our dinghy under the eye of the Shipwright Mr° Downie, we paid a brief visit to the town
for stores°
It seems a prosperous place but very much
of a tourists~. Mecca, with bazaars stocked with souvenirs.
Mro Downie made enquiries for RAINBOW for whose skipper
he had carried out some job in 1949o
We re-embarked at
18o23h and had a spinnaker run down the Loch. The clouds
had lifted~ even off the top of Ben Nevis, and we had
glorious views all the way down°
Gybed off the Black Rock and ran through Corran narrows
in a brief rain squall°
The wind now fell light and we
motored slowly through the narrows at Peter Straights at
the entrance to Lo Leveno
The tide was ebbing against
us, so we crept slowly up the cable wide mile long entrance sounding continuously.
Turning to port, we entered the tiny anchorage at Port an Dunain and anchored in
about lO feet under the Bishop Vs house and within a couple
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of boat lengths from the rocky islet°
There is not mueh
room to manoeuvre on entering and the marks shown on the
CoCoCo directions are missing°
The short perch to starboard has broken away, and we passed within feet of the
rock which it marks but recognised it by the weed visible
just below the surface°
The ferry boats moor in this
little bay and there is a fair number of local craft° It
is, however, quite secure and easily the most beautiful
we have vlsitedo
It is ringed around by the mountains
of Glencoeo
We would have liked to stay a few days here
but time was getting onv.
Wed o July 20
10o30

11o27
14o00

16o49
17 o 15

BALLACHULAIS = DUNSTAFFNAGE: 21½ miles

Motored out regretfully on a beautiful morning with wind
light SoWo
Set sail outside and crept slowly past the
beautiful park lands of Kentallan.
Cuilcheanna Spit buoy abeam°

Wind gone~ Engine Ono

Entered Lynn of Lorne and found wind fresh, a dead noser.
However, we knew the way, and tacked down the Lynn against
a foul tide using the Sounder and so remained in the
channe 1 o
Rubha Fionnaird abeam°
Anchored in Dunstaffnageo
Gale warnings~ As before,
we found plenty of pleasant company including TREFOIL
8 tons who had hailed us in the Sound of Jura° TRIUNE
OF TROY was still there°
We were invited most cordially
aboard SWAN OF ARDEN a fine 10-tonner belonging to Arthur
Johnstono
Spent a most pleasant couple of hours listening to this skipper who has a fund of fantastic and amusing st orie so

Thur o July 21

DUNSTAFFNAGE = PUILLADOBHRAIN : 12½ miles

The gale or passing front woke Skipper during night°
In the afternoon arranged with Mrs° Keppie (Trefoil) to
sail in company to Puilladobhrain the entrance to which
appeared to us to offer difficulties.
15o30

Towed TREFOIL out of Dunstaffnage as their engine had
retired from action with a cracked block°
Set off tog
gether, and the cruise in company developed into a race
in which they were handicapped by light winds and by
towing a dinghy°
Wind now falls to force 0oi, and we
set our Genoa°
They attempted to outdo us by setting
a masthead Genoa°
This proved to be their undoing as
iC fouled something up aloft o
Seeing a daughter going
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up in a bosun~s chair we turned back°
The trouble was
cleared when we had reached them and by now, a smart
breeze came in from WoSoWo
16o50

Both boats neck and neck at 5 knots°
We passed outside
Bach Island (quite unnecessarily it would appear) and we
shaped course for Eilean Duin which proved quite easy to
identify, travelling at 6 knots~ TREFOIL leading by about
4 lengths°
A trawler bound for 0ban going about 7 knots
came straight between us passing the stern of TREFOIL° It
came straight for JULIA and at the last moment, Donal who
was at the tiller threw up into the wind and so we avoided
being cut in two°
So much for the seamanship of trawlers’
Presumably the responsible officers were below reposing
after the labours of the night o
Last year we were nearly
run down off Mill Isle by the Belfast boat BALLYLESSONo
Both these boats had a clear view of us for a couple of
miles or, perhaps, they would have had if they had been
keeping a look out°

18o50 Anchored in Puilladobhrain and spent a very pleasant night.
Frio July 22
Entertained aboard LINDESFARNE by that well~known veteran
yachtsman Mro Trephaine who claims that he taught J oCo
Laurent Giles to sail while he was a student of naval
architecture at Newcastle°
LINDESFARNE designed by Mro
Trephaine is beautifully fitted out and even better maintainedo
It has a most ingenious green nylon spray hood
of his own devising°
Also visited AROS a Robert Clark
YoWo 5-tonner beautifully built by its owner in l0 years,
and on its maiden voyage.
Whiled away time since there
was no point in leaving for Crinan until tide was in our
favour, and visited the famous inn at Clachano
Found
no kilts in stock, so came back still in trousers°
17o40 Left Puilladobhrain in company with AROS.
18o40

Easdale Pier abeam°
Very lumpy sea which eased as we
passed through the tide rips at Fladda Lto Ho., being
in the lee of Bealnahua and the Garvellachso
We felt
more comfortable, seas moderate°
This was to be expected-, as Easdale is as exposed as Ardnamurchan to the
full fetch of the Atlantic°
We had established a good
lead on AROS at this stage°
However after passing Fiola,
we went for the Craignish shore following the course recommended for going North, while AROS stood over for the
Scarba shore°
This is a safe procedure on the ebb, and
it paid them well, for they pulled out ahead and arrived
in Crinan a mile in front of us.
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19o36

Black Mill Bay abeamo
Soon we set spinnaker and passed
through Doras Mor at 20o50h with two hours to spare, and
doing 5 knots under spinnakero

21o20

Anchored outside Crinan Basin sea lock at 21o20h.
The
gates were opened to us before we had time to rig and
start the outboard°
Inside, tied up between TREFOIL
and a converted 8 metre MARGARET°
Spent the evening
walking round admiring the many craft of every conceivable type~ moored comfortably in the basin° Noted the
diving vessel, International Dipchick, pulled off the
rocks in the nick of time the previous week by the Islay
Lifeboat.
This incident did not seem to take a feather
out of her crew who were holding a singsong on board,
more spirited than melodious°

Sat° July 23

CRINAN = ARDRISHAIG: 9 miles

Through the canal in a very leisurely fashion taking
6 hours instead of the normal 4o
This was because we
were gypped in a rather callous way by a puffer who
pushed ahead of us at the 13th lock while we were waiting for the gates to open°
Cruised in company with
BLACK RAVEN a Morgan Giles 24~ LoW oL. boat°
Found no
undue difficulty in negotiating the locks ascending°
It is very simple going downhill°
Moored in the basin
in Ardrishaig, only just arrived in time to get in stores,
but suffered some damage to our topsides owing to a chain
threaded underwater on the ladder alongside which we were
tied°
A misty and nasty evening°
Ardrishaig has only
a moderate appeal.
Sun° July 24
12 o 05

ARDRISHAIG = TARBERT (LoFyne) : I0 miles

Locked out of Sea Lock, hoping to carry on to Campbeltown, we reached down Loch Fyne under Genoa, setting
mainsail when clear of the buoys°
Made good progress
but when passing Barmore Iso, the mist came very low
on the hills and visibility deteriorated°
None of us
was very anxious to continue and Skipper felt that it
would be a pity to miss the view of Arran.
We turned
in therefore to Tarbert, anchoring amid a vast fleet,
off the ruined pier opposite Dickie’s yard°
Going up
v
were hailed by our old friend 0RNUM.
Crew very kindly
entertains the Skipper and Mate ashore to dinner.
Visit 0RNUM on our way back and bid them farewell°

Mono July 25
Ashore for stores and obtain plastic battens from
sailmakero
On board a Stella~Class boat being built
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in Dicki ~s yard°
This appeared to us to be very like
the well=known Folkboats~ only a trifle larger°
11o53

Set sail, waving farewell to 0RNUMo
Mainsail set with
4 rolls and Noo2 jib o
Wind very fresh and squally
outside~ but water smooth.

13o30

Skipness buoy abeam, sea very short and nasty°
Wind
SoWo but now light°
We spent the next three hours tacking between the Arran and Cantyre shore, long legs and
short legs until;

18o00

when we had Ross Island abeam°
We passed the 0tterard
Buoy at 18o26~ Davarr Lto HOo at 18o35, and tacked up
Campbeltown Loch to the Harbour where we arrived at
19o14h.
Lay to a bow anchor and stern warp to the Quay
alongside DOLPHIN, a Menai Straights 0oD. who had sailed
before us from Tarberto
We spent the next day at Campbeltowno
Customs men there made anxious enquiries about
HUFF who~ apparently, had eluded them on their return
Journey from Iceland°

19o14

Wed° July 27

CAMPBELTOWN = STRANRAER: 40 miles

Decided to sall with DOLPHIN if weather forecast were
su~tableo
Got early morning forecast and woke DOLPHIN’S
crew with the aid of fishermen ashore°
07 o 25

13 o O0

15o 07
18o00
19o30

We left Campbeltown in company, aiming to make for Portpatrick if wind unsuitable for Donaghadeeo
The wind was
light Eo at first but soon started to head US o
The day
was fine until we had passed close by Ailsa Craig which
was abeam on Course 160° at 13o00ho
The tide now turning foul against us, and the wind So
Hoping to hold up
wind as much as possible~ we stood out for the Irish
Coast, while Dolphin stood inshore towards the Coast of
Ayrshire°
The wind now tended to back SoEo and the seas
increased°
This was bad for us.
Fixed our posit~on on Ailsa Craig bearing 120°, 502 miles
by vertical sextant angle~ as the visibility was deteriorating.
This became very poor by 18o00h, but occasionally
could see DOLPHIN~S sail now about a mile ahead of us
plainly making for Portpaptricko
About 19o30h~ we thought we saw Corsewall Pto Lto Hoo,
but could not be surec
We concluded that it would be
folly to try for Portpatrick and stood inshore on the
tack which would brin~ us on to the Wigtown Coast° This
is the great advantage of Lough Ryano
The shore is
steep-to in these parts, so that one may stand on in com-
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20o00

plete confidence if North of Corsewallo
Towards 20o00h,
we made out the coast and soon had picked up Milleur Pro
buoyo
The wind had now increased to force 5 = 6 ~o we
hove-to off Finnsrt~s Bay to change from Nool to Noo2 jib°
We had a few nasty moments when the block of a jib halliard
got caught up in a tang on the lower mast band° However,
by the combined cool=headed efforts of the crews putting
the boat about to relieve the pressure, the sail was hauled down°
The Skipper was at the helm and had enough to
do to keep the boat from weather=cocking~ as she tends to
do in strong winds if a jib is not set o
A bit of insulating tape fixed in the right place next season will
prevent a recurrence of the trouble°
Beat miserably up
the Loch in a nasty sea and visibility about 500 yards°
Donal, on whose excellent eyesight we placed great reliance, called out that there were two buoys st the end
of the spit where only one should beo
There were two~
the interloper being s green wreck buoyo
It is not
given on the chart or Directions°
How many times have
we been told to check charts before setting out agalnst
the current "Corrections for Mariners’’~.
Anchored off the sewer outlet close to the local moored
4=tonnero
Turned in after a good dinner, following a
nasty day of beating, during which we sailed over GO
miles to make good 40°

Thuro ,July 28
We were woken by loud hails of "Yacht ahoy"~ and found
that we had swung out towards the steamer path the wind
having veered SoWo during the night°
Shortened in
chain as HATTON FERRY reversed in within 50 feet of our
stern°
Loud hailer in action from the Bridge of the
Ferry, but we pointed out that as we were in lO fee~’, of
water, they would be aground if they were to stri~e US o
Moved into the harbour at next high tide°
Found
Harbour Master most civil and well disposed to small
boats, being a sailing man himself°
Dried out in warm
sunshine on a day of rest~ it being the Skipper~s birth~
day°
Got forecast for morning from Portpatrlck statlon
on way back from pictures°
Sat° July 20

STRANRAER = DONAGHADEE: 38 miles

07 o 00

Left Stranraer harbour in order not to be marooned by
tide, carrying G@noa and full mainsail.
Wind llgh~
LOCho

09° 07

Corsewall Point abeam°
Carried on for an hour and then
set Nool in freshening breeze So force 3 © 4°
Irish
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Coast in sight°
We picked up Mew Island Lto HOo at
12o30ho being lee~bowed by the tide and making good
progress, though close=hauledo
13o O0

Wind S force 5, log. 21o0 miles°
NOo2 jib°
2 rolls in main°

14o00

Seas heavy°
Log 25°6, wind doing Eo of So
Rolled
in 2 more rolls in main before tacking through Donaghadee
Sounds a dead beats and just managed to get through
before the tide turned strongly against us°

15o00

Handed log at Governor Spit buoy and anchored in
Donaghadee at 15ol5h with more than the usual trouble
with stern liness as the wind was blowing us off the wallo
This was a very satisfactory and pleasant passages having
sailed 41 miles at 5 knots and made good 38 miles close
hauled all the way°
01d salt Sampson took our warps
and enquired cordially about Jo Kearney recalling the
days of the late Mro Blood Smyths former owner of SONIA.
Note a peculiar fade®out of Bushmills Consol Station,
only the call=sign being audible by day°
Donal gently
drew the cook’s attention to the fact that this was the
August week~endo
Great rush ashore by cook to lay in
stores as the cupboard was bare°

Sun. July 31

Hove-to and set

DONAGHADEE ~ PORTAVOGIE: 13 miles

10o45

Being anxious to see Portavogies having by-passed it on
three previous occasions s we left Donaghadee under No ol
jib with 4 rolls in mainsailo
Outside found a 6=foot
swell~ the wind being So and mainly force 4o
Best into this wind°

13o55

Abreast of Burial Island°
As we passed this point the
seas became smoother being influenced by the long reef
connecting the North Rock to the mainland°
Stood in
to Portavogie Harbour~ sighting the Plough Rock with
its buoys and passed between this and McCammon~s Rocks°

14o30

Entered Portavogie harbour under sail ® quite a tricky
feat~ and fortunately did not take the wrong turning,
and tied alongside the fishing vessel GLORIOUS°
Harbour fleet all presents it being the Sabbath°
The local men loud in its praises; it is perfectly
secure in all winds°

Mon o August 1

PORTAVOGIE = ARDGLASS~ 16 miles

Woke next morning to find that we were moving and
went on deck to find that the GLORIOUS had shifted
berth~ very quietly for fear of waking us~ to the
opposite slde~ in order to take on Diesel oilo We
had a pleasant chat with these very civil people of
the GLORIOUS~ Skipper Palmer~ Thomas Young and his
little SOno
Tried to tempt the latter aboard JULIA
but he would not come°
Chatted ashore to various
friendly folk, including one retired namesake~
Advised to take inside passage there being no point
in going out to the "Licht Shup", the ~wunN being in
a "guld airt"o
Told to be wary of the Plough, my
adviser saying wi th a roguish twinkle ’VAye, yons a
baad yin~"
What a pity that the local dialects and
speech forms are now disappearing~
However~ despite
this, memories of Astrophel and Foresight still live
on in the porto
Anxious enquiries were made about
the elusive HUFF, but of course, we had not seen her,
and would not have peached if we had~
12o50

Left Portavogie, nearly drifting on to that "bad yln"
the Plough when the wind failed°
Carried by So
going tide past the No Rock beacon°
Passing the So
Rock old LtoHoo, we reached the Butter Pladdy buoy at
14o10ho
Soon we had passed the Strangford Fairway
buoy, the conditions being most pleasant o
Anchored
in Ardglass at 16o20ho
Donal off in dinghy fishing,
having left mate ashore to provi sion the shlpo
Delivers mate back plus two fresh mackerel° Endeavours
to repeat performance, without success, and called
back from the horizon with blasts of fog trumpet when
his catch had been cooked aboard JULIA°
A lovely
calm evening°
Several boats in harbour including a
Lymington Slipway 5~tonner, the f~rst we had seen,~

Tueso August 2.

ARDGLASS ~ HOWTH:

55 miles

07 o 23

Left Ardglass log streamedo
course 210° Compass.

Wind N oWo 2 ~ 3o

Set

08o30

Spinnaker set o
Wind backing No
and hearts high aboard JULIA~

i0o00

Slieve Donard bears 321° Co II~ miles, log 9°7°

12o00

Outboard on, 3~ kncts now close~hauled~
The wind
thereafter stayed light and ahead°
Visibility very
moderate°

Speed 4°3 knots~
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17 o O0

Log 30o0 miles°

18o00

Had just picked it up when we spoke Kilkeel fishermen
prawningo
They gave Rockabill distant 8 miles°
Weather forecast winds NoWo 2 = 4~

21o44

Burrin Perch abeam°
Marked tide rip°
Cut rather
close to Irelaud~s Eye near the Martello in the dark°
Nasty echoes on the Fairway~

23o00

Tied up in Howth.

Wed° August 3

Anxiously trying to pick up Rockabillo

HOWTH = DUNLAOGHAIRE:

8 miles

Awoke to find much swell in harbour, and wind fresh
outside WoN oWo force 5°
Mainsail 5 rolls and work=
Ing jib, the luff of Noo2 Jib having been found to be
rusted through at the foot on arrival at Donaghadeeo
09 o 07

Left Howtho

09 o 34

Bai ly abeam o

i0o15

Between Dunlmoghaire Pier Heads and up the Harbour llke
a jet°

10o23

At our moorings in the Coal Hsrbouro

This seemed to us to be a fitting conclusion to our
Cruise, 8 miles in 1 hour 16o minso, 6°4 knots°

Cormac 0 Ceallaigho
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JUDGE’S REPORT ON CRUISES AND AWARDS
by g. F. FAULKNER

I. "G~JLCADOR" Clayton L~ve. This is a most interesting log,
extremely well written, %u~it is a pity that a track chart was
n~t included. It is very much easier to~ read when you have a
chart at hand. Neverthe’iess, it is %Titten in a most pleasing
way and covers a very considerable area. The duration of the
cruise was almost three months and %his fact a2one must make it
the envy of every cruising yachtsman.-" "Galcador" covered
2,19~ miles, visiting 36 different ports.
C
m

2. "SONAS!, !Peter Morck. A good cruise to the C:lyde and West
Coast of Scotland, occupying 25 days when the weather was
certainly mixed. A certain amount of luck was fortunate, rather
close to St. Johnls Point, but otherwisethe whole cruise
appears to have been very well conducted.

3. "HUFF OF ARKLOW" R.D: Heard. This is an account of a very
well prepared and conducted cruise to Iceland and the Faeroes
in which a distance of 1,700 odd miles was covered in a period
just Short of four weeks. The description throughout is good
and the Track Chart very clear and n~ only criticism might be
that too much reliance was placed on D.F. when a few Sun Sights
using A.N. Tables might well have been useful.

4. "DIANE’I W.D.H. McOormick. A most enviable cruise very well
executed, a lot of it single handed~ and obviously there is a
great deal to be said for laying up in a distant cruising
ground for one or two winters, thus allowing a lot of new
ground to be broken without using up valuable time on the
outward and homeward journeys. The Track Chart provided ~s a
model of what it should be. "Diane" covered 9~8 miles in just
over three weeks, which is a very creditable achievement.

/Over
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5. "VANJA" lan Morrison. While no lag was submitted, the
narrative relating to the Whir Race from Dunlaoghaire to P~rt
St. Mary and the subsequentcruise:-t6 Abersoch in North
Wales is very interesting, and it is a ,pity that a fuller
account was n~t included ~f the return’to Howth. The brief
accounts of the Dunlagghaire/Cork and~:t~@ Crosshaven/Baltimore
races wore als~ very interesting. A little more information
about the 16 h~ur passage from The Hook to Howth might well
have been ~f considerable interest.

,i
" {

-, t’,

;

JuD , s EPORT. Fm KNm
i

It is with great difficulty that I h~ve been able to
|
¯ , ¯ ] ’
’~ cruises. Both
decide between "Huff of Arklow.,s"! an~-~Dl~ne~-s
logs were excellent, but I feel that th@ Cup :should just go
to "Huff’! because of the distance~ co,vere:’d in the time and the
fact tha~. she. went considerably furt~her Noah than it is usual
to find yaohts.. Both ~f these are outstanding cruises and it
is. almost a pity -tha~ there has to be a Winner.

FORTNIGHT CUP.
"Vanja’.’ is, unfortunately, the only entrant for this Cup
this year, which is a pity. In any event, her races,
coupled with the cruise between, very definitely entitle her
t~ the Cup.

ROLLING HOL~
by
John L~asser.

I bought ’Segura’ in August of last year and left her
for the winter with her builders, Woodnutt & Co. Ltd., of
St. Helen’s~ Isle of Wight°
A month later, whilst travelling across Spain, our
train stopped abruptly in the station of a small village by name, ’Segura’.
It was a pleasant village~ full of
sunshine and cheerful people~ but even so, we could see no
reason why it should have given its name to our ’$egura’.
Later still, when in Madrid, we asked a Spanish friend
to translate ’Segura’ into English for us, though without
telling him of our specific interest in the name.
He told us
it was a personal noun.
"Yes", we replied~ "but could it not
be something else?"
"Well", he said after a moment’s thought~
"it is what you would say to a lady if you meant ’Please take
good care of me.’"
During our first season ’Segura’ has taken good care of
us - far beyond our deserts.
I trust she will continue to do
SO.

’Segura’ and her sister ship, ’Majala’~ were the first two
of the St. Helen’s Class Motor Sailers to be built. The third
is at present under construction by Woodnutts.
They were
designed by Mr° Fred° R. Parker~ M.I.N.A~ as dual purpose
yachts with sufficient sail area tc give a very fair performance
under sail~ and plenty of engine power to cope with adverse
conditions.
They were launched in July, 1958.
Dimensions~
L.O.A.
L.W.Lo
Beam

43 ’-6" o
35’-6".
ii ’-6"°

Draught
5 ’-6".
Ballast keG1 (iron) 4.5 Tons.
T.~L
22 Tons°

Sail areas~
448 sq. fto
~insail:
187 sq° ft.
Staysail~
~sthead jib~ 236 sq. fto
R.O.R.C° rating:

Engine~
Perkins P6M
Fuel Tanks~ 120 galls.
Water Tanks: 150 galls.
27.18 ft.

’Segura’ offered almost exactly what we wanted by way of
accommodation:- a sunken deck saloon amidships - aft, toilet
accommodation, oilskin locker and a two-berth owner’s cabin forward, a galley full width of the ship and a two-berth guest
cabin with its own toilet compartment.
The chief disability was lack of accommodation for a paid
hand, but this was provided in the fo’c’s’le by Woodnutts who
also made sundry other alterations during the winter°
Perry Greer kindly presented us with radar reflector
bands for the mast and these were fitted above the upper crosstrees.
Sean Doyle was engaged as paid hand and sent to the
Perkins Works at Peterborough for a course on the engine. He
then went south to supervise commissioning, took ’Segura’ out
in the Solent for compass adjustment and ~ngine trials, and
finally reported ’Ready in all respects.’

Ready for the passage to Dun Laoghaire.
The general
intention was to get home as quickly as possible consistent
with reasonable comfort, and in time for Easter°
"~n
proposes ...... "

CREW:
Douglas Heard.
Desmond Bradley.
Peter Barnett.

Bill I~asser.
Michael N~guire.
John I~sser° Owner/Skipper.
Sean Doyle.

Saturday~ 9th April~
We slipped moorings at Woodnutts at 09.22°
Douglas
brought us alongside Ryde Pier under difficult conditions of
tide and weather and in face of the expostulations of a very
agitated Pier ~ster.
Apparently Ryde Pier is privately owned
by British Railways and going alongside is prohibited. However
we were there and, moreover~ precisely at ii.00., the hour
appointed for us to embark Desmond, Michael and Peter who had
travelled from London and were changed and ready.
My daughter, Gillian Paul, and her husband, Bey, came on
board to see ’Segura’ for the first rims.
They handsomely
added to our wine locker before r~turning on shore.
We
motored off~ leaving them to mollify the Pier ~stero

The wind was S.W.4. so we motored on~ Hurst Point abm
at 12.40, heavy seas at the Bridges Buoy at 13.30~ 01d Harry
Rocks abm 15.15 and at 15.40, vory tired of incessant rolling,
we altered course for Peele, stopped the engine and set main
and a storm jib loaned by Tom Sheppard.
We wanted to see how
she would sail, for none of us knew.
~e were not displeased~
but at 16.30 with the Peele Bar Buoy abm we handed sails and
motored into Peele9 picking up R.A.F. moorings at the entrance
to the Diver Channel at 17.00 hours.
The day’s run was 45 miles and we had averaged 6 knots
against head winds and a heavy swell°
Sunday~ lOth April~
The log reports:
"Lying in Peele Harbour all day. Ivluch
titivating carried out on boat and all hands got plenty of
sleep.
Charcoal stove successfully ignited.
Skipper~
Desmond and Bill attended Divine worship in Bournemouth.
Michael and Sean set out but never got there? Dinner and
snooker at the Royal L~tor Y.C. who ~xtended kins hospitality."
Midnight forecast gave Portland ~v,4, Plymouth W.N.W.6 as
compared with S.W.6-8 in the morning.
Monda~ llth April~
The ship needed water so we motored up the main channel
to Peele.
Sean put in 130 gallons water.
Douglas bought a
muck spreader - Desmond, a pair of trousers - Michael, some
cauliflowers and the Skipper a tin of white paint~ which Sean
later applied to the precise spot°
The log reports~
"11.30 hrs~ under way~ engine.
12.00 Peele Bar abm.
13.00 Motoring in hea~y swell ~round
Anvil H~ad~ to pass 4 miles off St. Alban’s H~ad. 240~M.
E.T.A. Dartmouth 21.30.
15.00 Portland Bill A/C 270°M,
16.00. Motoring at 1500 rpm across Lyme Bay. Sea decreasing.
17.00. BattlingoOno
Desmond sees mirage of girls bathing.
18.00. A/C. 285 ~iVind N.v~.6. 20.00. Fix. A/C 317° for Brixham.
21.20. Anchored in Brixham Harbour.
Day’s run 60 miles. Time
under way 9 hrs. 20 mins.
Tuesda~ 12th April~
Distance made good~ Brixham to Dartmouth about five miles
as the crow flies.
We were under way at 08.00~ making 7 knots
close hauled and i000 rpm.~ wind W. force 2.
After 18 miles
we turned back9 wind ~.S.W. force 7, and increasing, and moored
fore and aft to two black buoys in Dartmouth at 13.30.
Log reports~
"13.40 weather forecast~ Gales all areas
except Portland and Plymouth - there force 7."

Wednesday~ 13th A~ril~
~eather forecasts at 06.45 and 17.58 repeated ’Gales in
all areas’ so Douglas went off to have a bath at the Castle
Hotel and came back with a ’Glug-Glug’ - a water jug which
makes most offensive noises whsn used - as a present for the
ship.
The rest of the crew variously walked to Dartmouth
Castle, shopped, inspected ’Mart!et’ and the new Kish L.V.
completing at Phillips’ yard~ went to the cinema in Brixnam,
and generally amused themselves.
Returning to the ship~ we
found that Douglas, using the loud hailer~ had successfully
invited two fair ladies to join us for dinmer, deliciously
cooked, as usual, by Michael.
The hour was late when Bill
saw his aunt and her friend back to their car.
Thursday~ 14th April:
Water tanks were again low, so we flew Y.J. and in a few
minutes a water float had come off to replenish USe
Under way
at 09.30, wind W.6 all day.
And all day we hammered on,
mostly at 7 knots and ROLLING, until at 20°20 we anchored off
Prince of Wales Pier at Falmouth.
Day’s run 63 miles~ time under way I0 hrs. 50 mins.
~o were three days behind schedule~ and the morrow was
Good Friday.
Douglas had to leave us to attend the Irish
Boat Show on Saturday so we went ashore to check his trains
and arrange for fuel supplies, returning with a bag full of
Cornish pasties.
Good Frida~ ~ 15th April~
Michael cooked breakfast for Douglas at 03.30~ - wonderful
man, ~chael~ - and Douglas left by taxi at 04.00 for the 08.40
train from Plymouth to Liverpool and Dublin, arriving there at
08.00 on Saturday.
’Sogura’ was under way at 09.30 from Falmouth, having
breakfasted on 63 galls, diesel oil~ and arrived in Dun
Laoghaire at 23.15 on Saturday°
Wind was SOW°2, but by 12.00 when we were three miles
south of the Lizard it had increased to W.6. and we were meeting
a heavy swell and decreasing visibility.
At 14.15 we set the
storm jib to steady the ship and reduced speed to I000 rpm. An
hour later Longships was abeam and tLe sea heavy and confused as
a result of the previous gales.
At 16.45 we altered course to
°
005 for the Tuskar and had our first experience of a heavy sea
on the beam off Cape Cornwall Bank.

At 18.30 sea and wind had moderated and we handed storm
jib and set main and staysail~
22.30 with increasing wind
we handed main and staysail and motored through the night
steering from the saloon.
13.00 Tuskar sighted approx. 6
miles.
A/C I0° for Blackwater L.V.
20.20 Horseshoe Bank
Buoy abm.
23.15 picked up our moorings in Dun Laoghaire.

Distance:

236 miles.

Time~ 36 hrs. 45 mins.
6.4 knots Av.

’Segura’ had given us a convincing demonstration of the
ability of the modern motor-sailer to reach her destination
in good time and reasonable comfort regardless of weather.
In June~ after competing in the I.C.C. Isle of R~an Racer
’Segura’ took owner and wife, with Peter and Una I~cGloughlin,
up to the Clyde.
Later, with Billy and Mildred l~ooney aboard, full use was
made of three weeks of perfect weather to cruise leisurely up
to Tobormory and back to Dun Laoghaire~ with a few days at
Clyde Week.
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER
YACHT
Allen,lvlaj or J.F.

C/o 14 Dundela Park
S andyc ove, C o .Dublin.

Andrews ,D avid

Belfast l~iills ,Lelfast

Arno Id, R. C.

13,Malone Hill Park,
Be If as t.

Barnes ~D.

53 ,Sycamore Road,
]~,~t. hie rr z on, Dub lin.
It-

¯

THAMES
TONNAGE

0ce an Dove

5½

Cu-na-Mara

9

Barry, P.

ii, York Terrace,
Summe rhi ii, Cork.

Be rridge, Lt .C oi.
R. L.

Ashleam House ,1\{onkstown~ Shindi lla
Co.Cork, (Monkstown 22 )

Bourke, J .Roger

Corbiere ,Ashbourne Ave
Limerick, (Limerick 14791

Br adley,De smond

c oolambe r, Mt .Merrion Ave.,
Blackrock.

Brady, C.J.

Newtownpark Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

Brierly, Li a~

Avond ale, C lond alkin,
C o. Dublin.

Fidget
4
Pride of B antry 9

Brindley,A.

Abingdon, Shankhi ii,
Co. Dublin.

Eun i..iar a
(Dragon)

Bridge s, Mrs .~,~ .C.

Se amark, Glandore,
Co.Cork. (Leap 7)

Broderick,K.J.

Kilcor an, Knapton Road,
Dun Laoghaire ,C o .Dublin°

Browne,
Dr. Noe I C.

St. Bridget Ys
Ennis kerry ,C o .Wic klow.

Iduna

13
4

3
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NAME

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NI~’,iBE R

YACHT

Be gley ,W.

Trafalgar House,
D alkey ,C o .Dublin.

Butler,James C.,
M°C .

Ballyrobert C astle,
C as tie lyons ,C o .C ork.

Butler, Se an

Bonnie Doon,
C olimore Road.

C ampbe II, R .P.

The C otwolds ,Foxrock,
Co.Dublin (883242)

Chadwick,Terence

Lissen Hall,Swords
C o .Dublin( Swords, 220 ).

Charles ,R.

28a, Kensingt on~
Church St. ,London,W.8.

C obbe ,T. L.

Newbridge House
Charm
Donabate (Malahide 343)

C oope r, Rev .C .W.

Be rnardene,
Bounnanna Road,C ork.

C lark,H.W.S.

"Gorte ade"
Uppe rland ,C o .De rry.

Collins, J.B.

Mulberry, Glenamuck Rd.,
C arrickmine s.
(883538) Dublin.

Collins ,W .J .

Weirview,Sunday’s Well,
Cork. (Cork 24038)

Cooke, Ke nne th

"Salia" ,Dublin Road,
Sutton, C o.Dublin.

T HA~fE S
T ONNAGE

Happy Norning

6

Huzure
P.O.

8

Wild Goose

6

I0

He r on

C lass B.

C ott e r, Kie ran

C ape C le ar, Baltimore,
Co. Cork.

Coo ~R.

C ral gie ,~1onast e re v an,
C o. Ki ld are.

C ourtney, Ross

Rossmore ,C laremont Rd., Brynoth
Howth.

I0

- 2!5 NANE

ADDRESS & TELEPH0~[E
ND]~,~LE R

C oyne ,Thos .P.

i G!envar Park,
Blackrock, C o .Dublin

Cresswell,R.
Seymour

Lynton,Dalkey Avenue,
Dalkey. (83163)

Chambers ,C .W.

VV Ailesbury Road,Dublin.

Crosbie, C ommr.

Garrydale ,Tivoli ,Cork.

Crosbie ,Thomas

Woodlands ,Montenott e,
Cork. (Cork 21116)

THAJ,~S
T 0NNAGE

If

12

i0

C rosbie ,E.

Woodlands, Montenott e,
Cork.

Cross ,T .Fe rgus

Liontenotte House,Cork.

Cudmore ,F o

Westc~urt,College Rd.,
Cork (23862)

Set ant a

C udmore, H.

Roseleigh,Western Rd.~
Cork°

Aure tt a

Cudmore,H.Jnr.

Roseleigh,~%stern Rd.,
Cork o

Cupid

D ~Alt on,H.N.A.

Kilda C ottage ,Killiney,
C o. Dublin.

Denvir,Joan N.

Europe an Hotel,Cobb,
Co. Cork°

(Miss)

Cadet

Devere aux, A.

10,Fleet Street ,Dublin.

Dillon,Anthony

43 Fitzwilliam Sq.Dublin.

Donnelly,H.

102 Shandon Street, Cork.

Doyle,Thos.F.

Menloe, Blackrock~
Co. Cork.

Els a

21

Doyle,Denis N.

Lauriston,Douglas Road,
Cork

Se ve rn

12

- 216 ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NU~dBER

NAME

YAC~

TH~ES
T 0NNAGE

3V West 75th Street
New York 23 N.Y.,U.S.A.

N aomi

Duff, Joseph M.

II Queen’s Park
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Naomi

Done gan, J.D.

Fastnet, Ballinlough,
Cork. (28499).

E lli ott, W .M ayne

Hillsboro ’, 59,Cromwell Rd. ,
C ant erbury,Kent. (56V9)

Sheena
(Heron)

F alkine r,
Dr. Nini an

Ho I lyp ark, New t ownp ark
i
Blackrock, Co . Dubl_n.

Euphanzel

8

F annin, R.N.

91 St. Ass ares Avenue,
Raheny, Co. Dublin°

Farrell,Austin R.

Dungarvan, C o.Waterford.

F aulkne r, J .Denis

0lind a, C rai gavad,
Co. Down.

Glen Roy
Me rvyna

4
18

F aulkne r, J. A.

Do.n, Cultr a, Hollywood,
C o. Down.

Nordene

Fielding,
Raymond J.

15 Sandringham Drive,
Ai gburth Road, Liverpool 17

Findlay Brown, J.

151 Seafield Road
C lont arf, Dublin.

Fitzgerald, Jos.

24 Patrick Street~
Cork¯ (Cork 20633)

Fls~agan, R.J.

119 Vernon Avenue,Clont arf.

Duff, John C.

French,Daphne

A ¯

(Miss)

Pamir Cottage ,Dunmore East,
Co. VTaterford.

Fuller, Thos.

Gri arian, okzbbereen,
Co. Cork, (Skibbereen 6).

Gogartv,Desmond.

2V Laurence Road,Drogheda.

5

Curie w

5

154

6

D ara

4

Venture

4

- 217 ADDRESS & TELEPHONE

NU ABE__R

T HA~iE S
YAC I{2

Goodbody,
Harold P.

The Glen,C obh,
Co. Cork.

Christ ina
of C arcais

12

Greer, P.H.

22 Greenfield Road,
Sutt on, Co. Dublin.

Ann Gall

12

HalI,R .A.

C arri gmore C obh,
Co. Cork. iCobh 308).

Sonata

25

Hally, IvI .F.

31 Ashton Park,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

HalI,R.C .A.

Lauriville ,C arrigaline,
Co. Cork.

He rbe r

14

Henne s sy, H.

C/o Cunard Office Cork.

Hanan, T .J.

Kenmare, Kill Road,
Foxrock. ( 883486 ).

Rippon

8

Lichfield,Ballintemple,
Co.Cork.(Cork 21610)

C arina

4

He ard, R .D.

Stone Cottage, Killiney
Hill Road,Killiney,
Co. Dublin. (83709)

Huff of
Arklow

14

He nne s s y,
Dr. Synge

2, Museum Street,
Warringt on, Lanc ashi re.

Hegarty,Eri an

2 Killeen Terrace,
Malahide, Co. Dublin.

Hegarty ,Dermot

2 Killeen Tce. ,i~ialahide.

Henry, F. J.
M .D. ,F .R .C .S .I.

Jac que line
~atch Box,i~Iount Anville
Road, Dundrum, Co.Dublin.
(905956)

Henry S .Mervyn

55 Strand Road,
Port stewart ,C o. Ant rim.

Newtown, Bant ry, Co.Cork.

Puffin
(~iermaid)

- 218 T HA~v~ S
T 0NNAGE

NA~E

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NU~IiBER

Hollwey : Lt .C oi.
J.B.

Eski Shehr, Cabinteely,
C o. Dublin.

Hollwey,G.W.

Duns t affnage, Stillorgan,
C o. Dublin.

Hooper, Sean,
S.C.

4 Pakenham Rd. ,~(onkstown,
Co. Dublin. (81408).

Hopkirk,Eric C.

la klheatfield Gardens,
Belfast

Hopkirk, Frank C.

Re drools, Newt ownbre d a,
Belfast °

Hot sm an, H .F.

T emplerainey House
Arklow, Co. :icklow.

Hunt e r-Bl ai r,
Mrs. David

Se acliffe House
Abe rdour ,Fife, Scot land.

She arw at e r,
(Dinghy) 12’

Irvlng,John
Faulkner

The Moorings ,Harbour Rd.,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

S aunt e re r

Jacob, Basil B.

15 Cunningham Drive,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

Foam

Johns on,Terence
H.C.

South Lodge ,Ballybrack,
Co. Dublin.

Kavanagh, P .J.

Le ahurst,Douglas Road,
Cork. (23491.

Ks~%e, Philip

Phi i Kane Lt d., Summe rhi I i,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Kay, Alex R.

Rothesay Hotel,
ll Eden Quay, Dublin.
( 44885 )

Ke arne y, J ohn B.

2V Eaton Square ,luonkstown,
¢ o. Dubl:Ln. (82329).

Ke lly-Roge rs,
Capt. J.C.

Spindrift ,Shore Road,
Portmarnoc k ,C o .Dublin.
(Portmarnock 28 )

Tora

6

6

5

Firedrake
(Dr agon )

ive re rnd a 15
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NAME

ADDRESS & TELEPH0~CE
~LE R

Kilkelly, Lt .Col.
R. P.

23 Upper Grosvenor
Street, London,
.

Kimbe r, Gurth

8 Pembridge Place,
London, W. 2.

I{irkham, T. G.

The }~eetings,
Avoca, Co. ~/icklow.

Knox-Gore ,C ol.
W .A.C .S. ,D ¯S .0.

Pontoon Lodge,
Foxford, Co. 1~{ayo.

Lambert, Harold

4 Terenure Place,
Dublin.

Landon, C apt.
E.G.

Astrophel

i0

Arandora

8

C rannog,3ana~her,
Off aly.

Sea Bird

4½

Large, Rd.T.

Rosehill House,
C arTs fort Avenue,
Blackrock ,C o .Dublin.

S ku a

Love , C .

Se abank,C lifton T ce.,
kionks t own, Co.Dublin.

Galc ador

Luke, D.

Fairways ,C arrickbrennan Road, Sutt on.

Luke, De r~ k

Windward, Strand Rd.,
Sutton, Co.Drblln

i~acBride ,W.

39 Harcourt St. ,Dublin.

~cC leary ,H.

Island Dane,
Ki I linchy, C o .D own.

McC onne ii, J .C.

H arv i e s t on, C unni ngh am
Rd. ,D alkey, C o .Dublin.

Sus anna

9

McC onne ll,Mrs.
Mary T.

Harvie s t on, C unningh am
Rd. ,D alkey ,C o .Dublin.

Su s ann a

9

NIcC oull,Malcolm,
Jury

47 Earlswood Road~
Belfast.

Lorelei

(P.o.)
72!

20

Zaida D ~ .S .C
IV Footer¯

- 220 T HA~E S
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
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YACHT

McCormick ,~v .H .D.

Greencastle, Co. Donegal

Diane

McFe rr an, Kei th

Dangan, C arrickmine s,
Co. Dublin. (883153)

Husure
(P.0.)

McGonagle, Lism

Fingal, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Mcllwaine,
A.Douglas

B arr a, C rawfordsburn,
Co. Down

Nirv ana
of Arklow

McKe chnie ,W .G .B.

Rhubeg, Strone,
Argyll, Scotland.

C._~ .Dinghy
12 feet.

JlcKlnley, F

Bee chfie id, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock,Co. Dublin¯

Sarcelle

McI~ullen, L.

The Dell, Gordon Avenue,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.

R ainbow

6

T~ J
McSweeney, J.

¯

4

9

Glendhu, ident oe Gdns.,
Blackrock, Cork.

Macken, J.J.

V~hite House,Dalkey Ave.,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin

Aileen
(Dragon)

3

M acKe own, J. A.

57 Leeson Park,Dublin.

Antoinette

5

Magill, R.

Albion House,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Sadie R.

8

Maguire, B.C.

Northfield,36 Herbert Rd.,
Hornchur ch, Essex.

Maguire, i~,il. J.

Grosvenor House,
~ionkstown, Co. Dublin.

~/~ she r, P at k.

Ballinglanna,Douglas Rd.,
Cork.

N shony, J.A.C.

~loghroe House,
Blarney, C o. Cork.

Mallagh,T .J .S.

i St. James Terrace,
Clonske agh, Dublin.

- 221 ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NU~TBER

YACHT

Martin, F.D.

2 Eaton Brae,Corbawn Lane,
Shankill, C o.Dublin.

Adas tr a
(P.O.)

Ma~er, John

Edres, B ally ,C o .Dublin.

Segura

Maxwell,
Fawcett.

Frescati House ,Blackrock~
C o. Dublin. (880042)

Me lion ,Douglas

Thormanby Lodge, Howth,
C o. Dublin. (322093).

Spray

2

Mellon, D .E.,
M .D .

8 Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin

Janet

12

Mi cks, R .H. ,}~ .D.

18, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin.

Miller, C.G.

Short alst own, Xi llini ck,
We xf ord.

NAME

T H A~E S
TONNAGE

Calloo

8
2O

4

Knockre a House,
Douglas Road, Cork]
Mitchell, P.D.

C/o Ayerst McKinnen &
Harris on, Laurenti an
B o o le v ard, I~iont re al.

Mitchell,
Dunsmuir

Belvedere, Donaghadee,
CO. Down.

Moone7, A.W.

Ardfern, Breffni Road,
Sandycove~ Co. Dublin.

Mooney, A.J.,
Z.D .

26 Upr. Fitzwilliam St.,
Dub fin.

Morck, Dr.
Peter B.
(Hon.Sec.)

Frankfort Lodge ,Iv[errion
Ave., BI ac krock, C o .Dublin.
( 880852 )

Morrison, I.

Spindrift, C arrickbrack
Road, Daily, Co.Dublin.

Moore, G. c.
( Hon .T re as. )

18 St. Catherine’s Park~
Glenageary~ Co. Dublin.
[ 83152 )

Appolyn
(Int.Dragon)

Vanja iV

6
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NAME

ADDRESS & TELEPH0iTE
NUI~I~ER

Morehe ad, R.

Curt abinny, Crosshaven,
Cork. (C ros shaven 47 ).

Windward

Montgomery, A .M.

Brocc a, North Avenue,
Mount i~errion,C o.Dublin.

Rit a
(17 ft.)

Mont gone ry, E. J.

V8 Northumberland Road,
Dublin.

Mulhern, Jas. J.

22 Ailesbury Road,
Dublin. ( 684725 ).

Murdock, Alex

Westways, Station House
Hollywood, Co. Down.

0 ~Ke lly, W. J.

50 Villerea Park,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin°

0 ’Brien, Eric

39 Grafton St., Dublin.

0 ’Byrne ,Thos .E.

Thomdale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple ~ C ork.

0 ’Ce all aigh,
C ormac

ir~e atheroak,I(i!liney Road,
Killiney, Co. Dublin.

0 ’Connor,Dan J.

Kotor, Vico Terrace,
Dalkey~ Co. Dublin.

0 7C onnor, Dr.N[.

58 Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin.

0WDonovan, W.J,

Eldorado, Ballintemple :
Co. Cork.

0 ’l~ara, Stephen

Pembroke House
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

0dbert, Arthur
R. Ivi.

8 T rafalgar T e rr ace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

0dlum~ Ed. John

60 Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Ki rme w

5

Thumb ali n a
(Mermaid)

Julia

5

i0

Fene str a

8

- 223 NA,iVIE
Odium, Peter D.

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NU~IBER
The Cottage,
30 Highfield Road,
R athg ar.

O’Farrell, K.

Villaggio,Colimore Rd.,
Dalkey. C o. Dublin.

0 THanlon, Rory H.,
M.D .

36 Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin. ( 62080 ).

0 ’Keeffe, P.

Ard-na-Gre ine ,Bantry,
Co.Cork. (Bantry 33).

0 TKeefe, Ray

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford. (!Texford 280)

0 ~ Loughlin,C olin

109, Fleet St.,Dublin.

0sterberg,
Harold

I Wilton Place ~Dublin.
(66705)

0sterberg, Paul

27 Sans Souci Park,
Be If as t.

Park, Mungo

The T ansey, Baily,
Howth, Co. Dublin

Pearson, J.D .

Craig View, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

Petch, John

Se aview, Kilbrit t ain,
Co. Cork.

Pope, A.E.

Victoria Cross,Cork.

Purcell, D.J.
(Hon .Ivle asure r )

3 Marlborough Road,
Glenage ary, C o.Dublin.
(81849, 54204)

Ri ord an,
C ashe i J.
Re ardsn, John

YACHT

Je

THA~ZES
T ON NAGE

Namhara
an (Dragon)

I0
3

(P.o.)

Harmony

10

ivi ary C
(~ffermaid)

Vandra

8

Susette

6

The P addock,T emple lawn,
Blackrock Road, Cork.
(Cork 21554).

Tern

5

Ros s all a, Shankie I Ro ad,
Cork. (20270)
Office - (20032)

Dolphin m.v.

- 224 ADDRESS & TELEPHO~
ND~dBER
Richardson,H.G.

Ventnor, Vico Road,
D alkey, C o. Dublin.
(86518)

Roche, T .H.

Ros-na-Greine ,Avoce Ave.,
Blackrock, C o. Dublin.

Ronan, J.G.

Cuskinny,C obh,C o. Cork.

Rowlands,
David G.

17 Chlorine Gardens,
Be if as t.

Ryan, Eoin

Epworth, Quarry Road,
Greys tone s~ C o. Wicklow.

Ry an, John

Rochdale, Orwell Road,
Rathgar, Dublin.

Ryan, Se an

C oolmi lle r, C arrigaline,
Co. Cork.

YACHT

Jean (P.O.)
(Dragon)
"Neon Tetra"

T HA~S
T ONNAGE

3
20

Southern
Cross

Some rvi lie -Large, Vallombros a, Bray,
P.T .
C o, ~vlCKlOW .

G anne t

She ppard,
Ger aid J.

Rave ns c our t
I. 0 .M.

Liverpool Royal Inf.
Pembroke Place,
Liverpool 3.

Sheppard, Thos.

2 Rosier l~:lansions,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Smile s, AI an

28 Fifth Avenue,
Port n~ asnlng~
..... on,
New York, U.S.A.

Smyth, Brian T.

117 Malone Avenue
Be If as t 9.

~
om~th,

Douglas,

Wi !!Jam A . 117 I~alone Ave.,Eelfast O.

St arkey, R.V.

II, Sandford Avenue
:~arlboro ’ Road,
Donnybrook, Dublin.
~T

I0

Suvre t t a

V

Suvre t t a

7

Boni t a

3

- 225 ADDRE S S & TE LE~ f~-f~OiTE
NA?2E
Stewart, Alan

7 iviarine Avenue,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

Sullivan, C.
St. J.

C/o Royal Bank of Ireland,
Monaghan. (i~onaghan 34)

Sullivan, D.
St. J.

123 Upper Abbey Street,
Dublin. (44400).

Ada (S.D.)
Sprack ( S.D. )
P .0.
C ape lla

Sulliv an,
Michae i A.

Raffeen House,
Monkstown, Co. Cork.

Thomson, C .H.

24 Waltham Terrace,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
( 880198 )

Thompson, A.F .B.

16 Sydney Avenue,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(82011, 61951 )

Rosmary
(17 ft.)

T homp s on,
Samuel F.

Windyridge, Roche s t own
Road, Cork.

Wye
8 metre

Tierney, John

Amalfi, Eglington Rd.,
Donnybrook, Dublin.

Tyrell, John

56 Ferrybank, Arklow.
(Arklow 3)

Stuart,

3

Longside, Greenisland,
C o. Ant rim.

Winifred

R. Wall, h iorris,

Melbe ach, Ivionkstown,
C o. Dublin.

Vivi

5

Walsh, R.T.

Wynberg, Belgrave Road,
Nonkstown, Co. Dublin

Firedrake
(Dragon)

3

Glenhedr, Howth,
C o. Dub lin.

Lella
(D .J. 17 ft.)

Wi ikins on,
J. Norman

13
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Wilson, T.G.
I~i .B. ,F .R .C .S .i.

3 Fit zwi lli am Square,
Dublin.

Wolfe, John ~.

Robs Walls, ~[ alahide,
C o. Dublin.

Wood Wolfe,
C.F.W.

Bridge House,
Skibbereen, Co. Cork.

Workm an, J. R.

53 Malone Park, Belfast

ADDRESS ~ TELEPHONE
NU~ER
C ree ,Donal
C.L.

Pinehurst, Aviary Road
Pyre ford, Uorking.

Paul, Alan H.

Royal Ocean Racing Club,
20 St. James Street~
London, S .~. i.

Barton,
Hum ph r e y

4 Quay Hill,
Lymingt on, Hants.

YAC~

T HAiv~ S
T 0NNAGE

Kyrenia

5

Ceara

8

YACHT
Guln are

Rose of
York.

T H A/vZE S
T 0NN AGE
9

.

